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PREFACE
Three years ago, during the second European GASAT Conference in
Jonkoping, a group of participants was thinking about ways to continue
discussions between researchers, teachers and policy-makers on the issue of
Gender, Science and Technology on European level. It was felt that a
European exchange should not be hampered by the absence of colleagues from
East European countries. A full understanding of interactions between Gender,
Science and Technology, includes cultural and historical data; learning from
international comparison is a prerequisite. More effort should be given to
encourage involvement from East European colleagues in the next GASAT
Conference. When the Eindhoven University Group took the initiative to
organize the Third European GASAT Conference in 1992 one of its main
objectives became to get together participants from East and West Europe.
With financial assistance of the Eindhoven University ofTechnology a
planning committee was constituted. The committee has taken full responsibility for all aspects concerning the conference, assisted by a Dutch and an
International Advisory Board as wdl. AJI groups have been working hard to
realize the third European GASAT conference as a meeting of colleagues from
East and West, where current initiatives in research and intervention
programmes will be discussed and joint European projects challenged.
The planning committee is thankful for support from the Dutch
Ministry of Education and Science and also from Dutch industry.
Of course the most important contribution is coming from the participants.
We received 43 papers of which 12 by authors from East-European countries.
They have been classified according to the main themes and sub-themes of the
conference and are published in that order in twO volumes. It is our sincere
wish that this flying start is the prelude of a succesful conference!
On behalf of the planning committee,
Marijke van Vonderen
Marja Brand

INTRODUCTION
GASAT conferences bring together women and men who are concerned to
encourage research and interventions into all aspects of gender differentiation
in science and technology education and employment. Gender aspects in the
field of natural sciences and technology is the main subject of this book that
consists of two volumes, containing the formal papers that have been accepted
for the Third European GASAT Conference on Gender Science and
Technology 1992. Following the tradition of GASAT-conferences the
Contributions are distributed in advance of the conference. This procedure has
also been used at the first and second European GASAT conferences at
Elsinor, Denmark in 1986 and Jonkoping, Sweden in 1990.
Objectives of this third conference are to provide perspectives on JOint
European projects and to stimulate exchange of ideas and experiences in each
European country with regard to current initiatives related to intervention and
research in education, schooling and employment.
Panicipants in the European GASAT Conference '92 represent approximately
25 countries. The planning committee received 43 papers which are organized
according to four main themes and an excursion:
1.

2.

Edugtion and Schooling
This theme includes papers which deal with the social context of
learning, instru~tion and eduction, but also includes papers which focus
on the choice of school subjects, access to technical educations and
continuing adult education in the area of career development.
For this theme 23 papers are submitted; they have been subdivided into
6 subthemes.
Employment
This theme includes papers which deal with values with regard to
employment in engineering and the combination of work and family.
Also papers focusing on restrictions and strategies of professional career

3.

4.

development belong to this theme. Nine papers are submitted for this
theme and they have been divided in three subthemes.
Research Methodolo~ and Evaluation of Interventions
This theme consists of two subthemes, the first includes three papers
which focus on research methodology and the second subtheme consists
of three papers discussing evaluations of interventions.
Joint Eurovean Projects
Three papers either discuss existing European projects or challenge
setting up those projects
Excursion: House of the Future
In preparation of a GASAT-excursion to the Dutch House of the
Future, two papers have been written. At the Conference they will be
discussed in one of the Workshops.

Within each sub-theme the papers are arranged alphabetically according to the
first author's name. Some of the papers contribute to more than one subtheme. In that case other criteria such as distribution of authors form East and
West Europe and a maximum of four papers per sub-theme have been used
for assignment to a theme.
The English of the papers received before due time have been corrected, if
necessary. We are grateful to Jan Harding for her mediation.
The formal papers published in these two volumes precede other contributions
to be expected at the conference: the keynote addresses, poster papers and
theses for round table discussions. They are the basis for exchange of ideas and
experiences in paper sessions, workshops and round table meetings. The
planning committee is looking forward to meet all of you at the Eindhoven
conference.

Organization and members
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M~nt-p~~~~~t

girls into physics and technology education
Marja Brand
Eindhoven University of technology

The Ment-project started in 1982 at the Eindhoven University of technology. The idea was to
initiate changes in physics and technology education to
get more girls interested and keep them interested in
physics and technology
initiate changes in problem awareness of teachers,
administrators and schoolcounselors
help schools and teachers to start their equal opportunity activities
do research in the numbers of female participation in
physics and technology education.
One of the things that happened was the start of the GASAT
movement. Jan Raat, Ilja Mottier and Jan Harding were the
mothers and father of a small network of GASAT friends.
In 1991 the Kent-project ended.

The start
Before the year of 1982 there were some activities in
Eindhoven University to get more girls interested in a
technology education at the university level. Marijke van
Vonderen, Ineke de Raaff en Jan Raat were initiators for
this project. They wanted to know how many; how few women
studied at technical universities. They wanted to make a
map of the results and then try and find a way to change
the numbers.
To find out possible solutions to alter the situation they
seeked support and information from collegues. There was
very little information about why girls opted out of physics and science lessons and the way to change this situation at that time.
In november 1981 a conference was organised at the Eindhoven university to exchange ideas with collegues working
towards the same goals: Getting Girls into Science. some
thirty educational researchers and teachers from eight
countries in Europe participated and they started what was
called the GASAT network.'
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The conference was mainly
about girls from 12 - 14
years of age and about getting them into physics.
Although ideas were born to
stop the dropout from young
women with a showed interest in physics to "female"
vocational studies to become lab assistent, vet, physician etc.
The participants were mainly interested in changing the
curriculum and the hidden curriculum of teachers.
One of the outcomes was not to speak in terms of lagging
behind of girls, because it suggested girls were no more
than disabled boys.

The recommendations that were agreed upon were:
1. Statistics must separate the data of girls and boys in
order to make difficult educational outcomes visible.
2. An Information network must be built in order to facilitate communication between educators, scientists and
researchers involved.
3. Teacher training can play an effective role in preservice and in-service education. Both forms of education must be oriented towards the following objectives:
make teachers aware of their own attitude, of classroom
interactions and career opportunities for girls and
boys in science and inform teachers about alternative
strategies in science teaching.
The objectives cannot be fulfilled only by providing information. Other methodologies must be used too in order to
bring about attitude changes.
4. curriculum and teaching material can contribute to
promote girls' opportunities
sex discrimination in teaching materials and textbooks
must be removed.
examples and illustrations in textbooks must be based
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upon girls' experiences too.
Science must be presented as an endeavour of women and
men with historical, cultural, social and economic
implications.
The content of textbooks must not be far away from
daily life. Presentations should not be abstract, formalized and theoretical but rather concrete, connected
with real life processes.
Science lessons must pay attention to the social implications of science and technology. They must deal with
the benefits of technological development and the negativ~ consequences and/or controversial issues.
Textbooks can use biographies of women scientists as

illustrations of science as human activity.
Career material for girls must be developed.
And teaching materials must include a variety of methods (problem solving, decision making, design, handson activities etc).
5. Informative, social and emotional support must be given
to young women. Examples are information about consequences of sub jest choices and non-tradi tiona! career
opportunities. Social support could be positive image
of female technicians in media, financial support,
extra courses. And emotional support could be using
role-models, and female networks.
The last recommendation was
6. More research is needed in order to know the problems
and thereby change the situation. Longitudinal evaluation research into the effects of experiments. Important is to form a body of knowledge as basis for future
experiences.
These recommendations were the basis for the Ment-project.2 In may 1982 ir. Marja Lensink was the first coworker to make the Ment-project into a succes.•
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Tbree phase project
1982-1984
The first phase of the project was mainly collecting data
and bringing statistics about girls in physics and technology education to the attention of teachers to make them
aware of the problem. Physics textbooks were examined to
see whether they contained elements that disadvantaged
girls. Guidelines were established for the production of
new textbooks and teaching materials dealing with the
content of instruction and the language used, the illustrations, the examples and the illustrative texts. Video's
were made to study interaction between single and mixedsexe groups in hands-on activities.
1984-1987
In the second phase was
curricula design the topic.
"Girl-friendly" fysic lessons based on the interest
of girls were made and experimental tested. The lessons were about electricity
in and around the house,
the eye and seeing (optica
and light), energy and the
body and measuring time. A
large
investigation
was
done to find out the differences that lead to less
interest
in physics
by
girls.
Girls find physics less usefull for their personal life.
They are however interested in topics related to the body
and the natural world and they are unaware of career opportunities in physics and technology.
The position of young women at Senior· technical training
colleges (STT) (16-20 years of age) was investigated. The
purpose was to find out what attracted them in technical
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studies and the motivation to study at STT.
Motives to study at STT were
- the practical work, working with your hands
- the concrete work, seeing immediately what works or not
- the feeling of control over things
- being able to design, make and repair things
- wanting to know how things work
- the interesting study
- the interesting career opportunities.
Also teachers and male students' attitudes towards female
students was object of study. Results showed that schooladministration and teachers can play an active role in
informing and attracting girls and their parents' attention
to career opportunities for women in technology. Mixed
feelings in teachers attitude towards female technicians
influence the class climate negative. Technical schools
with more female teachers are more positive towards activities to attract female students and have less dropouts.
1987-1991

The third period was the most rewarding one. Technical
women were made visible in statistics and becoming more
visible in the awareness of the public. The information the
Ment-project could provide was very much wanted/ needed and
a lot of teacher support was given•. The information recource center worked pretty good" and a network of teachers was formed.
A thesis on pupils attitude towards technology showed the
importance of starting at very young age with technology
lessons. The differences in attitude
formed at a very young age.
At the age of ten years it
can be measured and it does
not change all that much in
the ten years following.
Primary
science
lessons
will be of enormous importance to keep girls intere
sted in science and technology.
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A research into profiles of girls at STT gave more information about information and others influencing girls' choices.
The girls have parents with positive feelings about the
possibilities to succeed for their daughters.
The parents let their daughters free to choose a study of
their own choice.
The girls belong to a girls-scene where freedom to choose
is accepted.
The girls have reasonably to good marks in math and reasonable to average in physics.
Most girls visited open-days/ activity days for girls at
STT". The girls g(.t little negative feedback about their
wish to go to STT from teachers, counselors, parents,
family, (girl)friends.
They value working in the long term future.
They expect to succeed in STT and to be able to cope with
fellow students as part of a minority group.
They also have a clear view of the difficulty of the lessons and of students interaction at STT. They know what to
expect.

The profiles point out that the information given to future
students about STT is nessesary and also that the role of
teachers, parent and counselors is very important.
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Ment-project at end
It is very difficult to state the importance of the project. Results are not easy to be attributed to the work of
the co-workers.
label

If there is a slight increase of girls in physics and technology education that may be the result of nationwide
advertising, the change in attitude towards technology and
female technicians or the work of the Kent-project. Fact is
that a lot of people knew where to find us and needed the
information we gave to them.
There are two contradictory explanations for the fact that
girls opt less for physics and technology education:
* girls do not choose for physics and technology lessons
because they have a lack of information. They know little
about technology because they were never confronted with
technology en never learned about it at school. They will
never choose for physics and technology out of not-knowing
and not-caring.
* girls do not choose for physics and technology lessons
because it is a male dominated setting where you cannot
easily survive as female. Technology has a "macho" image
where women cannot feel at ease. Girls have enough information about technology and the technological world to say no
to "male-technology". They have strong feelings about
technology use and abuse.
Both explanations can be true. The Ment-project wanted to
break down the "macho" image of physics and technology.
We did it by showing that the image is there allright but
it can change and by explaining how physics and technology
can be made gender inclusive in which gender no longer
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leads to a better or lesser interest and/ or performance.
Ten years of Ment-project will not be enough to change ages
of sex biased education, but still we believe we did make a
difference.

1. Raat J. Harding J. Mottier r. Girls and Science and Technology, Eindhoven 1981
2. Brand M. Eindrapport Ment-project, Eindhoven 1991
3. The participants at the conference made a promise to keep
in touch and they did: GASAT mondial conferences were held
every two years. The sixt one was in Australia 1991, the seventh will be in canada 1993.
4. one of our leaflets for girls about senior technical training (STT) was printed 18.600 times and used in information
campaigns by STT colleges.
5. Ten years of Ment-project was good for approximately 150
speaches and workshops about girl-frienly fysics, schoolcareer counseling for technical studies and professions,
gender free curricula designing, equal opportunities etc.
About 3000 teachers were personally involved in lectures,
workshops and experiments. About 100 research reports were
written and send free of charges to teachers, scientists,
administrators, industries. The project-information journal
(in total 580 pages information) was send quarterly to 2500
schools, institutes and private home adressen.
The developed school materials (3 video's, 4 brochures en
several fysicbooklets) was send free of charges to every one
asking for it. Hundreds of schools were involved in themesessions about girls and fysics or girls and technology. Every
year about 120 people asked for advise; help/ material which
we provided if possible.
Thirtytwo co-workers were involved in all the activities, some
for short others for lengthier periods, as researchers, advisers and collegues.
6. At open-days and activity days they get information about
STT. The variety of work you can do as engineer. They meet
female role-models and discuss career opportunities. They also
get information from female students about the studie, the
fellow students etc.
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GENDER, SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND ENGINEERING: EDUCATION
IN BRITAIN AND BULGARIA

Dr. Alan Dumdell
Dept. of Psychology, Glasgow Polyechnic, Scotland

Abstract

The existence of a gender gap in Britain with regard to physical science,
computing and engineering is compared with its apparent absence, at least
in the educational system, in Bulgaria. Indeed in some cases it is reversed.
Why is this? For comparison reference is made to British studies on
classroom behaviours and student choices. In Bulgaria a core curriculum
has existed for many years, with a prominent role given to science and
technology. However, in pursuit of western individualism there is presure
to introduce more choice into the curriculum, with preliminary signs that
this is producing western style gender effects. The role of changing ideology
in Bulgaria is assessed, as is the status of engineering, the high level of girl's
school performance and rather formal teaching methods. It is concluded
that Bulgaria has succeeded in presenting science and particularly
technology as gender neutral in schools, but that this success is now in some
danger. The material is based on two academic visits to Bulgaria in 1987 and
1990.

General background

The countries of the former communist block in Eastern Europe have been
much more successful than Britain in presenting technology and
engineering as gender neutral throughout the educational system. It is the
purpose of this article to try and understand how this has come about, using
Bulgaria as an example for closer consideration. This issue is particularly
important for Britain, as shortages of technologically qualified personnel
exist and a national curriculum is being introduced into England and Wales
which gives science and technology a high profile.
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Researchers visiting Eastern Europe before the collapse of communism (1),
(2) to investigate gender related issues have reported being met with
genuine surprise, mild amusement and comments that the problem was
solved because the State was ideologically committed to equality. Virtually
no feminist movement seemed to exist, and there was some reverse
concern over the 'feminisation of the intelligentsia' (3). However, research
mainly published in the west has shown that in spite of some impressive
achievements (4), particularly in education, widespread differences in
occupation between the genders do occur in these societies (4), (5), and that
this can be understood by the phrase 'womens double burden' (i.e. women
have to work and look after the home) rather than any notion of equality

<6>, m.
Attempts in Britain to interest schoolgirls in technological subjects has met
with slight success, with the proportion o! students who are female that are
admitted to universities (8) to study mechanical engineering rising from 2%
in 1974 to 10% in 1989, electronic and electrical engineering from 2% in 1974
to 7% in 1989 and in computing dropping from 24% in 1974 to 13% in 1989.
At each choice point in the educational system, more and more girls opt out
of technologically oriented subjects. Kelly (9) observed many instances in
schools of boys dominating girls in laboratories, ridiculing girls' attempts at
work, gaining more of the teachers attention and acting as though they had
priority for apparatus. Durndell (10) found a gender gap in favour of boys in
knowledge and use of IT amongst school leavers, and furthermore this gap
stayed constant between 1986 and 1989.
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An assessment of gender and teclmology in Bulgaria

The following discussion draws on the experiences of two visits to Bulgaria
in Autumn 1987 and in the disturbed circumstances of November 1990:
The subject of computer science has become male dominated in Britain.
What of Bulgaria? The first problem is that the computer revolution has
only recently begun to hit Bulgaria, such that the situation is similar in
some ways to that in Britain perhaps 10 years ago. For example, whilst about
18% of British households owned home computers in 1991 (12), Domozetov
03) reported that only 3.7% of Bulgarian scientists had home computers.
The subject of computer science is a new one in Bulgaria, and official
statistics are hard to find (14). However, Domozetov (15) has carried out
some of the apparently few studies in Bulgaria that even raise the issue of
gender and computing, with a study of the introduction and use of
computers in the Savings Bank and amongst scientific workers. In the
Savings Bank he found a situation similar to Britain, in that most of the
routine computer operators were female, and most of the managers were
male. The scientific workers were rather different, with more of a gender
balance amongst those using computers at a professional level.
An interview carried out by the author in November 1990 on a 23 year old

female systems analyst in Bulgaria is another source of information. She
said that in her undergraduate education, which was oriented towards
electronics and telecommunications, about 70% of the students were
female, and she was very surprised when informed of the situation in
Britain where only 10% of similar students would be female. She
commented on the very poor level of practical work at her university and
the domination of her education by lectures. She also was of the view that
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students perceived engineering and computing as easy subjects to study,
which is not the case in Britain.
The situation with regard to gender and computer science in Bulgaria was
thus unclear, although it did not seem to be the same as in Britain. The
situation with regard to gender and engineering was, however, dramatically
different to Britain, with the Bulgarian government restricting the
proportion of admissions into engineering degree courses that were female
to 50% in order to stop women dominating engineering. Compared with
Britain, where getting 10% of undergraduate engineering admissions to be
female is seen as something of a success, Bulgaria is dramatically different.
Why?
(a) Low status of engineering:

It was argued that engineering had a low status in Bulgaria, as shown by the

relative ease of getting on an engineering course. For example in 1987 the
Higher Institute of Mechanical and Electrical Engineering reported that it
was having difficulty filling some of its courses, whilst places to study law,
humanities and soda! sciences were greatly oversubscribed. It was argued
that the salaries earned by engineers were not particularly good, and that
potential students were also put off by the knowledge that the available
level of technology in industry was low (14).
Thus, it was argued, because female students were highly motivated to get a
degree, any degree, they took the easy option and chose engineering. (Why
relatively weak male students would not take the same strategy was not
explained.) The major flaw with this as an explanation is that engineering
courses in Britain are also difficult to fill, engineering is seen as of low
status in Britain with only average pay rewards, and yet very few females
apply to study it.
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(b)

Perhaps all gender differences have been eradicated in Bulgarian

society?:
This is clearly not so (4). Furthermore some gender differences do occur in
higher education in Bulgaria (14), and they show some similarities to the
situation in Britain. For example, health, medicine and education are
numerically dominated by female students, whilst maths, physics and
chemistry tend to be dominated by male students. Engineering is
spectacularly different from Britain, and in general more female students
seem interested in technology than in Britain.
These gender differences represented a failure of Bulgarian government
policy. In spite of the lack of reaction to questions of gender, Jancar (11)
pointed out that it has been an accepted part of government educational
policy in Eastern Europe for many years to, where deemed necessary,
produce gender quotas for higher education subjects. The success of this
policy has been very unclear, and definitive statistics have been difficult to
identify. One of the purposes of establishing gender quotas for subjects was
to prevent the 'feminisation of the intelligentsia', as girls on average left
school with considerably better qualifications than boys and 57% of
university students in Bulgaria were already female by the 1980's (14). This
raises another question:
(c) Why do girls outperform boys in the Bulgarian education system?

A number of possible reasons were suggested: Firstly it was argued that girls
behaved better than boys, that they were more diligent and matured earlier
than boys. If this was the case it presumably would be linked to stereotypes
of typical male and female behaviour, and fits in with an international
trend which includes good educational success within the stereotype of
expected female behaviour.
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Secondly the existence of a core curriculum in Bulgaria, such that almost
all school students of both genders studied the same subjects throughout
their schooldays, including scientific and technological subjects, prevented
girls from opting out of these technological subjects. The desire to do well
overcomes any negative feelings about these subjects and girls thus tend to
leave school well qualified in these areas. It was interesting to note that
Britain and Bulgaria appeared to be moving in opposing directions here. In
Britain a core curriculum has recently been introduced, and one of the main
reasons for it was to stop large numbers of girls from opting out of physical
science study at a young age. Conversely, as part of the new found concern
for individuality and choice, there are experimental attempts underway in
Bulgaria to introduce more variation into the curriculum. Unpublished
preliminary data from the schools involved indicates that one of the effects
of this is indeed to increase gender differentiation in course choice with
girls tending to avoid physical sciences.
A third argument was that the teaching of science and technology in
Bulgaria was heavily theoretical and lecture oriented, and that this suited
the girls. There seemed to be a consensus both of foreign researchers and
among Bulgarians themselves that Bulgaria had a major educational
problem, in that you cannot teach science, computing and engineering
properly unless the students spend much of their time doing laboratory
work and projects. The problem is that you must be able to afford the
necessary apparatus for schools and higher education. H it were the case that
girls preferred lectures and theoretical rather than practical study, then that
could explain the good Bulgarian girls' performance. However, it should be
pointed out that conversely one of the strategies discussed at GASAT
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meetings (16) to attract more women into physical science has been to

increase the practical and real world element of study.
Another question is raised by this discussion: Why is it a problem that girls
do well in the educational system in Bulgaria, why is it not something to be
pleased about? One response (1) was that female graduates were more likely
to enter administration and education than go into industry where it was
argued that they were needed. Another response related to teaching styles. It
was argued that females were happier with rote learning, memory work
and lecture material, and were not as creative as males. Bulgarians appeared
to be very concerned about creativity and the past stifling of initiative,
linking this to the formal lecturing style of teaching. There is a
contradiction here however, as on the one hand females are accused of
preferring theoretical and abstract study rather than practical work, and on
the other hand they are accused of not being so good at abstract and creative
work.
(d) A synthesis?

Whilst the status of engineering, girls motivations, the attempted
eradication of gender differences in Bulgaria, school behaviour, teaching
styles and the core curriculum all seem relevant to explaining the female
interest in technology in Bulgaria, none appears totally convincing alone.
The following represents an attempt to make sense of these factors:
The proclamation of gender equality by the Communist state could be
argued to have been a partial sham, in spite of some achievements,
particularly in education. Much of the population have relatively recently
migrated from a traditional rural peasant culture to an urban situation, but
are very keen that their children, including girls, should be educated well. A
degree, any degree, is seen as a great honour and family pressure to obtain
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one would be strong. However, traditional male routes into the male
dominated hierarchy would be by means of the study of administration or
law, so girls would not be pushed or attracted in that direction. At the same
time Marxist-Leninism glorified science and engineering as the foundation
of the progress of society (17) so these subjects had an important role in
schools, and engineering comprised a large proportion of the opportunities
available in higher education. The core curriculum ensured that these
possibilities were open to girls, as did girls' relatively good performance at
school, possibly aided by the lecture based means of teaching. Thus many
girls strongly motivated to be involved in higher education were directed
towards engineering and were able to take up many places that were
relatively easy to get into.

The Future

This article has attempted to understand why Bulgaria has been so
successful in attracting females into engineering and technology. The issue
is complex, but a core curriculum certainly seems to be one important
factor. The dramatic changes going on in Eastern Europe societies contain
opportunities and dangers. The opportunities include the existence of a
large pool of female schoolchildren and students who are both qualified and
interested in physical science and technology. They represent a large
reservoir of talent and expertise that can help Bulgaria enter the
information age- a reservoir the envy of some other countries. The danger
is that in throwing out everything associated with the old Communist
regime, Bulgarians might decide to throw out notions of gender equality
and remove or water down the core curriculum with its compulsory
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science. If this happens it may have the effect of removing many girls from
the study of science and technology. It is to be hoped that this does not
occur.
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION IN OUR DEMOCRATIC
SCHOOL
Dipl.-Ing. Hana NOV~KOV~, CSc.
Head of PEDAGPROGRAM, Prague, Czechoslovakia
Technology education must be adapted to the cultural
milieu as well as to the progress and changes of our democratic society, to the scientific and technological innovations. The prepared reform of the educational system has to
be a key social activity in the new market economy. Our system of education cannot be reformed in isolation independent
from high-technology world.Technology is an organic part of
our culture and technology education must be a substantial
feature of modern general education in the democratic society helpinq to develop ones'personality in accordance with
the need-a of the so~iety.
Technology education interfacing the society is understood to be necessary precondition of successful implementation of specialized education and professional orientation
of pupils resulting in a concious career choice of further
studies or taking a job. Technologr education must be a principle of the modern educational po icy. The specific system
of school technology has to be carried out in different levels of formal and informal education.
Integrated technology programs being realized from the
kindergarten through upper secondary school are the bases for
the curriculum development for 2000.
1. Some remarks on the Czechoslovak school system and its
history
Czechoslovakia is a country of great traditions in culture and education. The beginnings of education on the territory of present-day Czechoslovakia are connected with the
church schools in 9th and lOth century monasteries. First
lay schools are recorded from as early as the 13th century.
Very important impulse to the development of education in
our country was the founding in 1348 of the Prague University by Czech King and Roman Emperor Charles IV. This first university in Central Europe became a center of education, influenced the development of education and, later, the process
of national self-awareness.
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The school reform of 1774 introduced the compulsory sixyear school attandance for all children. Compulsory eightyear school attendance for all children aged six to fourteen
was enacted in 1869.
The first secondary schools I Latin gymnasium/ have their
roots in the 14th century. First practical schools, precursors
of later specialized secondary schools, began to arise in step
with the economic development and expansion of industrial production at the end of the 18th century.
In the independent Czechoslovak state after World War I,
schools underwent market development~ A network of common
schools was completed, the number of secondary schools increased, and new universities came into existence. February 1948
followed the Communist government and several educational reforms were carried out. Their characteristic mark was a uniform school and central control, the national curriculum for
all school subjects. The last reform, in 1976, enacted 10 year compulsory school attendance.
The. "Velvet Revolution" in 1989 and the democratisation of
our society has a great influence on our school system, which
is at present changing. The new school system will devote the
greatest attention to the upbringing, training and education
of the rising generation from the aspect~ of the democratic development of our republic. That means to systematically create
conditions to be free, healthy, educated a well prepared for the
life in the democratic society, for them to absorb all that is
wise, noble, honest and beautiful, and the progressive values
created by mankind. We would like to open our country to Europe,
to the world and from this point of view we~re preparing the
new school system. In view of the growing complexity of the
tasks to be tackled at the beginning of the next century by
whose who at present attending school, Czechoslovakia's state
bodies adopted a long-term programme for perfecting the Czechoslovak educational system, which will be reformed during the
next few years. The purpose of the fundamental changes in the
~ork of our schools is to improve the quality of training and
education, to ensure a higher standard of tuition, to give the
·r 1
"T.
.
"

''
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opportunity to the gifted children to develop their abilities.
IVe have to continuously improve the curricula, teaching programmes, textbooks, other study materials and teaching-aids,
to introduce modern and effective formsand methods of instruction.
Our education will develop in the European context. The
government guatantees that Czechoslovakia will continue establishing further political changes aimed at in_!;egrat~ng our republic into the family of 1\'est European and other democratic
countries. Since February 1991 Czechoslovakia has been a member of the Council of Europe and has cooperative relations
with the European Communities.
After the "Velvet Revolution" in 1989 several decrees
were issued by the Ministry od Education of the Czech Republic and Ministry of Education of the Slovak Republic concerning the system of basic and secondary schools, private schools,
decentralization in the school system, changes in higher education, teaching foreign languages etc. Compulsory school attendance was shortened to 9 years and is conducted entirely in basic school.
In our country preschool education has been a part of the
educational system since 1948. Preschool educational facilities
are kindergartens, caring for children above age three. The focal point of children's activities in preschools facilities is
play. At present kindergartens were attended by 90% of all children.
The basic school 1 abroad called primary school/ ia divided
into two levels; lower level I 6 - 10 years/ and upper level /10·
15 years/. At the lower level the pupils master basic facts and
knowledge. They are taught by a single teacher. At the upper level the pupils are habituated to the fact of each subject being
taught by a different teacher. From 5th class pupils can be differentiated according to their interest and abilities, to ettende basic schools with an extended curriculum of math, languages,
sports etc.
Having passed from the basic /primary/ school the pupils
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transfer to one of the secondary schools /.only some 5% will
.1/
not continue in further education/, vtz:
- 4 year secondary general school /gymnasium/, terminating
with a final examination - some 18% of pupils
- 4 year secondary vocational school I mechanical, engineering, electrical engineering, agricultural, health service,
conservatories etc./ terminating with a final examination some 30% of pupils
- 3 - 4 year secondary training /apprentice/ school terminating with a apprentice exam, by 4 year training also with
a final exam • some 52% of pupils.
Since the 1990/91 academic year there have been introduced some 8 grade gymnasia 1 for the leavers of 5th grade of
the basic school/ and the special family, economic and health
service schools I two grades/ for the leavers of the 9th grade
of the basic school.
In our school system there are different types of special
schools for handicapped children.
The highest level of our educational system are the universities. For the full university studies the curricula are 4 6 years long. The new university law of 1990 incorporates a
three-year bachelor's curriculum.
The democratisation of our society brought about pluralism
in the school system. The new aspect of these changes ia a foundation of so called • alternative education - independent schools"
- in addition to the state schools we have also some public
schools and church schools. The number of these schools is increo.
asing.
2.

Technology education as a part of modern general education

A global perspective of technology education must be adapted to the changes and progress• of our democratic society, from
17see the Czechoslovak school system - next page
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A scheme of the CSFR educational symm
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the point of view of the scientific and technological innovations. Let me present such key as: Which type of education
should we take to build such a society? . It should be necessary to see educational reform in the wider context of social and
economic reform. In Czechoslovakia this problem is more important now because we are transfering to the market economy and
in education we have to respect the needs of labour market in
the democratic society developing its industry and other spheres of economy on high technological level. I would like to
remember that education is a key social activity and cannot
be reformed in isolation independent from scientific and technological progress. The developMent of creative abilities of a
Man is a precondition for the developmnet of our democratic
society, We cannot educate the personality for 21st century
without technology education, we cannot return to the "pure"
general education from the period between the World Wars. We
are living in the world of advanced technology and technology
education has to become an organic priority of educational
reform of our general educational schools. It should be a part
of educational standards, a part of "Education for All", which
is worldwide project began by UNESCO.
Technology education is a principle in general education,
not only a technological subject being taught in the basic
school and gymnasium. It is also a specific system of modern
technology introducing the pupils to the technological information, knowledge and skills.
School technology which is carried out both in compulsory and optional constituents of school
education as well as in various forms of pupils'activities is
closely linked with work education. In the main, it forms the
From our point of view the
organic part of its sub-system.
underestanding of the scientific bases of informatics and production and the acquiring of the abilities to handle simple
tooh, which are used in production, conati tute the basis for
further development of aome sort of specialized education.
At present our basic 1 primary/ schools and general secondary schools 1 gymnasia/ have aspects of applied school tech-
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no logy:
- In general education subjects - primarily in natural science,
mathematics, geography with the emphasis on practical applying
and development of skills, but also in the other subjects as
well such as social studies, language etc~ In these all subjects the teachers have to develop( the practical application
to technology, the laboratory methods of work, problem solving
with practical goals as well as to develop the respective
skills and attitudes involved. In the new curriculum for these
subjects the ; te~hnological applications have to be more empha·
• s~zed and the teachers better prepared from point of view of
technology too.
- In special compulsory technological subjects. in each grade
starting from the lower level of primary school to the upper
secondary level. Our proposal supposes that these special
subjects would include topics from general technology and facilitate the discovery of individual talents, aptitudes, interests and the potentials related to industry and technology
through laboratory activity and problem solving. At the present time at the lower primary level 1 1st to 4th grades/ the
curriculum comprises compulsory subject work education for 1
hour a week. At the upper level of primary I basic/ school
/5th to 8th grades; 2 hours a week are devoted to work education. The content of this subject is mainly oriented to testing theoretical knowledge, to the acquisition of basic working skills in different fields of work and particularly in
handicraft, electrotechnical and electronic work, cultivating
land and breeding agricultural plants, in the preparation of
food as well as in hand and machine sewing. In the new established 9th grade of primary school there are some new technological subjects.
Into the curriculum of the secondary educational schools the
new su~ject called Informatics and Computer Technology has
been introduced, but the other technological subjects belong
only to the optional education - they are no more compulsory.
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- In the most varied forms of special-interest technical, agricultural and other activities 1 e.g. computer application;
in schools and other educational institutions ;e.g. Youth
Club groups, computer centres, Scout-movement, in YMCA,YWCA
etc;.
- In the development of pupils•special interest particularly
in the Vocational Activities Competition in the framework
of which the students of gymnasia prepare independently the
solution of various problems of industry,research, computer
application, etc.
The new proposal of the school system in Czechoslovakia has
to support the positive development of potentialities of every member of our democratic society and to prepare them for
the increasing speed of change in the living enviroment. We
remember that without compulsory technology education in each
grade of the primary and secondary general education we cannot fulfil this goal. Technology education, its system has to
reflect changing economic circumstances in our country which
Is tranafering to a market economy. The experience and research
results of technology education developed in Central and Eastern
Europe will be analysed end compared with the basic concepts
and prospective trends of technology education in the more developed countries, incorporating the newest developments in
science, technology and economics.
An innovative framework project of general technology education as a new, higher quality form of formal general educati•
on and non-formal education will reflect the new conditions• of
Central and Eastern European democratic societies and their transfers to market economies, as potential future members of the European Community.From this point of view in the collaboration of
UNESCO we are solving how to beat prepare the next generation for
life in a high industrialized democratic society of 21st century.
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Gendered Subjects Coming Together: Power and Gender in the
Design and Technology Curriculum for England and Wales
Can-it! i='aechter
Ce-ntre for Educational Studies, King's

Coll~9e.

London

The int:roductton or the newsubjet:tofDesign and Technology into the national
curricult!ITI for England an•j Wales is <l.imw at de'reloplng techn<:)logy >?<luc~.ti<>n
'Nitoout perpetuati~ its fom1er <:l&So(:iation 'Nith maswlinity. The nt>vv' subj<!>d is to be
taught by teachers from a numbe-r of previousl)l distinct areas and is centred around
h>::ml' €-conomics and craft, design a.nd technolog:1'. Hovvev""", both subjects have a
rcist.:)ry of low status within the curriculum, <•SSO(:iated 'l"tith their functk>n or supporting
the he<JernOn~~ status quo in Wn>tej•ing lra.diU::ona.l gen-.:ler roles to mainly W<)fking-class
students. \'lhile the positioning of cJesign ancl technology as a ·gend.,r-balanc~·
sttbje<:t within the- .;;)(te-nded core curriculum h<~.s ope-ned up the potential for cr,ange, it
is tauqht lAI those whose entire pr&Yious careers have beer1 in are<~.s notabl.;;; for their
embodiment oftreditionalgel100rand pt)¥/E!fTelations. TI1is paper <)Utlin€1s the basis of
the traditional ·masculinity' of crafts 3.nd th<!?. 'f~ininity' of domestic subjects. and
cconsiders \¥hether, given this history. ihvill be possible for 81. MW, 'gender-free·, subject
to emerge
TM ir,tr<xluctiOn .::of tr1e new subj~tct or d€i'sign and t<-d1noiogy (d&J.) int<;, th.;;; national
curricuium for England and Wales represents t11e coming to fruition or attempts to raise
the profile of t.;><:hnology education in scho·:>ls (fvkCullo-~h. 19135) Due to tfle position or
the n>S-w sub~t as part ofthe compursory cuniculum for both primary an<:l s-e-condar;
sctK•<)I stlldents, its future now seems secure. Furthermore, thort subject has tl'9'~n
defined in suc:h a way as to attempt to avoid the- gendering that so often accompanies
tocrtnology education. Desf9n has been made central, and too mat~rials to be used

range- from 'l'l>:>od and rootal to telltiles a.nd food, the idea t·ei~ that the proc~sses of
design are app!K--4ble Gl.nd l:ransf"M'",..ble over a numt~r <>f media. Ttl(> te:;..ching stalf
com~ rrom a number of prortviously exit-:ting subjects, the central group ooin9 home
economK;s (HE)- this !ncludes both food a.nd textiles·, ·::raft:, design an<J technoiogy
(COT). business studi€-s, art and design, and information techn(II09Y, and are e~cted
to work together within an overall interdisciplinary structur>ft. It is u-,us intended to
o>unteract the gendered nature of these subjects b'; integrating them aro1.md common
tooroos an·j proco&Sses
·
This <;~endering, hovvever, is deepli' ernl,.,ddeoj in the .;pist-i;m,)l,;;gy ,jf th>& subjects
concerned. and arises prirnarily out of their historical!)' fle,~ernonic function. This is
particular~.~ the r-ase as regards the subjects which are the foc:us ·:>f this paper, GDT and
HE. I shall argue that. irom theirv~ry inc€iption, the:-se subject::: had 3.S a rna}:>rpart of
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their purpos<:~ too f>9rpetuation of a p;~rti(:ular socia I slructur'i?, and in partiwlar too
lr3 nsmis::::ion of i-:teologic,<l m~ssag!7s o;.nc~rning the position of 'h'Xkin9-dass
students, eE.pecially girls. Ti~ irnm>O>rsion or tea·~ hers of th.ase subje-.::.ts, througt1 their
training and careers, in stKh ideological positions, is like1'1 to make it harder for them to
m.)ve to a no?.w currh1tum in which gender ancl class t)iases no 1on9€'1" unoorpin l':•oth
content and rationale.
Ttw concept ot hegernony is first round in the \'K11k c.r Grarnsci (Gramsci, ·1 911 )_, ancl

~~'

designed~::> explain hovt a dominant class maintains contr•,;>l b't
proj.tcting its own pC~.tticular way of seein9 social reality so succ<tssrully
that its view is acceptoilrj &.s common sense and as part of the natural
order b;• those •..voo in fact :~.re sube,rdinated to it.
Jaggru-, .h.•. ('1983) A F&l'l'J.il?J..~'.A'A?k:s ,'fi'AiHM!W/'l l>('iltlf'...t:<
(Sussex, f-l.arYester Press) quoted in (Lew'is, 1990) page 4 74

Hegemt)ny is internalised and thus insidious; It is the means ••!her~~~ dominant grrJups
repP:)duce and perpetuate their dominance. Hegemonic fonns ares<:) embt><-:ided in
s-:-:!ai
tr.at tl~y form a part of wr.at Schutz ca.lls our 'thinldng as usu::.J
(Schutz. 1964). Teachinq v·lhk:h supp.:)rts hegemonic structures therefore has
embedded ¥tlthin ita ·y·fs.wofthe dominant social ()rder·.vtJict, so&es it as an
unqoostioned n0rrnalit';. The r%ult is thattt·'"' general population comes to consent to
th~ rl':?quirement.s of th;; d·xnir>3.nt social9roups, and sod<~ I oro:l<'ir is thereby rna.intained
without .for•:'il (Foucault. ·1 977.: 1980).

Trn. antec"Klent SI.Jbj6-::ts of di-d: have historically had suGh ::>. 1'1~1ernonic fundion, in
terrns O:)f too perpe-tuation (Jfboth 9<'7n<lff and cta.ss positioning. Tho: d(,mestic an.:f •::ralt
subjects are- tv·to of the most h)ng-st~nding areas ofthe curriculum. \A/hi~ they wen~ not
offered to all, tr~y ··•He generally .;:.:;.nskleroo essential f(•r sonl€' students. and justifj.e.d
l;:;rgel)' in terms of their suitabilit'r for and utility to these groups. Both their presence in
the curriculum and theirc<Jntentr'i'IFIEda hegemonic p€'1"spoctive on too s<Jc.ia.l r&~s of
v'.,orking-cla.ss men and W'r)men. and. historically, r.ase a<'J:ed to prepare students ror
such n31>&s. Thus. each .;:urr~~ulurn ::Jrea. is strongly asso·:iaterJ ·,.viti'! one g>?.nd"'r and has,
fo:>r m(>St c>f the- last centuri_.l)een dos>?d to the other, b)' bottl formal and infonnal
rMans. The t-'"'acJ1ing, an.j in pattiCIJiar, the a!.rnosphere t'll' the 1.-;s::.ons, has corrto:.~·ed
sten:,olypes of ma~;eulini~i and f€-rnininity. \'l'ith aaft. 'l'iot1<st!Ops refl.,.cting tr~ iil.ll-ma!e""':•rld \A,'ith \.,·r,ich too~:' t'!a'l'~ traditional~· b~n associat.;>(l (Equal Opportunities
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Gomrmssion, 1983; Tl'!<)rnpson, 1989) and fema.IEH:tominated horne "'conorni<:s
clepartrnents conveying a mcoctel of dom11sticated femininit'j1 that suggests that a
w·ornan·,,, place is a.t tt1E: centre of <m <Xd.;.roo and pE!acoi>ful ~1ome (Attar, ·1 990; Turnbull,
1997)
Th"' genderecl nature of the domestic Mld cral'l:subjects has p<il.rticularr,- p.:•werfu!
hegemonic force. This genooring arises out •X soda I structures 'r1thidi suwortthe
•jomesti(:ity (;fwomen and tl1<? assodation of men wtt1 ·work w·ith resist3.nttn~teria.ls.
Consequent~;. 3Jthough tt1ese sut·~cts ar-e now a.lmost umversally offer.:>d t•) both
se)!<tS in mir.e•j schocls, they are still re~jar·1ed f)\' :;;tudents :}S bein9 predominantly for
·~ne g.:<nd<7r or the other (Grafton, ;:taL. 1983). C(lnnect.:;d 'Nith tr1is is th.;; ·~l:ils~:-bc;s.,..J
looa that tt1es.;; sub.j.&cts are n<li: fc.'lf· tile more acaderni·~ student (Attar, 1990: Pe nfoi.j,
·i 98f::). r~fle-~ting the lraditiona.l associatK)n of the w:;rking classes 'Nitl"l manual labour
::lnd dornestic 8er~ice . whether in one's own hc·me or that of another. Thus in th,;.ir very
pr~~enc-e or at)se nc"' in the curricullr.n for different groups of students, t!-1-&s,=, SI.Jbj-?.·~t.s
COIWIO'':f messages about t~se groups· roles in society. Such rne~:ages are errd)&dded
m the episteroolc•gy of the subjects <X»n<:oerned, and in th.=. t..s.·~h<?.rs' 'thinkin9-a.s-usuaJ
about t.l)e world; the)l are thus conveyed unselfconsdously and, although '"t tirn<:~s
resist<7·::l (.C.ltar, 1990), generally come to l~o?. ~.;-n as norrnai by txA:ll te<~<hers aM
stuoonts.

Home economics
Hem& econ•::>mics is a stlbjoct that from its V<&f'/ ortgins is both gendered aoo classed.
This is due to an association of >>omen's homemaking role 'tlith the pre:::eryation ·:>f
ord11r in s<,ci<S-ty and the control, thmugh this role, of too b>Oih<!.viour of a.lltarnily
membe-rs. ln the mid nin<?.te&nth century a concern for the morals ar~:l he~=tlth of too
poor, particular~; 1n ttl": cities (Hunt, 1987).. led to trw: intr<ldUctic.rr ·::>f domestic sut>Je<~t:s.
for girls on I>'· into the elerMnt;;r,. schools. A general fear of the potential of the wor1dng
classes to sprea(J both dise-ase and dissent, ~.s combin€'d with th<?. t>>O-Iief ttr<lt the
tamih1, •;onceived in a particiJiar way, VV<>Uid act as a stabilising force, cenlred around
W'Orr~n a.s r,ornerrrakers, and the dc·mestic traming (>t young g1rls V1-as designed ~:l
C<)unten:l.(.t'Nhatl''la.S seen as a worrying trend in th.,. industrial centres. Poverty and
rnalnutriti-:.~n were attribute(! to 21. l<l.c!~ ·JI' <I>:J~Y~esti·: management s~:ills on the pa.rt of
WOO<ing-class 'HOmen; it l'l'aS believed that this m~Jht be r&rnedied by the intro<lu<.tion ot
classes in cookery, needl&W'OrK.. ·:leaning and launt:li;fvYOrl< (Putt' is, 1985), €<Ven though
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trte s,:hemes of vvork ;?mp~)j. .;d often had little releva.n(e tc· t11e actual !ivmg u:.nditions
')f wNkin•;Fiass women (Attar, 1990; Turnbull. 1987).
The teact-tir~J of do::•rne::;tio:. ta.sf::s in ' >'·t<I"/'S that had little relevo.n-:e to::; the realiti.:;s o::·f th.:;
stu,jents' lives 'has combined with a present3.tion of an imaqe or famil'i life to wttich
trtey ·wer<? expecteo:::l to aspire and ·,vhicl! .;ncc·ura9ed th~?rn to regard p•werty as an
indi'virjual issue, amenable to incJividual thrift, an·j the maintenance of a 'respectable'
home as 10-ntirE--Iy their responsibility.
The presentl.tion of a t)ourgeois view of family life has persiste·j thmugtK•ut the history
of the subject (Attar, ·1 990), giving particular emphasis to the creation of order in too
horne (Wynn, 1983). H.)US'i!Yv<)rk ··,.vas .:.l<1bora.ted, ·witt-tin horn<?. "'conomio::.s, into a
comple>l and time-consuming ritual, pe-rformed for '!ove ·, with this elaboration and
economic devaluing presentof1d as if normal and uno:hallengeable (Vv)mn. ·1 98:~:).
Honw E!(:t.::·n·xnics vvas E--ssentially corK:eived a8 a qirls' subjo&d, centred <>r·:>und ttw
•;'toman as homemaker, although it had the conv<?.nient dual function of training
woriting-class 9irls a~: dorn.;;stic sem•.nts (.t..ttar, 1990). The subject h<1.S rerna.ined
centred around thE> home and the traditional Y1'-Jrnan's role and is stili !inked to an
att<1rnpt to address ttvi' ~~-ol:,l<7rn ')! supposed!~· inadequa.te parenting (Grafton, eta 1.,
1983). Althot.~Jh in recent years there has arisen a rhetoric a gender-free 'skills for
!~ring·. thi~ centrality of .,,,omen's traditi·::>na.l function in the h•)roe ha.s been emphasise·j
by the compul~-<>rf combination, in the criteria for the GCS E1 examini3.tion in rtome
ecorto:>mics of the iJfeYiously separate areas of trtE- family. horne, food and te~::tile~;. In
contrast to the seemingly 9-&nder-neutral discourse of 'life skills'. this reinforces the
und€-rJ;,oing messaqe-, that vvhat !'tome econcmics is really about is the one thing these
four areas ha•re in common, that togetr,er they enc:ompa.ss the traditional r61e of the
housewife and rnothE>r (Atta.r, 1990).
Until rec:entl;t, IK>me ec(>nomics Vl'a.S N!l~~ taught to 9irls. vrrtether in mt•re-.:1 or in sino~le
schools. At exarnination level, woon student:; are able to choose s...:>me oftrte
sut•jects they study, there is little take up from male students, especia.lly of te}rtiles and
child de-velopment, althou~;Jtt some boys do study the food option (Grafton, et al., 1983.:
'Jo/ynn. 1983). Students have very clear vie··ri; about 'Nhich sub jed~; are s•Jppc6t>,j t(j b.,.
s~x

·t General Certificat-2 of Secon<jar;v· Education, usuall;i tai<en at sixteen. Tlwre are no
(until the national c:urrictJit•rn n.>;Khes this sta9e), a:thou9h m<)St
stwjents take Enqlisr1, tni:lthernatics il.nd sr:ience ;:J.WJ ;~t·outfive otlwrsul)jects. chosen
with guidance frc•m tea(:hE<r:;.
·
o~mpulsorl subj·~cts
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for t.o:;s and which for g1rls a r~<::l may t~eluncomt·xta.ble about \'1-'hat their iriends wvuld
say if the)' make non-:;;tandard eM ices: tea chen; controlling the optlc-nproce:3S may
a!:;o ;jj~;<:ourag,:; such dK•iO?.s {Grafton, et I'll, 19:B). Fnxn \"''ithin the horne >::(:On(>rnics
C<lrntrrunil:y, there have been attempts to en<,;ourage take up b\l t·c,ys (Gr-&en. I !~89).
o!l;;n slre;,;sing trre 'ser-iico&' 2!.sp>S-cts (•F tt·r"· sub
t\.• de-ernph3!.Sise ii:B
naturr;-. HrY·N"JY'i.'r, this
<:;n S'&rli(e still rE>flecl:s the tra..::liti.:m<d \'ie·w of 3.
·~'·'~rno.n':; rbiE>, both .:1t homo?. arKJ in the WI:Jrkpi::K:e (Ttf(,m, 1•JS7).

wet

Craft, De-sign and Technology
Craft, design and te-thnology (GDT) has a (juai origin in vocational trainin9 and in the
id!ta that cra!l:s are an essential part of a lib~.i €-ducatio n. although the voca.tiona I,
rfltX<' rnasculirrised, side has t'!l'en dominarrtttrroug~rout (Po&nfoid, 1988). It <i.lso ~;~IC"IfE;S
with t1oroo ~conomics a pa:::t asso.:;iS~ted with w~Jrking-class studos-nts and tt1<>
incukation of morn I trainmg and industrious t1abits. Part or the incutcation of bouPJE>C•is
farni!;.· values 1nto the> poor<S'r classes >rias tr;e importance (Jf regular Iat-our t•:> a
respectabl"-' life. Manual training '>·vas intended to promote this (Penfold, 1988) .
.Ll.lthoU<Jt, crart\¥:>11< Vf<J.s also pr(..omoted k1r t,<:,th boys and girls for ~:lucational reasons,
itvvas only in practice provided for t-oys, arx;J otherrnot~tes alSo took t~Jetrplace in the
promotion of t1and~ra1ts melementary s.::hools. Concern that e•:lucating th.:;. '•\•?r1<ing
classes Y'las some to aspire be:;1ond their station (Davin, ·1 987) led tc, h·:>p-s>s tha.t the
prornotion of manu(). I oork \•.~)u!d l~.;>a<:i thern to !)e rnore satisfied '·Nith tlk·ir lot(Penfol<:l,
"1988) .
.~tthe same time, ttre inspectkm S)IStern that sct"rools had t.:> undergo to obta.1n funding
tor craft subject::: restricted the v~~·rk tc• skills testing, and the making of rJ.:;eful object:::
·. .,as not HK:ouro..;ted {Penfold, 1988). As a. result oftllis, the a.irn tc' intr(•:Jr.l<:& manual
inslrudion as pa.rtofthe-libernl education of both seY.es finally f..:l.iled, and •Jntil the
1970s !t rema.irva<l a. skills-based subject taught almost exdus!vel)1 bil men~? boys.
Evtttl after the 1975 Sex Discrimination .!.ct. much segregati1m remained (Grant, 1983),
exacerba.t.:.d irr svrne cases by a refusal on tr~ part <ll' male crart teac;trers to have girls
in ttr&ir 'Nor"kshops (Grafton, et aL, 1923). !t rernains a largel~' rrriide-dominated subject
at e;(aminatkm I"..V€'1. Part of this is due to the continuatic·n of a rnasculine_, ev'.<:!n ma·:ho
atrrK•sphere- in many oorkshc·ps (Equal Opportunities Comrnlssion, 1983; Grant, 1993;
Mor•;tan, 1988; Penfok:t 1998). T.a<:hnf·~al competence is also an mt.;:.gral part ':•f
maS<:ulin~ gende-r JdentiCj (Wajcrna n, ·1991 ). connecte-d to it::: !1rnbodiment of 'traditional
male att!tuoos, values and pb aspirations' (Thompson, 1989).
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Gender, Class and Status

ThB gendHed

n.~.ture

of t•)tt·, horne economics il.n(l CDT k;.

intirrv•tE-1~1

(•.:..nnec!R.d \·vitt·,

differentiz,.tion along class lines. This happens not onl)l through the belief ('-'riginating in
patterns ·:A ernplc~n·nent) that, for exarnrt,._. domestic subjecffi Vv>:>re m::·re important for
'Nurking-c:lass than for middle-class girls (Pur\1is, ·1 985), but :3.lso through the operation
of ideas about 'Gl.bilily'. In this, tt1e t1<?gernonic fundion of the (J<jrnestic and m1.ft
subjects is show-n by their abs>?.nce as mucr1 as b)l their presence . being kept b)1 and
lar9e in the !ess aca·Jemtc. k.'Nter status area.s of education (.b.ttar, 1990).: (Penfold,
·1 988). From the stzsrt. hi9her status girls' secondary school~: either dkJ not teach home
<>.(:onornic3 at a!I, or q:,~.ve dornestic subjed.s lovv status :}nd inferior f<•.-::iiitws (Put'ii::..
1985; SurnrnE<tfield, ·1987). Only the>se considered not 'able' e-nough for moreacad>?.mic studies ~:-ok pradical subjects to examination IES>vel. A similar dili'H<S>ntration
req·a.rding th<S> ·male' craft: sub_iects_. althNJgh the t'O'/~; 9r21.mmar schools
r'?sist>?.d them altogether f.x l('nger (Penfold, 1988). Even :~tte-r the introdudion of
secondary education for :3.11 in ·1 944. domestic and craft subjects remained finrd)l the
pwvin.-::e ·:--f thos<a- at tr,e bottom <S>n•:J of the ::J.cad<:?rnic spe-::trurn (.~>.lttr. 1990.: McCul~:·..:h.
1985; Penf<)ld, ·1 988). This has the- duCl.l force of emphasising the link be-t·Neen the
t('<~k ~,l,,_ce-

W)[kin9 classes a.ncl rnanuall::dx>ur, and of E<XCitKiing :::tudenffi fi-orn hiqher st:,_tus
knowled9e by tzs.king up tirne that wuld be u~;ed for other, more marketable
qualif!catic>ns (.h..lttr, ·199D).
Ti?.acMrs or pra.r.:tic-3.1 subji?.ds have made a nurnoor e>f attempts to t)r>?.a.k tooir
association with 'lo;ver ability' students . although they have been less pn>adive
regarding their gendering Home economics has attempted ah·arious times throu9hout
its histori to forge a lin!< wit11 scienco? (Atta.r, 1990) ..!.t the samo? ti!"ne .. the low status of
\'l')rlcshop sut,_j<>.cffi ie·j many of those a(lvcx::ating an ir«:r'i!a.s>?. in tec~molog~· eclucation
t•) J(•Cok to ttw scier1c:e,; rather than to c:railS fora li?.a1.i. Many project; were aimed att~1e
mxe able and as a resultma,j"' 01. cleardE'tna.rkation bet,veen rnetii'·NOrl( ahd
engineerin9 (Penfold. 1988).

Exclusion

It is n,;t just th.;;- content of the craft suf)jo&(:t.s ti'IOJ.I: E:E;>rv.;.s to perpetuate Uw ~,eq'i!rnoni·:
sod:il.l c-rdH, l:>ut tt·,eir vet';' pri?.SHICe in the curriculum for some and at,,;en(:e m that lor
(Jthers. Th-s> irdJsi-:·n of a U)nsvJer:,~J:.J€- timE- ~:p.,nt •)n ·iornestt·:· sur)jects (t>oth
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cornpulsoril~/ in the pa.st::m.j throu9r' thE:- option ·:r1oice system t•)ciay) (Attar. 1990) can
only mean the exdusion ofc•ther, pos3Ni more useful. areas of stt~jy. Once tr~
.j.)mestie and (:ralt subjeds r0.d ooen prorrr:>t;,=;J as t;eing more suitatlle for particular
gr·::.ups of students. such students were then encouraged to study them as an
alternative curriculum. While it may be argued that such a curriculum fom-1s a useful
preparation for the sort of work tt1at such students are lik<t!)' to perform in later life, it
a.L<>o reslrict.s thftm to such occupationa.! fields, by reducing the number -:>f qua!ifi<;ations
they possess in higher status subj€'cts. While the content (,f tt1e 'practical ClJ/Tk:ulum· in
some cases overt!)' prer::·ares girls, in partie u!ar, for the unequal re!at~)nS •)f p<uticuiar
'N•:>rkin9 a.renas (J.:>mest~: seriice earlier this century, commercial offices toda~r) (.!.ttar,
1990; Bla<:l<, 1 989; f<eely ;:;.Ni My•er>, 1983; Surnrnerfi<?.ld, t 987; Valli. 1987), the Sh*-r
amount oftime thatsuct1 a cutr~~uturn takes up of itself closes off options that should
perhaps remain open.

This is rot t,:> ar9u~ that there is at present an explicit attempt to use the prom<Jtion of
one wt c,f knov. .iedge deliberate~;! to e)(ciUdo?. the acquisition of other. higher-status
kinds, althou9h this has happ€-r!W in the past Hevertheless, .~>.liar argues that the
interest. in the late nin*entJ1 century, in establishing domestic science for girts as an
alternative curriculum to u·,e ptwsil::s and chemistr;.· l<i.u~mtt<' b0ys (Hunt, 1 987) . 'Nas
connected with atternpls iYJ mid\.ile-class women to gain access to a more academic
e·:!uca.tion. (.A.ttar. 1990) Howev>?.r, as note-cl above, even v,-twre this succ*-'B(l . itY1'<l.S
not taught to all girls. and \W.S resisted by those middle-Glass girls· s-:t1ools aspiring to
the pr(lVision or a.n acaoornic education s~Tiil-3r to t1"121.t experienc;ed by boys, and Yr'ho
only taught,'Jomestic science to their less able students (Sumrnerfield. 1987).

Conclusion
Tlw domestic and craft S•Jbjeds have thus tllrou9hout t11eir history prodU<:ed and
supported hegE>~mnk slructures (;fboth gender anc! class. It is therefore not<;l.rrprising,
giYen the ~)"ears tlle~1' have spent lea.rr.ing and teaching matter within whidl such
structure::: are deeply ernbed·jed, that it is teachers of t11ese sut,je(ts that t1ave been
found to be most traditional in their outlook (Kelly, et at, 1987). The 'tE>~:~ nature of their
subjects perpetuates a. corr~entional view· of the world. and in particular of gender
r-31-es. And although it is understood that access to the more able students '.¥Ould giYe
thern hi9her acadernic &t.a.tlE, tr1e need~; of surYiva.l have ofto&n led teachers <:>f both •TII.ft
and domestic subjeds to stress their ~Tlp·:)!t.ance to the 'k?ss act~.demic' student (Attar.
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1990: P"'nfol•::t, 1988), thus p€'tpetua.ting <:ltvisions ·witt1tn tr,;;; (:urriculurn and ensuring
that the 'mere able' continue to be counselled away from such (;options.
In providinq in tl'ie school curriculurn sut)jects that appeal •::tirectly to ima.ges of
rnasculini~' (Willis, 1917) and feminini~,. (1'1-1-::Robbie, 1991) held by wor1<ing-cl<•.ss
teenagers, these students are led to make cwriculurn choices that not on I)·' have
social!)i cClnE.ertativB sod3.1 slruc:tures .;,.s part of tt1eir overt .:md o:::overt conten~. but a.lso
(by takinq up time) exclude them from pursuing subjects with more value in bott1 the
a·:adHnic and ernployrnE-ntrnan:etplaoes (/;.tt.'ir, 1990; Penf.:;I(J, 1988). Thoe- (iomestic
and craft subjects thus have a dual f't<:.gemonic f·:oro:e: they perpetuate dominant qroup
va.lues wt·iilo& at the sam.:> time pr.:>venting the targo&to&d students from l';aving a.ccess to
an alternative and possibly more liberatin9 wtriculum.
Desi9n <~nd technolo9)' has be·~n conceiYed as a subject 'Nhich cc,ntains tt1e possibili~!
of breakin9 down sud, ~f'ndo&r c>.nd <:ia.ss (livi:;ions.. trtrou•;It'r a (.vrnrnon €'XpHierKe for
ail., t·ased on the design cvcie The bringing togethHof such strongly •;1endered.
previously low-sta.tus area~: is seen as a \·vay to r€'mO\'e the genojer and ·~lass bias of
each, b~! sho·,.,ing the cc·rnrnonaliti•~s b>S>t·N.een thE>rn, and givin9 rnore imv;rt<wc:e to
des~~n 'Nork SJHI'$ra!l;r (.".t the sam"' tirne, ti1;:.r;:; is a.lrea.<J;l a !lr0'1"' t.:, ·re-q,;.n.jer' desiqn
and tec:t·ft'~)logy by allying itf: content more closely to th..<~.t of CDT (Br,:ovvn, ·1 992,
Smitl1ers and Robinson, 1992)). The rernol'a.! the trCl.diti•:;.na.l forrns of slronqly gE>ndere(l
subjects frorn the curriculum, \-'l'trile retaining tt'reir educationally l'a.lu1l.ble features. is a
I:~.Udable aim; however, it rna.)'' not be so easy to carry out in pradice. Ttre e~:sential
feature of hegemonic strudures is their insidiou~: 'nom1ality'; they are manifest in tt1ose
things most et~.sil;• taken for granted. The thinking-as-usual of those tea.chers who are
now to teach design and techno:> logy is, by the very nature of their subjects and their
training. bound up with traditior"3.1 r.Sies a.n<l v·alu<:!s.lt will therefor"' not be a simple
matter ror them to rnoYe roPN<U'(! into the nev·1 subject Y·iitt1out brin9ing :~ li ti1EHr
hegemonic ba.ggC~.ge with them.
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I REFLECTIONS ON GASAT WORK IN
THE FIELD OF EDUCATION AND
SCHOOLING

2 Changing teacher behaviours and
collaboration in classrooms
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INTRODUCTION
In this article we describe the fourth stage of a European Community action-research
project, integrating the issue of Equal Opportunities for boys and girls and classroom
management into the curriculum of teacher education. First we will give an overview of
recent literature in the field of interaction and Equal Opportunities, national and international Then we will hoghlight the objectives to systematically assess the effects of the
curriculum on problem-awareness and attitudes of teachers by means of systematical
classroom observations. Ans last we will discuss the improvements we made in our
observation system

GENDER ISSUES IN EDUCATION
The interest in gender issues and education must be seen as part of the democratic
development which is characteristic of Western countries in the second half of this
century. Because of the economic need of a highly educated labor force an enormous
increased number of people • from the entire population · participates in some formal
education. The ascend and emancipation of minorities and groups from lower-class origin
consequently resulted in moving to higher levels of education. Coeducation became the
norm in western countries. Fmally, a democratic society needs nature independent citizens
who themselves can collect the infonnation to make decisions. As a result. the emphasis
shifted in schools from a tr.msference of knowledge to a passive student population to the
encouragement and training of students and an active gaining of knowledge. Theaching
methods have been extended to include more interactive and cooperative learningstrategies.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR GIRLS AND BOYS IN EDUCATION
In spite of a general consensus on the desirability of equal opportunities for girls and boys
in education there is a great lack of agreement on where to start and how to act. Recent
publications give some good examples of different ways of dealing with the problem.
• Note: This article will also be published by SVO (Swets and Zeitlinger) in: Teacher
Education 8. Research and developments on teacher education in the Netherlands.
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Our search through international educational databases like DION, EUDICED, ERIC and
BEl resulted in a few titles that dealt with our subject, and several titles that dealt with
parts of it. Together they may give an overall picture of actions in the period 1984- 1990
about equal opportunities, gender issues, interaction between teachers and students and
possibilities of educational change through teacher training both inservice and preservice.
(Engelfriet, 1989).
Enders-Dragassar and Fuchs analysed in a study of the Hessian schools (1984) the
everyday schoolpractice of the "hidden curriculum". In normal classroomsenings, where
male-dominated rules and values prevail, girls have little opportunity to develop their
potential They suggest reducing of the male dominance and increasing female approach
will encourage girls to improve their schoolresults
Moreover the occupational structure of primary school teaching and teachers' careerperceptions show a market gender differentiation. As Evans (1984) points out, teaching is
regarded suitable for women but a second rate career for men. However, administration
jobs and careers are very much male-dominated. Thereby schools show their pupils from
an early age on that men are more important than women.
Both Kant and Event (1985) argue the optionsystem enables 13-year old pupils to make
wrong careerchoices. It seems to intensify gender-bound and traditional subject choises. By
limiting the obtions boys and girls achieve a higher level in non-traditional areas. For
equalitarian reasons they advocate a broad curriculum, including domestic and technical
subjects. In the same issue Cross (1985) questions the beneficial effects of coeducation.
Certain research shows that boys gain and girls lose on academic work. An area which received considerable attention is gender differentiation in classroom interaction. Yet as Dart
and Clarck (1988) point out, methodological deficiencies in earlier studies diminish its
impact. Therefore, they suggest to base funher research in this field on sound research and
more complex perspectives than the relatively simplistic sex difference approach.
And indeed, Croll (1985) who observes more extensive systematically the classroom
activities and interactions, finds only a few teachers inclined to spend more time on boys
than girls. Although! the pattern recurred for all male and female teachers. In this study the
imbalance arises from difficulties in classroom management. Children with special difficulties and a few pupils claim a disproportionate amount of the teacher's attention. And in
both catagories boys oumumbered the girls.
Fennema and Peterson (1986) conducted a very advanced processproduct study on teacherstudent interactions and academic levels of achievement in mathematics. Their fmdings
prove the large complexity of genderdifferentiation when other variables are taken into
account as well.
However they come to the conclusion that differences in mathematics' achievement are
related to differences in gender and in independency. Thus, in order to solve the higher
level problems, girls should be more stimulated to think independently.
Surprisingly it was not the amount of teachers' attention that related to girls' higher
achievements. Instead it was the right kind of feedback, like prdising and prompting the
strJtegy. All these studies indicate that some kind of genderdifferentiation is present in the
interaction between teachers and students. Therefore, if we want equal opportunities, it
should also be a topic in teacher training.
Here Myers (1985) advocates to set realistic rather than idealistic goals; planning short-
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term changes while aiming at long-term effects. But, as Kant ( 1985) points out, projects to
changing teachen;' attitudes have inconsistent results: whilst cooperative teachen; are
rewarded, opposing teachen; are strengthened in there prejudices. And Millman (1985)
states that though reports on equal opportunities may open peoples eyes, they not necessarily move them to implement appropriate solutions. According to Tonic (1987), classroom
observations of verbal interactions give a much more truthful picture of what actually
happens in the clasroom.
Sadker and Sadk:er (1986) conclude in a study of 46 collegeroorns males twice as likely to
be non-participants and to silently sit and observe classroom interaction.
As a result of their observations of 60 science classes using the Brophy-Good-TeacherChild Dyadic, Jones and Wheatly (1989) reponed that males not only evoked more
frequently, but even if they did not, teachers mote frequently appealed to them directly
(see also Sadk:er & Sadker 1990). Moreover, they observed that if teachers of science
called for volunteers, males were more likely to be one. When science teachers organised
demonstrations, males carried out 79% against only 21% by females. In Germany, Prengel
(1985) observed similar classroom behaviour.
Finally Crosman ( 1987) analysed teachen; interactions with boys and girls with the aid of a
hand-processed observation system (Aanders, 1970). It concerned science lessons at a
coeducational comprehensive school in England. Three classes were observed for both
physics and biology lessons. The founh class was observed for physics only and the fifth
for biology only. The students were in their first year at school. Each ·subject was similary
taught by well-experienced male and female teachers. All educated their pen;onalteaching
specialist subject in the panicipating classes (Table 1). The study involved 135 pupils, 65
girls and 70 boys.

Table 1. Classes taught by each teacher
Phisics
Mrs S

Mno U
MrX
Biology

MrT

not observed

3B3.3Wl
3W4

MrY
MrZ

3W2
not observed
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Table 2. The Flanders interaction analysis categories
Categ01y
Code Behaviour

I. Pupils engage in constructive work either practically or mentally. with a minimum of
overall confusions and concomitant teacher silence
2. Praise or encouragement by the teacher
3. Teacher accepts or develops pupil's ideas
4. Teacher asks (a) cognitive memory (recall) question
(b) more complex question
S. Teacher gives facts or information
6. Teacher gives directions for procedures
7. Teacher criticizes or justifies her/his authority
8. Pupil respons (a) recall or description
(b) generalizations. inferences, etc.
{c) asks for clarification of teacher directions
9. Pupil initiation.
Expresses own ideas, intitiates new topic, develops opinions or lines of thought
10. Confusion, little or no work being done.

The adjustment was made in using a colour coding (general=pencil; girl=red; boy=green)
to indicate who was involved in the interaction. The observation interval was extended to
four seconds because of the physical difficulties of using three different writing tools
whilst having to concentrate on observing the categories. It proved impossible to time
intervals with a stop-watch unless there was little variation in activiry.
RESULTS
The analysis of the various interaction categories (table 3) shows that the largest sex
difference was in category (7), criticism. Boys received three times more criticism from
teachers than girls. Slightly more teacher's questions were put to boys than girls {categorie
4). Yet this difference is not statistically significant. However, there was a marking
difference in category 8. Here boys answered more questions than girls. When girls were
asked a question they general could answer it. They did not answer questions unless
specifically asked to. Furthermore significant were sex differences in category 3. Teacher
accepting or stimulating pupil's ideas. This may be linked to a greater willingness of boys
to respond. As boys answer more questions it is not surprising that their ideas are more
likely to be accepted by teachers.
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~BLE

The percentage of all classroom talk involving girls and boy.

3

AU
teachers

girls

boy.

Female
teachers

Male
teachers

Physics
teachers

Biology
teachers

girls

girls

girls

girls

boys

boy.

boy.

boy.

-9) All interactions

223

324

199

332

247

316

247

374

199

.• 275

-7) Teacher tall<

lSI

211

133

218

167

224

IS9

2SO

143

.. 192

!<9) Pupil talk

72

103

66

114

n

92

88

•. 124

ss

83

07

09

II

09

06

10

12

08

S8

36

63

39

•• 63

30
2S

2S

41
34
07

30
20

26
21

10

OS

!Praise

09

09

I Acceptance

37

63

3S

68

40

1 Questions

28

26

22
04

36
30
06

30

21
07

33
27
06

20
09

06

03

1 Infonnation

iS

14

09

10

20

19

10

14

20

15

I Directions

S3

70

48

6S

S8

74

73

94

32

45

1 Criticism

09

30

08

29

11

32

08

27

10

34

86
46

51

-- S69S

62
26
26

n
35
26

74
34
32

iS

16

13

(4o) memory
((4b) comple•

1 Pupil

response

(Sa) recall
(8c) seek clorificalion
1 Pupil

initiation

60
29
20
12

-

2S
18

33

iS
08

23

20

..

22

.. 109

..

45
24

-

63

59
3S

09

15

15

10

21

33

'Note that figures in this IJlblc are percentages of total classroom talk (categories 2-9), not percentages or total
classroom time. as in table 2 Figures don't sum to 100 per cent because general talk 10 the whole class is nor
shown.
SOl< diJJerence signifiCant beyond the 5 percent level.
•• se1 difference significant beyond the I percent level.
'"' difference significant beyond the 0.1 percent level.
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Table 3.1

Teachers interaction. The pen:entage or classroom time taken up in dirrerent behaviours

Sex of teacher
All
teachers
Female
(2-8) Teacher tallc
(889) Pupil tallc
(I)
Silent work
(2)
Praise
(3)
Accept.nnce
(4)
Questions
(4a) memory
(4b) complex
(5)
Information
(6)
Directions
(7)
Criticism
(8)
Pupil re5p0nse
(Sa) recall
(8b) genernlization
(8c) seek clarification
(9)
Pupil initiation
(10) Confusion

68.9
14.7
17.0
1.7
8.4
8.6
6.1

25
265
19.0
3.8
12.3

65
21
3.7
24
0.4

Subject !ought
Biology
Male Physics
72.1 61.1
145 17.2
13.1 215
1.8
1.5
8.7
7.8
9.1
8.3
5.1
7.5
3.1
1.7
30.2 16.4
19.1 23.1
4.0
3.0
11.9 15.0
5.5 7.8
2.3
1.9
4.3
5.3
2.6
2.3
0.2
0.2

63.8
14.9
20.9
1.6
8.1
9.0
7.1
1.8
22.7
18.8
3.6
12.6
7.5
2.0
3.1
2.2
0.6

74.9
11.8
125
1.9
8.9
8.1
4.7
3.2
36.7
14.8
4.5
9.6
5.2
2.4
21
2.2
0.6

difference signifiC8llt beyond 5 per cent level
difference significant beyond I per cent level
difference significant beyond 0.1 per cent level

Evaluation
The general conclusion is that gender differences are in some respects apparent and in other
areas invisible. Due to the unobtrusive nature of gender differences in classroom interaction,
authors have developed methods and instruments to explicitate this. Variables concerning
teachers are funhcr specified in behaviour categories. For example lecturing, questioning,
giving feedback and even personality lraits. The gender of pupils is extended with variables
like level of achievement, learning ability and the occurcnce of behaviour.U problems. One of
the challenges of these outcomes is to apply them to teacher !raining, both preservice and inservice. Confronting teachers with their own interaction with boys and girls seems 10 be a
powerful way to initiate the change towards a more equal approach (Dolle et al, 1990).
EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES AND TEACHER EDUCATION
Methodology
The design of the course
Based on the research findings ·and our own experience in the field of educational change and
teacher !raining we designed a course on 'Equal Opportunities and interaction'. There Equal
Opportunities is employed as an essential element in teachers progression towards a full
measure of professionialism. This is additional 10 !he educational theories and methods
teachers are confronted with in !heir educational learning process (Boeije-Dolle, 1989).
Contents
Trying to make the participants aware of !he problem of Equal Opportunities, we looked at it
from many different viewpoints. Thus, they had every opportunity to relate the issue of Equal
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Opportunities to their own unique knowledge and experience. Infonnative sessions alternated
with group discussions. This enabled them to compare their individual differences and to
share common concerns. At the san1e time new infonnation had to be added to the existing
knowledge and experiences. The group process therefore entailed adjusting, comparing and
sharing. It resulted in new insights and new problem-solving strategies to be discussed by the
group. New ways of handling a shared problem were also found.
By developing cooperative learning as an organisational strategy we activate teachers to
increase their problem awareness. Moreover, it encourage them to reflect how they deal with
differences and simularities between boys and girls in the classroom.
The aim is to heigthen their professional skills and the quality of education.
The methods used, concentrated in three areas:
• in the cognitive area.
Infonnation is given on differences and simularities between boys and girls. This infonnation must be closely linked with teachers' daily experience. Thus the degree of recognition
is high and the cognitive dissonance can be overcome.
• in the affective area.
Exercises and group discussions are used to make panicipants aware of their opinions and
convictions to discuss them, to accept them, to interchange them and to adju~t them.
• in the behavourial area.
An assignment to develop a positive action plan for the training activities to be transferred
to the appropriate target groups' teaclling situation.
The opponunity to practise new behaviour in classroomsettings and to analyse and
evaluate the (videotaped) lessons with help of the computer (Feedback Research Observation Guide). Funhennore, to get feedback and to get feedback on the interaction pa!tems
between teachers and students.
OBSERVATION AND FEEDBACK WITH TilE AID OF A COMPUTER
The Feedback Research Observations Guide System
During t!1e training (Dolle et al, 1990) a computer steered observation system (FROG) is
used to study and shape interactive teaching behaviour. Teachers can practice interacting with
boys and girls in a classroom situation; the lesson is recorded on videotape and observed.
This provides the teacher with feedback. The aim is that teachers develop a realistic and
consistent attitude toward gender issues. And funhermore to dispose of enough alternative
didactive methods to change teachers' teaching pr.!Xis towards boys and girls. For a large
pan teachers are tow.Iy unaware of the problems gender causes in schools. These are rooted
in disparities in the sozialization of boys and girls. Some of the differences in approach are
conscious reaction to observed dissimilarities between boys and girls ("boys make greater
demands for auention; girls are harder workers than boys"). Incidently, recent research
demonstrates differences to diminishc when other variables are included in the analysis. Such
variables are the level of achievement and independence of the students, and the content and
frequency of feedback by the teacher. (Linn and Hyde 1989).
Therefore the development of a systematical computer based observation and feedback
systen1 can be instrumental in assessing and improving the interaction paltems of actual
teaching derived from FlAG (Chartaigh Ni, Harrison, 1988).
It suits in centrally organised classroomsettings but less useful in individual or groupwork
classroomsettings. The number of headline system categories lL~ed is ten out of the possible
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fourteen (Rodenburg et al. 1987). Harrison, 1988). For practical and economic reasons the
number was extended to thirteen by splitting three categories (male/female).
The categories used were:
I.
IDustration;
2. Lecturing;
3.
Question (lower cognitive level, reproductive):
4.
Question (higher cognitive level, productive);
S. Thinking pauze;
6.
Indication (boy);
7.
Indication (girl);
8.
Answer (boy);
9.
Answer (girl);
10. Pupil's initiation (boy);
I I. Pupil's initiation (girl);
12. Teacher's response:
13. Silence or confusion (excluding thinking pauses and including periods of confusion in
which communication caiUlOt be understood or classified by the observer).
SYSTEMATICAL CLASSROOM OBSERVATION
Organization
After the courses we videotaped and analysed 16 classroom lessons (prospective language
teachers, Leyden) and 8 micro-teaching lessons (graduate students taking a prepatory course
in teaching, technical university Eindhoven). The (student)teachers taught language, mathematics and science for fourty minutes in real classroom settings (Leyden) or micro-teaching
situations (Eindhoven).
Analysed were fifteen minutes in which most of the interaction between teacher and students
took place (Table 4).

Table 4.

category

Teachers intera.,.1:ion The average frequency and average percentages

frequency
Leiden
Oanguage)

Question Oower level)
Question (higher level)
Thinking pause
Indication (boy)
Indication (girl)
Answer (boy)
Answer (girl)
Pupils initiation (boys)
Pupils initiation (girls)
Teachers response

(average) percentage (average)
Eindhoven Leiden Eindhoven
(science)

21
9

IS
IS

8
13

IS
6

II

8

28

18

21

10

3
2

3
I

34

28
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RESULTS
From the resuiJs one can see that the average number of questions is for both groups equal.
However there is an evident difference between the quantity and quality of questions and
answers. Furthem10re the balance between the different ways of addressing boys and girl was
greater in the language courses than the science courses. Asking for further explanation and
calling girls by name may be more succcsful to stimulate (verbal) engagement of girls.
Although a considerable amount of questions is asked, students heve limited time to answer
questions and think them over. This is even more so for girls than for boys. Especially in the
sciene courses boys are twice as much involved in teacher-student interaction.

IMPROVEMENTS ON SYSTEMATICAL CLASSROOM OBSERVATION
In the last year we gave a new dimension to the observation and feedback system. On the
basis of our experiences in several nal!'nal and international workshops we came to two
major improvements
(Verbruggen, 1991).
Table 5: An example
Filename: Jon cbl Made from Timente: John lim.
Dale: 19911611711, Time of beginning 6 58.24.24. Resets 0

Category

Frequency

IUustration
Lecturing
QueslionOower level)
Questions(higher level)
Thinking pau.<e
lndication(boy)
lndication(girl)
Answer(boy)
Answer(girl)
Pupils initiotion(boyo)
Pupils initiotion(girls)
Teachers response
Silence/confusion

3
10
6

Total

44

3
4(2)
2(1)
2(1)
3(2)
4(1)
1(0)
0(0)
8
0

Time(sec)

Percentage

8
76
22
12
2S
10
6
21
13
9
0
28
0

3%
33%
10%
S%
11%
4%
3%
9%
6%
4%
0%
12%
0%

227

Central Point 2)

053
052

050
0.43
0.2S
0.38
051
0.68
0.63
0.47
0.00
05S
0.00

100%

( ) following after Queotion (higher level)
2: Central point during the teaching period.

In the results table at the end of an observation one can see how many of the observations in
the categories "Thinking pause", "Indication (boy)", "Indication (girl)". "Answer (boy)",
"Answer (girl)", "Pupils initiation (boys)" and "Pupils initiation (girls)" followed after
"Question (higher level)".
This will provide more infonnation on the interactions taking place after questions and
particularly on the possible differences between boys and girls in this respect.
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A SYSTEM WITH TEN CATEGORIES
Until now this system could only be used with the 13 category system described above.
Presently it can be used separately. The system focusses teacher reactions on answers or
initiations of pupils. It is important to know what preceded the reaction of the teacher to
obtain information about possible differences in reactions following girls' or boys' behaviour.
Therefore, the observant can choose from the following four indicators. "Answer {boy}",
"Answer (girl), "Pupils initiation (boys)" and Pupils initiation (girls)". Thus, the reaction
categories are linked to pupils behaviour.
The following ten categories are used to describe teacher reactions :
- Encouragement
- Direction (indicating wright or wrong in answer/initiation)
-Echo
- Improvement (teacher improving answer/initiation)
-Criticism
-Answering
- Cooperation (giving hint or cue)
- Participation (passing on to other pupils)
- Suggestion (stimulating further explaining of answer/initiation)
- Repetition (teacher repeating question)
Both changes were to get more detailed information about the following issue: Does the
(this) teacher making a difference between girls and boys regarding the quality and quantity
of questions and reactions.
The changes are iUustrated in table 6.
TABLE 6:

AN EXAMPLE

<F 5>
<FlO>
<3>

=Reset
=Break
=Echo

< 1>
<2>
<3>
<4>
<5>
<6>
<7>
<8>
<9>
<0>

Encourragement
Directions
Echo
Improvement
Criticism
Answering
Co6peration
Panicipation
Suggestion
Repetition

<Escape>

< Fl > Answer{boy)
< F2 > Answer(girls)
< F3 > Pupils initiation{boys)
< F4 > Pupils initiation(girls)

Filename: aa.tbl Made from timefile: aa.tim; Date: 1991\7\16\2
Time of beginning: 16:44:53; Resets: 0; Total time: 1 min. 29 sec.
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Category

Teru:hers resporu; to:
Total
Gills
Boys
Answer ToW Initial. Answer Total Initial.
(2)

(3)

I
I
I
I
0

I
I
I
I

(2)

(3)
3

I

Repetition

2
0
I
I
0
0
0
0
I
0

0
I
l
0
I
0
0
I
0

0
0
0
0
I
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
0

Tollll:

5

1

2

5

Eru:owagemenl
Direction
Ecbo
Impro•emenl
Criticism
Answering
Cooperation
Panicipation
Suggestion

(!)

0
I
0
I

0
0

Cenrr:ll
Point

(!)

0
0
0
0
0
I
0
0
0
0

6

4
I
2
2
0

0.45
0.23
0.71
0.16
0.00

2

056

0
I
I
0

0.00
0.60
0.98
0.00

!3

• the indica!or clloosm on !he left side highlights nnd flickers.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Evaluation of the tmin.ing has revealed that teachers who complete the training are primarily
stimulated to think consciously about their own teaching. They are encouraged 10 develop
methods to help girls catch up with boys in the area of fonnal education, and 10 make
educational and employment choices. It will make them equal in the social political and
economic spheres. This self reflective attitude is an essential component of the professional
growth of teachers and students, boys as well as girls.
The focus on all of the quantity and the quality of teacher students interactions is to get
students 10 work actively at learning. Learning is enhanced when instructional materials are
actively manipulated by both male and female students.
The task of the teacher is to present students with learning activities. The improvement of
social and didactic interaction skills is an exm:mely effective means of achieve this end. In
short. questions can incite, stimulate and to help 10 facilitate the process of thinking, learning
and decision making on the forementioned aspects. The FROGsystem is an effective aid as a
feedback tool. It creates opportunities for reflection and self evaluation. It enables an attempt
on equal approach rowards girls and boys by loolting in a praxis oriented and school coded
mirror.
The computer based observation- and feedback systeem teaches the individual teacher
responsibility for the personal choices of educalional priorilies as fonnulated in the curriculum framework on Equal opportunities and Teacher education (Arnesen, Charthalgb, 1988).
And last but not least, it highlights the crucial role the teacher plays in confirming or
changing the traditional expectations and restrictions for boys and girls in education. By
using the FROGsystem gender in equity remains no longer a blind spot in the process of
educational reform and restructure of schools and teacher education.
In the next year we as a project team hope 10 investigate the impact of feedback using the
refined and improved FROG on teaching practice (making pre-test and post-test of teaching
behaviour on Equal opportunities and interaction) in everyday praxis before and after the
training.
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A TEACHER TRAINING COURSE ON GENDER INCLUSIVE STRATEGIES
FOR TEACHING SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 1
Magda Man in't Veld
State University of Utrecht I Central Netherlands Polytechnic

Teachers should be educated to deal with gender differences in science and technology
education. This was set as a goal of the training program for technology teachers for
lower secondary education. The Australian GAMAST-projecr2 was the main source of
idea's for the construction of a special course on this topic. A study comparing educational p~ects such as EQUALS3 , COMETS4 , GAMAST (Mc0intock 6), GIST' and
SA TIS with respect of gender inclusive features was another important source of
information.
The course consisting of twelve weekly meetings has been attended last year and this year
totally by about liS persons. The backgrounds of these people were very diverse, such as:
non-teachers, former teachers of the sciences, former teachers of crafts and arts and
design, former teachers of home economics and former teachers of primary school children. They were asked to indicate their lear:ning expectations and special needs concerning this course, after a short explanation of the course program, on a questionnaire at
the first meeting and they write a short final report on this issue.
In this paper I will give a short outline of the aims, the content and the learning activities
of the course. After that I will present the results of the evaluation of the course: I) what
are the benefits of the course according to the reports of the participants, 2) what pitfalls
did occur and what compensation was found with respect to the expectations and special
needs of the participants, 3) what are relevant differences in the indicated needs and
reported benefits by male and female participants and by people with a high and low
technical background.

The case of technology educmion

The training of teachers for technology education for lower secondary education is an
extraordinary task in the Netherlands, because technology as a subject is recently
implemented in general secondary education. The aims of this new subject imply that
technological literacy has become an objective for every child, while on the contrary in
the past technical education exclusively has been associated with a special kind of
vocational education, which can be followed in stead of general secondary education.
Teachers of the new subject are confronted with the task to establish a new image of
technology, to uamine which values are connected with technology and to look for
appropriate teaching strategies.
The Teacher Training College of the Central Netherlands Polytechnic offers a four year
program for the certificate for technology teaching. The course on women and technology is a part of this program, which comes to meet the requirements formulated above
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with respect to gender issues.

Who are the new teachers of technology and what are their expect a/ions of a course on
women and technology?
The teachers in training of technology have very diverse backgrounds. Many of them
have been teachers before, some have not. They are former workers in industry, former
teachers of the sciences, former teachers of crafts or arts and design, former teachers of
home economics, former teachers of primary school children and former teachers of
disabled children and so on.
They were asked to indicate their expectations and special wishes concerning the course
on women and technology at the first meeting after a short uplanation of the course
program. For that purpose they got a short questionnaire of one page. Firstly they could
write down some information about their own backgrounds. Secondly they could tick
which statements out of ten expressed reasons why this course on women and technology
could be of value to them. Finally they could write down some additional comments.
Before looking at the results of this questionnaire and discuss bow these have been token
into account, I will go into the aims and the program of the course a bit more.

The aims and the program of the course on women and technology
Teachers should be able to deal fruitfully with gender differences in technology
education. This is formulated as a goal of the training program for technology teachers.
Therefore the aims of the course on women and technology have been worked out as
follows:
I.

Participants can explain by examples the importance of technological literacy for
any citizen, female or mate, young or aged, able or disabled who lives in the
society.

2.

They can indicate bow values are concerned when using technology.

3.

They have a notion of how technology looks like in the eyes of girls and boys at
school and also of other specific groups of people using technology without
special technical schooling like young children, aged people, disabled people or a
local union of housewives.

4.

They can carry out a little piece of research into the entrance affections, cognitions and values of these groups of people.
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S.

They know a number of useful strategies for teaching these varied groups and
they have tried them out in an educational program.

Three main issues are illustrated and elaborated in the reader and workbook of the
course:
!. The image of technology.

Technology is to invent, but also to solve problems of daily life. It is to use materials and
energy, but also to keep natural resources. It is to construct an environment, but also to
maintain an environment. Technology requires: genius and also perseverance, calculation
and intuition, creativity and accuracy. The technological behaviors enumerated above
refer to male as well as female values and it contains male as well as female qualities.
Anybody male or female will benefit from personal development of these technological
qualities.
2 Entrance behavjor with respect to technology education
Already very young girls and boys have different experiences through socialization and
play. They develop different relevant qualities with respect to technology education
before the very start of it at the age of twelve. Besides that differences in developed
skills may not be under-estimated. How can the curriculum reflect these different
qualities and compensate sufficiently for missing experiences.
3. Gjrls' and boys' daily lives
What issues on technology and what reasons for

furt~er

personal development with

respect to technology do girls and boys derive from their daily life and their plans for the
future? Technology teachers need to be able to do some investigations themselves among
male and female students and other target groups in order to understand them and be
able to discuss this with them.

The learning acti•ities

The Australian GAMAST -project was the main source of ideas for designing this course
on women and technology. The exemplary teaching materials of the McClintock
Collective3 compiled in the book "Getting into Gear" provided appropriate illustrations.
For example after the first introductory meeting, the course has been continued with 'the
lesson on comparing egg beaters' derived from this materials. This lesson gives an
introduction to a gender inclusive way of looking at technology and presents some
principles of gender-inclusive teaching. During the following meetings plenary discussions on subjects from the reader and workbook took place regularly.
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The reader included introductory information on subjects, such as women and technical
jobs, women before, during and after the second world war, children's play, socialization, learning in mixed or single sexed groups and technology assessment. This plenary
discussions together form one stream in the course program.
The workbook provided guidlines for the other stream in the course program, which
consisted of educational projects. In small groups the participants work out during the
twelve weeks of the course an educational program (like a informative meeting, a sries of
lessons or a video taped production) for the different target groups of their own choice.
They tryed out their programs and report about their projects to the other participants in
a final presentation.

Expectations IUid special wishes of particifXJiliS concerning/he course

On the occasion of the first meeting of the course the 11 S participants {26 women, 88
men) answered a short questionnaire and ticked which statements, out of ten, expressed
reasons why this course on women and technology can become valuable to them personally. The statements and the percentages of participants who ticked these statements are:
I.

To get new examples of teaching materials for technology (77%).

2.

To get new ideas about teaching methods to draw girls as well as boys into the

3.

To get actual information about relevant differences between girls and boys with

4.

To get to know more about possible explanations about differences between men

lesson (83%).
respect to technology education (69%).
and women {42%).
S.

· To get to know more about important values and experiences of women with

respect to technology (S8%).
6.

To learn how to carry out simple investigations into children's image of technology, their knowledge of technology and their interest with respect to technology
(69%).

7.

To learn about some different views on education and emancipation {43%).

8.

Gain confidence to speak about gender issues with colleagues (19%).

9.

Gain confidence to discuss conflicting views on gender issues (17%).

10

Other reasons why this course on women and technology can be valuable to
oneself (3%).

It is interesting to look at different subgroups in the heterogeneous group of participants.
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On the one side there are 12 women (10% of the total group) and 49 men (43%) with a
more or less high technical background, such former technical workers in industry,
technical assistants in education, former teachers of mathematics, sciences and computer
science. On the other side there are 14 women (12%) and 39 men (34%) with a low
technical background such as former teachers of handicraft and fine arts, sport, former
teachers of primary education and former teachers of disabled children.
TABLE 1: RELATIVE SCORES ON REASONS I T/M 10 IN%
group (N)
all (liS)
nT-w (14)
nT-m (39)
T-w (12)
T-m (49)

77
86
74
92
76

2

3

4

s

6

7

8

83
79
74
92
92

69
57
67
67
76

42
64
44
42
35

58
57
62
58
57

69
93
62
67
69

43
43
49
67
35

19
36
15
25
16

9

10

17

03
07
03
00
04

00

21
25
18

N • number of participants in the (sub)group
T -w/nT -w• group participants with high/low technical background, women
T -m/nT -m• group participants with high/low technical background, men
The data in this table give insight into the expectations and wishes of this actual groups
and can not be generalized. But they might be indicative of relevant points of concern
when teaching gender issues in teacher training.

Disnusion of the data in table I
Comparison of the data for the four subgroups reveals some striking resemblances and
differences, which can be described as follows.
The women with low technical background has a relatively high need:
4.

To get to know more about possible explanations about differences between men
and women.

6.

To learn how to carry out simple investigations into children's image of technolo-

8.

Gain confidence to speak about gender issues with colleagues.

gy, their knowledge of technology and their interest with respect to technology.
The women with high technical background show a little bit more confidence to speak
about gender issues, but have a higher interested in different views on education and
emancipation (statement 7). Besides they express the highest need:
I.

To get new examples of teaching materials for technology.

2.

To get new ideas about teaching methods to draw girls as well as boys into the
lesson.
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9.

Gain confidence to discuss conflicting views on gender issues.

To a less high degree than the women, the men express a need for new teaching materials. But especially the men with a high technical background express a very high need for
new ideas about teaching methods (statement 2). And a little bit more than the others
they express a need:
3.

To get actual information about relevant differences between girls and boys with
respect to technology education.

But they express a very low need to go into possible explanations of gender differences
(statement 4), different views on education and emancipation (statement 7), gain
confidence to speak about gender issues with colleagues (8), or to discuss conflicting
views (9).
The men with a low technical background do not express striking needs compared with
the others.

An interprettJLion of the differences between groups of participants

For women with a low technical background entering the new profession of technology
teacher seems to coincide with the need to explore by investigation and conversation the
theme of people and technology and especially gender issues.
The women with a high technical background express a high need for new materials and
teaching methods for technology teaching. They seem to be very discontented about what
they have seen till now. Discussing gender issues seems to imply for them a confrontation
of conflicting views.
Men with a high technical background seem to realize just like the women with a high
technical background, that they come over from a male technical environment into a
mixed gender environment, so that they have to adapt their teaching strategies to work
with mixed groups of girls and boys. Most of the men in this group seem not at all to be
keen of discussing gender issues in general.
The men with a low technical background seem to be the most prepared to manage the
new situation of technology rducation with creativity and nexibility. Gender differences
are not a very emergent issue, nor a very controversial issue for them.

The effect of following the course on women and technology

Conclusions on the effect of the course on women and technology can be drawn from the
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participants' final reports written immediately after the course. These personal reports
have been written on the basis of a checklist. These reports provided qualitative data,
which have been scored and summarized into categories comparable with the content of
the ten statements of the initial questionnaire.
The participants were asked to write down on one and a half page A4 what important
things they have noticed and learned from the course. Additionally they were asked to
make some evaluating comments on the course. They got a checklist with topics for their
final reports, but they were free to go into topics only, when these were relevant to them
personally. Therefore counting their answers as such is meaningless. But it is of interest
to look for the variety of statements which came up and compare them with the statements of the initial questionnaire to check whether there are coming up any correspondences or new points of view for discussion.

A short sumnuzry of the most important staJements in the final reports

The extended definition of technology (to construct, but also to maintain an environment
etc, see page 3 of this paper, which was illustrated with the titles of SA TIS-units) has
been memorized in the final reports of many participants. The exemplary lesson on the
egg beaters has opened their eyes for the applicability of this gender-inclusive approach
of technology. Some participants discovered from this exemplary lesson the power of
gender-inclusive teaching strategies to connect learning about technology with their students' experiences and feelings. The suggested ideas for teaching materials and teaching
strategies have been used by participants in quit different target groups.
Investigating the needs and values with respect to technology of a chosen target group of
people was found to be an instructive experience. Some of the participants only formulated questions about knowledge and opinions about products of technology. Others were
able to asked questions about the implicite values and principles of people dealing with
technology.
To organize an educational event in a non-familiar setting was found to be a great
experience. Participants who carried out an educational project in a familiar environment
have gained from the input and feedback from their fellow-participants. Some participants have invented very original subjects for teaching technology, such as "umbrella's",
"design and application of zip-fasteners" and • living nearly independent as a disabled
woman". Others worked out nice activities and games. The final plenary presentations of
these educational projects were valued highly by everybody. Many of the participants
realized that it was important but found it rather difficult to meet gender-inclusive
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criteria for their educational projects. Some participants put forward that the attitude of
the teacher is a more important factor than the used teaching materials. Some participants
however failed completely to account in some way or another for differences between
girls and boys.
The time spend during the weekly meetings on illustration and discussion of the special
themes included in the accompanying reader of the course has been valued di~ergently
by the participants. The highest appreciations were given to two articles on the observation of 'children's play' and a video taped story about a girl who want to become a pilot
and who succeeded to persuade her brother, father and teacher to give her the opportunity. The most negative comments were given to a documentary TV-program "Exact, the
right thing for you!", which explained the making of girls and boys by socialization in
daily life, both inside and outside school, mainly because it generalized apparently
accidental occurrences so rigorously.
Several participants put forward in their reports more personal and relational questions
concerning their private or professional lives, which came up or became clarified.
Besides that, discussions came up between participants about controversial points of
view. This increased the need of some participants to have more time for a guided
discussion.

Comparison with the initial questionnaire and new points of view

Many participants have gained new ideas about new teaching materials just like they
expected. But less participants reported new ideas about strategies for teaching. Especially men with a high technical background have gained less new ideas about it than they
expected.
Especially women and men with a low technical background go into the question of
differences between girls and boys and report about values and experiences of women
with respect to technology. Only a small minority of the participants has learned
something about different views on education and emancipation. Several people expressed the need of more guided discussions during the course. (But others seem to benefit

from not having to talk about these things to much). Some individuals reported to have
acquired valuable self-knowledge and insight in their own situation as a woman or man.
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Conclusions

The conclusion of this evaluation is shortly, that participants have found inspiring new
ideas about teaching materials and teaching strategies. Many participants have reported
also that they have, sometimes for the first time, realized themselves that differences
between male and female students occur not only outside school, but also inside the
classroom, and(!) c:an be investigated and managed in attractive ways by the teacher.
Many of the participants have admit a feeling of uneasiness in the beginning of the
course, because of the strong links with their own self-identity, and their social position
in the group of participants. More attention is needed for the application of procedures
to make it safe for each person to participate this course.

Further development
An essential element of the course is to enable the participants to teach technology and
deal with gender differences in such a way that relevant male and female qualities are
valued equally. Therefore a gender-inclusive definition of technology and workable ideas
for teaching and are nesc:essary. However the participants have very different backgrounds, which have shaped their image of technology and their implicite values and
principles concerning technology. To make understandable how their different perspectives on women and technology innuence their power to reach gender-inclusive teaching
goals, an investigation into the participants' own implicite values and goals might be
helpful. This can also contribute to a safer learning environment for all participants.
It is worth to consider the benefits of a comparable course on science teaching in
secondary education. It should be necessary to change the existing image of science, to
examine the values associated with and exluded from it and to look for more appropriate
teaching strategies just as is reported here for the case of technology education. If science
teachers can be convinced of the necessity of these changes, than they can equally profit
by a course on gender inclusive strategies for teaching science & technology.
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IS IT POSSIBLE TO CHANGE SCIENCE-TEACHERS' WAY OF TEACHING?
Helene S~rensen
The Royal Danish School of Educational Studies
The article will give some results of a qualitative
research project dealing with changing the role of science
teachers in primary schools. The aim of the project was to
observe if the pupils were allowed to get the ownership of
their own learning process in science lessons with a great
amount of practical work.
My Ph.D.-project 1987-90 indicated that in classes
where the girls took active part in the science lessons the
pupils had influence on their own working situation and were
allowed a certain degree of self determination.
My primary findings seem to indicate that it is not at
all simple for a teacher to generate new interaction-pattern
in the classroom.
Lots of Factors
It is obvious from reading the different contributions
to the GASAT-meetings over the years that a lot of factors
are influencing girls' participation in doing science. It is
also clear that many of those factors are cross-cultural. But
as we have seen from reports cultural differences may give a
shift in the usual patterns about girls' participating in
science education (Fensham, Klainin and West 1987). Those
factors influencing girls taking active part in science
lessons are not independent and are at play at the same time.
In my Ph.D.-project I followed three classes for a
longer period of time. I decided to work with the classes
because I knew from visits in the classroom that the girls in
those classes took active part in the science lessons •. With
a background in observations from those classes I set up a
model for the factors influencing the girls' active involvement in physics and chemistry lessons. The model is presented in fig.l (S~rensen 1990a). The factors mentioned in
the model are in action at different levels. some of them may
be changed through actions from the government and school
authorities such as changing in national curriculum. Others
are changed through the slow transformations in society over
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Factors Influencing glrls'partlclpadon In science.

Figure 1
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the years. Several of the factors define the classroom si tuation and the frame around the teaching for the single science
teacher, and those factors cannot easily be changed by the
teacher. The teacher may create changes around hers/his
class, but family-expectations, peer group influence, the
socio-economical situation in society and other factors out
of range of the teacher's influence·may lessen the outcome of
changing strategies in science education. The GIST-project
showed the difficulties introducing changes in established
patterns (Whyte 1987).
Nevertheless the teacher has a great responsibility for
creating a gender-including science education, and as seen
from my model the teacher is able to influence a lot of the
settings around the class and have several possibilities to
create learning surroundings able to give girls optimum
possibilities for learning science in a given situation. In
my Ph.D.-project I found the teachers as key-persons in ma- .
king gender fair science education. The teachers' attitudes,
expectations and way of interacting with the students, their
preferences for teacher centred or pupil oriented teaching
style have a greater influence on girls' participation in
science lessons than the choice of content/subjects in
science.
It is a consequence from those findings it is impossible to invent the programme, to write the textbook, to make
the curriculum that will once and for all change the known
pattern of girls avoiding the hard sciences (S~rensen 1991).
To try to investigate the role of the teachers more
closely I planned an action-project involving teachers from
a school south of Copenhagen. The project received two years
funding from the Danish Research Council for Humanities.
The Danish Primary School system
Before I describe the project I find it necessary to
introduce the Danish primary school system (the "folkeskole")
and the teacher education. In Denmark the teachers for the
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primary schools are educated in general education with a
certain degree of specialization in 2 subjects (four years
education).
In Denmark nine years of education is compulsory, from
the age of seven to the age of sixteen. In the Danish primary
schools the children may start at the age of six in a "kindergarten" class and they stay in one and the same school
until the age of sixteen at the ninth grade. Some of the
children choose to study another year at the school in the
tenth grade, but the tenth grade is voluntary, while others
leave school and about one third continue their education in
high school. From the first grade a group of children (around
22) stay together in one "class" up until the ninth (or
tenth) grade. Often the teacher in Danish language will
follow the group of children from the first to the ninth
grade (or tenth) with a special responsibility for the group.
In the grades eight to ten the children may follow courses
at two different levels in mathematics, foreign languages,
and physics/chemistry.
It is common that a group of children (a class) at the
first grade has two or three different teachers. It is also
common that the teacher in Danish language and the teacher in
mathematics follow the class up until the ninth or tenth
grade. From the third grade the class may have other teachers
in other subjects such as science or foreign languages, but
even then those teachers follow the class during the years in
which the subject is taught.
The children's education in science begins with integrated science (without physics and chemistry) in the third
grade. From the fifth grade to the seventh the children follow courses in biology and geography. At the seventh grade
the education in physics and chemistry starts with integrated
courses in physics/chemistry two lessons a week for three
years.
In Denmark natural science takes up an astonishingly
small part of the curriculum. But just now the Government is
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planning to make changes in the school system, and it looks
like the pattern will change and education in physics and
chemistry will be allowed to be introduced earlier than the
seventh grade, maybe at the third grade. One of those changes
teachers and researchers interested in the gender questions
in science have argued for in years (S~rensen 1990b).
My Project on Changing the Roles of the Teachers

My project consisted of two parts. One part was a
follow up on two of the classes from the Ph.D.-project and
make together with the Ph.D.-project a longitudinal study.
One of those classes I followed from the sixth grade to the
final examination at the end of the ninth grade. The other
one I have worked with since the third grade and I shall
follow the class until the final examination in June, 1993.
Both classes have had physics and chemistry before the seventh grade, being as mentioned the normal grade to start.
In the other part of my project I worked with a group
of teachers in science and Danish language teaching grades
three to six. I have found girls more actively involved in
doing science in classes with a certain degree of selfdetermination. Therefore I wanted to investigate whether
working with pupil activities in science could persuade the
teachers to let the pupils get ownership of their own learning process in science. I started the project with a short
introductory course for the teachers involved. I also Interviewed the teachers Involved about their role as teachers,
about their opinions of their pupils and their expectations
towards girls and boys in the class.
Later on I worked as a consultant for the teachers who
wanted to do science activities with the children. I observed
in different classes for a shorter or longer period of time.
I worked with three of the classes several times during the
two years (grade five the first year and grade six the
second) • Their teachers in Danish language are used to
working together. They often plan some weeks' work together-
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small projects like one of the projects I was involved in,
'Chemistry in the Kitchen•. Sometimes they taught the pupils
in their own class for the whole period, on other occasions
they split the three classes in groups and taught a special
subject to each different group.
I was a participant observer and after each period I
took part in evaluations and discussions with teachers and
pupils. I interviewed the teachers after each period. At the
end of the two years I reinterviewed the teachers.
Before presenting results from my project about the
roles of the teachers I want to resume one of the findings
from the Ph.D.-project.
Findings from the Ph.D.-Project
It was an essential result of my Ph.D-project that the
girls in the project classes had to feel personally involved
in order to keep an interest in working with science. They
had to be able to identify themselves with what they were
doing and to experience a purpose, being more than just learning the subject. The purposes may have been very different,
but it was determined by the perspective put on the science
content. A purpose could be to learn about how you see and
hear, or about what the food contains, or about phenomena in
nature. But the purpose may also have been to have to present
to others - parents, other adults or S()me children in a
different class - the results of a science experiment or an
investigation in science.
Such an engagement can be achieved by letting the
pupils have influence on the planning of the teaching, on the
choice of contents of the science subjects to be taught, on
the perspectiveness of the subject. One of the most important
possibilities to give the pupils influence on their learning
in science takes place when evaluating the sequence together
with the pupils.
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Reflections on the Longitudinal Part of the Project
From the longitudinal part of my project with the two
classes mentioned above I want to give a few impressions.
From the last two years work with those classes the diversity
among the girls have been more and more evident
The
girls as a whole express that science has to make them feel
personally involved in the work. But some of them reveal in
interviews an interest in physics and chemistry whether it is
presented in a way we may see as 'girl friendly' or in the
more tradi tiona! subject centred form. They are fond of
making investigations in science and feel challenged solving
problems in science. They have in mind taking science courses
in their further education. The majority of the girls stress
that when they feel involved they like doing science, but
there are other interests in their lives more important to
them. Several of those girls are skilled in science. Even
those girls do not consider a future doing science without
being encouraged. It has been a tendency that girls showing
joy in science lessons when young, talking about a future as
engineers, change their expectations when they have to make
their choices for the future in the ninth grade. I find that
the girls restrict their own expectations and possibilities
even more than can be put down to the pressure from parents
and the influence from the surroundings. They become more
conservative and traditional in their choices with age.
If the projects are evaluated on wether the major part
of the pupils chose a scientific education, they were
unsuccessful. But the girls themselves feel that they have
learnt something, that they have a possibility for choosing
a scientific education (perhaps later), and that they themselves made the considerations an a solid basis and then
presently choose something different.
The second part of my project: ·changing the role of the
teachers. •
The teachers in the second part of the project did not
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behave differently from their normal attitude when the pupils
were to work independently with investigations.
The teacher normally very controlling reacted in the
same way in this situation. The pupils felt that he controlled

them and their results

while working around

the

classroom in order to assist them.
The teacher who normally planned everything to the
smallest detail and gave the pupils no freedom to express
their own opinion was also very restrictive in her planning
of

the

education and

discussion

in the

of

the

results.

However, the pupils were able to sense that they were within
an area with which the teacher was unfamiliar, and they were
happy that the teacher had to listen to them and ask them
about their results.
The teacher normally allowing the pupils freedom and
possibility of expressing themselves did also act in the same
way when the pupils made experiments.
Both

pupils

as

well

as

teachers

expressed

these

evaluations in interviews.
The teachers are aware of their own roles as teachers.
To a

certain extent they express that they wish to make

changes in their interactions with the pupils. It is a very
sensitive subject to discuss matters so closely related to
another individual's personal appearance. My evaluation (at
this stage) of the project is, that I have recognized the
difficulty for a

teacher in changing hers/his

role of

a

teacher, even if she/he does have a positive wish to do so.
The preconscious expectations and views on yourself as a
person

and as a teacher (your habitus) become a guideline

for the deliberate choices one as a teacher tries to make
while teaching (Bordieu 1977).
Reflections.
Setting up my last project I was inspired from the work
done

with

meta-cognition

as

a

help

to

the

learner

to

understand and develop learning process and learning practice
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(Baird and West 1986, Fensham 1989, Beyer 1992). I wanted to
work together with teachers trying to let them develop their
meta-cognition about their way of teaching. I wanted the
teachers to let the pupils have influence· on their own
learning situation.
Asking the pupils' and the teachers' opinion of the
outcome of the different teaching sequences you will get the
answer that they have been succesful. Judging by the girls'
particitation in the lessons you do not doubt the positive
outcome of the research and development work, but remembering
that the project was carried through before adolescence and
the changing gender-role you could never tell.
Looking at the changes in the teachers' way of teaching
I find too little development towards those changes I should
have liked to occur.
I have mentioned the difficulties for people to change
their habitus as an explanation of the small changes in the
teachers' role as teachers. Another reason may be the limited
time the teachers and I had to work together during the
periods of science projects in those classes. Another
explanation of my feeling of too little development may be
due to the fact that it was my goal more than the teachers'
to let the pupils get more influence in the classroom.
Furthermore it may be too difficult in the Danish culture
pattern to discuss problems too close to the individual
teacher's personality.
Nevertheless, I want to continue the work with groups
of teachers doing research on how to develop meta-cognition
about teaching. I am reflecting on my own role as a researcher, on my expectations compared with the teachers' wishes
for changes and on putting together a larger group of
teachers with a personal need for developing new ways of
teaching.
Conclusions
To create a positive learning environment for the girls
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in science lessons it is important to let the pupils have
influence on their own learning situation. The girls want to
feel involved on the personal level in the science lessons to
maintain their interest in doing science. Many teachers feel
a necessity to be in control of the classroom and to teach
more than giving the pupils a possibility to learn. More work
need to be done developing changes towards new roles allowing
the teachers to present to the pupils possibilities for
improvement of their role as learners.
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INVESTIGATING COLLABORATION IN PRIMARY SCIENCE
CLASSROOMS: a gender perspective
Elizabeth Whitelegg, Patricia Murphy, Eileen Scanlon and
Barbara Hodgson.
The Open University, United Kingdom

This paper reports on a small scale pilot study that was undertaken in three
English primary schools in Spring 1992. The study investigated the
learning behaviour of year 3 (7 to 8 year old) pupils as they worked in
groups on science tasks. Of particular interest was the gender composition
of these groups and whether there are particular features of group structure
and task orientation which produce more effective learning for girls. The
intended outcome of the pilot study is a larger scale national research
project that will investigate links between children's learning in science and
features of collaborative work. Evidence of such links will enable the
development of teaching strategies for primary teachers that are most
appropriate for their pupils of either sex.
Over the past five years we have been involved in various initiatives to
produce Open University courses and packs for teachers in primary
science. Throughout the production of these courses it has been clear to us
that there were some issues relating to good practice in primary classrooms
which would benefit from further study. The one we have chosen to
investigate is the assumption that collaborative work especially in friendship
groupings is a good thing. We have decided to question this assumption
and embark on a three year period of research to investigate the cognitive
and affective benefits children gain from learning in groups.
From the time of the Plowden report (1967), it has been suggested that
classrooms should be organised into subgroups working together in some
cooperative manner. It is surprising then to find that the largest systematic
observation of British classrooms, the ORACLE survey (Galton, Simon and
Croll, 1980) found:
"There is no clear evidence that cooperative group work of the
investigating-problem solving-discovery kind which Plowden held that all
children should experience, features more than sparsely in our primary
schools.· p.159
What ORACLE found was that, although children were seated in small
groups around tables they still usually worked on their own under the
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teacher's direction. The Alexander report (1991) recently recommended
that the organisational strategies of whole class teaching, group work and
individual teaching need to be used more flexibly. Robin Alexander
commenting in the Times Educational Supplement on the uproar the report
engendered said:
"The question is not whether group work or subjects or topics are
permissible - to argue this is the replicate the sterility of the
traditional/progressive debate - but to consider when such approaches
are most appropriate and how they might be most effectively used and
improved."
So it is proposed that a mixture of ways of working are beneficial but we feel
that there is a lack of a substantive research basis for these claims.
A GENDER PERSPECTIVE

In undertaking our study of grouping for science work, we are particularly
interested in focusing on how gender dynamics operate within groups both
between the children and between teachers and children.
Christine Howe (1990) found that setting primary children to work on
science investigations in mixed ability groups promotes more effective
learning than streaming children into groups where they possess similar
ideas and levels of knowledge. She suggests that allocating children at
random is good enough to provide these mixed ability groupings. However,
gender is known to play a very important role ln the interaction and
engagement of pupils on science tasks. Murphy (1991) found, for example,
that given the same tasks pupils pursued different variables, so allocating
pupils randomly to groups may produce gender distributions that do not
promote effective learning for all members of the group.
Kempa (1991} and others have found that in order to provide a favourable
environment for active participation of girls in science tasks, a critical mass
of girls in the group may be necessary. A single girl in a group with 2 or 3
boys is quite likely to get 'left out' of the group activity. (This corresponds to
the findings of Licht and Dweck (1983} about girls learned helplessness.)
As a non-participant such a girl is unlikely to benefit from the interaction
between the other group members. ('Silent' members of the group according
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to Kempa however, can be participants and gain education benefit from
being part of the group.)
Parker and Renee (1986) showed that where teachers' awareness of
gender issues is poor, girls are at a disadvantage in group work in mixed
sex groupings. Whilst for those teachers do who appreciate gender issues,
mixed sex groups exhibit the same learning behaviour and involvement in
science tasks as single sex groups.
In summary then, current research indicates links between gender
differences in:
childrens' cognitive response to science investigations, i.e. the
variables they consider relevant and the solutions the judge appropriate
(Murphy, 1991)
childrens' affective response to science tasks, for example girls'
learned helplessness (Licht and Dweck, 1983 and Smail and Kelly, 1984)
childrens' involvement in problem solving in groups leading to
achievement (Kempa, 1991)
teachers' response to mixed groups according to the teachers' own
awareness of gender issues (Parker and Renee, 1986).

THE PILOT STUDY

Aims
The pilot study was carried out to gather information to help us in the design
of the main research programme. We were concerned to explore:
the selection of science tasks to investigate,
ways of grouping pupils,
aspects of collaboration worth pursuing,
presentation and administration of tasks to enhance collaboration,
resourcing of tasks,
data collection methods,
data analysis.
We set out to investigate two types of collaboration. Firstly, collaboration
amongst pupils engaged in some formal, set tasks using established
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methodology designed by the Assessment of Performance Unit in science
(APU) and secondly, pupils undertaking 'authentic' tasks that were
contextualised within the pupils' present learning.
Methodology
The 'formal' task
This task was based on an established APU investigation.

APU
methodology was used because APU research (which preceded the
development of the National Curriculum [NC] in England, Wales and
Northern Ireland,) was based on tasks similar to those represented in NC
attainment target 1 - scientific investigation. (With the advent of the NC
there is now a statutory requirement for teachers to teach and assess
practical investigative abilities.) The APU research showed that children
performed at a higher level when in a practical situation because of •he
direct feedback they received about the consequences of their actions and
the decision making (Russell et al., 1988). When the pupils were allowed to
work together in pairs in a practical context, and to talk through their
strategies together, their performance was further elevated. (Whyte, 1988}.
The task required the children to test different sorts of papers to find out
which one would the best for covering a book. The children were given
samples of 4 different types of paper - brown paper (such as that used for
wrapping parcels), wallpaper, writing paper and sugar paper. They were
also supplied with items to test the various dimensions of the papers'
durability. These were - sandpaper, a stone, erasers, scissors, water and a
water dropper. This task was set out in a standard way by the
teacher/researcher and the children were then left to discuss and carry out
the investigation.
The 'authentic' task
This task developed from classwork that the children were currently doing.
The class topic was set around one of their reading books and the science
focus of the topic was sound. Sound was also chosen because we were
concerned to focus on a concept area where complementary research was
already available. Children's understanding of sound has been explored
by the primary SPACE project (Watt and Russell, 1990} The first stage of
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the study was to elicit the childrens' ideas about sound and then to discuss
these ideas with them. The teacher/researcher (herself a very experienced
primary teacher and science specialist) then spent three mornings, at
weekly intervals, working with the group of four pupils. Her brief was to
guide the pupils in their investigation, but to let the pupils determine which
aspects of sound were to be investigated so that the investigation evolved
in a more naturalistic way.
The data for the study was collected by video and audio recordings of all
the groups as they worked. The tapes were transcribed for detailed
analysis. The pupils' written report of their investigations is also available
and the teacher/researcher compiled a report of her observations. The
video recordings provided the most detailed data for our analysis.

The schools
School A was selected for the formal task. It is a large 5-13 age group
school in a middle class area. In year 3 the children normally do science as
a whole class, working in groups on the same aspect of a topic, but at
different levels. The children are used to investigating to find answers to
open-ended questions, however teacher support in the form of a structured
plan or discussion of the next steps in an experiment are usually provided.
This was therefore the first time that the pupils were asked to carry out an
investigation without their usual level of support. Three groups were
established. These were:
Group 1 -a group of 4 boys ;Group 2 - a group of 4 girls and Group 3 - a
group of 2 boys and 2 girls. The teacher selected the pupils in each group
on the basis that most of them were already used to working together.
The 'authentic' task was administered in School B. This school is a First (58 year old) School and has 7 classes. It is located in a mixed social class
area. Three boys and one girl were chosen to participate in this part of the
study. The group of four was chosen by the class teacher because she felt
that they would work well together and that within this grouping each child
would benefit from the others in different ways.
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The investigations - some findings
The 'formal' task
Group 1 {Boys onlyl
First test - rough edge test
The teacher/researcher presented the independent variable (type of paper)
to the children who proceeded to select each sample of paper and test it
sequentially. The children had a global concept of the dependant variable
(ie 'proofness' of the paper against action by water, rubbing, cutting,
tearing, impact) and operationalised this in a variety of ways. The first test
was how well the paper withstood or was proof against a rough edge. The
rough edges identified were sandpaper, ink erasers and a rock. They
defined the dependant variable for each by the amount of paper removed,
whether the paper was marked or not marked and size of dent on the paper.

They did not control any variable at this point (ie pressure, height stone
dropped etc.) They tested systematically for example by drawing the
sandpaper across the complete surface- both sides for each sample. Their
overall strategy was to eliminate the samples using a pass/fail qualitative
judgement. They used this strategy to reduce the samples to two and then
used the 'rock test' to decide the best between these (ie the one that dents
the least).
Second test- 'waterproofness'

The children disagreed about how to judge waterproofness (again the
judgement was qualitative). Three boys settled for whether they can feel
water coming through whereas one boy was concerned with staining. They
again were not concerned with degrees of waterproofness, just if the paper
passed or failed. They did not control the amount of water and at one point
one boy suggested that not enough was being used (this was not a control
variable, but deciding the minimum amount needed to judge an effect was
an important procedural decision). In the next test without negotiation, the
same boy noticeably added a lot more water. Another boy informed the
others that the way to make it a fair test was to leave the water on for the
same length of time and they agree on one minute. The first boy mentioned
the need to fix a zero point and now the group all agreed on how to judge
'Waterproofness·. The first boy again commented on the absorbency of the
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paper and the effect of thickness on this.
Third test - strength of paper
The children did not really conceptualise how the strength of the paper is
related to the ease with which it can be ripped. They realised that the paper
should not rip but could not translate this into an abstract variable such as
strength. They considered timing how long it takes the paper samples to rip
but did not get far with this. They went onto investigate how much each
sample bent and then made judgements on degrees of bend.

Groyp 2 (Girls onlvl
This group interacted quite differently with the teacher/researcher than with
each other. They didn't seem to understand the investigation because they
saw the problem under investigation as the teacher/researcher's problem
not theirs. They therefore did not perform as well as the boys because:
(i)
Although they were better at articulating fair test procedures, they did
not then use them.
(ii)
The girls needed an audience for their work.
(iii)
Their prior ideas about which of the samples were best were not
exposed or challenged so that the function of the book covering and
aesthetics dominated the more abstract properties they were expected to
investigate.
(iv)
The girls did have some good ideas but these again were not picked
up or even dismissed with a gentle laugh. (This did not happen with the
boys).
Interestingly the girls carried out a test of waterproofing and combined this
with other tests. This is a characteristic response of girls but it appears
thoughtless. The girls tested their samples simultaneously which enabled a
direct comparison to be made, however in practice there was next to no
control of variables .
The girls were very concerned about the recording of their results and who
should do it. If the girls had been asked to write a response rather than do
the investigation they would have performed better than the boys. As it was
they got nowhere with the investigation.
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Group 3 lMjxed sex)
Initially collaboration appeared to be developing fruitfully here, but
technical problems intervened which led to the group being disturbed. At
one point the teacher/researcher said "you are getting nearer" which was
effectively asking the children to guess what she was thinking. Also the
teacher/researcher's strategy of prioritizing recording of results seemed to
hinder some potential collaboration.
Analysis
There is a marked difference between the two single sex groups and the
outcome of the investigation. Both groups appear to collaborate and the
boys' collaboration appears to aid their progress significantly. The boys all
offered individual contributions but different roles were clearly established
and accepted early on. The girls are ·on-task' for the investigation, but
easily lost sight of what they are testing and why. Aesthetic qualities of the
paper and its suitability for writing on take over from the paper's durability as
the focus of the investigation. The girls also get sidetracked by discussions
of who should record the results and what should be recorded and this
takes precious time away from the investigation. If the girls had been
assessed on their written results or on the quality of the paper as a book
covering from its aesthetic point of view, then they would have achieved at
a higher level than the boys. There is also little evidence to show that these
girls had collaborated before and they were relatively hostile to each other
which was not helped by overt interaction with the teacher/researcher.
The 'authentic' tasks
These tasks took place over three sessions with the same group of 4 pupils
(3 boys and a girl).

Week1
After an initial discussion with their class teacher about how sound travels
and what can block out sound, the class teacher left and the group
remained with the teacher/researcher. The children devised a preliminary
investigation to find out what will block out the sound from a transistor radio.
They tried to block out the sound by covering the radio with several
materials in a fairly haphazard way. The teacher/researcher tried to
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suggest some structure to their investigation which involved distance as
well as covering materials.
Week2
The investigation carried on from the previous week - this time using bubble
plastic as the wrapping material for the radio and testing how many layers of
bubble plastic are needed to block out the sound. The teacher/ researcher
then suggested I:JSing a ticking clock as the sound source and the group
investigated wrapping it up and placing it on a cushion before measuring
how far away they have to be to no longer hear the sound. They recorded
their results in a table and later, in between weeks 2 and 3, drew some bar
charts of their results.
Week 3
The teacher/researcher asked the group to consider animals' ears and how
they differ from humans' ears. The group decided that some animals can
change the shape of their ears in order to hear more easily and this led the
children to make 'ear trumpets' to fit onto their ears in order to catch sounds
more easily. Each child set about the task of making the ear trumpets
individually, and the three boys talked excitedly about the project whilst
experimenting with the cardboard tubes with each other, whilst the girl
worked on her own. The teacher/researcher suggested that they work in
two's and so the two white boys worked together, but the black boy and the
girl worked on their own. The two white boys worked collaboratively and
make a very large, effective ear trumpet with various attachments/handles
etc. The black boy was very unsure of how to enhance the straight
cardboard tube, with ear cups, in order to make it more effective as an ear
trumpet and the girl decorated the straight cardboard tube and put a cup at
one end. Both these children worked individually with no discussion with
anyone else. The teacher/researcher suggested that they test the ear
. trumpets by listening to each other and to her whisper a phrase with and
without the trumpets against each child's ear.

Analysis
In these more open-ended tasks, the nature of the task is vital in
encouraging an atmosphere that is conducive to collaborative working.
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Even though many of the activities were suitable for collaboration. it did not
occur as frequently as it might have. When it did occur it most often
excluded the girl and sometimes also excluded the black boy. Again the girl
was anxious to help the teacher/researcher and exhibited characteristics
which can hinder pupils' progress in science investigations by looking for
the answer that she thought the teacher/researcher wanted rather than
investigating from her own ideas. She also paid more attention to the
decorative properties of her ear trumpet than to its effectiveness for
collecting sound.

Critical gendered instances
Much has been written about girls' response to science at school both at
primary and secondary level. Some strategies have been developed to
encourage girls and some have been taken up. Some parts of the jigsaw
are now in place. The pilot study outlined above demonstrated many of the
features that have been well documented when examining girls' and
teachers' responses to science learning at primary school. The following
examples illustrate this:
Formal task (School A )
Boys' group
• Boys use their watches to time water coming through the paper. This
corresponds well with international findings of boys greater use of measuring
instruments like stopwatches and the likelihood that they have more
experience of them outside school.

Girls' group
• Girls have very good ideas about fair test procedures but do not have
anyone to present them to.. These ideas are not followed through in the
investigation.
• Girl choses the paper to test on the basis of its colour.
• Teacher/researcher laughs at girl's suggestions to test the paper by seeing
how it bums and also to have a second piece of paper as a control to see
how much water has come through.
• Girl stopped from speaking by teacher/researcher on occasion and her
ideas not followed up later.
• Girls trying to guess what the teacher/researcher wants (to please her).
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Authentic task (School B)
• Girl always puts up her hand to answer questions and is very ready to
answer questions. Boys never raise hands. Girt first to volunteer to do things
and to record results. Girl often gets ignored by teacher/researcher and
sometimes the boys 'switch off when girl is talking.
• The three boys unwrap the radio and won't let the girt take part. Instead of
insisting that the boys let the girl in, the teacher/researcher offers the girl a
consolation prize • taking the tape off the volume control.
• Boys disparaging towards girl; boy makes fun of girl decorating her tube
{says• she's stickervating hersn) so girl decides that she's put the frilly bits on
the tube to cover up some holes; boys ridicule girl by saying she's carrying
the radio as if its a cat and cuddling it.
• Boy takes girl's scissors and later when he needs them again goes to look
for them on her table despite the fact he hasn't returned them to her.
• Girt lets a boy test her tube before she does so herself. Boys test their own
first.
• Girt addresses her discussion of her ear trumpet to another boy in the
group rather than teacher/researcher. Girl's behaviour is disparaging
towards her own work.

Conclusion
What does all this mean for collaborative group working - the major subject
of our study? What hypotheses can be drawn from our observations that
can be investigated by the larger-scale research project? What are the
challenges for the research programme revealed by the pilot study? If
collaborative working is a good thing, how do we encourage collaborative
working and ensure that girls don't get marginalised?
POSSIBLE HYPOTHESES AND CHALLENGES

A single girl in a mixed sex group will end up working on her own.
Girls' enthusiasm and skill in writing gets in the way of collaboration.
Girls' perception of the aesthetic qualities in an investigation
obscure/confuse the ultimate goal of the investigation.
Boys find it easier than girls to collaborate in groups in a mixed sex
grouping.
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Single girls in a mixed sex group suffer more 'put-downs' from boys
(leading to an undermining of their confidence).
Girls' desire to 'please Miss' gets in the way of effective collaboration
they are looking for the teacher's agenda, not their own.
Girls need an audience to provide information/results for.
Boys are more comfortable with measuring instruments

A quotation we like that seems to encapsulate much of our opinion is the
following:
"Early socialisation of girls and boys seems to produce a situation where
boys find it easier to handle the teaching and learning styles frequently
employed in primary science, particularly group work and open-ended
discussion. Recognition of this will allow us to plan teaching strategies
which actively encourage girls to participate more fully in groups and
discuss their ideas freely ... Development of science skills (observing
leading to hypothesis formulation, cooperative working, experimenting
and predicting) are ones in which girls can experience particular
problems. Often a level of confidence in putting forward ideas and
participating in group discussions is required.
Girls find active
participation difficult. boys are more assertive.". (Morgan, 1989)
The pilot study has presented us with several challenges that we must face
in the design of our research programme. Some of these challenges are:
•Definition of the task tor the investigation
We found that with the more open-ended, 'authentic' task it was much more
difficult to create an atmosphere that would encourage collaboration, so we
must structure the chosen task more carefully along the lines of the 'formal'
task studied .in the pilot.
•Understanding of the task by pupils
In both the 'formal' and the 'authentic' tasks, the girls became sidetracked
by issues not central to the investigation. We must ensure that the nature of
the task is grasped by the girl's as well as the boy's throughout the
investigation.
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•Establishing the groups
Whilst it seemed that some groups, or pairs within a group, worked well
together, others did not. In the main study must ensure that groups are
established that have a good record of working well together.
•Role of teacher/researcher
This role is vital and a very fine line has to be drawn between offering
necessary guidance and too much intervention. In the main study it is our
job to give the teacher/researcher careful guidance on places at which
intervention is required and how much leeway she can allow the pupils to
proceed down their own avenues for investigation.

This was a small-scale pilot study and we do not aim to draw definitive
conclusions from this work. This pilot study has provided a very rich source
on which to base a larger-scale research project on collaborative working
in science with primary school children that pays particular attention to
gender dynamics as a core factor for determining effective collaboration as
a stimulus to affective and also cognitive learning. This study has raised a
lot of questions and challenges for us that we need to address. However it
is evident from the pilot study that not all tasks are suitable for collaborative
working and how the the group is managed by both the participants and the
teacher is a key factor. As Kempa points out "Teachers themselves have to
assume responsibility for the development of 'management skills' in pupils
and be prepared to facilitate group work by appropriate task analysis and
task structuring" Kempa (1991).
We hope to find in the course of our research some information that will help
us do this.
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I REFLECTIONS ON GASAT WORK IN
THE FIELD OF EDUCATION AND
SCHOOLING

3 Students, lecturers and teaching methods
in male dominated university contexts
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The Use of Bilateral Relationships to promote Curriculum Development For Girls'
Vocational Schools In Turkish Speaking Eastern European Countries
Prof. Dr.

S~kln

Ergin

Ege University. lzmlr, TURKEY
Should educational programs be exclusive stressing national Identity rather than
group differences. or should these differences among Intercultural communities be
utilized to broaden and enrich the resources? The argument that these Issues raise
will be explored and discussed to see to what extent the exchange of Ideas In
educational matters can assist the women In these communities to attain
autonomous roles. Turkey Is now on the threshold of new era as she broadens her
relationships with Eastern European countries In the democratizing process
concerning both sides. Turkey Is aware that today's pluralistic multiculturalism calls
forth a re-assesment of educational matters which must be up to date In regard to
Industrial and technological developments. Girls' Vocational schools can lend
themselves to possible Inqrulry and Investigation since their curricula are. to a large
extent. related to industry that requires skilled semiprofessionals. These schools
also display the ethnic characteristics and cultural preferences of their own
localtles.Through bilateral relationships new strategies and ways of Interaction
among communities can best be Initiated and adapted by young women; through the
exchange of Ideas new perspectives that will benefit all Girls' Vocational schools can
be metertallzed.
The task of organizing Instructional material Into logical and effective teaching Is
even more Important today than before. Technological changes are continuing to
exert tremendeous Influences on the social. economic and political structure of the
world. If the Instructions are to be dynamic and meet the needs and challanges of the
future. every precaution must be taken to keep the curricula up-to -date. Irrelevant and
outmoded metertals. Inefficient teaching are hazardous to educational structure.
Thus. an educational plan may be defined as any learning environment where In
adequate experiences are provided to encourage pupils' abilities. This means that not
anly the young men but also young women must be giVen the equal opportunity to
participate In educative activities that will enable them to become successful
participants In a democratic society.
Before analyzing these Issues and discussing to what extend the exchange o Ideas In
educational matters can assist the young women In these communities to become
successful members of a democrellc society and to attain Independent and
autonomous roles. definitions of "General Education" and "Vocational Education"
should be made.
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In its broadest sense, general education Includes all the currtcular and extracurrtcular
activities offered by a school system which are designed to develop functional
understandings of essentJa1 elements In life. "Industrial arts" and "Practical arts" are
the segments of the general education.
"Vocational Education", on the other hand,

ts a generic term ebraclng all the

experiences an lndMduai needs to prepare for some useful occupation. The purpose of
vocational education Is to provide training to develop skllls, abilities.
understandings, attitudes, working habits, and appreclatlnons, and to impart
knowledge and Information needed by workers to enter and make progress In
employment on a useful and productive basts.
Although the term vocational education has no Umits as to types of occupations, It
generally excludes the professions. It Is used here to apply specifically to useful
employment In trades and industry, agriculture homemaking, technical, and
buSiness areas.
We are now on the threshold of a new are. Now that cold war IS over. It was won not by
the strength of arms or skills of diplomats, but by vtrtue of the power of democratic
Ideas that has begun to shape a substantial portion of non European, non
Anglo-American world. re-democratlzlng process Is gaining strong footholds In
domestic matters of so-called Eastern European countries.
After thiS recent transition, the civil society with economically diversified yet
culturally, ethnically, and nationally homogeneous attltutes which are tolerant to
multlcultaral ways has gained importance. One of the objectivtes of this kind of
society will naturally be a good educational program of Industry and business for
people with higher educational standars, goals for greater framework.

Turkey

examplifles thiS transition.
Turkey's Integration with former Soviet Union States namely Azerbeycan,
6zbeklstan, Kazaklstan and Turkmenistan and the other Turkish speaking
communities In the Balkans and Eastern-European communities In the Balkans IS
now In the agenda of Turkish Foreign Affairs. While Turkey IS working through
bilateral talks with so-called communities for cultural economic and technical
colaborations, her long term commitment to the membership of European Economic
community and the development of Black Sea Economic Treaty has been
conUnuinlng.
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As a result of these efforts and developments, and due to the basic features of ther

national mould, that Is her being a secular and democratic country with Muslim
population In majority and her long-established secular educational programs,
Turkey has now gained an adventageous and prestigious position among the Eastem
European and ex Soviet-Union countries. Although, quotas. after long negotiations
for exchange programs among the university students on graduate and undergraduate
levels have been determined, no step In relation to vocational education has been
taken so far.
I believe that new startegles and ways of Interacting among the communities through
exchange of Ideas and the processes of contrast. debates, and active transformation to
realize new perspectives that will be beneficial for the Girls' vocational schools, can
easily be Introduced. But, before discussing these, let's have a brief glance to the
present situation of Girls' Vocational schools In Turkey and In two or three sample
countries from East European and former Soviet Union communities.
In most of the Technical or Vocational Schools In Turkey (the terms are used
Interchangeably) which amounts to 1563. the courses are given on term basis which IS
19 weeks altogether. In 37 of these schools. courses are taught In English and German.
Students enroll to these schools after the completion of middle schools (8 grade). The
students who complete their education In one of these high schools they acquire the
title of "technician".
Type or SChool

Term

Number of Programs

Prequlred Credits

for Graduation
Vocational
High Schools

8

27

186

Technical
High Schools

8

4

227

Voca. High Sch.
(Eng. and German)

8

20

220

Tech. High Sch.
(Eng. and German)

10

5

259

As It IS seen from above given numbers, the number of programs offered In Girls'

technical schools are limited to 4 and 5. The reason for this. section like '"Electronics'"
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"ChemJstry" "Mechanics" "Computer programJng" have been considered as beslcly
mens' occupations. whereas programs llke "Office management and Secreterlal
Training". "Food Technology and Catenng" "Glass Work", "Chlld Care". "Decorative

Arts", "Leather Garment Making''. 'Tallorlng'', "Home Management". "Graphics",
'Tex1.1le Design and Weavtng Work'', "Bookcare and Bookbinding", "Fashion Design",
"Hotel management". "Structural Drawing'' sections seem to be fully developed. In all
of these programs general courses are 'Turkish Language an Uterature". "History''.
"Mathematics", "Science", "Foreign Language" and "Physical education". Vocational
courses change according to the main program offered. For example :
Sample Program

VoeatJonal Program

Title of COmse8

Textlle Weavtng

fabnc analysts. destngs for
weaving. technique data for
production. use of automatic
looms matntanence of
machlnens

These students on thetr graduation, can work as technical personal within the textlle
Industry In the areas such as:
-The physical and chemical laboratones
-The semJ-processlng and manufactunng units of the sptnntng mills
As It Is seen from the rough demografic outline of the set programs approved by the

Minlstery of Education, two Important features and goals of vocational schools have
been neglected. One of them Is the most Important charactenstlcs of Industrial arts
and vocational education courses which provide expenences and skills to be mastered
through rightly designated projects. Above given curncula doesn't Include credll for
student projects which are the Indispensable means of puttng theory Into practice.
Secondly. technical developments call for much more manipulative and technical
training and expenence on the areas such as "Instalments ofthe machlnary'', "Matal
and Woodcraft", "Automatlve Section" and many others which are significantly
related to the Industry.
In all of the former Soviet Union countries, namely Azerbeycan. Czbekistan.
Kazaklstan. as a result of Long-established communist system, changes In prevelant
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educatlonalpollcles have not been made. That Is to say. In these countries. same
model curricula for girls Vocational schools have been applied to the Girls' vocational
schools whose main segments seem to be developed for specific occupational
preparation as well as for the exploration of lndustrtal actiVities. These are "Girls'
Vocational Schools for pre-School Education", "Girls Vocational Schools for Medical
Care". "Girls Vocational Schools for Clothing". All of these schools offer a
professional occupation after 11 years of formal education. Entrance exams for these
schools are required.
Vocational Schools for "Pre-School Education" have been mainly deslngnated for the
training In three areas: SuberviSors for Chlldrens' Playing Grounds. Teachers for
Kindergartens, SuberviSors and Student AdVisors In Girls' Boarding Schools. Theone
and practical training requJre certtflcates In Methodology Chlldrens' Psychology
alongside with courses In science and RuSSian Language and Literature.
"Girls' Vocational Schools for Medical Care" concern themselves for the training of
Nurses, Midwives Specialltst In Gynecological treatment, First-aid, hospital and
clinical admJnlstratlon and care. To become a

speclallast In programs Uke

gynecological education. candidates spend a year as Interns In the hospitals and
public Health Centers. In above-mentioned main diclplines. required coui:ses are
Biology, Anatomy. ChemJstry and Math. Others are arranged according to the
requirements of the professions they are trained for.
Girls' Vocational Schools for Clothing can also be named as Industrial art schools
since one of their objectives IS to famlllartze students with the tools, products,
processes and occupations of the related clothing Industry as well ·as the social and
economic phenomena of Its technology. To meet the demands of the training, based on
extensive use of materials like fabrics. ornamentation and the like, the students are
asked to pay for a portiOn of supplies they use and the materials expended: they are
also required to pay tult!on fee once when they enroll the school after they take an
entrence exam to test their ab!lltles.
The duration of education changes from a year or four years. The first half of the first
year IS devoted to theorlc education. Its a kind of refreshing of their knowledge they
acquired in general education. They're aJso taught how to operate basic tools and
machines. Practical training begins In the second half of the second year. They're
directed to meet the demand of clothing Industry rather than creative fashion
designing. Main sections are lingerie, shirt and slack manufacturing. dress making,
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coat making and Leather Clothing and fur making. Two times in a week. students are
asked to work In the related sections of the clothing factory. At the end of every year
the students can get a certificate to go Into the Industry. More years of training they
have they are more ellglable for better positions. Those who are able to pass the exams
and finish four years of education acquire a diploma and are classified as first rate
tailors. After graduation, they find positions In prestigloues talloTing firms or places
of the same profile.
General characteristics of GITld' Vocational Schools In former Soviet Union countrtes
can be illustrated as follows:

Type of School

Duration

Number of Programs

RequlredCrecllts
for Graduation

Vocational School
for Pre-School
Education

4

5

140

6

178

4

162

Yrs.

Vocational School
for Medical
Training
Vocational Schools
for Clothing

4

Yrs.
1-4

Yrs.

After a brief smvey of programs, one striking similarity has been found which

Is

a

lack of concern to promote the students to select projects which will introduce them to
the basic concepts of Industrial arts and technology and provide for them realistic
experiences. When selecting prOjects the students should be directed according to
following perspectiVes:
1) It

must lncoporate operations to be taught, 2) It must be of Interest to the student. 3)

It must possess utility value, 4) It must be within the student's ability to accomplish, 5)
It must be well designed and completed within a reasonable time limit.

Another corresponding aspect of both programs arises from the general structures of
educational philosophies which display lack of concern for the multicultural Issues
and regional differences which can enrich the programs. Both philosophies stress
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state regulation and control regardless of the diversity of cultural backgrounds. This
lnflexib!llty Is a serious drawback especially for ex-Soviet Union countries even
though pre-dominant aspect of their formations, such as their language and religion
are the same. For Turkey. exclusion of ethnical and regional differences from the
curricula does not pose a serious problem except for the colorfulness these dtlferences
would have given.
However. If Turkey Js on the threshold of new developments with her neighbouring
countries. she cannot disregard the mainstream of

today's pluralistic

multiculturalism which calls forth a re-assesrnent of these factors.
Before dtscussing the guidelines. which will form the basics of the exchange of Ideas
between the concerning sides. and Suggesting the best ways to help develop new
strategies to promote womens' vocational education according to the new
perspectives. let us have a brief glance to what an Ideal outline for modern and
purposeful vocational program should provide for:
1- Activities In as many Industries as school shops and laboratles will permit.
2- Use of typical and Important Industrial tools.
3- Experience In production methods.
4- Acquaintance with the organ.l?.atlons and operations of Industrial and commercial
enterprtsses.
5- Practice In Identifying the more important methods employed by Industry.
6- Interpretation of sources. principles and applications of power, such as stream.
water. Internal combustion. and electricity.
7- Study of materials from source to completed objects.
8- Study of vocational opportunities. living conditions, renumeratlon of workers
contraverslal questions pertaining to capital, labor and technology.
Within this framework of general prospectlves let us see what can be done for
exchanging of Ideas In possible blleteral relationships;
a- A separate commission selected by the members of state olllces of both sides whose
main Interest center around vocational schools should be set up through bilateral
talks.
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b- Delegates and groups of teachers and administrators of Vocational schools chosen
by the commission might pay visits to so-called countries and work on the possible

mutual agreements with regard to programs.
c) After revisions of the programs of bothsldes, further steps for p'ossible reformations
whtch will be beneficial for the development of the vocational schools and the
elevation of their educational alms to f.he standards of contemporary democratic,
pluralistic societies must be taken. For example, the general outlook of the
programs In ex Soviet Union Turklch Republics Indicate that they are confined to
three main areas of catagones of training speclfied for a state ortented purpose.
whereas, programs In Turkey present more branches and areas of Interest.
Hence, lnsplte of their greater number they fall specialization and more Intensive
program of studies. Thus. both sides can gain more Information and competence
f.hrough a sound analysis of their programs.
d- Present programs Jack extra-curricular activities which promote students
enthusiasm. Foundation of clubs ltke Athletics. Instrumental and Choir Music,
Drama, Painting, Journalism help develop competitive gathertngs not on the
national but also on the International scales.
e- Wide spread exlbltlons of the handcrafts and the products especially reflecting the
local colortng and cultural highlights will brtng about an Interest In the ethnic and
regional characteristics and cultural preferences of their own localities.
f- The last and foremost Important aspect of exchanging Ideas In educational matters
lies In the foundation of students exchange programs In between Turkey and so
called Eastern European countrtes.
In conclusion, alf.hough the present curricula of both sides do not represent an Ideal
frame-work displaying what are expected from pedagogically and functionally well
established Institutions. the corresponding philosophies of these schools are
well-grounded. That Is to say.

they are founded to train young women for

semiprofessional functions. When these young women are better equipped for
employment In trades and Industrial pursuits as their countries go Into
democratizing process they not only gatn f.helr economic freedoms but also contrtbute
to the well-being of this process.
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WOMEN UNIVERSITY LECTURERS IN 1HE EYES OF THEIR STUDENTS.
HYPOTHESES AND 5000-CULTURAL PREREQUISITES IN BULGARIAN

EXPERIENCE
DR PETYA KABAKa-IIEVA

Department of Sociology
Sofia University
I. WOMEN IN BULGARIAN SCIENCE • SOCIO-CULTURAL PREREQtnSITES

1. One of the main theses of socialist ideology states that men and women are
equal. This thesis is a logical consequence of the leading socialist idea of
social equalty. The point I am interested in, is that in the socialist society, on
on ideological level, the principle of equality between men and women was
presumed.
2. This socialist principle was accepted by the mass consciousness in Bulgaria.

The reason for this easy acceptance was the specific for the Bulgarian society
attitude towards women. The Bulgarian type of society before the socialist
revolution can be characterized more correctly as a traditional than as a
bourgeous one. Although the traditional society can be defined as a paternalist, it does not underestimate women, as far as they actively participate in
the social life. As in this type of society there is no differentiation of public
and private zones of life, women were engaged both with the agrarian and
domestic work, so practically they were the dominant figure in the household. When analyzing Bulgrian folklore and literature, we can conclude that
the mother or the grandmother is the one who most often takes the important
family decisions, although that the formal head of the family is the father. So,
my second thesis is that traditional culture in Bulgaria may be defined as a
feminine one.
3. Because of above mentioned considerations after the socialist revolution in
Bulgaria there was a real womens' expansion in all the spheres of public life.
A conviction that they are no female and male professions was formed. Many
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normative and technological regulations were initiated concerning the defence
of womens' equal rights and stimulating the female active participation in
soda! life. For instance an obligatory percentage level of participation for
women in the Communist party, in different social organizations, in ruling
bodies etc. was introduced.
4. The education was not an exception. For instance in most of the Universities' and outstanding colleges' subjects an equal percentage target for female
and male students was introduced. The ambitions of girls towards higher
education and qualified labour were stimulated.
5. This politics to stimulate womens' performance affected even the sphere of
science, by traditon dominated by men. Although that it wasn't possible to
introduce any percentage requirements for female participation in science,
there also started a process of feminization. This processs affected both
research institutes and universities, but it progressed differently for different
sciences. The following data prove these statements:
SOENCES

1970
Number of scientists from them women %of women

Total number of
scientist
IN:
Technical science
Medicine
Natural science
Agrarian science
Social sciences

12765

3426

26.8

4072
2146
2127
1739
2632

808
650

19.8
30.3
36.2
18.6
32.6

SCIENCE

770
323
858

1990

Number of scientists from them women %of women
Total number of
scientists
IN:
Technical science
Medicine
Natural science
Agrarian science
Social sciences

317M

12523

39.5

12905
4573
5459
2089
6678

3820

29.6
48.9
42
32.7
49
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The data shows that over the period of 20 years the number of scientists
increased 2.5 times, while the increase in number of women in science is
higher - 3.7 times. Alsmost equal proportions of men and women are reached
in medicine and social sciences. In the scheme below a more detailed data on
the situation in social sciences is presented.
SOCIAL SCIENCES
Total number of
IN:
Philosophy
Sociology and
political science
Economics and
management
History
Philology
Law
Psychology
Pedagogics

Art

1990

Number of scientists From them women %of women
49
6678
3493

545
2(17

225
96

41.3
46.4

1629

726

44.6

510
1709
201
134

233
1259
79

45.7
73.3

64

788
794

338
387
41

47.8
42.9
48.7
60.3

93

57.8

Wi.ssenchaftslehre 68
(these data are from 1989)
Scientific
161
information

393

As we see philology is dominated by women, as well as wissenchaftslehre

and scientific information, while the law still remains a male profession.
6. The tendency for increasing of womens' participation in science does not
mean that they become dominant figures. The dominant figure in science and
academic circles still remains the man. Men in science possess as a whole
higher scientific status. The scheme on the next page represents distribution
of scientists according to their scientific status:
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SCIENTIFIC STATUS

1990
Number From them women % of women
12523
39.5
Total number of all scientists 31704
0
Academicians
50
1
2
Corresponding members
50
Professors
1120
129
11.5
7rrl
23.8
Associate professors
2971
Senior research associates
4381
1249
28.5
/working in research institutes/
860
64
Lecturers
1342
/without scientific degree/
Assistant professors
7536
3391
45
6186
43.4
Research associates
14254

It is not suprising then that the scientist usually is associated with a man by

the mass consciousness, while women-scientists are labeled as "scientific
workers" or

"research-a~sistants".

A survey, carried out among college

students in 1985, concerning the notion of scientists, supported the idea that
the scientist is perceived as man. His main characteristics were loneliness,
concentration in his scientific work, deepness of thought, patience, steadiness,
clearness of purpose and so on. /see Boyadgieva P., Petkova K., Boyadgiev
Tz., 1987, The Image of the Scientist, Sofia, Nauka i izkustvo/. This image is
an expression of cultural attitudes toward science, reflecting the historical
development of science as a male profession as well as the cultural model of
modem science, based on the activistic causal male principles /See Keller Fox
Evelyn, 1985, Reflections on Gender and Science, Yale University Press/.
7. At the same time, after the socialist revolution, the leading figure in
Bulgarian schools and colleges turned to be the woman, due to the almost
entire feminization of teachers' profession. So, while the scientist is usually
associated with a man by mass consciousness, the teacher is associated with a
woman. This corresponds to the mentioned above attitued towards Bulgarian
woman as the leading figure in the family, hence perceived as the most
important socializing factor, too.
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n. WOMEN UNIVERSITY LECTURERS IN TilE EYES OF THEIR STUDENTS
- SOME PRELIMINARY HTPOTHESES.

From the above mentioned theses it seems that the figure of the womanuniversity lecturer appears as an interesting one for sociological study. The
already stated theses gain importance as they describe the socio-cultural
background under which the woman-lecturer acts.
To stydy this figure, the Bulgarian Association of University Women decided
to make a survey among the students about their attitudes towards women academic lecturers, that is, towards women, engaged with professional
scientific work The survey includes a sample of students, studying in all
Sofia Universities and the method used is inquiry. As far as the survey is
under progress the results only from the test survey have been analyzed. In
the test survey participated 42 students from Sofia University, University of
National and World Economics an The Academy of Art. 28 Of the respondents were men, 14- women.
The main purpose of this survey is to check out what are the leading factors
in constructing the students' image of their university lecturers and in
particular of women-lecturers. The survey is designed to answer the following questions:

Is the image of the academic lecturer influenced by some gender biases or is · it
universal for both male and female lecturers, including only their professional
qwzlities?
Can any compatibility be found between the ideal image of the lecturer-man and
woman and the ideal image of men and women as general?
Do any specific advantages or disadvantages in their status of lecturers could be

estimated as due to their gender?
Huw the students estimate their uwn lecturers-men and women?
Do the students find normal for a woman to be a prominent scientist or only in some
exceptional cases?
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It is important to see how all these attitudes correlate with students' notions

for the role of the woman in the entire social life, with gender of the respondents, with specific distribution of power in their parents' family, with the
subject they study.
Having in mind that this is a soiological study, not a psychological test, it is
obvious that the expressed attitudes may be entirely different from the
unconscious feelings for all these topics. But the conscious image of womenlecturers reveals to what extent all those enlisted above socio-cultural
prerequisites really work and are significant in every day reasoning and
esteems.
Let us now summarize the most clear conclusions from the test survey data,
rising them as working hypotheses.
For almost all of the inquired students the gender of the lecturer doesn't play
any role when choosing a lecturer course, only the professional qualities are
favoured in both men and women-lecturers- high professionalism, intellectual
capacity, communication skills, pedagogical abilities. It is interesting to notice
that students declare that their perception of academic lecturers is not
influenced by lecturers' erotic emanation. But the same students a~ked about
the most significant characteristics of the ideal image of the man and the
woman in general, nominate erotic womanly emanation and masculine
qualities to be of crucial importance. On the second place they appreciate
common for both men an women qualities as intellectual capacity, sense of
humour, frankness.
So, the conclusion could be made that the prefered characteristics of university lecturers are not influenced by their gender and the qualities required from
them encompass the good performance of their social role. It is interesting to
notice that the ideal woman lecturer is thought as entirely different 'animal'
from the normal woman. The woman-lecturer is seen in the light of her
institutional mask not in the light of her sexual womanly characteristics. On
the ideological level we have no data for presence of gender discrimination
towards women-lecturers. The same is supported by analyzing the answers
whether a woman can be a good scientist. The greatest part of the respon-
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dents gave the positive answer. All respondents accept as normal for a
woman to be their boss. But the concrete estimation of students' own womenlectures reveals some unsatisfactions. Half of the respondents answer that in
some aspects the ·women-lecturers seem to be inferior in comparison to menlecturers. Their most frequent fails arise from their unrestrained emotionality,
leading to some communication disturbances.
All these conclusions stipulate the hypothesis that on the ideological level the
presumption of equality of men and women works and gender discrimination
towards women-lecturers in not seen. That's why it is more likely that the
dissatisfactions from their concrete work could be explained more by the lack
of self-confidence, than by some kind of underestimation by their students. It
seems interestng to compare the self-image of women-lecturers with their
image in the eyes of students and in the eyes of their colleagures, too. May be
the problem lies in the strife of men-lecturers to preserve their dominant
position by underestimating their female colleagues. All .these working
hypotheses should be studied in the course .of further investigations.
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METACOGNri'IVE ASPECTS IN A GROUP-BASED PROJECT
WORK AT TECHNICAL UNIVERSITIES.
ANETIE KOLMOS,
AALBORG UNIVERSITY,
DENMARK
Project work is assumed to be more friendly towards women's cognitive style tban
traditional disciplinaiy classroom teaching. Furthermore, project wo.rk is assumed to be
a solution to decrease drop out rates and to minimize overload problems ;,. :ill technical
subjects. Many technical universities are on their way to or have implemented project
wo.rk in sing1e subjects or at specific terms.
Practising project work, however, is not just easy, because project work requires
another cognitive style tban the one used in traditional disciplinary classrooms.
Therefore, starting up and practising project wo.rk gives problems to both teachers and
students. In this paper I will discuss the cognitive and affective aspects in problem and
group-based project work and outline certain elements which teachers and students must
necessarily be aware of before starting up.
INTRODUCI'ION
Project work bas become more popular at teclmicaliiDivenit.ies both in the first year
programmes and in the M.Sc. programmes (Jobannesson 1991. Smith and Ryan:
Probe), and furthermore, the use of project work is growing within sing1e subjects in

the entire engineering programme. Only few technical universities are fundamentally
based on the project learning concept, e.g. Aalborg University, founded in 1974

(Creese 1987, Kolmos 1991, 0stergird 1990) and Roskilde University, founded in 1972
(Beyer 1992).
As a concept, project work covers many types of cognitive processes. It may be a
part of a single subject, an introductionary programme in the first year, or a

fundamental organized curricula. It may also be problem-based projects starting by
analyzing and formulating the problem, or it may be more like case studies which are
often used to illustrate particular elements in specific disciplines. Furthermore, it may
be individuals or groups of students working on projects. So it is very confusing

whatever people mean by saying project work. lD this paper, project work is defined

as problem 8lld group-bued project work..
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No matter which type of project work one is practising, it requires awareness of a
very specific learning process among both teachers and students concerning cognitive
and affective aspects.
By emphasizing metacognitive aspects (the cognitive and affective aspects), I stress
the point that knowledge about bow to learn and the particular elements in the learning
process will progress the learning process. In project work conscious awareness about
these metacognitive aspects is a necessary base, because both teachers and students are
enrolled in an active investigating learning process. This process might be easier to

explain by comparing elements of the learning process in doing assignments and
projects.
Assignment:
Process:
Teacher:
Students

Question

Methods

+
+

+

+

?

?

Methods

Result
?
?

Result

Projects:

Process:
Teacher
Students

Problems
?
?

+

?

In the process of working on assignments, the teacher formulates the questions, knows
the methods and has an answer. For the teacher, this process is rather simple, because
it is a controlled process. For the students, this process is also rather simple, because
the direction for their activity is given by the teacher's formulation of the question.
In the process of working on projects, however, it is getting complicated for both

teachers and students. The teacher might not know the exact problem which is going
to be analyzed and solved in the projects. However, the teacher knows different

methods to be used in the field, but does not know the result or outcome beforehand.
For the teacher this process will become a challenging interactive learning process with
her or his students. As far as the students are concerned, it wiU be an even more
challenging learning process: they do not know the direction for their project before
they have analyzed and formulated the exact problem, and they have to learn methods
and solve the problems.
At this level, the problem-based project work is already a complicated but
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challenging cognitive process, which is becoming even more challenging in a groupbased learning process where oceans of affective aspects occur such as identity,
feelings, attitudes, values, and experience.
This article is partly based on my experience from teaching a speciall2-contact-hourscourse called Methods in Project Work (PA), placed right in the beginning of the first
year programme at the Faculty of Technology, Aalborg University, and partly on my
experience as a super visor to the project groups. In the PA course we introduce both
cognitive and affective aspects in the project work, and it may be characterized as a
verbal study guide in project work (based on Algreen-Ussing and FruensgArd 1991)
SBTTING THB SCBNB
In the middle of June, Clara finished the Danish •gymnasium• (upper secondary

education) with two A-levels in mathematics and physics. During the last year in
gymnasium she was very doubtful in her choice of university study, but ended up by
choosing engineering. However, she was very uncertain concerning choice of
engineering branch. Clara lived in the southern part of Denmark and she had to move
to enter one of the two technical universities in Denmark, Technical University of

Copenhagen (DTH) or Aalborg University (AUC) (for an introduction to the Danish
system, see Vinther 1992). She chose the AUC, because she was more attracted to the
pedagogical concept with groups and project work than to traditional lectures, and
because she could put off choosing her special line of study until March in her first
study year. She was a bit worried about the.group work, she tried some kind of it in
gymnasium but without any great success. On the other hand, it would give her the
possibility to get in touch with other students.
Clara started on September l.th. at the AUC. She was placed in a main group

consisting of about 100 students, a secretary and some teachers. The common base for
this main group was a theme on Technology and Working E'nvironment. On the first
day she was placed in a group with 6 other students - one of which a woman, and the
rest were men. During September she and the rest of the group were working on a
smaller pilot project

~

more like a case study one teacher told - to try out the group

work. In the project they should write about the working environment in a brewery
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based on literature collected beforehand by the teachers. They wrote a report on that
topic and were all evaluated together in the group. The teachers had no restrictions in
this particular evaluation, because the entire process was to try the group work and
project work.
Clara was a bit frustrated - it was very hard to recognize her own contributions to the
project. Kenn - one of the other students in her group - had tried working a lot in
groups, and she felt he had controlled their working process too much. The others
admired Kenn, he was just so brilliant, had humour, good at jokes and so, and each

time he said something, the others just accepted. Often she was saying the same thing,
but the others did not respond in the same positive way.
In the beginning of October they should start a new period and it was possible to set

up groups on their own. The whole main group was on a 3-days-stay in a cottage, and
she had the possibility to talk to other students at a more social. level. She decided to

withdraw from the Kenn-group and enter another group. They were 8 in this new
group, a mixture of people from 3 former groups. She really believed in this group,
they could make fun together, discuss, disagree and apparently there was no •.reat
leader·.

Right now, at the end of October, they are about to analyze and define the problem and they discuss a lot - nearly too much. They already feel that they are running out

of time, because they must finish this project about Christmas, and they are examinated
in Ianuary, after which the marks passed or not passed will be given. The problem was
also all the lectures. In principle, she should use half her study time on the project work

and the other half on lectures in mathematics, physics, computer science, technoiogy
and science, communication and a lot more. In practice, they had much more lectures
in the beginning of the period, and at the end of this period there would be more time
for the project work. But even though, their super visor told them that they had to calm
down and that frustration was a necessary part of cognition, they felt frustrated that they
did not know yet what technical methods they were going to use.
They decided that they would work with human machine interaction to improve the
working environment in a control room. They were reading, finding literature, and
planning a visit on a power station in one of the control rooms. Before that visit, they
could not say what their project would deal with - if it should be construction of a new
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whistle system, or a simple computer interface or... It would depend on the problems
they would see and what the operators would say. It was a bit of a confusing process but on the other hand it was really exiting - especially after they came in contact with
the power station, it became more concrete.
It was difficult to get used to a new teacher role. Attending lectures was no problem
at all, but these meetings with their super visor were difficult to use. The teachers
would not give an exact answer - but in the beginning they asked a lot of questions did you find anything at the library - why do you think so - is this a problem? m Elder
students had told them that it was a question of getting used to a new teacher role and
after some time, one knows better how to use them, and that already in the spring
semester, they would know bow to make projects and use the teachers.
DEFINING THB METACOGNlltVB PROBI..EMS
Clara's story implicates a lot of different problems, which are only some of the
problems occurring in a problem and group-based project work. No matter which
problems I would have chosen to describe, it would indicate the marriage between the
cognitive and affective aspects of learning.
For example the conflict between Clara and Kenn where Clara felt that she was not
taken seriously in the group discussions. What is the problem? Is it because

Clara did not have enough knowledge?
Clara was not good at structuring her knowledge in a logical argumentation?
Clara had a lack of self confidence in her knowledge and therefore was weak
as an intennediary?

Clara was not respected by the other group members due to some other
situations?
Clara was secretly ridiculed by Kenn?
or something else?
Of course, the relation between knowledge and communication will always be tightly

intertwisted, but the point is that in a group-based project work the communicative
aspects will exist in the entire process whether it might be the verbal or written
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communication in the group work. Therefore, it might be very difficult to both teachers
and students to recognize and define their own learning problems.
By saying this, I am not trying to avoid project work - but on the contrary, I am
trying to stress the fact that if any group-based project process has to bec:Ome a success,
it is necessary to put some landmarks on the map. These landmarks are important each

time new students and teachers are going through such learning processes. In the PA
course, we are trying to set up landmarks. In the first period, it is both the cognitive
and affective aspectS. In the second semester, we teach another 12-contact-hours-course
basically on cognitive aspects.
COGNITIVE PROBLEMS

Particularly in the problem-based project work, three cognitive landmarks are important
already in the first year of the university study: problems, scientific knowledge and
scientific methods. In the first part of the PA-course, placed in the first period, we
give an overview of the cognitive steps in a project process: problem analysis,
demarcation of the problem and the project, problem solving, and conclusion/assessment. In general, these steps describe the process in a project. Furthermore, we define
problem-based learning and give tools to work in a problem-based way. We discuss the

concept of methods and at last we introduce how to find, choose and criticize source
material. In the second part of the course, we give a much more fundamental
introduction to create scientific knowledge and use scientific methods in the process of
problem analysis and problem solving.
In this first year of the study, there is a rather high level of cognitive objectives

according to Bloom's taxonomy of educational objectives (Bloom 1956, Laursen og
Olsen 1991, Laursen og Olsen 1992). Bloom (1956) operates with 6 cognitve
objectives: Knowledge, understanding, application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation.
Of course, during the first year of study and the entire M.Sc programme, these
cognitive objectives form a progression. However, this progression is characterized by
a deeper understanding of all cognitive objectives, and this development can be

illustrated as a spiral.
No matter at which educational level, a problem-based project work will require all
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6 cognitive objectives. Let us return to Clara's story to exemplify this statement.
Clara's group starts the project on working environment in control rooms by finding
literature, reading, discussing and writing about the situation and the problems of
the control operators. They read some more theoretical articles on man mascbine
interface. They went out visiting a control room in a power station and decide to mal!e
a one-day observation of the control room and to interview the operator. They write
about their observations and their interview. At this stage they have material for writing
the problem analysis part in the project and to define their problem. The result of this
writing process may end up at different cognitive levels nmging from a level of
understanding to a level of synthesis - it will depend on the outcome. If it is a
description, it is on a level of knowledge; if they manage to use some theoretical
concepts, e.g. in describing their interviews, it may be on a level between understanding and application; if they manage to use the theoretical concepts, integrate other
investigations and compare them with their own findings, defining the problems and
choose one problem for solution, it may be a level between analysis and synthesis.
The next stage in Clara's project is to find out bow to solve the problems and choose

one of the solutions. It is the same procedure, finding literature, being creative,
reading, discussing and writing. At this stage and on the basis of the problem analysis,
it is important that they make demand on the solution for making the •nght" choice.
Again the level of cognition will depend on the outcome. At the third stage, the
problem solving stage, it is the same methodical procedure. Each project stage may end
up in different cognitive levels, but in practice the reached levels during the projects are
rather similar.
Another dimension of the cognitive objectives in project work is how the integration
of all the stages (or chapters) are argued during the whole project, e.g. is there a logical
line between problem analysis and demarcation of the project - or did it fall to peaces'?
Stating that project work will include all cognitive objectives is not the same as
saying that they do. Hopefully the above example bas shown, the projects end up in
fulfilling different objectives. In an analysis of project reports at psychology, bachelor
level, Olsen (1992) bas shown that more than 50% of the projects end up with
describing level, which means a cognitive level between knowledge and understanding.
However, my point is that students working on problem-based projects will meet
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cognitive demands on all levels, and therefore it is important to introduce a cognitive
framework to them.
AFFBCTIVB PROBLEMS

Affective problems are getting visible even to the students themselves, because they are
in a social context working on a groUJH>ased project. When the students start their first
year programme, we have formally set up the groups in a first pilot period where the

students have to try a problem and group-based project work, as described in Clara's
story. The main purpose for this period is not the cognitive aspects but much more to

let the students experience affective aspects, e.g. how to organize and how to
collaborate. In the PA-course' we introduce two main landmarks: the organization of the
students' working process and the psychological aspects in collaboration.
At the organizational level we give advice on how to write, organize and edit their
working papers. In a group of 8 students it is rather difficult to find a balance between
the individual working process and collaboration with others, so we give very practical
advice on what individuals must know about the project before going home writing,
how to discuss individual contribution and put them into a collective project process,
how to give and receive criticism, how to edit all the contribution in the end in order
to submit a common report on basis of the project work.
At the psychological level we give advice on how to give and receive criticism
without any personal attack. How to develop individual and common group identities
is one of the really hard nuts where we can illustrate problems and situations and
nothing more. However, it is one of the aspects we emphasize, because it is one of the
biggest problems at the psychological level. When do you have to manifest yourself and
when is it time for letting others do it'? What about leadership and power'? This is not
at all easy questions to answer, but the point is that the students become aware of the
fact that the group-based project work challenge the development of one's personal
identity and that they have to work on that level as well.
A project-organized curricula needs active and curious students enjoing to leam,
otherwise the supervisors will become the ones giving the ideas and controlling the
learning process. So to the students the learning process is also a question of learning
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•
and daring asking the questions and overcoming one's feeling of being stupid.
Supervising active students is rather easy, however, it is a pedagogical challenge to
supervise "blunt" students, and that statement leads me to some final remarks on the
teacher responsibility.
TEACHER RESPONSIBRJTY
Teaching a course and being on the stage for 12-contact-hours in the first period and
another 12 contact hours in the spring semester will mean nothing, if the course is not
supported and in agreement with the other teachers. Before starting the semester, we
teach the same lectures to our colleagues, and the final content in our course is made
in cooperation with the other teachers.
The teaching role as supervisor to the groups is special and very unlike the normal
lecture role both concerning cognitive and affective aspects. Supervisors must be very
open minded at the cognitive level, and at the affective level they must dare to interfere

in very complicated social processes. Both aspects are rather difficult to handle and
each. teacher has her or his own personal strategy. At the institutional level we have no

compulsory pedagogical training, but it is possible to join pedagogical courses. It is a
lack to all universities, but indeed it is a lack to a project-organized curricula due to a
quite different teaching role.
Two educational research projects (Rasmussen 1991, Kolmos 1989) e.g. investigate
students' expectations to and experiences of the supervisor role and the lecture role.
Rasmussen (1991) finds that one of the most important abilities in students' expectations
to

and experiences of the supervisor role is willingness to advise and supervise.

Concerning lecturing, the most important expected ability is the ability to give precise
and concrete explanations, whereas the experienced ability is mastering the subject.
These results are supported by Kolmos (1989) according to whom the students expect

the supervisor to be involved and to point out new problems and dimensions in the
project, whereas the students expect lectures to be involved and to give precise and
concrete explanations.
These research projects indicate the more flexible and open minded supervisor role

and stress my point that starting up or practising project work requires this awareness
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of different teacher roles - even at the university level.
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Being a student at Delft University
Marjan van der Wel/ Marjon Menten
Section Women and Technology
Delft University of Technology
The Netherlands
A break with the past
Studying at a university implies a lot more than attending
lectures, doing tests and passing examinations. Entering a
university is also entering and discovering another world.
The moment youngsters start studying at a university, it is,
for those who are to become students, simultaneously the
moment they have to say farewell to (among other things) the
life they lived before, the people they used to live with
and the cities or villages and houses they inhabited. From
the moment they are enrolled as students these people are
supposed to 'be' students, although most of them do not know
what this all means. It takes some time to get acquainted
with this sudden change.
Being a student at a technical university implies for most
students also a rigorous break with the past. The world they
enter is a world which is almost exclusively peopled by men.
With the exception of clerical workers, women are almost
invisible in the university buildings, at least within the
so-called technical faculties.
However, formally, men and women are equally welcome.
(Dis)appearing equality
It is often stated that the fact that women are a minority
(as students and lecturors) counts for the little interest
of female youngsters to become a technical student and to
practise a technical profession. Yet there are always women
who sign up at the Delft university through the years, who
wish to become succesfull students. Their qualities in terms
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of aspirations, knowledge of mathematics
sciences are equally sufficient.

and

natural

The characteristics of a potentally successful! technical
student are, according to one of the Delft brochures, as
follows: A succesfull student behaves disciplined, spends a
lot of time studying -even when this implies refraining from
other, more attractive activities-, is strongly motivated to
study, has sufficient knowledge of foreign languages and is
very interested in technical matters.
Above all it is
considered important that the student is gifted with talents
concerning natural sciences and mathematics. Such talents
are considered evident when students received the mark seven
or more for mathematics and natural sciences on their yearly
rapport cards. (1)
Of course there is reason to doubt whether it is appropriate
to predict a succesfull career as a student and (afterwards)
as engineers on the base of these qualifications. In her
article Sally Hacker pointed to the fact that
( •.• )
mathematics in general, calculus in particular, represents
only one aspect of engineering: engineering as algorithmic,
mathematical, scientific technique. ( ..• ) it is not the
whole of engineering, nor does technical expertise encompass
everything the engineer must possess. Such important
qualities as judgement, experience, understanding of social
complexity, to name a few, must not be neglected." (2)
Yet some qualities have been neglected or at least
considered of less importance in this brochure.
It should be noticed that differences between potentially
succesfull male and female students emerge in recently
published brochures. At several moments women are explicitly
adressed as people who (wrongly) hesitate to enroll as
technical students. This apparently strange phenomenon can
be explained (according to the author) by the fact that
technical universities are supposed to be a man's world. He
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suggests that a closer look at reality will reveal that this
is untrue.
On the condition that they are interested in technical and
scientific matters and in acquiring what is called alpha and
gamma-knowledge, women appear as potentially succesfull
students. While adressing women, the author stresses that
studying at the Delft technical university implies the
development of social capabilities. The necessity of
receiving the mark seven or more for mathematics and natural
sciences remains unmentioned in these paragraphs. As a
consequence this seems to be of minor importance for female
students and engineers.
The brochure gives the impression that social aspects of
studying at a technical university are stressed to attract
especially women, while generally the study is described as
technical and mathematical. The very same words with which
the Delft Technical University tries to represent itself as
a place where men and women are equally welcome, reveal that
men and women are regarded as two separate groups, with
different behaviour, characteristics, aspirations and
qualities. On beforehand women students and engineers are
supposed to differ from male students and engineers.
Although it might be tempting to define the traits of the
potentially
succesfull
technical
student
as
male
characteristics, it cannot be excluded that female students
share them.
Research for example has shown that they are (extremely)
good at mathematics and natural sciences. At the Delft
university it is no exception when a woman has actually
proved to be even better at this then their male peers at
high school.
Probably these women are equally interested in technical
subjects and not afraid at all of formulas or technical
devices. Yet they are considered and treated as different.
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Research on the absence of women at technical universities
leaves several questions unclarified. There is (for example)
the problem that, even when their qualifications are better
than those of their male peers, they rather enroll for other
(so-called: social) studies.

Male culture
It is suggested that one of the factors which explain the
invisibility of women at technical universities is the male
culture at these institutes. On these locations traditional
opninions about men and women as separate groups dominate.
During lectures these opinions are supposed to become
manifest.
Thorough research is not necessary to find illustrations in
readers in which traditional images of men and women occur.
For example, in a reader concerning psychological theories
and terms, the following example is presented to explain the
term 'psychological field':
"Mister P arrives at home in the afternoon. He has worked
all day, it is still early and he wants to go fishing. ( ••• )
Fishing is the aim (a) ( ••• ) P could also decide to assist
his wife washing the dishes (b) or to read the newspaper
(c). His wife (d) prefers him to do b or, second best: c. P
realizes that she is a part of his psychological field. In
this field there is also P's friend (f) who wants P to go
fishing with him, and the weather (e) that ls registrated by
p, ( ••• ) Inspite of his wifes grumbling -he's often gone
and she needs a hand from time to time- P decides to go
fishing with his friend. His friend and the nice weather are
the most powerful! forces in his psychological field, which
drive him towards fishing.•
(3)
In these sentences
traditional opinions about a couple's daily life are carried
into a scientific analysis. Nothing is said about the
traditional (and unequal) allocation of tasks between these
partners, not a word is spent on the fact that this man
ignores his wife's wishes although they may sound
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reasonable. As a .matter of fact the idea that a man has the
right to relax after working all day seems very acceptable,
especially because the story does not include the woman • s
daily work.
This is just one example, but of course a closer look at the
readers reveals a lot of these traditional images.
By asking female students about living and studying at the
Delft university, we tried to get some clearer pictures of
our university's culture and of it • s
impacts on female
students.
Ambiguities
When female students are asked straightforwardly whether
gender is considered of any importance, at first they answer
unanimously negative. They illustrate this with stories
about their success, future aspirations and capabilities and
their assertive behaviour towards boys and men. In their
stories, girls accentuate the fact that they are not
different; they are just like the boys. Although they notice
that there are only a few women compared to the number of
men, this is not accepted as a fact that counts for any
significant difference at all.
In stories concerning daily practices at the university, an
interesting phenomenon appears: despite the fact that these
women believe, feel and act as if they are students in the
way their male colleques are, they sometimes experience
that they are treated as if they are a special, different or
even an alien species.
Reversibly 1 when we take a closer look at the way male
students reflect upon the presence of female collegues, or
the impact of this presence, these feelings are remarkably
accurate.
CreatiDg differences
As part of a project on the male character of the University
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of Delft (1989), Studium Generale held a series of
interviews with male students and employees.
What is striking, in the interviews with the students, is
the emphasis on group-behavior, loneliness, the fear for
real friendship, fear to fail, and the urge to keep one's
ground - socially, and within the study.
On the one hand, the students describe their behaviour in
terms of social awkwardness; in this respect, however, it is
very interesting that the Technical University is also
called a relative safe place to be -sharing the problem with
so many seems to eliminate it. 'You can very easily hide
between those men (i.e. the 'socially clumsy' ones) and find
a way to go on. I think that's precisely the reason why the
Technical University is so attracive to men. And that
continues after university, in your profession. ( ••• ) An
important part of your life you can stay within that world'
(p. 30).

In this respect, the students' 'corpora' play a very
supportive role; • ••• someone who is raised and stays in that
culture, has far less to sort out in life. That gives a
great amount of security; many things, norms, rules, laws,
ways of thinking are fixed already. ( ••. ) It offers safety,
just like many people draw strength from faith' (p. 38).
Stereotypes
Of course there is no such thing as 'the typical Delft
student'. There are at least two of them: the boy for whom
a university is just an extension of high school-life:
quiet, shy, bad at sports, excelling in mathematics, physics
and playing chess -preferably with his computer; the one who
doesn't seem to be aware of his physical appearance -colours
don • t match, his trousers are too short. The stereotype
sounds old-fashioned, but in Delft there are a lot of them,
just as, for that matter, there are a lot matching th~ other
stereotype: the well-build, better dressed, rather clamorous
manly boys. In public, they emphasize their appearance by
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speaking loudly and laughing exuberant; in general, they are
taking a lot of space. Their lack of social· skills is
refrased in terms of uncomplicated,
straightforward
behaviour. The presence of some women protects this
behaviour of becoming too rude. As one of the students puts
it, speaking of the Corps: 'It • s a good thing that the
proportion (between men and women) isn't a fifty-fifty onein the corps it is 12%- but that it is a man's world,
however influenced by women. In the early days, when it was
a man's world thoroughly, a member of the corps may have
been a terrible blunt, straightforward, ruthless fellow, but
due to the presence of the ladies, I think all that
straightforwardness becomes relative. And that has a very
positive influence upon our behaviour.'
No wonder that, as far as this type of idealisation of the
own conduct is concerned, the entrance of women on more than
the current -i.e. modest- scale, is seen as a real threat:
it would spoil the party, of course. But moreover, it would
reveal the real problems lying underneath: the lack of
social skills and abilities, the individual fears and
loneliness hidden behind this type of conduct.
On the other hand some of the students do have a less
protective attitude towards this male world. The entrance of
more women -students as well as teachers- could create a
more intimate, friendly, and horny atmosphere, which might
even attach technology itself. In both cases, however, the
presence. (or absence) of women seems to make all the
difference. What is interesting is not the question whether
these expectations (positive or negative), and the supposed
impacts, turn out to be true, but how they affect the
experiences and attitudes of the female students.
Tough worl4, safe place
In this climate, where there seems to be a real
psychological interest in keeping technology a man's
business, or just the opposite, women are supposed to act
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and work normally and naturally, to take it all for granted.
Of course, to a certain extent it is normal to adjust,
finding a way to cope with a new life as a student, and that
counts for men as well as for women. But on the other hand,
it remains to be seen whether for women the technical
university offers the same psychological shelter in terms of
safety and security mentioned above. As a female student
puts it: 'Delft is a very tough world; I once was an
enthusiastic and vivacious girl, but I have developped a
kind of 'don't touch me behaviour', surly, on the outside'.
She stopped talking about the position of women in society,
and in Delft, when she got these standard-reactions like:
"look at nature; there, women do take care of the youngsters
as well". In her first week at the university she noticed
three boys at the same time had fallen in love with her, an
unknown and rather strange experience, especially when this
turned out to be an annually phenomenon.
Of course, we are not supposed to generalize on base of
these interviews, or to jump unto conclusions. But, whereas
several studies have been done on the influence of
a-symetrical proportions between the sexes upon their
behaviour, and some studies on the experiences of female
students these interviews do give some indication that
psychological factors as well must be taken into account.

1 In the Netherlands the marks are ranged from 0 to 10. A 10
means: excellent.
2 Hacker, s. 1., Mathematization of engineering: Limits on
Women and the field, in: Rothschild, J. , Mach ina Ex Dea,
Feminist perspectives on Technology, Pergamon Press, New
York/ Oxford/ Toronto/ Sydney/ Paris/ Frankfurt, 1983,
p. 52.
3 Reader BBB, bijlage 1, Technische universiteit Delft,
1992.
4 Studium Generale, De technische universiteit, een
mannenwereld, Technische Universiteit Delft, februari 1989.
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I REFLECTIONS ON GASAT WORK IN
THE FIELD OF EDUCATION AND
SCHOOLING

4 Attitudes, behaviours and preferences of
subjects at school
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FOSTBRXNG GBHDBR BQUITY IN SCIBNCB AND TBCBROLOGY EDUCATION
Luigia Bosman
Dept. of Physics, University of Pisa - Italy
Brief surway is reported of stuqies fucosed on attempting
to explain the sex-related differences in science and
technology achievement, and their results.
The results have indicated few significant gender-related
differences in performance among 13 years olds, and the
emergence of gender-differentiated learning interests and
attending to among 15 aged students.
In order really to give girls and boys the same opportunities to take an interest in science, it is necessary all
the children experience and enjoy scintific activities
since primary school.
Thus the social contest of education is involved:
- primary school teachers training teachers course
- curricula selected in order to emphasize bot the girls'
and boys' points of view.
Many studies have focused on attempting to explain the
sex-related differences that have been found in science
achievement. These studies have generally taken two theoretical perspectives namely biological and sociological.
Sociological explanations have received more acceptance in
the educational community (Kelly's statment (1981)).
Strong support for the sociological perspective comes
from studies that have examined the science experiences of
male and female (Johnson et al. 1983), The leisure activities and science interests of boys and girls have been
identified as already divergent by the age of eleven.
The discrepancy in physical science is visible at such
an early age when pupils have received relatively little
direct science teaching.
It suggests differential experiences of students in
their everyday out-of-school activities must be influential.
Kahle and Laks (1983) by age nine female although
having the same or greater desire of partecipate in science
activities, had fewer experiences than males of the same
age.
Lie and Bryhni (1983) in a Norwegian study of 500
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pupils in grade 5, found a striking correspondence between
experience and test scores in science. They noted that the
general trend was that the two sexes had very different
experiences. They also noted that the interest of female
and male students were reflected in areas of science where
they had obtained out-of-school experiences at an early
age.
Farkas (1986) found that for items that produced
higher scores by males, the males tended to rely on out-ofschool experience to answer the questions to a much greater
extent than females, who tended to use in-school experiences to determine the answer.
Parker L. and Offer - Gave a strong argument for the
role of in-school experiences (their review of sex differences under the Achievement Certification system in
Western Australia) • They conclude that when the number and
nature of science courses previously taken are controlled
for, sex differences eventually vanish.
Teitelbaum (1986) argues that what we have been taught
to accept as standard scholarship is "androcentric" knowledge that emphasizes masculine interests or point of view.
Specificlly she notes that "knowledge" and "science"
are not universal and that they are androcentric form of
knowing and of doing science, so we need to use a new
standard, based on gynecocentric knowledge that emphasizes
female points of view
Finally Roger Lock (1992): There were few significant
differences between performances of boys and girls in
practical science skills assessed by this study. No gender
differences were detected in observation, reporting, or
planning skills, and there was no differential performances
on the use of scientific language. However, girls performed
significantly less well in relation to self-reliance category, and performance difference on the interpretation
skill approached significance, again with boys' performance
superior.
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All the results agree there are few significant gender-related .differences in performance before the eighth
grade (age 13-14). In the next (14-15 age) the emergence
.of gender differentiated learning interests has been found
out, and different ways boys and girls attend to. At last
the patterns of reasoning, which are more characteristic
but nevertheless confined to girls, are usually negletted
in science class.
It needs, I think, to deal with the situation in the
short run and in long one:
- more research is needed to find out the exact patterns of
reasoning in which both the boys and girls can excel, and
the specific ways in which science instrution can accomodate to these differences.
- in order really to give girls and boys the same opportunuty to take an interest in science it is necessary all the
children experience and enjoy scientific activities at
primary school before they are given sex-differentiated
duties.
Thus the social contest of education is involved:
i) it is necessary to plan curricula selected in order to
emphasize both the girls' and boys' points of view.
ii) it is necessary to set up right primary school teachers
training courses.
Planning suitable curricula

In order to introduce since primary school the girls and
boys to science and technology it is relly important they
are involved in activities concerning with topic they are
interested to know, using:
- material and tools that are well known by the children in
their enviroment.
- technique familiar and psychologically acceptable to the
children
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Finally it is very important the topics (to be investigated) are selected in order to emphasize both the
girls' and boys' knowledge and points of view.
E.g.:
- the subject dealin with the classroom activities can
chosen by the girls and boys in turn
- different approaches to open a subject can be proposed to
girls and boys, caring for the results to get together.
The children are thus led to think that all kinds of
skills and knowledges are useful for understanding and
doing.
They also get accustomed to working together and sharing
activities and responsabilities. It may be that it is going
to contribute to break down the inequality barriers in the
workplace in future.

Training teachers courses
I know of not few teachers (men and women) who think
that science is something very strange and complicated,
invented by people with a very large brain and that cannot
be understood by ordinary people; fortunately - they
argue - science does not affect everyday life but only the
esperiments carried out in the laboratories!
At first it is necessary to covince the people, particularly the teachers, that the science is simply a reasonable,
understandable and useful description of the world; at the
second but nontheless the teachers must get convinced the
primary school children enjoy and appreciate scien.tific
ideas and activities.
Which kind of training courses?
The results of myself experience are reported. I 've
attended with my colleagues (university Science teacheres
and reserarchers) in preparing several different training
courses:
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a} Lectures and laboratory activities, dealing with science
topics (physics, chemistry and biology) have been proposed
to the teachers (adult education)
b) the tea~hers have been introduced with some teacping
projects (science topics) : methods and contents have been
explained and operating procedures of experimental work
have been also shown
c) the teachers have been involved, with their pupils, in
some teaching modules (primary education). They partecipated with their pupils in doing experiments, interpreting
the results, discussing the meaning and so on.
Outcome
a) the teachers did not change their mind towards the
science although they seemed feeling themself to blame for.
b) the teachers thought they should get educational recipes; really they could not use the recipe in classroom
because of their lack of adequate background.
c) the best results have been obtainned: the teacher were
not anxious because they did not responsable for training
the children. They felt free to pose questions, to say "I
've not understood".
Thus they really understood the meaning of the activities
aimed to familiarized the pupils with primary science, and
the reasoning way the children used to use. They also
realized that in order to train the pupils an adequate
scintific background is necessary.
Conclusions
Some examples are reported of successful activities
in which the primary school teachers and their pupils have
been involved.
The children and their teachers have been introduced to a
first idea of structure of matter; namely they have been
led to grasp the properties and behaviors of the objects
depend on the inner structure of material they are made.
A set of objects made of different materials (poly-
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styrene, cork, playwood and firewood) having the same size
have been tested in various experiments: Waterproofness Thermal conductivity - Acustic conductivity - Burning test.
The activities proposed have been aimed at interesting the
pupils in observing the facts, to explain the results and
to carry out new testing experiments.
The children (and the teachers) partecipating in this
project have really understood the meaning of the experiments, they also have given the picture of the materials
structure in terms of the concepts draw on from their
everyday experience.
Finally as concernes the teachers, we noted they have
found the project particularly attractive because of the
ready availability of everyday substances and the wide
range of possible activities, which can be performed with
little specialized equipment and without theoretic topics.
They also have been motivated to get adequate background.
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An Investigation into Gender Bias in Educational
Software used in English Primary Schools
Jackie Bradshaw, Sue Clegg, Deborah Trayhurn
Leeds Metropolitan University, U.K.

*

There is continuing evidence of gender bias in the use of
computers in schools. Boys greater access and confidence is
multi-determined, however important one factor is the nature
of the packages themselves and the imagery they deploy,
Unlike in the computer games sector where images remain
crudely se:~tist, educational software providers have developed
software which attempt to use 'androgynous' humanoid figures
where gender stereotypical features are absent. There is
however
no
social
or
cultural
warrant
for
human
representations which are non-gendered. We hypothesised that
children would have no notion of genderless persons and would
assign gender to the figures reverting to male as norm, but
that girls would be more likely than boys to identify
androgynous computer characters as female. In our study we
asked primary school children to talk about the images,
making up names and describing them. Content analysis of the
data was used and a gender constancy test was included as a
check for validity. A small pilot study supported our
hypotheses and preliminary results from a larger scale study
confirm that children identify non-gendered images as male,
but that girls are more willing to see them as female. We
conclude that more research should be undertaken into the
ways teachers can influence the child's perceptions of
gender. More thought must go into the design of gender
balanced software through deconstructing gender stereotypes
and offering more positive and disruptive images of females
as well as a-typical representations of males.

There is widespread evidence that gender conditioning begins.
very young (Stranger and Ruble 1987) and is reinforced
through

the

toys

purchased

and

the

nature

of

play

(Fisher-Thompson 1990 l . Children demonstrate a preference for
stories with gender stereotyped characters and story lines at
a

pre-school age (Kropp and Halverson 1983). Stereotyping

within children's literature is often subtle and reinforced
over time. (Tetenbaum & Pearson 1989). E:~tperimenting with
neutral characters in children's books has shown that adults
reading books to children tend to stereotype the images and
ascribe male gender
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copied by the children

(Deloache, Cassidy & Carpenter 1987 I.

It seems likely therefore that children entering school will
approach stories and images in the computing medium with an
already existing repertoire of gender assignment strategies.
There

are

multiple

influences

affecting

the

under-representation of girls in computing. Factors include
unequal ownership and

use within

the home

(Sanders

1984

Gilliland 1984 I, unequal access and use in the class room
(Lockheed and Frakt 1984), teachers spending more time with
boys

than girls

associating
technology

of

(Spender
computers

serves

to

1989 l .
with

reinforce

In

the

science,
further

later

years

the

mathematics

and

the

differential

interest boys show in computing (Hawkins 1985). However we
could find no research that had looked at the reactions of
young children to purportedly neutral images at the user
interface. Manufacturers have attempted to ensure that some
of the software available to schools does not suffer from
obvious bias. It is more theoretically challenging to examine
this non-sexist software than to look at obviously biased
imagery since the readings available to children in overtly
sexist packages are already relatively closed.
The meanings imputed to images in any computer package are
likely to be affected by the environment in which they are
used. However there is greater variability in the case of
content free software such as word processors where overtly
sexist messages can subvert

the neutral

form.

Similarly,

there is a problem where packages are being used to deliver
a content which already displays gender bias, for example
traditional fairy stories. Skill and drill packages exhibit
none of these characteristics, their mode of operation is
fixed but they are designed to be free of a specific
identifiable content These packages therefore provide an
opportunity to test out the hypothesis that even with
attempted neutral images children will assign gender.
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Despite the widespread use of 'androgynous' images in primary
software, creatures displaying humanoid features but with no
clear gender indicators, there is no literature which deals
directly with these attempts to break the mould and create
neutral characters. This is not surprising, there are no
culture referents for representations of humans outside the
categories of male and female. Indeed the difficulties of
subverting representations of women (and men) has now become
the subject of a extensive literature in the area of feminist
art practice (Parker and Pollock 1987) . There is also
considerable evidence for the male as norm model (Spender
1980). On theoretical grounds therefore we hypothesised that
not only would children assign a gender to sexually ambiguous
humanoid figures but that they would revert to male. We
further hypothesised that although male as norm would be the
majority reponse girls would be more likely to identify
'androgynous' characters as female. It is important to test
this. Since, if both girls and boys see computing characters
as predominantly male the implicit presumption, on the part
of manufacturers and educationalists, that girls will find
these packages more friendly than overtly sexist ones will be
weakened.
Race and class were included in our analysis in order to
establish whether our hypothesis was robust in the context of
other powerful
influences on school performance.
A
theoretical sample (Glaser and Strauss 1985) with respect to
race and class allowed for inspection of the data for
patterns which could form the basis for new hypotheses for
future testing.
The Study
A small pilot survey using one school established the basic
procedure. A semi-structured interview was implemented by the
researcher sitting next to the child as s/he played two skill
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and drill games. The interviews were recorded and processed
through content analysis.

As a

result of

the pilot

some

refinements were made. One of the packages was replaced as
being

too

packages

time
PODD

consuming,
and

we

therefore

PLAYPARK,

both

are

worked

with

available

two

on

BBC

machines, the most widely used computers in British primary
schools. PODD is a round red character with arms and legs and
broad simply drawn features with a tuft of hair, there are no
other

characters

or

external

graphics.

PODD completes

a

number of one word actions such as jumping and hopping. The
child selects the action, if the action cannot be completed
PODD appears

with

the words

no I

"Oh

can't".

The other

package features a small white figure with a flat topped head
and a large stomach when standing sideways. The figure has
two holes for eyes and no other discernable features.
figure

moves

objects.

along

There

are

a

path

two

and

static

reads

various

circles

which

The

playground
act

as

a

scoreboard. One circle smiles to indicate the child's success
in reaching the designated object, the other one frowns to
indicate failure.
The interview had three components. The children were first
asked to describe the package as they played. This produced
an initial unprompted response where the child could use
either gendered or non-gender terms.

The interviewer then

elicited a prompted response by asking the child whether they
thought the character was a boy or a girl or either. Finally
children were asked whether they would change their initial
gender assignment, so if they had described the figure as a
boy

they

were

asked

whether

it

could

be

a

girl.

This

negotiated stage was designed to establish how firmly the
children

held

their

views

and

whether

they

could

be

influenced by an adult mentor. Some simple gender constancy
questions were also administered as a check on the validity
of asking the children whether they saw the figures in gender
terms (Leonard and Archer 1989).
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Sample
Schools were chosen on the basis of a theoretical sample for
race and class. Class was operationalised through the
proportion of children on free schools meais, race was
operationalised by catchment area on the basis of teacher
expertise of the racial mix of their catchment and the
school's overall statistics for ethnic origin. No attempt was
made to directly categorise individual children other than
with respect to the independent variable gender. In the
schools a random selection of 5-6yrs were interviewed
individually, taking boys and girls alternately so that the
children could see that both sexes were playing. The sample
consisted of 100 children based on one white working class
schools, three racially mixed schools and three middle class
schools. Because of the nature of catchment areas and the
socio-economic status of inner city members of ethnic
minorities the three racially mixed schools were also working
class based on our broad definition.
Results
The scores from the gender constancy questions were 100%.
These indicate that the children tested achieved complete
constancy, this validates our procedure with respect to
asking children whether they can make gender indentifications
of characters.
In the initial identification stage 85% of the children
assigned a gender to PODD, only 15% described PODD in
non-gender specific terms eg "it", "red". The PLAYPARK figure
was described as gendered by 75% of the children with 25%
using non-gendered terms. The tables show the gender assigned
by the gender of the child at the initial stage, prompted and
negotiated stages.
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Table I Initial Indentification
Male
80
70
150
Chi squared p ) .01
Boys
Girls

Female
0
10
10

Non-gendered
18
22
40

98
102
200

Results from Table 1 confrim the hypothesis that children do
overwhelmingly assign gender and that male as norm prevails.
However the results also confirm that girls are more willing
to see the characters as female (significant at the 1% level)
The prompted responses also revealed the same pattern, but
interestingly the gender difference becomes more marked with
girls more willing to see the figure as female, boys however
remain extremely reluctant to depart from male as norm.
Table II Prompted Indentification

Boys
Girls

Male
93

Female

Non-gendered

98
102
30
0
200
165
34
Chisquared p > .01 (because of the low values in the non-gendered
category the reliability of chi squared is jeopardised. However the
association also holds at p >· .01 using only Male and Female columns)
4

72

Table III Negotiated Differences
Male->Female
Girls
38
Boys
54
92

Female->Male
21
4
25

No-negotiation
43
102
40
98
83
200

This table illustra-tes the enormous impact of negotiation;
suggesting that adult influence in this age group can have a
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significant influence on gender stereotyping in combination
with non-stereotypical images.
Further analysis is being undertaken with respect to the
other variables of race and class with th~ aim of formulating
new hypotheses. Preliminary analysis however confirms that
our overall results are robust with respect to both race and
class.
Discussion
The research provides confirmatory evidence for our initial
hypotheses. This has serious implications for girls, since it
is evident from other research that girls rapidly learn that
computers are not for them. However, more optimistically, our
results do suggest that adult influence can work to lead
children to change their initial male as norm response. This
needs pursuing. The next stage of our research will explore
the impact of teacher inputs as these may lead to either more
female identified images or, if the mentor uses male as norm,
may act to erode the minority of female identifications.
In terms of software developments our results lead us to
question the viability of rendering packages non-sexist
through the development of 'androgynous' figures. This
strategy appears doomed to failure in a broader social and
cultural context where the binary opposition male/female is
so dominant. There is no cultural space which can sustain
gender neutral humanoids and the responses of the children
confirm this, with only tiny numbers sustaining non-gendered
descriptions. Instead we would suggest that software
designers could draw on the already existing theoretically
sophisticated literature from art practitioners who have
confronted the issues of deconstructing gendered images.
Positive images of active girls in computer graphics will
also fail unless they address the more difficult issue of
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male reversals. Designers of software cannot simply invent a
new language but a

knowledge of

the

ways

children

'see'

gender and how humour for example might be used to subvert it
might produce images which could allow girls to find a place
on screen as well as at the key board. This is an area where
technology and the arts should come together if more girl
friendly technologies are to be produced.
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P.O.B. 513
5600 MB Eindhoven
The Netherlands

INTRODUCTION
In order to achieve that more women choose a technical study area at

university level and as a result a profession in technology, proper arrangements have to be made for girls (as for boys) at an earlier age. These arrangements are: the choice of science subjects at pre-university level and getting
interested in a career in technology. For emancipation as well as economic
reasons the Dutch government tries to influence girls in particular in this
preparatory phase. Mainly informative methods such as television spots,
advertising and information bulletins, are used for this purpose.
In the Netherlands as in other countries many more boys than girls choose
for a so called B-programme with physics and mathematics. Sex differences in
choice for physics are enduring in particular. Research shows that girls judge
their own ability in science subjects as lower than boys do, even when they
have the same grades. Apart from that it is presumed that many parents
think that girls don't need science subjects as much as boys. In the Netherlands Dekkers (1985) found differences between school counsellors too: some
of them stimulate girls to choose science subjects, while others hold on to
traditional ideas. Is providing information of any use if girls value these
traditional ideas?

To answer this question a causal model of choice behaviour is needed. Eccles
(1987) developped a longitudinal model in which subjective task value and
expectation of success finally determine choice of subjects at high school.
According to this model differences in socialization experiences cause sex
differences in perceived utilities and costs of a subject and sex differences in
expectation of success. Eccles stresses the importance of the different values
girls and boys use in comparing their possible choices at high schools. What
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are these values and how do they influence study choice? In a research
focused on pre-university students in the third grade (about 15 year old) we
used Fishbein and Ajzen's theory of reasoned action to answer these questions.
The process of study choice and professional orientation is supposed to start
even long before entering high school, but it is at the point of choosing arts
or science subjects that values become salient. Research questions centered on
this decision moment are:

Do boys and girls differ in their perceptions of their own abilities and in their
attitudes towards science subjects? Is it possible to explain differences in the
choices of subjects by differences in attitude and/or differences in perceh1ed
ability?
These questions resulted in a questionnaire which was submitted to 461 third
grade pre-university students from two different regions in the Netherlands.
In this paper a short introduction of the theory of reasoned action will be

followed by a presentation and discussion of some of the results.

THE THEORY OF REASONED ACTION
The theory of Fishbein and Ajzen is a well known theory of attitude-behaviour relations. The model asserts that the stronger a person's intention to
perform the behaviour in question, the more the person is expected to try,
and hence the greater the likelihood that the behaviour actually will be
performed (FIShbein and Ajzen, 1975; its summary is borrowed from Ajzen
and Madden, 1986).
The theory specifies two conceptually independent determinants of intention.
One is a personal factor termed attitude toward the behaviour and refers to
the degree to which a person has a favourable or unfavourable evaluation of
the behaviour in question. The second predictor of intention is subjective
norm, a social factor. It refers to the perceived social pressure to perform or
not to perform the behaviour. Attitude and subjective norm, each weighted
for its relative importance, are assumed jointly to determine behavioural
intention.
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The theory also deals with the antecedents of attitudes and subjective norms.
These antecedents determine in the final analysis intentions and behavioural
actions. A diagram of the theory is shown in figure 1.
At the most basic level of explanation, the theory postulates that behaviour is
a function of salient information, or beliefs relevant to the behaviour. Two
kinds of beliefs are distinguished: behavioural beliefs which are assumed to
influence attitudes toward the behaviour, and normative beliefs which
constitute the underlying determinants of subjective norms.
Each behavioural belief links the behaviour to a certain outcome, or to some
other attribute such as the consequence of subject choice for loss of Ieasure
time. This subjective value contributes to the attitude toward the behaviour in
direct proportion to the strength of the belief, i.e. the subjective probability
that this choice will lead to the outcome under consideration. To obtain an
estimate of attitude, belief strength is multiplied by outcome evaluation, and
the resulting products are summed across all salient behavioral beliefs.

Figure 1: The Fishbein and Ajzen model
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Nonnative beliefs, on the other hand, are concerned with the likelihood that
important referent individuals or groups would approve or disapprove of
performing the behaviour. The strenght of each normative belief is multiplied
by the person's motivation to comply with the referent in question, and an
estimate of subjective norm is obtained by summing the resulting products
across all salient referents.
Research on sex differences in choice of subjects at pre-university level
according to the Fishbein and Ajzen model will concentrate on differences in
beliefs related to science and arts subjects and differences in evaluations of
these beliefs, i.e. sex differences in valued outcomes of a subject choice and
sex differences in subjective probabilities that a subject choice will lead to the
outcome under consideration.
In this approach knowledge of salient beliefs is essential and it is here that
Eccles' model is very helpful. She distinguishes four values that determine
choice for a subject: intrinsic, extrinsic, costs and image (Eccles, 1987).
- Intrinsic values refer to pleasure and interest in the subject here and now.
- Extrinsic values refer to utilities on long term, e.g. the subject is required for
a university study or professional education.
- Costs are defmed by the effort study of this subject demands compared to
other subjects. The estimation of costs is dependent on perceived own
capacities.
-Image value of a subject is indicated by the degree a subject suits a person's
personality or contributes positively to a person's self image.

RESULTS
The questionnaire was submitted to third grade students (age 15) from six
different schools in February and March 1992 and answered by 238 girls and
223 boys. In this period they have to indicate their intended choices for
subjects in the following years at school. Final decisions are made in June,
therefore the dependent variable is this paper is intention to choose a subject.
The corresponding question in the questionnaire was: If you had to decide
now, would you take .......... (followed the name of a subject, such as Physics)
in your programme next years? Answers were given on a seven point scale
with 'definitely not' at one end and 'definitely yes' at the other. Figure 2
shows the mean scores on scales of all subjects for girls and boys separately.
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Since Dutch and English are obligatory subjects at school, there are only data
for French and German as far as languages are ·concerned. The other subjects
of choice are Physics, Mathematics, Chemistry, Biology, Geography and
History. Between girls and boys there is no difference in mean scores on the
intention to choose Mathematics, History and Geography. Boys are significantly more intended to choose Physics and Chemistry; girls are more
intended to choose French, Biology and Germari. It is the traditional pattern
with a striking exception of Mathematics.
A preference structure at the basis of this choise for subjects was analysed by
factoranalysis with varimax rotation on the measured intention to choose a
subject. Two independent factors were found (Figure 3).

Pigure 2: Mean scores on tho imealion to choose tho respective
subjects for tho final exams on a 1 to 7 scal.e,
for girls and boys separately
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Fi

re 3:

Factor 2
(people-oriented)

Coordinates

Subjects
l = Physics
2 " French
3 • Mathematics
4 = Chemistry
5 = Biology
6 • History
7 • Geo9raphy
8
German

6

7

=

5

2 8

.666
-.616

-.503

.200
.798
.677
-.029

-.646
-.308

-.142
-.567

.182
.242
• 777
.704

.166

Factor l
(matter-oriented)
4

1
3

Physics, Chemistry, Biology and less strongly Mathematics have a positive
loading on the first factor, all the others are negative. Therefore it is named
'matter-oriented'. The second factor shows opposite loadings, with the
exception of Biology that is positively loaded on both factors. This factor
could be named 'people oriented'. From further correlational analysis it is
concluded that there is a preference structure indeed: preference for Physics
and Chemistry are indicative for aversion from French, German, History and
Geography and vice versa.
How many girls, compared to boys, are intended to choose Physics and
Mathematics? Of all students 57% answered to choose physics either definitely or probably. However, this answer was given by 70 % of the boys and 45%
of the girls. This difference is significant, but it is notable that almost half of
the girls is intended to choose Physics. By comparison with data of other
subjects it appears that there are few doubters of Physics: many students are
either certain or not of their intention. Only 23% is a doubter of Physics as a
subject, whereas doubters for subjects such as French or Geography constitute
50% or 65% of the respondents.
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Attitude and subjective norm
The intention to choose a subject is according to the Fishbein and Ajzen
model determined by the attitude towards that subject and the subjective
norm. The attitude was measured by seven point scales on three questions:
Choosing Physics is for myself positive/negative, attractive/unattractive and
wise/unwise. The sumscore of the three scales has got a range from 3 to 21;
mean sumscore of the girls was 12.6, and of the boys 16.0, a significant
difference. The choice for Physics is less positive, attractive and wise in girls'
eyes than in boys'. Is this difference also determined by a difference in beliefs
or valued consequences of choice for Physics?
The influence of 16 consequences related to choice of subject were measured.
Factor analysis on the data produced four factors, named 'intrinsic value',
'extrinsic value', 'costs', and a rest group of beliefs. Three values are correspondent to the four discriminated by Eccles. Her fourth value: image, was
measured by one question only and this scale felt in the first factor because of
its high corelation with answers on the two scales that described the intrinsic
value. Figure 4 shows mean scores of boys and girls on 16 scales measuring
beliefs of choice for Physics.
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Boys value the choice of Physics more than girls, because of the intrinsic
values: they answer significantly more often that Physics stays interesting, is
fun and 'suites me'. The mean score of boys on extrinsic values is higher too.
On the other hand girls indicate more often than boys that choice of Physics
costs time and is difficult. Girls also estimate their capacities in Physics lower
than boys do.
Correlation of the intrinsic values, extrinsic values and costs with the overall
attitude towards Physics is high: Pearson's R of each item with the sumscore
of the overall attitude ~.55. These beliefs can be considered as real components of the attitude towards Physics. The data support Eccles' hypothesis
that differences in study choices are caused by differences in intrinsic values,
extrinsic values and costs. Of the rest factor only the beliefs 'has to do with
people' and 'increases my general knowledge' correlate significantly with the
general attitude.
Not only behavioural consequences, but also normative beliefs determine
intended choices of subjects according to Fishbein and Ajzen. Next step in
our analysis is to compare data on the subjective norm. It is directly measured by the question 'Relevant others are of the opinion that I have to choose
Physics' (definitely not/definitely yes, 7 point scale). Twenty one percent of
the girls against eight percent of the boys perceive a negative opinion of
others; 23% girls and 43% boys perceive a positive opinion.
Relevant others are supposed to be parents, peers, student counsellor and
teacher. Figure 5 shows mean scores on the normative belief questions for
eight different subjects. As far as the choice for Physics is concerned, the
normative belief girls have in average of all specified relevant others, is
negative; scores of the boys are positive on the average.
A causal model
According to the theoretical model 'attitude' and 'subjective norm' are
weighted for its relative importance. Regression analysis of these two components on the intention to choose Physics results in explanation of 82% of
variance with B weights of .79 for attitude and .15 for subjective norm. The
subjective norm appears to be less important as causal factor than the overall
attitude towards Physics. The relationship between sex and intention is an
indirect one, e.g. via attitude and subjective norm (Figure 6).
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Fiqure 5:

Mean scores on the normative-belief.questions for eight
different subjects, for girls and boys seperately.
MEAN SCORE *)

Normative Beliefs

PHYSICS
mother
father
friends
classmates
student counsellor
physics teacher
FRENCH

mother
father
friends
classmates
student counsellor
french teacher
MATHEMATICS
mother
father
friends
classmates
student counsellor
maths teacher
CHEMISTRY
parents
peers
counsellor and teacher
BIOLOGY
parents
peers
counsellor and teacher
HISTORY
parents
peers
counsellor and teacher
GEOGRAPHY
parents
peers
counsellor and teacher
GERMAN
parents
peers
counsellor and teacher

*)

Girls
(N•235)

Boys
(Na222)

-o.s
-o.s

0.4

**

-0.2
-0.7
-O.B
-0.4
-0.3

0.3
0.7
0.0
0.1
0.6

o.a

**
**
**
**
**
**

0.1

-0.3

**

0.2
0.1
-0.2
-0.2
0.3
0.7

-0.4
-0.4
-0.6
-0.7
-0.1
0.3

**
**
*
**
*
*

0.6

1.0

**

O.B
1.1
0.3

1.1
1.4
0.7
0.7
1.0
1.2

*
*
**
**

0.3

o.s
0.5

-o.2

0.4

**

-0.2

0.4
0.1
0.7

**
**
**

0.1

o.o
o.o

-o.s
o.o
0.2
-0.2
0.4

-0.2

-0.3

-o.l

-0.4

0.3

-0.2

-o.s
o.o

-0.3
0.3

-0.1

0.2

-0.1
-0.4

*

0.3

0.1
0.0
0.4

0.3

-0.1

*

0.4
-0.1
0.5

-0.4
0.2

o.o

significant difference between girls and boys, p <.001 (t-test)
significant difference between girls and boys, p <.01
the average of all relevant others for each subject is printed bold
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Figure 6:

Regression of attitude, subjective norm and sex on intended choice of Physics
r=.91
lk79

Attitude

>
R'=.83

- - - - : > Intended choice of Physics
r=.76
8=.15
Subjective nonn - - - - ->
r=.31
8= n.s.
Sex
>

CONCLUSION
Differences in the choice for subjects can indeed be explained by different
values and perception of the consequences of these choices. Girls are more
modest in estimating their own capacities in science subjects and they
perceive less support of relevant others as far as a choice for science subjects
(Physics in particular) is concerned. However, weight of attitude is more
important than weight of subjective norm. That is to say: if it is important to
change choice of subjects, the most important components to change are
intrinsic and extrinsic values and perceived costs, including estimation of
own capacities. A hard task for intervention indeed.
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THE GENDER GAP IN LEARNING PHYSICS CONCEPTS

Leila

RM.s~nen

Office of the Equality Ombudsman, Helsinki, Finland

It is generally accepted that the achievement level of girls
in physics, especially in understanding and application of
scientific concepts is lower than that of boys. The paper
explores the use of Vygotsky' s ideas of how scientific concepts
are learned at school in the context of physics by girls. The
need of relevant everyday experience as a material base for
concept formation as well as the amount of mental work required
by children is emphasized by Vygotsky. This gives an opportunity
to deal with the question of assumed background knowledge in
physics teaching and its variation by gender. The second aspect
deals with motivation. Learning physical concepts requires
effort, energy and time. Existing literature on social and
didactic factors which have an effect on girls' motivation is
explored. Special attention is given to the importance of girls'
confidence on her own learning capacity as an element of
motivation and to various cognitive styles. The concepts of
affective and cognitive dissonance and their relation to gender
in physics learning is discussed.
Experience, everyday and scientific concepts
The performance level of girls in physics is not generally l<"'wer
than that of boys except in certain fields. Boys perform better
than girls in understanding and application of scientific concepts, in technical and in spatial tasks. With increasing age,
the results of the boys improve in relation to girls (G. and
L. Erickson 1982; Johnson and Murphy 1986; Lie and Sjoberg
1984; Murphy and Qualter 1986).
The boys' advantage in technical tasks is attributable to earlier
experience in using technical equipment.
Experience also
contributes towards success in tasks requiring spatial configuration. (Johnson and Murphy 1986; Lie and Sjoberh 1984; Paulsen
1984;
Whyte 1986).
The performance differences in school
performance tests in the understanding of concepts are related
to the contents and contexts of the individual tasks, i.e. again
to experience. Even confidence in one's own ability to solve
a certain task depends on the familiarity of the context of
the task to the boys or correspondingly to the girls (Murphy
and Qualter 1986).
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In the following I will explore learning of physics concepts
in the light of Lev Vygotsky's (1962) theory of learning of
scientific concepts.
Vygotsky distinguishes between everyday or spontaneuous concepts
and scientific concepts. Everyday concepts originate in the
child's personal experience, scientific concepts are learned
by instruction primarily at school.
"One might say that the development of the child's spontaneous
concepts proceeds upward, and the development of his scientific
concepts downward, to a more elementary and concrete level."
(Vygotsky 1962, 108). "As the two meet they penetrate and
transform each other." (Engestrom 1987, 238)
The two processes are closely connected. The development of
a spontaneous concept must have reached a certain level for
the child to be able to absorb a related scientific concept.
The child has to work hard to construct a scientific concept.
In working 1 ts slow way upward an everyday concept clears path
for the scientific concept and its downward development. It
creates a series of structures necessary for the evolution of
a concept's more primitive, elementary aspects, which give it
body and vitality. In this process the child becomes for the
first time conscious of everyday concepts which enables
generalization and control of them. According to Vygotsky a
system of scientific concepts do not enter the child's mind
from outside sweeping away existing elementary concepts but
require a relatively ample and developed variety of spontaneous
concepts to, become suject to consciousness and systematization.
(Vygotsky 1962)
As demonstrated by many writers girls have a poorer supply of
of technical and other useful experience and knowledge
applicable in physics classes (Hoffmann and Lehrke 1985; Lie
and Sjoberg 1984; Sorensen 1985). A~plying Vygotsky's theory
we can conclude that the quality and quantity of girls' everyday
concepts in the area of "downward development" of the scientific
concepts in physics does not reach to a level needed in good
learning of scientific concepts. This would leave the structure
of physical concepts fragmentary, and weaken the application
and th~ generalizing power of concepts.
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The signicance of imitation in learning
Collaborative imitation and instruction are crucial for the
development of the child's thinking.
The question is of
imitation in the sense that the child does not himself invent
the concept but tries to·adopt an already developed concept
by constructing is her/his mind a concept that is the object
of teaching. (Vygotsky 1962)
What is the relation of "imitation"; as used by Vygotsky, to
"memorizing", which is said to be typical especially of girls?
Vygotsky does not discuss this, but I understand it in the
following way. With Vygotsky, the learning result is composed
of imitation and becoming conscious of previously adopted
concepts at will and working them up. In "memorizing" becoming
conscious of one's own thinking and working it up remains undone,
the pupil does not "think her/himself".
With Vygotsky,
"imitation" is an active, results-yielding component of learning
while "memorizing" reflects a passsive attitude towards the
thought contents to be adopted.
If there are no everyday
concepts in the area required in thinking, they naturally cannot
be made conscious or caanot be worked up. Learning then depends
on the skills of the teacher and the time available for creating
the necessary experiences in the teaching situation. If the
teaching of physics is based on everyday concepts unknown to
girls, the "imitation" may become narrowed to studying of empty
forms, or "memorizing".
Deficiencies in everyday concepts do not necessarily lead to
memorizing. The pupil may supplement her /his incomplete everyday
concepts by acquiring additional information, with the aid of
which the learning will be successful. This presupposes additional work. In teaching at the abstract level or in teaching,
which advances from theories and scientific laws "downwards"
toward the phenomenon, the danger is much greater than in teaching advancing from phenomena to concepts.
Cognitive and affective conflict
Vygotsky's criteria of scientific concepts are:
They are
included in a conceptual system, the learner is conscious of
them, and they are acquired through instruction. v. v. Davydov
points out that these characteristics do no:t relly differentiate.
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the spontaneous and genuine, scientific concepts. Even everyday
concepts may fulfill these criteria. ( Engestrom 1987, 239) What
then is the spesific content of a scientific concept?
~Genuine concept formation and conceptual thinking ascends first
from the perceptually concrete phenomena to the substantial
abstraction, the 'germ cell' which expresses the genetically
original inner contradiction of the system under scrutiny. It
then proceeds to concrete generalization by deducing the various
particular manifestations from this developmental basis."
(EngestrOm 1987, 245, referring to Davidov)

In what way does a new, qualitatively more developed concept,
or activity originate from the old?
Applying Davidov EngestrOm presents .a cycle of expansive
transition. Learning activity starts with a need state inside
a sys~em, in an explanation, or an activity. The second stage
contains an analysis of the situation which brings about
conflicting elements of the old activity and leads to a double
bind. The third phase begins with finding a specific new
instrument which functions as a springboard for breaking the
constraints of the double bind. In the third phase a modell
is constructed for a new activity or a new scientific concept.
The remaining two phases consist of application and consolidation
of the new activity. (EngestrOm 1987)
According to the cultural historical school the task of the
orientation phase of instruction is to create a strong motivation
for learning by construing a need state and a double bind in
the mental activity of the learners i.e. a cognitive conflict.
Beyer et al. ( 1987) criticize this view and state, on the basis
of their teaching experience, that girls avoid intellectual
challenges more often than boys and resort to what is known
to them. The barrier to learning physical concepts in girls
would thus not be mere lack of the necessary everyday concepts,
nor the absence of sufficiently strong cognitive conflicts in
school teaching, but the reluctance to treat the cognitive
conflict.
Next we have to ask what "avoidance of intellectual challenges"
or "reluctance to treat the conflict" mean from the point of
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view of the learning process. Beyer et al. emphasize the emotionality of the problem-solving situations. A cognitive conflict mobilizes a person's emotions and, in its connection,
one can speak of a crisis (also Engstr~m). These unpleasant
emotions must be overcome - throwing onself into a confictsolving situation means taking a risk (Beyer et al. 1987).
One must also be able to work so long and so efficiently that
a new concept is created, a new model is found.
Beyer et al. postulate that the will to take a risk is related
to learning style, namely autonomy in learning. (Above 119).
They refer to Fennema and Peterson (1985), who maintain that
a person whose learning style is characterized by autonomy acts
in the following way:
The learner (1) works independently with difficult cognitive
tasks, (2) chooses independently a working method like this,
(3) is strenuous, and (4) feels she/he is making success when
using this working method.
According to Fennema and Peterson, boys more frequently than
girls develop an autonomous studying style. Reasons for this
at two levels are distinguished: (1)
"internal motivation
structure", which includes the skills related to the subject,
an opinion that the subject is useful and the so-called
attributive style; ( 2) external social effects, such as parents,
peers, media, teaching and the teacher-pupil relationship.
(Op. sit. by Beyer et al. 1987)
The term "learned helplessness" is also used of the girls' and
women's attributive style. The kind of education, in whiCh
a determinant and direct attempt at mastering the situation
is reinforced, would lead to learned helplessness. This would
lead to conflicting deeds and emotions regarding the interference
with and avoidance of situations, problems, etc. (Larsen 1984)
According to Larsen, the teaching of helplessness takes place
at puberty and after puberty, which would cause a reduction
in the girls' self-confidance during this period.
Fennema's and Peterson's definition about the autonomous learning
style is descriptive and does not state what is essential in
autonomy. A useful analysis of the autonomous learning behavior
can be found from Erno Lehtinen ( 1986). He has pres.ented a
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model of three different kinds of studying style in mathematics.
( 1) In the task-oriented learning style the learner independently builds up an internal model of the object of learning.
When the teaching starts, the learner makes the first rough
outline knowing it to be inaccurate and she/he supplements and
corrects it continuously in the course of the teaching. She/he
uses the teacher as a means of learning, having, however,
her/himself assumed the responsibility for learning.
Characteristic of the second learning style is that the learner
gives the responsibility for the learning to the teacher. She/he
expects the teacher to clarify the matter so thoroughly that
she/he can adopt it as such. Lehtinen calls this the dependenceoriented learning style. In my opinion, the question is of
"memorizing" type studying, whose affective basis, i.e.
dependence, Lehtinen shows.
I have earlier said that
"memorizing" is partly due to the lack of everyday experiences
necessary for the understanding of the matter. Lehtinen shows
another reason for memorizing, dependence on the teacher,
learning material, etc. In the teaching of the girls' physics,
both of these factors may be intertwined: insufficiency of
everyday experience increases dependence on the teacher.
Lehtinen calls the third learning style egodefensive.
The
learning process is damaged to the extent of being useless
because of scaredness of the learning situation. The pupil
concentrates her/his forces on managing the social situatio.n.
She/he cannot, for example, concentrate on learning in the
presence of adults. Left alone, the learner may use either
of the above-mentioned learning styles.
Creating a new Gestalt, leaning a new concept, presupposes the
use of intuition and imagination, e.g. the use of analogies.
They are related to autonomous learning only.
Let us once more examine the task-oriented learning behaviour
presented by Lehtinen. It includes following of teaching, in
the Vygotskyan sense imitation. Already at the initial phase
the pupil hastens to outline in her/his mind generally the object
to be learned as a whole, to anticipate "what it is all about".
When the teaching progresses, she/he adjusts every new component
into her/his general_outline and r~vises the outline according
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to the information contained by the component. This process
presupposes both intuition, or a certain kind of anticipating
outline, in the creation of which imagination and previous
experience have crucial significance, and furthermore more
tightly logical processes. In the process of learning, which
is characterized by uncertainty, intuitive outlining has an
essential significance. Learning can be regarded as a step
from an earlier insufficient concept system to a more developed,
reorganized and supplemented system.
Conclusion
I will now present the factors affecting the motivation and
the capacity of learning physics concepts as two variables.
The ample evidence for the first variable is not dealt with
in this article but taken for granted.
1) The first deals with the personal significance of physics
for the pupil. It is great, if physics is needed for realization
of professional plans. Its importance may also emerge from
a intellectual interest in physics or, it may serve the sense
of masculine identity. The personal importance of physics is
weakened if it is nol a part of professional plans or hobbies
or not regarded essential for building up world view.
2) The second variable stands for the learner's confidence in
her/his own learning skills.
Considering the effects of both variables we get the following
table:
Table 1. Factors affecting learning capacity of physics concepts

Personal significance of physics
Great
Confidence
in learning
skills

Strong

Poor
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The pupil's motivation in the different combinations can be
described as follows:
Such pupils are positioned in square 1. for whom physics has
a great personal significance, e.g. they have a wish to advance
to a technical profession and trust their learning skills.
These pupils are likely to select in senior secondary school
extensive physics and they are mostly boys. This group also
includes girls with a strong trust in their learning skills.
They will develop an autonomous learning style. The concept
of the cognitive conflict of the cultural-historical school
which arouses a need to solve the conflict, is well suited
to this group.
Square 2. includes the pupils who trust that they learn physics
but who feel that they do not need it. If a girl, she is not
likely not to concentrate on physics very much, especially in
senior secondary school. If a boy, he may study physics and
adopts an autonomous, relaxed or indifferent style.
The most interesting group, from the point of our theme, consists
of those belonging to square 3. who neeed physics but do not
trust that they manage it. Here are positioned e.g. the senior
secondary school girls described by Beyer et al. in whom the
cognitive conflict creates an affctive conflict impeding
learning.
On the one hand there is a pressure for good
performance, on the other hand the pupil is afraid of failure.
The conflict weakens the resources avaibale for learning.
Square 4) comprises the pupils for whom studying physics is
not personally important and who also believe that they would
not make it. At the stage where physics becomes optional the
pupils positioned in this square drop it. The majority of these
pupils are girls. The cognitive conflict ~offered" by the
teacher does not arouse motivation in this group.
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I REFLECTIONS ON GASAT WORK IN
THE FIELD OF EDUCATION AND
SCHOOLING

5 Access to engineering education
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A NEWLY

FO~HED

INTEGRATING EDUCATION.

PROFESSOR ERIK ANDREASEN.
COPENHAGEN COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING.
The following factors motivated the Engineering College of
Kebenhavns Teknikum (KTJ

to develop a new education named

Export Engineers.
• Danish industry's pronounced demand for personal to
step up efforts in the export sector.
• The wish to utilize the language qualifications of
graduates from the modern languages branch of the
Danish gymnasia in new fields.

* The wish to educate more voaen as engineers.
* The interest expressed by the Danish Ministry of
Education

in a joint educational initiative involving

KT and the Copenhagen School of Economics, Business
Administration and.Hodern Languages (HHK).
A number of educational aspects had to be considered,
includingo
• The feasibility of establishing a coordinated and
integrated

course of education combining elements

from engineering and business educations?
Traditionally, these educations are very different in
theories and methods in Denmark.

* The feasibility of coordinating and integrating these
elements in such a way that the qualification level
attained will be considerably higher than that
attainable through an education in which the
engineering and the business elements are taught
consecutively.
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HBTHODS.

~BACHIRG

The student, 80\ women, comes to the Export Engineer
Education with a background from a modern language gymnasium.
This means that we have to give them· supplementary courses in
mathematics,

physics together with workshops,

which gives

them a more practical background. This involves letting the
students getting acquainted with the technical world,

its

theories, its methods and the way it is practiced.
The

teaching

employed

methods

towards

has

to

be

mathematical

different

students

to

because

the

ones
the

of

students background.
Traditional teaching methods are employed in the first four
semesters. 20-30 students forms a class. Theories and methods
are lectured by a teacher,

and the students have to solve

selected problems at school and at home. There are laboratory
work, where the scientific theories and methods are taught
and

practiced.

The

teachers

e•phasize

the

way

scientist

works. The experimental •ethod is in focus.
We

find

it

very

important

to

teach

the

students

the

differences between the sciences. The difference in methods
used.

The

integrated

aspect of

the

education makes

this

necessary.
In the following semesters we use a mixture of traditional
teaching methods and project organized teaching methods.
Every semester contains a project integrated several subjects
taught in the actual
The project

or previous semesters.

is interdisciplinary and the

subject often

chosen by the students. The initiative is in a much higher
degree given to the students.

They have to find relevant

problems, and to choose a relevant problem solving method(s)
under the guidance of their teacher(s).
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In the projects the following structure is used.

Theory(es)
Hethod(s)
Problem Statem.

Theory(es)
Hethod(s)
Project.

Project

RESULTS.
The

number of applicants has been

increasing since

the

start in 1985. The yearly intake is 180 students, 90 starting
in the summer and 90 starting in the winter.
Positive feed-back has been given by the firms that are
employing export engineers.
The process of readjusting from the language branch of a
gymnasium to the export engineering education may seem as an
overwhelming experience because of the emphasis on science
and technology but the applied teaching methods seems to have
been reasonable successfully.
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GENDER AND SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 1992.

A CASE STUDY OF WIDENING ACCESS TO CONSTRUCTION HIGHER EDUCATION.
Angela Srivastava,
Polytechnic, UK.

Leeds

School

of

the

Environment,

Leeds

Abstract.
The construction industry faces an increasing national shortage
of highly qualified construction personnel and is aware of "the
effect that the diminishing teenage population is going to have
on recruitment in the future" (Lighthill Report, 1986).
Women make up only about one twentieth of the professional and
trade workforce in construction. On Polytechnic and University
construction courses they form less than 7 and 12 % of students
respectively (Gale, 19891.
So, "while this imbalance deprives the industry of a great
untapped pool of talent, it also deprives women of rewarding
career opportunities and,
moreover,
it produces a
built
environment planned, designed and built predominantly by males"
(Fryer and Srivastava, 1991).
The author has carried out a study to identify:-the specific barriers to women entering construction Higher
Education.
-the culture and image of the industry which is portrayed to
schools, Colleges, careers advisors, teachers and parents.
-the role of Higher Education in enhancing the recruitment of
women and as a link between schools and industry.
The case for using qualitative analysis in such research is made.
The depth of insight gained from such data collection is
illustrated with personal accounts given in face to face and
group interviews with school students, polytechnic staff and
students, Construction employers and women in construction.
The paper will highlight some common themes identified in
interviews with Polytechnic staff and students, industrial
personnel and school students which have lead to the development
of the following hypotheses :-women face a variety of barriers entering male dominated areas,
such as construction.
-the culture and image of construction presents a barrier to
womens participation.
-Higher education does not facilitate access to under-represented
groups.
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LITERATURE AND THEORY
The under-representation of women in construction is a social
phenomenon and has to be related to social theories. The concepts
of gender relations and hegemony, organisation culture and change
and access and equal opportunity in HE were used to explore the
hypotheses.

Marshall

essentially a

( 1984)

argued

that

"Western society

patriarchy ... inequalities are

reflected

is

in our

social institutions, in the distribution of work". David-Krell
(1989) illustrated this stating that "girls are socialized quite
differently from boys by parents,

the media,

society and even

schools" . In particular, "forces within the schools tend to work
against the sciences, particularly for girls" (UGC, 1984).
Work carried out by the Construction Industry Training Board
(CITB)

(1990)

influenced

illustrated

parents

and

how

their

the

image

childrens'

of

views

the

industry

and

lack

of

information contributed to the effect of steering girls away from
construction. In addition Gale (1990) highlighted "the powerful
and essential influence of gender inclusive curriculum in schools
and Higher Education". The Chartered Institute of Building (CIOB)
(1989) also recognised that "the needs of the industry will be
met

only

if

access

to Higher Education can be widened".

HE

Institutions have "reaffirm(ed) the importance of access and the
provision of opportunity" (University Grants_Committee, 1984).
Beechey and Whitelegg (1989) argued that "Despite the fact that
women are not formally precluded from entry into many occupations
in contemporary Britain,

there is still a pronounced form of

division of the labour market. That is,
form of occupational segregation".

there is a pronounced

Cockburn ( 1985) maintained

that scientific and technical work had become synonymous with
masculinity and Carter and Kirkup suggested this
gendered
occupational stereotyping was perpetuated within professions.
Greed (1991) asserted that "changes must be made in professional
organisational structures to the advantage of women in order to
facilitate the 'coming through' of alternative people and
values".
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METHODOLOGY
The

research

process

involved

a

multi-method

approach

and

included a case study, action research and networking, including
participant observation,

interviewing, experimental approaches

and questionnaires, as shown below.

CASE STUDY
POLYTECHNIC POLICIES AND PRACTICES
POLYTECHNIC ACCESS AND EO STAFF
DEPARTMENT POLICIES AND PRACTICES
DEPARTMENT STAFF
COURSES
STUDENT DATA
WOMEN STUDENTS
--.

/

/

NETWORKING
LITERATURE
KEY RESEARCHERS
RES~ARCHER----------ACCESS ORGANISATIONS
OTHER EDUC. INSTITUTIONS
OTHER DISCIPLINES
WOMENS' ORGANISATIONS

ACTION REB'EARCH
WOMEN IN CONSTRUCTION
SCHOOLS
CITB, INDUSTRY
Fig.l Areas of investigation

A qualitative approach allowed rich data to be collected giving
an

insight

construction

into

reflective

HE.

and

Participant

retrospective

observation

views

within

of

Leeds

Polytechnic's Built Environment department gave an insight into
the processes, formal and informal, which affect the culture of
the

department.

Networking

enabled

familiarisation

with

construction, access and gender issues locally and nationally.
The wide variety of sources of data and multi-method approach to
collection gave many perspectives.

Questionnaire surveys will

provide a more comprehensive representation of the situation with
which to test the hypotheses.
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Many strategies were available to respond more effectively to the
needs of women students by reassessing policies and practices and
taking a pro-active approach to access and equal opportunities.
However, the Built Environment department had not taken the
opportunities open to them to be part of the access movement.
HIGHER
POLICIES
POSITIVE
WIDER
EDUCATION---->PRACTICES------->ACTION
---->ACCESS

Fig.3 The role

of Higher Education in widening access.

Barriers faced by women
Disscussions with women students and women construction
professionals revealed that traditional attitudes towards male
and female roles, abilities and aspirations resulted in women
being steered away from construction even if they had shown an
interest. Perceptions of construction were found to be affected
by the lack of role models, such as female construction
lecturers, students and professionals. Women were generally given
fewer opportunities to gain the right experience and their
different backgrounds made them lacking in confidence to apply
for courses for which they were qualified.
While women students had not known what career they did want they
felt they did not want a traditionally 'female' career. Careers
advice given to many of the women students was on traditional
female jobs with no mention of opportunities in construction and
related areas, a sort of blind spot to the industry.
Some women students felt excluded by. the terminology and language
used by tutors. There was always pressure to prove themselves on
the course and especially on placement. Students felt too
vulnerable to complain about poor industrial training and felt
it would only serve to isolate them. Perceptions of courses were
more positive with the existence of role models such as women
lecturers and students. Students felt women tutors were valuable
in terms of giving support and confidence and for contact with
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difficulties

on

placement.

It

was

also

felt

that

the

representation of women on the staff would improve the image of
construction courses.
Interviews with women construction professionals highlighted the
need to raise the profile of women in construction and create
networks of local support for women in the industry.

SOCIALISATION
WOMEN--->
EXPERIENCE

KNOWLEDGE
>
ROLE MODELS

TRADITIONAL
>OCCUPATIONAL
CHOICE

Fig.4 The processes leading to women's traditional occupational
choice

INTENDED FURTHER WORK
Interviews and questionnaires will test the findings from the
first phase of the research and will establish patterns occurring
in

construction

HE.

Experience

gained

from

the

case

study

indicated that small scale research methods were most appropriate
for collecting data which may be contain contradictions in ideas
and perceptions of situations, between different groups.
Data from the case study, interviews and questionnaires will be
categorised to identify patterns in responses.

Insight gained

from this data will be used to establish relationships between
the concepts of hegemony,
construction

HE.

access and organisation culture in

Statistical

analysis

of

the

interviews

and

questionnaires will use nan-parametric tests and analysis will
be by the minitab statistical software package.
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CULTURE OF
CONSTRUCTION

I

INSTITUTIONAL
DOMINANT
AND DEPARTMENTAL--->CULTURE OF
--->TRADITIONAL STUDENT
CULTURE
TRADITIONALISM
Fig.2 How organisational culture affects widening access.

The role of Higher Education
HE departments were seen as having the capacity to be flexible,
adopt changes and develop models of equality of opportunity for
women and men.

Discussions with Polytechnic and departmental

staff illustrated the scope for adopting pro-active policies and
practices to widen access, including:Collection of data on student applications, numbers and
progression
Enhancing support, progression and representation of women
students.
Improving the recruitment methods and progression of women staff
Staff awareness training for all staff and specific training for
admissions tutors
Reduction in irrelevant and excessive maths content
Inclusion of equal opportunities in management courses.
A foundation course targeting non-science school leavers
An access course feeding into all Built Environment courses
Use of modularisation for flexible provision
Working links with equal opportunities personnel
Use of Polytechnic Credit Accumulation and Transfer Scheme
(CATS) and Accreditation of Prior Learning (APL).
Collaboration on initiatives with schools and industry
Improved recruitment literature
Wider dissemination of course and careers information.
Incorporation of access strategies within an overall strategic
plan
Monitoring of access strategies using institutional and
departmental data
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FINDINGS
Construction Higher Education culture.
Data from a sample of 5 Polytechnics established a clear pattern
of under-representation of women on construction courses.
% WOMEN STUDENTS

COURSE
HNC/HND Civil Engineering
HNC/HND Building Studies
Bsc. Building/Construction
Bsc. Quantity Surveying
Bsc. Building Surveying
Beng. Civil Engineering

10.5

6.0
5.0
12.5
12.0
12.5

Fig.1 Representation of women on construction courses.

Construction, as a vocational discipline, was a relative newcomer
to the professional arena with strong industrial influences upon
it. Its traditional nature meant it was slow to perceive the need
for change and slow to react even when the need was recognised.
The

professional

institutions

had

introduced

encourage women but these were low profile,

initiatives

to

fragmented and .ad

hoc.
The case study focused on access and equal opportunities issues.
While widening access was a

priority for the Polytechnic the

Built Environment was one of the last to respond to the ethos of
widening access. Access and equal opportunities policies were not
always

translated

into

practice.

Responses

from

managers

suggested a commitment to access while responses from lecturing
staff

indicated

a

lack

of

understanding

and

a

degree

of

apprehension towards widening access. As Handy ( 1986) pointed out
" even within organisations culture will differ". Institutional
support and a programme of staff development on access issues
with changes implemented through existing channels, was needed
to shift the culture.
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GENDER ISSUES IN MASTERS PROGRAMS
Joan Wolffensperger
Waeenlngen Agricultural University

During past decades the numbers of female university students have increased
remarkably. Although female participation is nearly fifty percent, gender differences
have not disappeared altogether. In some beta-disciplines the number of female students
keeps lagging behind. In this paper differences between female and male students, and
among female students themselves are considered a product of interaction between agent
and social system. A process of 'twofold reproduction' takes place, in which university
education is produced together with gender. Specialization as a property of education
works out differently in female and in male students: women are expected to make other
choices than men, when composing masters programs. Coeducation works out discriminating as well. In case of varying gender minority rates, for example in technical
disciplines, double standards are expected. Here quantatative material on masters
programs at Wageningen Agricultural University in the Netherlands is studied, within a
theoretical framework of 'engendered structure'.

Introduction
In 1982 Dutch university education was radically restructured. Programs have been
reduced from six to four years and possibilities to differentiate have increased. Government expects the new organization of tertiary education to have a positive influence on
women's emancipation, because of its opening up various ways to individual tailor-made
combinations of subjects. In a critical assessment of government policy Van Eck and
Veeken (1984) question the new law's beneficial effects. When in high school female
pupils 'lag behind', making gender specific choices, in university education this could be
expected as well.
In past decennia at the Dutch universities the number of female students has increased. Overall figures show a female participation rate of nearly SO%. Changes in numbers
are accompanied by shifts in interest. Did women show an unambiguous preference for
alpha and gamma disciplines in the past, nowadays medicine, biology and agricultural
sciences are popular as well. Generally taken, findings on high school seniors show that
of those with grades in mathematics, physics and chemistry the proportion of women
opting for sciences is as high as men's. However for technical and pure sciences it is
lower, gender differences being related to higher grades for beta-subjects. Moreover,
high school seniors also differ in reasons for selecting a field of study: females more
often mention social motives than males do (Dekkers 1990).
Social motives play a part during and after university education. At Wageningen
Agricultural University (WAU) female students. They seem eager to do optional courses,
and to slant their studies towards the social sciences (Bolt 1991; Wolffensperger 1992).
Once graduated, female agricultural engineers participate in social sectors of the labour
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market, while males can be found in jobs with a technical and economic connotation
(Bos-Boers 1992). In agricultural sciences gendered choices seem to prevail.

Theory
Human activities are products of a recursive relationship between agent and social
system. Individual qualities and characteristics of a certain context are mutually
affecting each other (Giddens 1979, 1984). The reciprocity relationship between actor
and context is a twofold one, which I have named 'engendered structure' (Wolffensperger 1991). Gendered rules and resources should be conceived of as media of 'twofold
reproduction': institutions, and gender inequality are reproduced simultaneously. The
reciprocity of actor and context can be studied at the level of 'real' activities (between
pupils and teachers), and at an abstract level of institutional features (coeducation and
specialization).
The concept of engendered structure opens up possibilities to study female/male
differences at two levels. In the everyday classroom coeducation as a system property
enables teachers to differentiate between female and male pupils; to apply stereotypes
and to use double standards. In technical and pure sciences classes coeducation leads to
female minority rates, opening up possibilities for gender based stereotyping and double
standards. 1 Coeducation enables others to make a difference. When education is studied
at an institutional level, related to specialization as a system property differences of
female and male pupils evolve. At system-specific moments pupils have an opportunity
to choose: according to gender stereotypes or not. Specialization enables pupils themselves to make a difference. Both coeducation and specialization turn out to have
different impacts for female and male pupils.
Elsewhere (Wolffensperger 1992) I have analyzed female students' perceptions of
studying at Wageningen Agricultural University. They are critical of the contents of
masters programs, and the behaviour of lecturers. They feel not being taken seriously,
being treated as women and not as future engineers or colleagues. To reduce tension
students are maximizing free choice space and selecting optional courses in social
sciences. They also tend to keep a low profile or, on the contrary, to perform well.
Kanter (1977) has proven performing well and keeping a low profile to be general
strategies, used for coping with gendered double standards and stereotyping. With
increasing minority rates the use of double standards and stereotypes decreases, and so
does the need for coping strategies.
1

Mou Kanter (1977) baa developed a theory majority/minority ratio'1, ltat:ing that activities, abilitia and
achievement• of a minorlty tend ~ be interpreted in terma or socially accepted behaviour. When a minority rate
1urpaaet 33%, these aoc.ial proeea,.. dimini•h. Minority coping-strategiu an: to mate oneself lnvilible or exc:Gllent
perlonning. OU (1986) hu found that a lower atatua minority will suffer, wbereu a higher 1tatU1 minority will benefit
from ih exceptional poeition.
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In this paper the object of study will be the reciprocity rellllionship between female
and male students' activities (female students being the standard) and specialization and
coeducation as gendered properties of university education. Following this theoretical
framework, differences between female and male students are to be expected, but also
between female students themselves because of varying minority rates.
Wageningen Agricultural Unhersity and Its students
In the Netherlands university education lasts for four years: one introductory year plus
a three years masters program. In both periods students are allowed to take one year
extra, without endangering their grants. The possibility to extend studying to six years,
students may differ in period of studying, and in number of hours studied.
Wageningen Agricultural University is unique, because of its special relationship to
agriculture -in its natural and social context. Since WAU is a true hybrid of science and
technology, pure and applied, only high school graduates having done their A-levels in
mathematics, physics and chemistry have access. There are five one-year introductory
courses, each of them opening up to several masters programs. A masters program
consists of obligatory, a semi obligatory and optional courses: basic-program, orientation
program and free choice space. A great differentation in masters subjects can be
expected, because of students' specialization via masters program, orientation and use of
free-choice space·. The student population amounts to 6000, 43% of which is female.
Women and men are unequally distributed; in several masters programs female students
are easily outnumbered by males.
The gendered reciprocity relationship between students' activities and specialization
and coeducation will be studied via data on student choices of masters programs, and on
the contents of masters programs, available at WAU university administration.
The following questions are related to gendered specialization processes: Are there
differences between female and male students in choices of masters programs and of
masters subjects? Do male students make use of free choice space as much as female
students do? Is there a difference between females and males in selecting social science
courses?
Related to gendered coeducational processes are questions on differences in hours
studied, numbers of hours invested in masters subjects, and contents of free choice
space, to be answered for females/males and for categories of females. Performing is
measured via number of hours studied, and hours invested in masters subjects. Keeping
a low profile -defined as acting conform male standards- is measured via number of
hours studied and contents of free choice space. I have divided fe~le students in three
categories (based on female rates per masters program), to test this relationship.
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Distribution of students
An analysis has been made of data on masters programs and subjects, of the student
population graduated from WAU in september 1991. 2 The population is 483, 192
females (43%) and 290 males (S7%), which is half of the proportion of graduates per
year. In figure I the female and male participation in masters programs is given. 3
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Figure I Percentage of female and male students per masters program.
Female students are unevenly distributed within WAU, but during the past twenty
years differences in female/male participation have been diminishing in most masters
programs . Only agricultural engineering (L-14) shows a consistently low participation
of women, whereas other programs know a steady increase of females. In 16 of 20
masters programs female participation is between 20 and 62 percent.
2

TlO
Ttl
Tl2
T 13
Tl4
T20
TSO

Data have been maDufactured into meantcorea, frequenciet and f1pra by Elabeth Bolt.
3
The followlns
Field crops
Tropical cropa
Horticulture
Phml breeding
Planl pathology
Animal produclion
Food lechnology

pro...,.,. can be dhollnguiohed:
TSl Human nutrition
T32 Environmentalacieocn:
TSS Molecular ac:ience•
LlD Foreolry
Lll Landacape an:hitecttln!
L12 Land and water UH
LIS Tropical land and water uae
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Female mtes have provided a base for categonzmg female students. Category I
consists of masters programs with rates up to 30%, and covers 21% of the female
population; category n consists of programs with rates between 30-40%, and covers 27%
the female population; category III consists of programs with rates between 40-62%, and
covers 25% of the female population; category IV consists of programs with rates higher
than 62, and covers 27% of the female population.

Hours studied

After five years 15% of the women and 14% of the men have graduated. After six
years the percentages are 92% and 88% respectively. In figure 2 differences in number
of hours studied can be found: a program of at least 7500 hours is completed by 56% of
female students and male students this is 46%. Moreover 72% of females and 60% of
males is studying at least 1000 hours a year. Females work harder.
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Figure 2. Number of hours studied for female and male students.
For the avarage female and male student the difference of hours studied is 200; of hours
invested in masters subjects the difference is 100. For of studying and investment of
hours in studying (and in majors) gender differences are found: females students
perform better than males.
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How about differences among female students themselves? Here the number of hours
invested is used to gather information on performance and on keeping a low profile for
categories of female students. When female rates increase, the number of hours studied
and number hours invested in masters subjects (majors) is expected to decrease. Three
categories of female students have been studied, categories being based on female
participation per masters program (I up to 30%; II 30-40%; Ill 40-62%). 4 An inverse
relationship is expected between hours invested and increasing female minority rates.

category of masters programs
hours studied

row total(%)

I

II

lJI

6620-7400

20.0

30.8

42.9

32%

7401-8250

32.5

36.5

24.5

31%

8251-10820

47.5

32.7

32.7

37%

column total(n)

40

52

49

ncl4l/100%

Table I. Number of hours studied per category of masters programs

category of masters programs
hours in majors

row total(%)

I

II

Ill

1200-2200

30.0

36.5

32.7

33.3%

32.7

38.8

33.3%

2201-2700

27.5

2701-5720

42.5

30.8

28.6

33.3%

column total(n)

40

52

49

nal41/100%

Table 2. Number of hours invested in majors per category of masters programs
In both table I and 2 female students study more hours and invest more time in
majors when their rates are low, than when their rates are high. The pattern however is
not is not convincing.
Keeping a low profile, or acting conform male standards is measured via differences
in hours studied between female and male students. When female rates increase,

4

Cateaorr IV hu not been u1ed becau.e OU'1 findings, tee note 1.
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differences in number of hours studied and of hours invested in majors are expected to
decrease.

category of
masters programs

hours studied
women

men

differenee

women

men

differenee

I

8181

7955

226

2608

2486

122

II

8004

7686

318

2512

2339

173

Ill

7763

7760

3

2418

2401

IS

hours in majors

n=483 female= 193 male=290

Table 3. Hours studied and in hours invested in majors by average female and male
students
Table 3 is ambiguous. With increasing female rates, differences in hours of studying
and in majors between female and male students decrease, but for category II. As is the
case in table I and 2, category II disturbes the overal relationship.

Free choice space and social science courses
Differences in tempo and number of hours having been discussed. Here data on the
use of free choice space and the selection of social science courses will be analyzed.
In the use of free choice space and the selection of social science courses differences are
expected for female and male students. For female students a positive relationship is
expected of increasing female participation, and differences between female and male
students in both cases. Female students no longer need to keep a low profile;
consequently th.ey are expected to maximize free choice space, and to choose social
science courses.

category of
masters programs

maximizing free choice space
women

differences

men

I

18%

21%

-3%

II

40%

26%

-14%

10

25%

26%

-I%

-

n 113 female 53 male 60

Table 4. Percentages of females and males maximizing free choice space
As is the case for numbers of hours studied, the relationship between increasing
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female rates and maximizing free choice space (table 4) is hardly convincing. Patterns
are disturbed once again by students from masters programs with female rates of 3040%.
selection of social science courses hasocial science courses

category of
masters
programs

social sciences courses as a proportion of hours studied
0-S%

absolute
differences

>6%

women

men

women

men

29

82

71

18

S3

II

S3

64

47

36

II

III

4S

60

ss

40

IS

I

-

n-113 female-53 male-60

Table S. Proportion of hours in social sciences optional courses, for students maximizing free choice space
A comparison between female and male students for proportion of social science
courses taken has been made for those who take up to S% of hours studied in social
science courses, and for those who take over S%. (Here preference for social science
courses is less disturbed -semi-obligatory courses.) When the left and right side of table
S are compared it becomes clear, that differences between women and men in selecting
social science courses are greater when students have allocated over 6% of hours studied
to social science courses. It seems to indicate that women more than men tend to use
their free choice space for selecting social science courses.
To get a better insight in individual students' choices, all WAU courses have been
categorized according to cluster. It then is possible then to make comparisons for
students doing courses within a certain cluster. WAU is organized in 12 clusters,
responsible for educational programs and courses. In figure 3, for the total student
population (193 females and 290 males) percentages doing courses within a certain
cluster can be found. The percentages of women doing courses are found at the left side,
while percentages of men are found in the third part from the left of each of twelve
combination-columns. Within most combination-columns differences between female
and male students are found, due to gender based specialization.
To eliminate biases due to obligatory and semi obligatory courses, additional data have
been gathered for those females and males maximizing free choice space: 53 females,
31% of the female population; 60 males, 23% of the male population. Data can be found
in the second and fourth part of each combination column.
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In comparing all females with those who maximize free choice a backfall is found in
cluster S (zootechnics), 8 (mathematics and physics) and 10 (molecular sciences). Similar
decreases are found in males.
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Figure 3 Frequences of females and males, doing courses, per cluster.
For females an increase is found in social sciences, while quite a decreas is found her
for males. For males an increase exists in cluster 3 (plant protection), cluster 6
(land use) and cluster 7 (soil sciences and environmental technology). Cluster S and 7
also show an increase for females, be it less remarkable.

Discussion
In this paper research questions derived from the reciprocity relationship between
students and university education has been object of study. Questions on female/male
related to specialization have been ansewered positively. Female and male students
behave differently: in choosing masters programs (figure I) and masters subjects (fig.3);
in using free choice space (table 4, fig.3); in selecting social science courses (table S,
fig.3).
Questions related to coeducation are less unequivocal. Performing well has been
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measured by the inverse relationship between rates of female students per masters
program, and number of hours studied. Keeping a low profile has been measured by the
relationship between rates of female students acting conform male standards for number
of hours studied and maximizing free choice space. For all questions, findings are
contradictory, disturbed by deviating data in category II, where female rates are
between 30 and 40%. This category includes several masters programs, of which the
students are well known for their political awareness and critical attitude towards single
mindedness in science and technology; among them Tropical land and water (LI3) use
and Environmental sciences (T32). These attributes may have disturbed the expected
patterns. Altogether, hypotheses about performance and invisibility need further
exploration.
Finally, the reason why females from low-female-rate masters programs who
maximizing free choice space also score high in social sciences courses, might be found
in their being through with science and technology. May be they drop out from their
masters program. When the extent of optional choices at WAU would be less, those
female students might drop out altogether.
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VOCATIONAL AND TECHlfiCAL EDUCATION IN POLAND WITH PARTICULAR STRESS ON AGRICULTURAL SCHOOLS
Hanna Ziajka, Eugenia Malewska
Institute of Agricultural Education,University of Agriculture and Technology, Olsztyn, Poland
Poland is one of the central-east European countries where deep political, social and economical changes have taken place for the last two years. Poland 11 has opened" to
the world. Proprietary relationships have been changed
gradually but systematically - privatization and reprivatization take place. All the above mentioned facts have
also caused necessity to introduce significant program
and organizational changes in the reforms of educational
system. First of all the aims of vocational and technical
education have been changed. They are presented in the
paper. Graphic presentation of educational system with
. particular stress an agricultural schools has bee·n presented in the paper. The educational reform requires the
necessity of changing the system preparing teachers for
different types of schools. Some part of the paper deals
with this problem.
In Poland education starts when 6-year old children take
part in one year lessons so called "pre-school education~'
The aim of these lessons is to equal the level of knowledge between the children who attended kindergartens and
the ones who stayed at home.
Children at the age between J years and 6 years are supposed to spend their time at kindergartens. The number of
places for children is limited. The fee for a kindergarten is very high and many parents cannot afford it. Parents are not always able to take care of their childrens
intelectual development. They have fewer problems with
looking after a child's physical and emotional development. An obligatory participation in pre-school education was due to deficiency in intelectual bringing up
children at their homes.
At the age o! 1 children begin learning at primary school
and they attend it for 8 years. Primary school is obligatory and it comprises the children up to the age of 16<
Education in Poland is free i.e. parents do not pay for
their children's learning at school. Parents buy books
/very expensive/ and a set of basic school equipment;
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in case of choosing secondary school situated far from
home, parents must cover a very expensive accomodation or
dormitory.
After graduating from primary school pupils may further
continue tbeir education /Pig. •·1-1 ~¢pending on their interests, school.grades end partly on their parents'financia.l status.
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Very clever pupils having good grades at primary school
usually take up learning at 4-year general secondary
school or at 5-year technical secondary school With different directions. Pupils with lower ~ades on primary
school certificates usually decide to contunue learning
at basic vocational school /3 years/ or vocational secondary school /4 years/. Pupils who developed their interests and got good grades at basic vocational school m~y
continue their learning at 3-year technical school.
Graduates from general secondary school have got a very
wide range of theoretical knowledge but none professional
preparation. If they want to take up a job after graduating they should complete a chosen vocational course or
continue their learning at post-secondary vocational technical school. Majority of general secondary school graduates who passed the final egzaminations at their school decide for further education at J-year college or 5-year
university studies. Technical school graduates usually take up a job hut they also may study at polytechnics or at
technical faculties at universities.
In 1989/1990 totally 1 755 365 pupils learnt in 9 ]66 secondary, half-secondary and post-secondary schools but the
majority - 1 051 311 pupils learnt at technical schools.
Taking into consideration the number of pupils economical
schools took the second place, whereas agricultural ones
took the third place /Tab. 1/. Girls dominated most of
schools /except technical ones/: from 52.3% school girls
in agricultural and forestry schools up to 95.2% girls in
pupils structure in medical schools /Tab. 1, Fig. 2/.
The structure of pupils is differentiated in various types of schools. In 1989/1990 girls constituted 50.0% of
secondary school pupils, 76.3% of post-secondary school
pupils and 51.3% of higher school students and only 37.9%
of pupils at half-secondary schools /Fig. 3/. Educational
ambitions of girls are generally higher then boys. They
also eet better ~ades at entrance egzaminations for se-
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The source: Rocznik statystyczny 1991, Gus Warszawa
condary schools and universities. Majori t_y of boys tend
to become independent very quickly and take up a job.
Girls also dominate in the structure of students of most
higher schools /Tab~' 2/, first of all at universities
/76.8%/, higher pedagogical schools /73.7%/, medical academies /62.1%/ and economical academies /55.1%/.
Changes in vocational education with particular attention to agricultural education
As it has already been mentioned above general and obligatory primary school is a base of vocational education
in Poland. The following types and levels of agricultural
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FIG. 2 THE S~UCTURE OF VOCATIONAL SCHOOL'S PUPILS
ACCORDING TO DIRECTIONS OF EDUCATION IN 1989/1990
The source; Rocznik statystyczny 1991, r.us Warazawa,
own calculations
education are based on this principle:
1. courses of agricultural training- elementary level

for people without any other education than primary
one and even with uncompleted primary school /or with
no-agricultural education/;
2. basic agricultural schools - 3-year vocational schools
preparing for all jobs in agriculture as well as for
processing and service for a village;
3. agricultural tecr~ical schools - secondary vocational
schools based on 8-year primary school /then 5-year/
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Table 2
Students in different types of higher schools in 1989/90
Higher
schools

Students
Total
lin thousand/

Total:·
~78.4
133.0
Universities
72.0
Polytechnics
Agricultural Univer35.9
sities
Economical Universi23.6
ties
Pedagogical Univer46.1
sities
Medical Academies
37.5
Higher Mariner Schools
2.4
Academies of Physical
14. 1
Education
Higher Artistic
8.0
Schools
Theological Universi5.8
ties

..

Women
in thousand

%%

194.0
85.3
11.8

51.3
76.8
16.4

14.8

41.2

13.0

55.1

34.0

73.7

23.3
0.1

62.1
4.2

5.2

36.9

4.3

53.7

2.2

37.9

The source: Rocznik statystyczny 1991, GUS Warszawa,
own calculations
THE TYPES OF SCHOOLS

Lower secondary
FI~.

3

Secondary

Post-secon- Higher
dary

THE STRUCTURE OF PUPILS IN DIFFERENT
TYPES OF SCHOOLS IN 1989/1990
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or based on vocational agricultural school /then 3-year/;
they qualify pupils for taking up studies or a job for a
post of a supervision of big state farms and cooperatives;.
they also give knowledge nec.essary for managing own farm.
The schools educate in all agricultural professions, in
agricultural processing and service for a village and ,
agricultural maintenance;
3a. agricultural secondary schools and secondary vocational schools - intermediate forms between agricultural
technical schools and general secondary schools with
natural profile. Agricultural secondary school learning lasts for 4 years;
4. post-secondary agricultural technical schools - 2-yeer
schools for graduates from general secondary schools they give the same qocational preparation as technical
schools;
5. higher agricultural studies /engineering or engineering
-mastering/ educating in plant and /separately/ animal
production and specialists in agricultural processing,
agricultural mechanization, agricultural building, environmental protection, forestry, fishery and veterinary /KWIECiflSKI 1991 I.
Agricultural schools of all levels as well as other vocational education are in recession. It is the crisis of the
function of education, rigid contents end forms of education; it is the inadequacy towards economical surrounding;
it is the poverty of technical and didactic means at
schools end universities. Hitherto state policy prefered
urbanization and industralization of Poland at the cost of
agriculture and country development. Young people "open"
for innovation, looking for lmowledge, the most valuable
ones very often left villages and decided to stay in a
town for ever. Agricultural staff is prepared for work in
large state farms and productive cooperatives. Vocational
schools offer very narrow vocational preparation and very
shallow general education. Narrow vocational preparation
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is also given by technical schools and therefore they do
not educate a highly qualified and independent farmer as
well as a candidate for a iniversity. Higher schools also
"produce" graduates with very narrow specialization and
they do not meet the market needs and the requirements of
modern economy and its widely meant management.
Deep political, social and economical changes which have
taken place in Poland lately, slow but systematic changes
in property /privatization and reprivatization/ have caused the necessity of carrying out principle changes in
education and first of all in the program of education.
Agricultural educa~ion as a part of education system in
Poland is also responsible for general education. The deepest changes take place in general education in all types
of schools. Instead of detailed programs of particular subjects so called 11 minimum programs" are introduced. It causes the change of a teacher's attitude to school knowledge because he becomes an author of the most part of the
program of "his" subject. The teacher's responsibility
for the level of knowledge of pupils increases. He must
include the above mentioned changes taking place in our
country in the teaching program. Agricultural schools
should change the profile of education and they must prepare modern farmers instead of workers for state and cooperative agricultural plants. They are very deep qualitative changes in the goals o! agricultural education.
A farmer - a graduate from agricultural school should be
well prepared for organization and managing a ferm, know
modern productive techniques, principles of bankL~g end
trade, he should be open for innovations and know how to
cooperate with other people, he should be aware of ecology and draw conclusions for his life and production, he
should also be very resourceful and understanding his farmer, rural and regional identity /KWIECINSKI 1991/. In many agricultural schools we may observe different initiatives aiming at revival of education, introduction of ecolo-
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gical education, changes of productive training organization by carrying it out on family farms, adjustment of
educational program to regional needs, rebuilding of cultural identity of rural youth, looking for contacts with ·
abroad, paying more attention to learning foreign languages.
The Center of Advisory and Education in Agriculture in
Brwin6w near Warsaw plays a very important role in modernization of agricultural education. The Center carz·ies
out examination of the state of agricultural education,
prepares valuable educational equipment, works out end
introduces new programs concerning agricultural training
and organizes courses for instructors of rural household.
The effect of the work of the Center is modernization of
the contents of special education in rural household at
agricultural schools towards its adaptation to changes
taking place in farms. Rural household is an obligatory
subject at agricultural vocational schools and at agricultural secondary schools. It is also an optional subject
at vocational agricultural schools which specialize in:
general agriculture, horticulture, animal production and
at vocational horticultural schools and economical secondary schools which specialize in: economics and accountancy of agricultural enterprises. As it hes already been
mentioned above girls dominate at these types of schools.
It is necessary to change the profile of education in rural
household in order to increase the number of hours in the
following subjects: family nutrition, clothes economy, taking care and bringing up children, economics and organization of free time. It is due to the tact that in the
structure of rural women work, duties devoted to family
and keeping the house start to dominate other duties.
The Ministry of rlational Education and other ministries
responsible for their vocational schools pay much attention to them and new tasks of different types of vocational schools which exist in changing conditions. Modernize-
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tion of tasks is also necessary because of informatics revolution.
Higher education, including agricultural one, should also
cope with scientific-technical changes especially in the
field of biotechnology and agroecology development. We can
still observe the lack of program elasticity, organization
and methodology as well as separation of studies from the
needs of work market. Agricultural universities as well as
vocational secondary schools educate very narrow-minded
specialists who do not have a full recognition in the problems concerning agricultural econo~y. The graduates from
agricultural faculties get one-sided agrotecbnical education and they are not prepared for managing a farm in conditions of market economy. They have not got sufficient
knowledge about market especially concerning marketing attitude towards the productive program on a farm. The graduates from animal husbandry faculties are not well prepared in agrotechnique, agricultural mechanization, economics and enterprise organization as a whole. Agricultural
economists are not experienced in productive technique,
marketing and agrobusiness.
Long lasting interference of state bureaucracy in the process of education caused consolidation of pedagogical uniformism in higher education. There has been uniformity of
programs and contents of education and as a consequence of
this there has been equalization of diplomas in spite of
the level of teaching and the prestige of a university. As
there was no market for graduates with high qualifications
only the fact of having a diploma but not the level of
knowledge and ability was of great importance. Agricultural universities as well as other higher schools have not
got enough financial means for: scientific research, scientific literature, foreign contacts and even teachers'salary. Commercialization of publishine production leads to
overcoming difficult barriers in publishing the results of
scientific research in low-edition publishers. It is par-
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ticularly annoying not to have an access to foreign scientific literature. Young people become less interested in
studyin~t is not the way leading to self-realization,
getting a job and social status. The graduates from higher schools have got a delayed start of living conditions
and profession and their salary is often lower than wages
of qualified workers. Young people are much less interested in scientific-didactic work and therefore we can observe the process of growing older of academic teachers.
The above mentioned problems show the trend of necessary
che.nges in· goals of higher education in Poland. Alternative education which will help the graduates from universities, including agricultural ones, to obtain prepapation
anabling taking up a job on many posts, which are characterized by similar requirements and similar technique end
technolo&v, is absolutely necessary. This preparation is
to anable acquiring new qualifications in similar specializations, it is very import~~t to maintain professional
mobility of workers, caused by mechanisms of market economy. New qualitative goals of a higher school mean the
enrichment of studies with tec~~ical, ecological and economical-organizational contents paying attention to modern
practical solutions. A graduate should receive an econo~~
cal preparation v1hich is very important in conditions of
market competition. Universities should create in students
particular features of personality and required professional attitudes, including abilities for creative thinking
and self-activity, initi;tive, resourcefulness and ecological responsibility. Agricultural, animal husbP..ndry a..~d
economical-organizationaa advisory will become a very important. specialization in agricultural studies.
In future it is expected to introduce some changes at universities, including agricultural higher schools, namely
the restriction of obligatory subjects for the benefit of
alternative subjects within the system of module studies
organized on the basis of so called credits. It vdll be
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in accordance with the idea of individualization and elasticity of education process.
Teachers in the face of new goals
The rate of changes in different fields of national economy in Poland 1 including agriculture, depends on the rate
of changes in vocational education. The changes in education are conditioned by preparation teachers for proper
performance of new goals. It concerns both future teachers
as well as the staff already working at different types of
school.
The most important tasks for teachers are as follows:
- taking care of continuous bringing up to date their own
knowledge and the~r pupils
- being open for methodological innovations
- being open for professional innovations necessary for
assimilation and appli~ation in future by graduates; it
will enable the graduates to become more elastic in adoption for the market needs
- ability for creating initiative of pupils as a feature
necessary in effective work in conditions of market competition
- creating manager and marketing abilities
- wide popularization of ecological problems end natural
environment protection
- bringing up pupils for democratic society
preparing pupils for active participation in changing
and improvement of political system
preparing young generations for conscious living in united Europe.
Education of teachers take place on different levels and
at different time depending on the type of school where
future teachers will take up a job.
Teachers of professional subjects are educated at different faculties at polytechnics, agricultural universities,
medical academies, artistic academies and at economical
academies. The future teachers get there essential knowle-
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dge but they usually get the pedagogical education at the
Interfaculty Pedagogical Institute /e.g. at Poznan Polytechnic/, at the Institute o! Agricultural Pedagogy /e.g.
Main School of Farming in Warsaw/ or at the Institute of
Agricultural Education /e.g. at the University of Agriculture and Technology in Olsztyn/. The Institute of Agricultural Pedagogy at the Main School of Farming in Warsaw and
the Institute of Agricultural Education in Olsztyn prepare
teachers for professional subjects for vocational ~~d
technical agricultural schools, at the Supplementary Master Studies. They are 2-year extra-mural studies for engineers ·writing master thesis on agricultural pedagogy. It
is a form of bringing up qualifications of teachers being
already employed at vocational and technical schools.
Academic teachers get pedagogical qualifications on didactic at higher school at the Study of Pedagogical Improvement. It concerns assistants who after graduating from
the university take up a scientific and didactic work.
At present there are not any significant changes concerning the fcrms of teachers'education. Much stress is put
on methodological preparation of teachers for their new
goals mentioned above.
Professional education in Poland must break many barriers
which come out from new aspects of economics, free working
market, diploma competition /in future/. It can be done
on the way of transformational processes but not revolutionarY ones.
Reference:
KWIECINSKI Z.: Education for village. Agricultural education. ll!anuscript. Poznan 1991
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I REFLECTIONS ON GASAT WORK IN
THE FIELD OF EDUCATION AND
SCHOOLING

6 Encouraging women to professional
education and career development
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CHANGING IMAGES:
WOMEN'S INSTITUTES AND SCIENCE
Jan Harding, UK, Equal Opportunities Consultant.
6, Ullswater Grove, Alrestord, Hants., S024 9NP.

Abstract:
Women's Institutes and science both have image problems.
Women's Institutes (Wis) have for years provided a locus for rural women in
Britain. Meetings and Markets are organised for discussions and the selling of
produce. Wls have been treated rather dlsmlssively by other sections of the
population and labelled 'Jam and Jerusalem'. The National Federation of
Women's Institutes supports a residential centre at which courses. usually in
creative crafts, are offered to members. To date, few science-related courses
have been included.
The image of science as esoteric, remote from everyday life. and
pursued only by specialists is seen by the science establishment as legitimizing
governmental under-funding. Hence, teamed science societies have set up a
'Committee On the Public Understanding of Science' (COPUS) to change the
image of science.
Collaboration between COPUS and the Women's Institutes has
resulted In an Initiative in which County WI representatives participated in a
'seeding' course at the WI College with the Intention of dispersing sciencerelated activities into the programmes of the local Wis. Course participants
were also offered the opportunity to use their experiences to gain credits within
the new National Vocational Qualifications.
Sixty women participated In the course and more than haH
submitted a report for an initial qualification.
This paper describes the deve'lopment and content of the course,
and evaluates the first stage of the project.
INTRODUCTION
Women's institutes have been part of the scene in rural England and Wales
since 1915. There are currently some 290,000 members, belonging to around
9000 local Institutes. which are organized Into 70 County Federations.

In

addition, 550 Women's Institutes' Markets are held in local centres and are
separately funded and organized.
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Women's Institutes have been regarded, by non-members, with dismissive
tolerance.

They have been labelled with 'Jam and Jerusalem', descriptors

arising from home- made jams sold in the Mlrkets and the traditional singing of
Jerusalem (Blake's social reform poem set to the stirring music of Parry) at the
Annual General Meeting of the National Federation of Women's Institutes.
Since 1948 the National Federation has supported a residential study centre,
Denman College, in rural Oxfordshire.

More than 5,500 members attend

residential courses each year. That the interest of members extends beyond
'Jam and Jerusalem' is shown by an analysis of courses run in the 1991/2
session: Art, Antiques and Photography (39), Craft-General (29), Craft-Textiles
(30), Food and Wine (22), Language, Uterature and Writing (9). Music Drama
and Theatre (16), Social Studies (30), Sport. Dance. Health and Frtness (34)
and General Education, Science and Technology (29). In the last category, 17
courses related to aspects of business, including the use of computers, but only
three had specific science content. The Principal and Management Committee
were anxious to extend the coverage of courses to include more science.
But science has an image problem too. It is seen as difficult and esoteric, to be
pursued only by the specialist, usually male. The term 'boffin' characterises the
public image of the scientist. The 'ordinary' citizen, especially if she is female,
experiences a sense of distance and alienation from science.
The science establishment has expressed concern, for a number of years, over
the under-funding of science by the government. This. they see. is legitimized
by the lack of public understanding of. and support for, science. Consequently,
a 'Committee On the Public Understanding of Science' (COPUS) was set up by
the learned societies: the Royal Society. the British Association for the
Advancement of Science, and the Royal Institution of Great Britain. COPUS
makes small grants available to persons and institutions taking initiatives to
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improve the public understanding of science. The Royal Society's Education
Officer, Dr Jill Nelson, assumed responsibility for coordinating the work of
COPUS.
Recognising the alienation of women from science, Dr Nelson approached a
number of women's organizations, such as the Girl Guides Association. and
was invited to present the COPUS case to the Women's Advisory Group of yet
another learned society:

the Royal Society ot Arts, Manufactures and

Commerce (RSA). The chair of the Women's Institutes' Education and Training
Committee, a member of this group, immediately recognised that fruitful
collaboration was possible.

Collaboration led to the conception of an image-

changing process, the first stage of which is described and evaluated in this
paper.
DEVELOPMENT OF AN IDEA
With COPUS providing financial support. a small planning group was
assembled, comprising science educators (all with experience In equal
opportunities work), and representatives from COPUS. the WI and Denman
College Staff.
The following plan emerged from discussion: a 'seeding' course. over 4 days,
would be held at the College. This would not be on open offer, but County
Federations would be invited to put forward the names and profiles of three
representatives, one of whom would be chosen by the college. The criteria for
proposal and selection were identified as: an openness to science, a
commitment to organise science-related activities in their County Federation
Area following the course. and organisational skills.
The objectives of the course were as follows: -to demonstrate science as a
human activity, relevant to people's everyday lives;
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-to provide an enjoyable experience for participants so that they would feel
good about science;
-to introduce the kinds of resources available within the community for
science-based activities and to key participants into existing support systems.
These objectives were set within the wider objectives of the whole initiative
which were:
-to change the image of science as difficult and remote;
-to empower women by developing their confidence in relation to science.
As the initiative was developed within the Women's Institute Federations, it
successful, it would extend the image of Women's Institutes.
Along the planning process a representative of the London Open Colleges
Federation (LOCF} became involved.

The time commitment of a four day

course would qualify H for accredHation at Level 3 (a level equivalent to the
school leaving qualification) within National Vocational Qualifications 3.

The

organisation and evaluation of follow-up activities with other WI members in
their County Federations would quaiHy for a Level 4 qualification, which is at
Higher Education access level
The advantage of this development would be the further empowerment of the
course participants themselves: the disadvantage would be the danger of killing
enjoyment of the course by some kind of terminal test. This was resolved by
the decision to offer the opportunity to qualify by the submission of reports, if
the participant wished to do so.
The author eventually assumed the chair of the planning group, the
coordination of the science units, the tutoring of one of the units, the
presentation of the course for accreditation and the assessment of participants'
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reports.
COMMUNICATION
The usual channels of communication of the WI were used: information was
sent to County Federation Secretaries for discussion by County Executive
Committees;

it was included in the newsletter which is sent regularly to all

county officers; the course was featured twice in 'Home and Country' (the WI
journal available to all members on subscription), and it was included in the
Denman College Course information handbook made available to each local
Women's Institute.
RESPONSE
The response across the country was very uneven. Although participation in the
course was at no cost to the WI member, some County Federations were
unable to put forward the name of even one member, while another had 70
members prepared to participate. In the event, 60 women attended the course.
representing 52 County Federations.
THE COURSE
The response was entitled 'Science, You and Everyday Ufe'.

It contained a number of components:
-ice-breakers: a science trail around the grounds:
- hands-on soap bubble extravaganza on the lawn;
- build a giant snowflake (in the bar, after dinner, using a kit)
- a first evening science theatre production;
- an evening meal at the University Department of continuing education in
Oxford, followed by a visit to either an history of science museum or a hands-on
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science centre: -four half-day science sessions:
- thinking and planning ahead In regional groups.
In the science sessions four themes were presented by tour tutors, all
experienced adult educators:
-In Tune with Vibrations - investigating sound, resonance, electromagnetic
vibrations, musical tones and Instruments:
-Colourful Consequences - producing and observing colours; the importance
of the observer, the light falling on the surface and the dyes used to colour the
surface;
-Genes and Gender - an enquiry into genes, chromosomes, sex, inheritance,
genetic diseases and risk;
-Wash 'n' Wear - which Investigated the properties of water, detergents and
natural and synthetic fibres, attempting to link chemical structure to behaviour.
The units were run four times and participants, in tour groups. spent half a day
(21/2 hours) with each tutor.

The intention with each unit was to start with

everyday experiences familiar especially to women, to provide hands-on
investigations which posed, if possible, a puzzle and to extend to 'big science'
and social issues. A tall order in 21/2 hours!

FEEDBACK, EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

Recruitment
The lack of response in some areas may reflect the problem addressed by the
course - neither the County Federation Officers nor individual members felt
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sutflclerit interest In science to make a move towards identifying delegates.
Comments from participants confirmed that in some County Federations
communication about the course did not reach ordinary members.

The

Executive Committee may have approached Individuals who were thought to fit
the criteria. In others, a local newsletter was used to invite members to apply
for the course. If more than three responded, a ballot selected the required
number to go forward to the college.

Enjoyment
Throughout the four days participants showed warm positive responses to
activities.

One woman commented, to smiling agreement from others, 'If

science had been like this when we were at school we would all have been
scientists!' It seemed that the experience had been enjoyable for them. This
was confirmed without exception in responses on the college evaluation sheets
and in submitted reports.

Many mentioned the science trail as an excellent

Introduction to the course. The most popular units were 'VIbrations' and 'colour'.
The omission of chemistry explanations was the only change recommended by
some of the participants, but for another the 'Wash 'n Wear' unit finally
convinced her that she should work for an Open University degree.

learning
Just over two thirds of the participants (41) submitted a report for a LOCF
qualification. The following quotations give a flavour of what they said'Let's explore music', although aimed at 8-11 year olds, hit the right note for me
(I thought I hated physics!) without being condescending.
I discovered that each topic covered clarified some foggy 'basics' from my
schooldays. I can remember struggling in Biology with cell division and
chromosomes but the help of a few felt strips and velcro made daylight dawn.
We saw pink elephants and know why! We saw rainbows through prisms.
through water, on mirrors and heard how they form.
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(YVe) were delighted to discover the musical potential of empty bottles (wine
bottles sound the best!) and drinking straws ... .. . the true fascination lay not in
the strange observations but in their scientific explanation. Take. for example,
the pink elephant, seen floating around the room by 15 ladles who thought they
were sober (in spite of the empty bottles of the morning session). It was
discovered that he appeared courtesy of his friend, the green elephant, that
everyone had been staring hard at for some time. All the little green cells in the
eye had become tired, leaving only red and blue detectors working and the
brain saw pink elephant instead of white wall.
I learned a great deal about the structure of water and how detergents work
and the molecular structure of natural and synthetic fibres me, who until then
would have thought a periodic table was something to do with the Antiques
Roadshow! ..... I came, I learned and I wish to team more.
I comprehended far more than I dared to have hoped and marvelled at the
instructional technique which made H possible. Of course, the displays and
demonstrations were well thought out and the tutors especially lucid and skilled:
but lor me it was how our own participation was developed which made such a
success of the journey of discovery.
The Floating Point Theatre was a new experience and I hope to encourage my
Federation to challenge our members to write and produce a play/tableau with
a science theme; we could include local schools as well.
I was so elated, that returning home via Oxford railway station and its shop, I
ostentatiously bought a copy of 'New Scientist''
On a personal level this course has given me the 'kick' I needed to start getting
on with the rest of my lite. ! am now making enquiries into the possibility of
doing an access course ..... with a view to doing a BEd.
I noticed and discussed with them the reactions of others on the course to the
different sections. These observations should be useful in planning.
The gathering had a more positive attitude towards (science) .... than an
average WI meeting would. Therefore I agree that a subtle approach is called
for at home.

The Task Ahead
The comments above reveal that the course had personal significance for some
of the women: they were committing themselves to further learning. But they
were also very serious about spreading their enjoyment of science, however
recent, to other members of the WI.
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They appreciated the importance of motivation in the readiness to be involved
with science activities. Their own motivations had been revealed when some
reported being intrigued by a new kind of course.

This could arise from an

earlier science base, now rusty, or from an acknowledged lack of one. Others
felt honoured by being selected and wanted to justify this. Many displayed a
deep commitment to their County Federation.
Attempts elsewhere to develop confidence in science with women has built on
a professional base and over a longer period of time than the four days of this
course. lsraelsson and Nordell (1990) reported on three workshops with preschool teachers, in Sweden, which also used everyday household equipment
and experiences as starting points.

The teachers were encouraged to

investigate and experiment and were helped after each session to provide
similar experiences with pre-school children. It was found that few had become
confident enough to develop new work on their own.

A more extended

programme was recommended.
Bearlin (1991) and Kirkwood worked with Primary and Early Childhood
teachers, In Australia, In a year-long programme which was reported to be
particularly successful in empowering women, both professionally and
personally.

It used a 'connected teaching' approach which 'brings together

thinking and feeling, public and private (subjective) knowledge, public and
domestic technologies' In a gender sensitive context.
It was stressed to the WI course members that they were not expected,
themselves, to reproduce the Investigations offered on the course (although
some of them felt able to use bottles and straws for musical sounds, and soap
bubbles and experiments with detergents, with their Institutes). Each member
of the course was given a directory indexed by postcode, "Science and
Technology on Your Doorstep", which gave names and addresses of persons,
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and their Institutions. throughout the country, who had expressed a readiness to
offer help with science activities.
A number of potential problems face even the most committed course member
In carrying out the task of breaking down the alienation from science felt by
many WI members:
-they may face a lack of sympathy from County Executive Officers (one
woman has already been told by her County Chair that the programme is full for
the coming year);
-they can rely on no professional or even cultural pressure (as with teacher inservice programmes) to motivate members to be involved with sclence
activities;
-the local 'speclallsts' may have little experience of, or expertise in. working
with mature women.
Course participants themselves agreed they must not use the word 'science' in
publicity materials, that activities need to be linked with current Interests of
members, or to be spectacular and fun.

It will be interesting to read their

reports of the year ahead.
References:
Bearlin. M (1991)
'Round Table: Facllitatlng Change lor Primary and Early
Childhood Teachers' in Vol 3, Proceedings of the Six1h International
GASAT Conference, (Ed) Rennie, LJ., Parker, LH. and Hildebrand, G.M.
National Key Centre for Science and I'Aathematlcs, Curtin University of
Technology, GPO Box U1987. Perth, 6001. Western Australia.
lsraelsson, A. and Nordell, L. (1990) 'Learning by doing an old method still
going strong' in Contributions to GASAT Conference. Jonkoping
University of Technology. Jonkoping. Sweden.
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ESTONIAN BUSINESSWOMAN '92 - SKETCH OF A PORTRAIT

Anne Ranc1mer
Viive Krips
Estonian Management Institute
A new type of an entrepreneur is entering Estonian business life: an independent woman that for many reasons
wants to realize herself outside her home. A new client on
the training market created the supply. Estonian Management Institute was the first to start courses designed
specially for businesswomen. As beginners we took over
training programs that were already used successfully in
other countries. However, it soon became apparent that not
all of them were relevant or useful for our businesswomen.
So it was necessary for us to find out what our client the Estonian businesswoman - is like, what is her background, her earlier experience etc. The article is based
on our findings from interviewing and testing course participants.
The breakthrough in entrepreneurship in Estonia occurr.ed
in late 1980s when private initiative became legal. As at
least half of the population in any country is female it
is only natural that representatives of the fair sex made
their entrance into the business scene.
The emergence of a new type of an entrepreneur created the
need for a new type of training, aimed to assist female
entrepreneurs

in

establishing

their

own

businesses.

Perceiving a gap in the training market the Estonian Management Institute started to gradually fill it. Our approach was dictated by research findings and statistical
data which clearly indicated the imminent threat of unemployment for women more than for men, as one of the characteristic features of Estonian labour market is a remarkably great proportion of well-educated women in the social sphere and administrative posts.
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189

women

participated

in

our

courses

in

1991/92.

Parallel to our training we started to investigate the
needs of our clients.

Already the first follow-up ques-

tionnaire of the first course in spring 1991 showed that
our businesswomen were extremely critical about the programs copied almost without changes from the people from
Small Business Development Department in the National Industrial Board of sweden (Lagerstrom, 1991). Based on extensive research that show high correlation between certain personal characteristics and success (Pickle, Abramson, 1990) we came up with the following model:

Drive •••.•.•••••.•..•••••• :
Intellectual ability •.••.• :
Communicative ability ••... : ------\
Technical skills •...••.••• :

Success of a business person

------1

Ability to make decisions.:
Conceptual ability ....•.•• :
Knowing one's own strengths and weaknesses is one of the
key-points in making a good business plan and starting a
successful

business

according

to

the

classic

scheme.

Therefore we chose to use a self-assessment questionnaire
in the first stage of our research of Estonian businesswomen. The self-assessment questionnaire is also a cognitive model that includes one possible basis for evaluating
success; at the same time, a self-assessment in conformity
with reality is a precondition for a successful career
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planning (Ivancevitch, Glueck, 1986).
Our research included 147 businesswomen (out of 189) who
participated in special courses for them in Estonian Management Institute and who returned filled questionnaires.
The surveyed group is divided into age groups as shown in
table 1 (level of education is given as well):

1-liqher educalion
>t-- -K lli9h-schoo/ t:du-

o----a

Number of;

cahon

6< tesponclen¥s
5!)

41

20

f9J() - f91fO

19ft f- f950

f9S1- 1960

f96f- 1910

f97f -

Blrfh years

Table 1: The division into age groups and education level
of Estonian businesswomen
The average age for an Estonian businesswoman is 37 years,
she most often has a business or technical university
diploma (Tallinn Technical University, 54.4\ of participants).
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We were also interested in their family background:

an

overwhelming majority were a first or only child (78.6%),
came from bigger towns (Tallinn, Tartu, Parnu) and their
parents were white-collar workers (69.9%). Only 23.8% of
respondents had earlier experience in business or management.

Our test included 3 groups of questions:
- abilities;
- values;
-willingness to work with·people;
Here are some initial results of our research:

1. Abilities

1.1. Verbal ability

Estonian businesswoman thinks she communicates rather well
in normal (peaceful) situations and she can convince her
partners in what she thinks is right. In negotiations she
usually reaches an agreement or can at least bring different parties closer to an agreement. In extreme situations
she often loses her head and is sorry for that later on.

1.2. Social abilities

Our businesswoman communicates naturally and

freely in

social situations. Contacts with people who turn to her
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for information or service are easy.
Estonian businesswomen's ability to tolerate criticism of
herself or her companies is rather low in their own opinion.

1.3. Numeral-logistic abilities

As most of Estonian businesswomen have higher businesstechnical education it is no wonder they consider themselves competent enough to handle quantitative data; they
can gather, process and present it. They are also rather
convinced they can use their analytical mind to analyse
and solve problems that arise in the work of the company.
We think that this aspect of our women's self-assessment
should be further researched as practice shows that companies of Estonian women are usually (almost 98%) small
both by turnover and number of employees, but at the same
time they buy bookkeeping services, finding it too difficult to do by themselves.

1.4. Creative abilities

Estonian women do not estimate their ability to create new
ideas and programs to be very high: they tend to turn
rather to traditional fields like service, small retail
trade, handicrafts, and frequently combine work with a
hobby (e.g. selling self-made items). At the same time our
women are quite convinced that they can mix known elements
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in a new way should that become necessary or possible.

1.5. Managerial abilities

Estonian women do not think too highly of their knowledge
of organizational planning and managing a company. Therefore it is no wonder that their companies are small (as
mentioned earlier)

and have a simple structure (mostly

one-woman firm or family company). When the company starts
to grow

- and they lose personal control - women order

organizational programs and projects from prominent consultants, who more often than not are men (and whom they
trust more than female consultants I). At the same time
Estonian women consider their ability to make decisions
sufficient, and readiness to carry out and answer for made
decisions even very high (frequently it becomes a burden).

2. Values

The Estonian businesswoman values her independence very
highly - that is, the possibility to determine herself the
content and character of her work. It is also extremely
important for her to have a secure job, and to receive
deserved and visible recognition for her work (both financial and moral, but financial is more important). The support of people close to her (usually a husband, but also
friends l is important for a businesswoman ("Will I succeed? What will others think of me if my business fails?"
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are questions that in too many cases have stopped women
from carrying out their ideas in practice:

1/3 of our

course participants have registered their company but are
not active in business). Almost 84% of respondents said
that the main reason for starting their own business - besides the threat of unemployment - was their unwillingness
to take orders from others. Women also want to have more
flexibility in planning their working hours: 60% of women
have given up fixed-hour jobs of a civil servant. But a
really high priority for our women is their time outside
their work. Therefore they want their courses to include
vitally important matters and hate it when there is only
"water" there; i.e. a course is not merely a place for new
contacts (as it is often for men) but it has to help them
in practical matters the next day already.

3. Willingness to Work with People

It is important for women to feel support for their ideas
and activities. But as they are usually just beginners in
business their contacts are not very widespread. However,
with existing contacts they plan long-term cooperation.
Our businesswomen are generally dispassionate about "club"
activities (housework and family demand the time left over
from office). The fact that a number of course- participants checked "hope to make new contacts for developing my
business activities" as one (but not the most important)
reasons for coming is also an indicator of their great
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dissatisfaction with such possibilities otherwise .

.,

.,

.,

.,

SUJMlary:

1. An Estonian businesswoman is, as a rule, more calculating, weighs her prospects carefully, attaches great significance to others' opinions (Will I ever be successful?
What if I fail?).
There are a few highly successful ladies in Estonia that
have made a glorious start in every respect (volume of
turnover, number of employees and share of the market) .
However, these are extremely rare cases.

2. An Estonian female

entrepreneur enters

the business

field at a relatively mature age (those starting in their
forties are not infrequent/uncommon).

3. An Estonian businesswoman is more down-to-earth and
realistic

in

evaluating

business

ideas

than

her

male

colleague.

As the study of Estonian businesswomen is only in its
beginning we think that there are to be many interesting
finds in the future.
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Positive action to encourage women returners to follow higher education
courses in computing: A case study
Author:Diana Thompson
Institute: University of Wolverhampton
This paper considers the reasons behind the fact that there is a relatively small number
of women entering higher education courses in Computing. It goes on to describe
recent experience of positive action to remedy this Situation. This action involves
three day mtroductory courses, six week courses COI!Pled with extra counselling when
the students enter tlie Higher National Diploma Course. The feedback from the
participants on these courses is discussed and also their progress up to the present time.
Introduction
Figures for admissions to Polytechnics in England and Wales show that the percentage
of women admitted to Computer Studies degree courses has risen slightly in the last
three years to a figure of 22% in 1991.

1

Figures produced by UCCA for University

admissions to Computer Studies degree courses show that the percentage of women
entering these degree courses has shown a similar small increase over the last four
years (1987/88 11% of the admissions were women, 1988/89 12.6% were women and
in 1990/91 13.6% were women) 2
Statistics for admissions in 1990/91 for all courses (both degree and HND, full and
part-time) at the University ofWolverhampton show that overall the University has an
even distribution of female and male students. However in the School of Computing
only 12% of all full rime admissions were female with only 10% of students being over
30 years of age. 1

As a result of these statistics, the School of Computing at the University of
Wolverhampton set up a "Women Into Computing" section. The aim of the section is
to encourage both school girls and women returners to look positively at careers and

courses in Computing. Several three day courses have been held for both mature
women returners and school girls to provide an introduction to different aspects of
computing and provide general careers information.

4

It was decided however, to take this policy one step further and provide a well defmed
path for women returners which would eventually culminate in them obtaining an
H.N.D in Computing. It would then be possible for them to transfer to the third year of
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the degree course if they wished to gain further academic qualifications. In fact this
policy was part of an overall University of Wolverhampton policy to increase the
number of students entering courses from certain categories in the community. The
University's mission statement declares "The University is dedicated to the extension
of access, to becoming an even more open institution and in aiding the movement
towards a 30% participation rate for Higher Education in Britain on as short a time
scale as possible".

Problems to be Addressed
The main problems in increasing the number of Women returners who successfully enter
and complete HND Computing Courses are;-

i)

Lack of confidence on the part of women returners regarding their ability to be
successful in the field of Computing.

4

ii)

Lack of formal qualifications i.e. '0' levels and 'A' levels.

iii)

Lack of confidence on the part of women returners regarding their ability to
study at an academic level alongside 18 year olds. In fact most 18 year olds
have come through an education system which has now become much more
computer orientated. Information Technology forms part of most subject
syllabuses in the National Curriculum and school children accept the use of
computers. This means in turn much of the technology associated with
computers is familiar to 18 year olds and this exacerbates the lack of
confidence on the part of women returners.

iv)

Family commitments, young children, children at school and the associated

v)

Lack of know ledge of how to go about obtaining information about entry onto

guilt and Jack of support provided by the famill

Higher Education courses.
vi)

Sudden changes in circumstance ie family illness, family moves, divorce etc.

Responses to these problems at the University of Wolverhampton
The 'Women into Computing' section decided that the following plan would alleviate
the problems described above or at least go some way to doing so. Three day
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introductory courses could still be used, but special care

woul~

be taken to identify

those participants who wished to enter higher education and follow a computing course.
Every June/July a six week course would be run after the full time University students
had finished their studies to enable suitable candidates to complete two
modules based on the HND in Computing. The two modules are;

Introduction to Information Technology
The aims of this module are that the student should;1)

Understand the basic concepts of Computer Technology.

2)

Be familiar with a range of Information Technology.

3)

Be able to evaluate a range of computer hardware & software.

4)

Develop skill in the use of a range of standard software packages.

5)

Develop oral and wrinen presentation techniques.

Development or Computer Study Skills
The aims of this module are that the student should;·
1)

Develop confidence in handling, evaluating and communicating information, to
lead to the production of portfolios and the preparation for interViews.

2)

Develop an awareness of the role of data processing in supplying the
information requirements of an organisation.

3)

Appreciate the basic techniques used in handJing and processing data and the
roles of data processing personnel within an organisation.

4)

Develop her knowledge-base in mathematics.

5)

Develop transferable skills using mathematical techniques in the context of IT
and business problems.

It was planned to select 20 women to attend each six week course with one or two
lecturers supervising at any time. The course was to be timed so that the local school
were not on holiday and creche facilities were available for younger children. The
timing of the course was 10 am- 2.45 pm with lunch from 12- 12.45. It was
anticipated that funding might be obtained from the European Social Fund.

It was then envisaged that as part of the second module, the participants would write an
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extended C.V. which at the University of Wolverhampton is known as a portfolio. The
aim of the ponfolio is to allow applicants to document the relevant skills techniques
and abilities which they have developed through their experience of life, work,
pastimes and courses, thus allowing an assessment of prior learning.

When the portfolio is assessed the admissions tutor looks for;a)

Evidence of the ability to learn by various means eg books, manuals, informal
discussions, presentations etc.

b)

The application of learning to solving different problems.

c)

The ability to communicate by written work ie reports, essays, manuals,
minutes/agenda.

d)

The ability to be self-critical and draw conclusions.

e)

The ability to cope with symbolic abstraction.

0

The development of self management eg planning, meeting deadlines and
coping with change.

The admissions tutor also interviews candidates who have prepared a portfolio when
further assessment of suitability for the HND course is made. The final element of the
plan was that extra guidance was to be given to the students who entered the HND via
the 'Women into Computing' path. This was to involve careful consideration of
timetables to fit in with family commitments and also extra counselling. The students
were also to be carefully monitored by means of questionnaires and interviews to
ascertain their problems and how they were progressing in general.

Consideration of the plan aner the first vear
Two three day introductory courses were held in September 1990 and December 1990.
The first for 40 students and the second for 20 students. The fact that two courses were
held was the direct result of overwhelming demand.

The longer six week introductory course was mentioned at both these courses and an
advenisement for the six week course was also placed in the local free paper. Again
the demand was overwhelming, over 100 people applied for places. Interviews were
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conducted and after much consideration 20 applicants were selected. The range of their
previous academic experience varied considerably from a degree in an Arts subject to
no formal qualifications at all. European social funding was at last fonhcoming and
covered 45% of the costs.

In the first week only one of the two modules was studied ('Introduction to Information
Technology') as it was considered imperative to totally immerse the students in actual
'hands on' computer experience as soon as they staned the course. Two very experienced lecturers were at hand at all times to help the students and provide
encouragement. The module was not taught by lectures, there is a specially designed
course booklet with student exercises. Assessments were carried out at regular
intervals, some individual and some group assessments. There was no end-of-module
examination.

The assessments were;Wordprocessing and MSDOS - individual assessment
Fox base
Supercalc

group assessments

The first few days were very traumatic for most of the panicipants. Many found it very
difficult to think academically for such a long period-others found working on the
keyboard difficult. These problems needed very careful handling on the pan of the
lecturers and the Course Leader,listening to worries, calming anxieties etc. By the end
of the first week all the participants were more relaxed and most felt they could
complete the course. One student was having trouble because English was not her
native language and others felt that perhaps the academic content was higher than they
were capable of achieving.

In the second week the two modules were studied side by side, one in the morning and
one in the afternoon. The introduction to mathematics was taught by means of lectures
and course booklets as was the data processing material. There were several
assessments including an individual maths assessment and a group assessment for data
processing.

(This took the form of a presentation)
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As the weeks passed, the students became much more confident although some still felt
that perhaps they would not be able to finish the course. If assessments were not
successfully completed then it was possible to retake that particular element at a later
date in accordance with nonnal procedure on an HND course.

The skills and abilities of the students developed rapidly and by the fifth week it was
clear that the majority of the students would successfully complete the course.

In the last week of the course attention was turned to portfolio writing and interview
techniques. Most of the students had a good idea of where their future plans lay. Some
were hoping to gain entry directly onto the HND, others felt that even though they had
successfully completed the course they wanted another year in Further Education on an
Access Course before coming into Higher Education. The final group hoped to go
straight on to a job or to run their own or a family business.

After six weeks, 19 of the 20 students had successfully completed the course. The one
student who dropped out had done so because of family illness.

Five students applied, with the aid of their portfolio, for the HND in Computing (full
time) and two for the pan time course. They were interviewed by the HND Course
Leader and the Course Leader for the six week course and all given places.

The Course Leader of the HND made every effort to consider their individual needs (eg
several were single parent families with school age children) in planning in which
tutorial groups they should be placed. The pan time students were also allowed to
attend modules with the full time students rather than with students who had day
release as this meant they had more hours of 'class contact'. The Course Leader for the
HND (and her deputy) had taught on the six week course and so were very sympathetic
to the needs of the students. The Course Leader for the six week course also agreed to
help with any counselling that was necessary.
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The panicipants on the six week course were a.'iked to fill in a questionnaire at the end of
the course and then after six months to ascertain the success of the course and how it
could be modified if necessary. It was also intended to follow the progress of the
panicipants in their jobs/courses etc.

Evaluation of the Course
As a result of the questionnaires completed at the end of the six week course, the formal
qualifications of the students when they arrived was found 10 be as follows:

Highest Formal Qualification

Number of Srudents

Degree

l

'A'levels

s

'O'levels

4

Office qualifications (eg. R.S.A.)

7

No formal qualifications

2

When asked why they had wanted to attend the course twelve said they wanted to go on
to full time or part time courses in higher education, six wanted to get a better job and
one wanted to improve her knowledge in order to run a family business. Everyone
indicated that they found the course interesting and relevant but five said it was very
difficult to keep up with the work. They found the methods of assessment to be helpful
in monitoring their progress and 60% said the assessments were at the correct level.
Everyone found the staff helpful and supportive.

At this stage (ie the end of the six week course) five hoped to go on to the full time
HND in computing, three hoped to go on to the part time HND, two wanted to go on 10
other courses in higher education, four wanted to go on to Access courses in further
education and four hoped to get jobs. One was undecided. Perhaps the most pleasing
aspect was that 16 felt that the University ofWolverhampton had made an excellent
effort 10 attract women into their computer courses.

In December 1991/Jan 1992 questionnaires were again sent out, one questionnaire 10
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the students who had gone on to the HND (five full time and two part time} and a
different questionnaire to the other participants.

By December, one of the part time students had dropped out due to a family problem
but all the rest were still on the course.

It is normal for HND students to study four modules each half year but as our students
had already been accredited for "Introduction to Information Technology" they had
only to study three modules. This was a distinct advantage as it meant that entry into
full time higher education was cushioned slightly. The three modules they studied were
"Introduction to Programming", "Mathematics for Computing" and "Organisation and
Data Processing". They all reported that "Introduction to Programming" was causing
the most problems. However most 'ordinary' students were also experiencing
difficulty with this module. They all felt the lecturers had been especially sympathetic
and one lecturer had put on extra classes in programming to help students who were
experiencing difficulties. They felt that other students on the course were very
sympathetic and helpful. One student wrote 'I am in a group of other mainly mature
students and we are all very supportive for each other. If we ever get down days, the
rest of us rally round. We all share similar problems ie balancing family, home and
education. It isn'teasy but it is fun' Most felt that they had gained considerably in
confidence both from the six week course and the first term of the HND. One said 'I
didn't know my own capabilities and felt I would always regret it if I didn't ever see
how good I could be'.

At the end of the first semester all of the full time students passed the three modules
they were studying.

70% of the participants on the six week course who did not go straight onto the HND
returned the questionnaire sent to them after six months. The paths they had followed
are shown following:
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No of participants

Course/Job

Funher Education (Access Courses)

3

Other Funher Education Courses

1

Running own business
Assistant in a School
Catering assistant
Retail Management
Doctors assistant

Most felt that the six week course had been of great benefit to them. One of the
women who has a job now said "It gave me the confidence to start another course (pan·
time}. I am considered as somewhat of a computer genius where I work and this is
because the course convinced me not to be afraid of the computer but to have a go".

Conclusion
A scheme has been established which will enable women returners to successfully
complete an HND in Computing at the University of Wolverhampton. All the different
elements of the scheme i.e. Three Day lnttoductory Course, Six Week Course and extra
counselling help are now in place.

The scheme has been extended for 1992/93. University ofWolverhampton opened the
'Polytechnic in Shropshire' at Telford in 1990. The E.S.F. has provided funding for
both the Three day course and the Six week course to be run at Telford as well as at
Wolverhampton. The computer facilities at Telford are only compatible with 15
students at the moment although there are plans to expand. This means that 35 women
(20 from Wolverhampton, 15 from Telford) will have the potential this year to start the
H.N.D. course. Funding has also been received for a year long M.Sc Conversion
Course in Computing for women returners who have a degree in a non-computing
discipline.

The most important lesson that has been learnt from the whole scheme is the
tremendous amount of confidence all the women have gained. One wrote "I would like
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to thank you very much for the confidence I have gained especially as I had been going
through a rough time with personal matters. I feel more capable of approaching jobs I
would never have dreamt of doing before".
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PREFACE
Three years ago, during the second European GASAT Conference in
Jonkoping, a group of participants was thinking about ways to continue
discussions between researchers, teachers and policy-makers on the issue of
Gender, Science and Technology on European level. It was fdt that a
European exchange should not be hampered by the absence of colleagues &om
East European countries. A full understanding of interactions between Gender,
Science and Technology, includes cultural and historical data; learning from
international comparison is a prerequisite. More effort should be given to
encourage involvement &om East European colleagues in the next GASAT
Conference. When the Eindhoven University Group took the initiative to
organize the Third European GASAT Conference in 1992 one of its main
objectives became to get together panicipants &om East and West Europe.
With financial assistance of the Eindhoven University of Technology a
planning committee was constituted. The committee has taken full responsibility for all aspects concerning the conference, assisted by a Dutch and an
International Advisory Board as well. All groups have been working hard to
realize the third European GASAT conference as a meeting of colleagues from
East and West, where current initiatives in research and intervention
programmes will be discussed and joint European projects challenged.
The planning committee is thankful for support from the Dutch
Ministry of Education and Science and also from Dutch industry.
Of course the most important contribution is coming from the panicipants.
We received 43 papers of which 12 by authors from East-European countries.
They have been classified according to the main themes and sub-themes of the
conference and are published in that order in two volumes. It is our sincere
wish that this flying stan is the prdude of a succesful conference!
On behalf of the planning comni'ittee,
Marijke van Vondercn
Marja Brand

INTRODUCTION
GASAT conferences bring together women and men who are concerned to
encourage research and interventions into all aspects of gender differentiation
in science and technology education and employment. Gender aspects in the
field of natural sciences and technology is the main subject of this book that
consists of two volumes, containing the formal papers that have been accepted
for the Third European GASAT Conference on Gender Science and
Technology 1992. Following the tradition of GASAT-conferences the
Contributions are distributed in advance of the conference. This procedure has
also been used at the first and second European GASAT conferences at
Elsinor, Denmark in 1986 and Jonkoping, Sweden in 1990.
Objectives of this third conference are to provide perspectives on JOint
European projects and to stimulate exchange of ideas and experiences in each
European country with regard to current initiatives related to intervention and
research in education, schooling and employment.
Participants in the European GASAT Conference '92 represent approximately
25 countries. The planning committee received 43 papers which are organized
according to four main themes and an excursion:
1.

.2.

Education and Schoolin&
This theme includes papers which deal with the social context of
learning, instruction and eduction, but also includes papers which focus
on the choice of school subjects, access to technical educations and
continuing adult education in the area of career development.
For this theme 23 papers are submitted; they have been subdivided into
6 subthemes .
Employment
This theme includes papers which deal with values with regard to
employment in engineering and the combination of work and family.
Also papers focusing on restrictions and strategies of professional career

3.

4.

development belong to this theme. Nine papers are submitted for this
theme and they have been divided in three subthemes.
Research MethodolOJ!Y and Evaluation of Interventions
This theme consists of two subthemes, the first includes three papers
which focus on research methodology and the second subtheme consists
of three papers discussing evaluations of interventions.
· Joint European Projects
Three papers either discuss existing European projects or challenge
setting up those projects
Excursion: House of the Future
In preparation of a GASAT-excursion to the Dutch House of the
Future, two papers have been written. At the Conference they will be
discussed in one of the Workshops.

Within each sub-theme the papers are arranged alphabetically according to the
first author's name. Some of the papers contribute to more than one subtheme. In that case other criteria such as distribution of authors form East and
West Europe and a maximum of four papers per sub-theme have been used
for assignment to a theme.
The English of the papers received before due time have been corrected, if
necessary. We are grateful to Jan Harding for her mediation.
The formal papers published in these two volumes precede other contributions
to be expected at the conference: the keynote addresses, poster papers and
theses for round table discussions. They are the basis for exchange of ideas and
experiences in paper sessions, workshops and round table meetings. The
planning committee is looking forward to meet all of you at the Eindhoven
conference.
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WHY DO WE STILL HAVE SO FEW WOMEN ENGINEERS
IN EUROPE AND TilE USA?
Ruth Carter and Gill Kirkup
Open University, UK
The last twenty years have seen an increase in the numbers of women working
as engineers in Western Europe and the USA, but they remain a tiny proportion
of the profession. This paper examines three particular issues which throw light
on why the situation continues : the sexualized nature of the workplace, the
absence of mentoring for women, and the possible conflict of male and female
values. It argues for the need to continue with critical feminist work in these
areas.

In the last 15 years there has been, in the UK. a dramatic increase
in the numbers of women working as professional engineers. scientists

and technologists. The UK Engineering Industry Training Board
recorded 1,169 women in 1978 and 5,035 in 1990 ; an increase of
330.7% (Devine. 1991). This dramatic increase in real numbers
disguises the fact that women are still only about 5% of all professional
engineers in the UK. Demographic data from other developed countries
presented at the 1991 International Conference of Women Engineers
(ICWES) reported figures of between 2% (Australia and Switzerland) and
8% (France)(Hatfield, 1991).
In general although most Western
European countries are showing an increase 1n the numbers of women
engineers. this increase is remarkably slow.
Within the UK engineering industry itself (see table 1). although
20.5% of employees are women, one third of these are clerks, office
machine operators, secretaries and typists. Only 1.3% of women in the
industry are professional engineers, scientists and technologists (5.2% of
this occupational category) and a further 1.5% are technicians or
draughts-persona (3.5% of the occupational category). The profession of
engineer remains a traditionally male profession, despite ten years of
campaigning by women. central government and the engineering
industry and a dramatic restructuring oflabour markets. In 1985 Cynthia
Cockburn wrote:
"... with men objectively weakened in the labour market.
employers !nd([ferent to or even positive towards employing
women, and women themselves showing a new confidence in
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their right to work, we might expect to see women entering
technical training and skilled occupations in new technology in
equal numbers with men. if. .. this is not happening, it should
alert us to ask more penetrating questions about how male
dominance is renegotiated and how the sexual division of labour
continues to be reproduced over time." (Cockburn 1985, p43)

Table 1
UK Engineering Industry. estimated number of employees. analysed by
occupational category and gender. Aprlll989
Occupation
Managerial steff
Professional engineers, scientists
and technologists

Male

Female

Total

121,840

6,604
4,858

128,444

88,452

93,310

Technicians and technician
engineers, including draughtsmen

161,463

5,869 167,7332

Administrative and professional
staff

103,109

27,482

130,591

Clerks, office machine operators,
secretories and typist

41,863

132,372

174,235

80,068

8218

88,286

Cralbmen in occupations
normally entered by
apprenticeship

311,649

2,908

314,557

Operators and other employees
(excluding canteen stalfl

586,146

198,954

795,100

Supervisors

Totols

1,504,590 387,265 I ,891,855

Note: Slight discrepancies may exist because of rounding.
Source: Engineering lnduslry Training Board, Anntu1/ Report 1989/90, EITB
Publications, Watford, 1990

In the late 1980s we (the authors) Interviewed women who worked
as professional engineers in the UK and In the USA. to explore both the
satisfactions they gained from their lives as well as the price they paid for
their career choice. The title we chose for the publication of our work:
Women in Engineering: A Good Place to be? (Carter and Kirkup 1990)
reflected the ambivalence we felt after doing the research. Of the many
Issues that came out of the work, in this paper we highlight three that
continue to be major reasons why women are not entering engineering:
the engineers' experiences of sexism, sometimes even of harassment In
the workplace; the problem of access t'l training and mentoring for
career progression; and the Issue of gendered values. These are Issues
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which are difficult to address by explicit policy actions and they all merit
further research.
The Experience of the Gendered Workplace
A woman engineer represents a living contradiction in the male
working world of engineering. She has taken up an anomalous position,
crossing from the private female world to compete in a public arena with .
men on their own terms (Imray and Middleton, 1983). In engineering
workplaces, from which women have traditionally been absent, a woman
engineer can be made, by her male colleagues. to feel that her gender
matters. even when she herself sees it as unproblematic, as our
respondents described:
The shock of being in a male dominated profession didn't
really hit me until I started work .... and it was a little bit of a
culture shock for the men as well as for me... the fact that they
reckoned that I was different. I didn't think I was - you know, I

had never been a women's libber or anything like that- because I
just didn't consider there was an issue - see what I mean?
[laugh] It took a bit of getting used to... [UK water engineer]

Men see themselves as 'people' (ungendered), but they see women
as 'different' (gendered). The woman engineer may find that her work is
more carefully scrutinised than that of her male peers or she may,
occasionally. find that she is barred from working on certain projects
because of a belief that a woman cannot supervise male workers. or
because male workers refuse to be supervised by a woman.
I don't think I'm treated a whole lot, lets say, worse than
the men. He [the supervisor] goes over my jobs with the same
.fine-tooth comb that he goes over theirs [male colleages] with.
The way I feel sometimes is like you have to do twice as much to
get half the recognition ... but I can never say for sure that that's
exactly what it is, because I don't think the men always get the
best treatment either. [US electrical engineer]
Then there is a big problem that I still haven't overcome:
that one job I didn't get, or I wasn't even interviewed for, was in
charge of manual labour. And there was another job which I
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didn't get. I was interviewed for it and I think ... a lot of the
reason why I didn't get it was because again there was a lot of
supervision of manual labour. [UK control engineer}

The woman engineer may feel that she has to exhibit more 'male'.
(or example aggressive) behaviour, than she would normally wish, in
order to participate in the competitive atmosphere of the organisation.
Almost certainly she feels that she needs to work harder and to prove her
competence more frequently than her male peers. The way that she
dresses and her behaviour at work must obey unspoken rules in order
that she can pass as an engineer.
I conform ... The men wear suits with collars and ties, so I
wear a suit. I have a female colleague who wears kaftans and
strange things, but I conform because I think it gives a good
impression and helps you get accepted as a professional .{UK gas
engineer}

For years the industry has used women in non-professional,
servicing roles. and as a channel of communication between the client
and the engineer. Many clients and engineers presume that if they are
dealing with a woman they have not been gtven access to an engineer.
If it's those days when you're working round the
secretary's desk and strangers come tnto the o.fft.ce they'll
assume you're the secretary. [US com1TW11ications engineer}
[Cltents telephoning} often assume you're the secretary
without knowing and they will try to explain things in too 1TU.JCh
detail. /Then you} do a unit conversion fn your head .•. just to
show you know what the difference is and do understand what
they're talking about without saying: "I'm the engineer, talk to
me." [UK mechanical engineer}

For many men women's primary definition is the sexual 'other'.
regardless of her role. This can lead male colleagues to feel uneasy
lunching or travelllng with a woman engineer because because she Is
Incorporated Into their sexual fantasies. This highlights the pervasive
nature of the sexual in the workplace (Hearn and Parkin 1987), pervasive
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because it is brought there by male fantasy not by the presence of real
women.
One of my mole peers said: "You know, I can't go to lunch
with you." And he explained very carefully to me that he couldn't
· go to lunch with me because it wciuld be viewed very personally
by his colleagues. They would asswne something was going on.
[US nuclear engineer]

Jokes with Innuendo or overt sexual references and other sexual
harassment. such as unwanted touching, are routinely directed towards
many working women. While she may regard them as personally
offensive, the engineer is likely to feel obliged to treat them as
unremarkable In order to maintain her working relationship as a
colleague. even where the overall effect is persistently to triviallse her
status as an engineer. The quotations that follow represent escalating
levels of harassment.
I haven't suffered physical harassment in a sexual way
here but I feel that a lot of the office banter has gone beyond the
acceptable point. One fella pretended he'd fallen in love with
me and has made life for me very awkward. He has made it
obvious to everyone in the factory .. . and the fact iS that at no
time has thiS been encouraged ... rve found it very df[ficult. .. You
cannot say that you object because, basically, you still have to get
on with them and work. [UK electrical engineer]
There's been the odd person who you've had to sort of
freeze out and be a bit careful about what's between you and the
door. (UK mechanical engineer]
There's been, you know. hundreds of little incidents
through my working life that have jarred... I hadn't been here
more than a jew weeks, I was in the little area where we made
our cups of tea and coffee and one of the men from nearby came .
in and satd. :"You're looking very nice to-day: you're looking really
rapeable." I just couldn't believe what I was hearing. [UK
transport engineer}
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Policies on sexual and racial harassment are now being adopted by
many institutions, but policies do not necessarily touch the unconscious
construction people hold about sexual behaviour. More women now have
protection from the most overt forms of harassment, but many men have
become defensive about their behaviour rather than re-examining it. The
possibility of an accusation of sexual harassment Is now being used by
some men to avoid a mentortng relationship with a woman.

career Progression and Mentorlng
A woman engineer expects a career with the prospect of steadily
Improving pay, the gradual accrual of associated benefits such as paid
holidays, and advancement to work of higher status and responsib1Uty.
For both men and women the normal route to seniority In private
engineering companies with a hierarchical structure Is by moving Into
management. Engineers recognise that If they choose to stay In a
technical position, higher status and pay w1ll probably be closed to them.
Typically progress Is made through promotion Into management in the
same company, but the mechanism for finding and securing a new
appointment Is very variable. Some companies have a clearly defined and
well publicised career ladder on their progress. In others. career
support and advice are totally absent and advancement Is a hit and miss
affair.

The Policy Studies Institute (PSI) carried out a study of the policies
and practices towards women employed as scientists and engineers in
ten large UK companies known for 'good practice' In the field of equal
opportunities (McRae, Devine and Lakey. 1991). Its report identifies
examples of good practice in training and career progression which
appear to work at present. such as Individually tailored job-related
training programmes and the provision of special training for women
with managerial potential. It also highlights the difficulties of women
who choose to work part-time.
Many companies, while now
Implementing career-break schemes for their women employees, are still
resistant to the Idea that technical positions and particularly the more
senior ones, can be covered by part-time work or job-sharing. It remains
part of corporate culture that to succeed, one must always put one's
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career first.
slowly.

More flexible approaches are only being introduced very

Women engineers often find that they have more difficulty than
their male colleagues in obtaining management training, without which
they are unlikely to get a management poslUon. In Britain this difference
applies to training at all levels (EOC,l990). Inevitably, her low priority in
the queue for training slows down a woman's career progression. In the
male dominated environment of engineering 1t is depressing but not
surprising. to see that women engineers rise slowly and infrequently to
senior management positions. Few of the companies in the PSI study had
women In senior management and none had a woman executive on Its
board.
However, promotion prospects are enhanced for people who are
mentored, that is guided and promoted by senior staff. Mentoring In its
crudest form Is the perpetuation of an 'old boys' network' where
opportunities are only open to a specially select few. Mentortng In an
equal opportunities form entails support and guidance In an open and
negotiated relationship and is now actively promoted in some companies.
Eileen Byrne at ICWES 1991 presented controversial research which
suggested that our enthusiasm in GASAT for role models has been
misplaced, and that we need instead, in both education and industry. Is
the active Involvement of men, mentoring women:
Hit is tfme that we passed the responstbllfty for helptng
women's progression firmly to the males who dominate higher
education. We wUl not produce more generations of Kovalvskatas
by leaving tt all to the haru:iful of already overworked minortty
women" (Byrne, 1992 p8)

In our own work we searched to uncover key role models and we
found few. Instead we found Important relationships with helpful men,
brothers fathers and boyfriends who were effectively mentors
Conflict of values

In GASAT In particular. but aiso In the feminist critiques of science
and technology there Is a continuing debate about the gendered values of
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engineering.
That engineering embodies masculine values, even
masculinity itself, is now accepted by most feminist critics. When we
involve more women in evgineering are we working towards an .
androgynous engineering incorporating men and women in some
ungendered way, or are we working for the incorporation of particular
female values which would be in conflict with, or replace, the present
masculine ones? Our answers will reflect both our model of engineering
as well as our model of gender.
Gilligan (1982). Fox Keller (1983)and Harding (1986) have all been
influential in arguing for the special nature of female values. Carol
Gilligan describes male values as about " the role of separation as it
empowers and defines the self' and female values as " the ongoing
process of attachment that sustains and creates human community"
(Gilligan 1982 p.l56). Methods of scientific enquiry have, historically
been premised on engaging in psychological separation: subject from
object, technique from responsibility, spiritual from material: this is a
distinctly male framework. Some of our interviews were carried in 1986,
shortly after US space shuttle exploded on lift-off killing all its crew, and
after the major nuclear accident at Chemobyl, the iethal effects of which
~:Ill be felt for many years yet. We looked f<?r conflicts of value in our
interviewees in response to these disasters. Although they were worried
most remained committed to the notion that engineering contributed to
"human progress".
The greatest enthusiasts were in fields such as water engineering
which allowed women to retain their idealism.
Women engineers
working on military projects felt most internal conflict between their
work and their values. None defended the production of weaponry, yet
they continued their work and found ways to block out recognition of its
uses until forced to acknowledge them. for example by media reporting
of wars.
Something I would like to have more time to [think about],
so I could have an opinion, would be with respect to a lot of
military issues that I'm involved in on a day-to-day basis. I think
there is a lot of room for confronting them if you had time to
think about it and get educated. A lot of the things I'm involved
in worry me when when I think about them long enough ... I'm
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embarrassed about it. I'd really like to say something. [US civil
engineer]

Gilligan suggests that its hard for a woman to retain a position in
which she dentes her responsibility towards others. One engineer
worked in the nuclear power industry. Her need not to feel responsible
. for work which might be related to nuclear disaster led her to feel
alienated from all forms of politics and to avoid all discussion about
nuclear energy.
I don't think I'd work here if I disagreed with nuclear
power. I'm not very sure about nuclear bombs .. . I don't like
getting into discussion on the pros and cons of nuclear power or
nuclear - full stop. {UK mechanical engineer]

Young women engineers have undoubtedly reaped some benefit
from social and cultural change brought about by the last twenty years of
feminism, but they are still unlikely to identify themselves as feminists or
take particular pride in being a woman engineer. They are also
concerned not to claim special consideration because of their sex. They
tend to deny that they have experienced any discrimination at all or that
their lives have been more complicated than those of their male
colleagues. Our work was with women who remained in engineering ..
and it is therefore not surprising that these women were more likely to
have absorbed the values of the profession, even if these are male.
Summary

Despite all the practical initiatives of the last 20 years to recruit
more women and girls into engineering the profession remains a male
ghetto. This fact validates the more radical feminist critiques and
suggest that we need to do more work on the deep mechanisms of
gender such as psychology and discourse to uncover how despite our best
efforts. the situation continues to reproduce itself.
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SOCIAL-ECONOMIC POSITION OF WOMEN OF SIBERIA DUR:NG THE
CRISIS
Ludmila Gurjeva
Tomsk State University
Influence of science upon development of technologies possible to examine in various aspects; first, technologies
connected with producing of output, second, formation of
new values and knowledge of people,who produce output. Didactic technologies have relation to the second aspect.The
aim of my paper is to put the problem of specific of women's question in Russia and to form knowledge about modern Russian women because now you can't find such knowledge at no one of textbooks by sociology.
Crisis in Russia increases the discrimination of women.
This process was latent before because there was substantial discrepancy between the real and declared women's
rights, Now this process is evident. I'll try to prove
that on the example of Tomsk region (Siberia). At the beginning of I992 89 per cent of our all unemployed were
women as the result of the reorganization of our enterprises. According the forecast I/4 share of women in
Tomek region having under age children will become unemployed. They will lose social guarantees, the places at
the preschool institutions and permits to sanatoriums.
~ow the men occupy top level of power structures and
they don't consider women's problems as serious ones.
There are only 5 per cent women in Tomsk region parlament (Soviet). First of all the economic crisis will impair the women's rights because they were discriminated
and didn't have the real rights before.
If 5 years ago Russian woman was told that she would be
unemployed this fact seemed incredible to her. In Soviet
Russia during maDy decades she had a right to stable labour. As a last resort she was able always and everywhere
to get unskilled hard work (for example as railroad worker) or low pay work (as ordinary engineer at industry
plant).
During last 2 years the situation has been sharp changing.
Economic crisis, growing of social and national tension,
aggravating of sociopolitical conflicts affect women's
position negatively. Now women deprive of main guarantee-right to labour and impetuously supplement the ranks of
unemployed. Analysis of current situation will require
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from us to research the problem of gender relations. The
culture of p,ender relatio~~ in Soviet Russia was determined by three dimensions in women's Dositions:

,. imaginary equality between woman and man;
2. displacement of role identification in family;

3. discrimination and loss of social guarantees under conditions of socio-economic crisis. Investigation these
three dimensions area gives the opportunity to understand
the specific position of Russian woman and to compare values and expectations of women and also standards and expectations which our society produces to women in crisis.
I propose some hypothesises:
I. Previous experience complicates the adaptation of women
to new rigid conditions and considerably will determine
women's behaviour in emergent situation of impetuous reduction of working places at the employment market. Bewi~
ment of women may induce them to extremities: now there is
considerable reduction of birth rate.
2. In fact during last decades women had dominated positions in long list of occupations from industry to medicine. Next time the occupational list of women will greatly diminish. Labour stabil~ty of women would keep under
circumstance of modification of structure of labour division and emerge new for Russia occupations, first of all
in the field of service.

3. Last decades role position of women was ambivalent. In
family woman as usual performed the roles as masculine
and female, often she was at the head of family. And there
was discrepancy between real woman's state and declarating
equality in labour between man and woman. The woman was
economical inde~endent and simultaneously had dependent
position. Now declaration of equality between man and woman disappears. The freedom of choice of various occupations emerges but real chances for woman to get work fall.
Women have to "pay" for freedom.
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4. It may be possible £hat in future Russia will be expecting"women•s depression". Activity of women's movements
and organizations as subject of social action, special policy of state and private organizations will possible remove tension.
~l!!iQ.!!....2.f.

women's

~ment

Documental method and statistical analysis through Bussie
were used for study of dynamics of women's employment
(Economy. Eussia Socialist Republic in I990. Moscow.I99I;
Statistical data, !990. Moscow. I99I). Also statistics
through Siberia (Tomsk region, I99I,I992) were used (Statistical data of Tomek centre of employment for I99I-I992)
Unfortunately statistics data concerning Bussie (I99I)
"aven't published yet. However these data are ver.y essenti•
al because current processes in Russians society change
quickly. Bow for one year more changes happen that before
for ten years. Comparative statistical analysis concenning Russia and Siberia is reliable because general tendencies of processes in Russia prove it be selectional researches in Siberia. Share of women among population of
Russia in I990 amounted 52%. Predominance of women's number over men's number comes to the age of
and older.

'0

Predominance of women's share among the population of
countr.y may have influence on employment structure of population, however this fact isn't basic. Women's employment in economy was traditionally high and had a tendency
to insignificant but constant increase till I990 (52%).
The situation has been changing greatly since I99I when
in Russia economico-organizational changes began concerning with transition to "mixed" economy (plan+ market).
Emergenceotmarket elements gave rise to competition. Now
in the labour market women have to give way for men. The
share of women among unemployed amounts to 92 % in I992.
The women's position changes following; firm increase of
share of women among employed draRticall:r reduced in
I99I-I992. Mainly women supplement the army of unemploy-
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ed. In I99I 70 % unemployed of Russia were women, and on
June I992 in Siberia women amounted to 92 % among all unemployed in Siberia. Figure I illustrates these processes.
Figure I
The share (%%) of women in
economy till I990

The share (% %) of unemployed women in Siberia (I99I-I992)
('!'omsk Region)

7J:J,6
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!960 !969

Such striking changes

I990

m~

I99I

I992
March

I992
June

be explained by some reasons:

I. Last decades we had latent unemployment, which gave opportunity the share of population to get "social rent" to receive money, not earning it. Now latent unemployment
becomes evident.
2. Now there is a necessity of rapid replacement of out-of-date technology by modern, so unskilled workers (first of
all women) become unemployed.

?. Former militar,y men and workers (mainly men) from armament plants emerge at the labour market. They actively
push out women from labour market. The tendencies are the
same when we analyse the problem of women\s unemployed
with high education (ll'igure 2).
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Figure 2
The share (% %) of women among
total number of specialists with
high and special education till
I989
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The share (% ~) of women among total number
of unemployed women
with high and special
education (Siberia,
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Statistics analysis gives the opportunity once more state
opposite tendencies and I990 is the point of division •.
Till I990 the share of women in economy with high and special education increased (to 6I%). The opposite tendencies
emerged from I990: growth the share of unemployed women
with high and special education (72%- June I992). The
share of unemployed women with high and special education
lncreases every 3 months at an average about 5 %, first
of all owing to reduce so called "rent places".
Sc~~on

the _shoulders

of_~~

In Soviet Russia one thing is achieved, that one, women of
the West desire to achieve. In different kind of scientific institutions,in educational,academic,specialized ones
women make some
47 % of staff employed. The defence oriented fields are, of course, an exception.
However, the considerable prouortion of women employed
does not reflect the general feminization of science.The
inequality of women is expressed in them being used as a
source of cheap labour force. This is a characteristic of
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'natural and engineering sciences in particular. The low
ranks of positions occunied, low wages, executive jobs
mostly, the career being less successful than that male
are an indicators of such an inequality. Promotion of woman, her career in science are shown in figure 3. Obvious•
ly that women in science occupy mainly executive low posts,
9I % women belong to the group of service personnel, ?0 %
- amount to the group of engineers. Only small share of
women reachestop level of career. Women fulfil toilsome
necessar,y work setting free time for men for them successes in science
Figure 3
female

male

c

a..

r
e

senior research
junior
engi~~~~~----------~~~~~

e
r

laboranU-~~~--------------~~

The real inequality is caused by the domination of male
values in scientific activity. It stimulated preference
for the primar,y development of pragmatic fields of research, which are especially typical for a soviet science
and leaves no room for the approaches concerned with the
quality of living. This is the cause,perhaps,of soviet
science possessing especially advanced technologies in
military fields only.
Hypothesis offered claims that in the case of a mass society the gulf between male and female values is widening
critically. Consequently, the danger of a strong confrontation within soviet science comes into existence.
Positive influence of feminist values within scientific
area will stimulate the development of motivation for
the research concerned with the problems of man an envi-
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ronment in.conterbalance for an ambitious inducements towards action, characteristic of the male values, stimulating the research at the military and industrial spheres
priw aliry. Female values. within the scientific activity
m~ change ~riorities. Major changes of the paradigm of a
Russian science I, personally, see in close association
with a development of a female values and their harmorious
combination with a male values. The symbiosis will weaken
the pragmatism of a societ science and will widen its humanitarian spheres.
Outlook
In conclusion I want to stress that Russian woman has future and past but has no ?resent. Crisis in Russia break
up not only social institutions (economy, army, education)
but change also standards and values. Imaginary equality
between men and women breaks up too. New feminist values
only begin to form. Important role in this process belongs
to feminist education, development of scientific theories
of social women's movements, researches of socio-economic
aspect of women's lifes. These moments promote the development of social reflection of Russian woman and make
her more active. "The hand of help" from world women's
community assists her in such severe situation.
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THE IMPACT OF NEW TECHNOLOGY ON MEN AND WOMEN
Dr. Vitalina Koval
The Institute of Labour Problems and Polllical Sciences

of Russian Acadamy of Sciences.
The Impact of new technology on the development of human society is widely
known.

Its comprehensive effed on all spheres of economic, poillical and

social life became one of the main subjeds for the researchers (especially
since the 60s).

There were pubDshed many books on this theme.

But the

problem of impad of new technology on gender relations Is relatively a new one
and it became the theme for the research of the International Projed carried by
the

V~enna

Centre for Coordination and Information In Social Sciences. The

author of this report is one- of the participants of this projed.
Arst, It was necessary to find out how male and female labour are Influenced by
new technology; who gained more from technical Innovations: men or women:
what are the links between new technology and gender relations at macro and
micro level.
A specific feature of scientific-technological progress In the polistructural
economy of the former Soviet Union is that various economic branches
slmullaneously go through the process of mechanisation of manual jobs. This
Involves the introduction of automation and the use of the latest achievements
in science and tedlnology such as eledronics, micro-eledronics, computers,
robotics and flexible systems.
The country is lagging behind many other countries in technical equipment of
industry (40% of work done manually in industry). However, the introduction of
new technologies, essential for economic development affeds men and women
In a different way. Their abilities to develop new technology in their own
interests and those of society differ for a number of reasons. This is rooted in
historically based differences in the forms and spheres of men's and women's
labour.

The most widely-spread cultural stereotypes, strong patriarchal

influences In society, the overwhelming prevalence of men In all echelons of
power, especially at the top, have resulted In weaker ties between women and
the technological kinds of employment and prejudice in regard to the application
of new technology.
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Till n:tcent time all enterprises belonged to the State.

The command-

bun:taucratic authoritative administration decl~d what kind of new technology
should be introduced and when:t. Women practically didn't participate in these
decisions.

At the macro level we may retrace the direct connedlon of

authoritative scructures and the way new technology was used in the interest of
certain social groups according to sex.
The division of industry Into 'male' and 'female' branches was apparent from the
beginning of the Involvement of women In pubHc production after the October
Revolution.

Hstorlcally, preference was given to the development of heavy

branches of industry rmale'), conneded with engineering and weapons
manufacturing where the latest technical achievements were used and the best
spedalists are concentrated. The vast majority of them are men.
Instead of using new technological Innovations for the satisfaction of people's
needs they were used for military purposes. It is one of the main reasons why
the economy Is in deep crisis right now. But this is a crisis of overproduction of
weapons and underproduction of consumer goods for people. Such State policy
has resulted In technological lagging behind In Bgtt Industry, where the female
labour force Is concentrated, leaving It In deep crisis.
The food industry and social services: medicine, education, culture and trade

are similariy affected. From 60 to 90% of the labour force in these industries
are women. More than 40% of work In these branches Is done manually by
women for low wages - the lowest in the country. The Immediate replacement
of out-dated equipment with the latest technology is badly needed. However,
management at the decision-making level (practically all men doesn't seem to
be in a hurry to make investment into these branches. It is more profitable for
the state-owned enterprises to use cheap female labour instead of expensive
new equipment.
According to the Central Bureau of Statistics, women make

up 30 to 50% of

those employed in heavy industrial work. In agriculture this is 98%. About 30%
of women industrial workers are employed at jobs not covered by safety
legislation.
If the introduction of new technology relating to mechanisation and automation
is continued at the present pace, women will be taken out of heavy manual jobs
only in 50-70 years.
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Thus, there Is a situation In which scientific and technological progress finds
extensive application In 'men's' Industries and only slightly affects the industries
where women's labour prevails.

Thus It has little effect on the number of

women employed at hard manual jobs, nor does It positively affect their labour
activities or conditions of wort<.
Even where new technologies are used In the design of new equipment
women's needs are not considered. New machinery is designed exclusively to
be used by men. As a result, women are forced to suffer, working In uncomfortable positions during the whole wor1<1ng day, leading to a loss of productivity
and efficiency. Such losses amount to 13-20%.
Gender aspect of technological Innovations at the level of enterprises may be
also observed in further division between male and female jobs.
'Krasny Proletary' can be an example.

The plant

When a new shop suppHed with

electronic equipment was created, the recruitment of highly qualified wori<ers
was announced, but exclusively for men from 25 to 35 years old with higher or
specialised secondary education. Women were not taken on except as shopcleaners.

This discrimination practice gave rise to resistance from women-

machine operators wortdng on old lathes. One woman - a veteran who had
been working on, and caring for, her lathe for 40 years- demanded that she
should keep the lathe and Its working space for as long as she was fit to work.
Administration was forced to comply with her demand.
The researcher of women's problems L Yuk points out that In the system of
production of economic and public relations, there is a contradiction between
the formal economic equality of women and men in relation to production tools
and their unequal opportunities to exercise this right. Women usually are hired
to work new technology in second rate or auxiliary roles. Men do master jobs.
Authoritative hierarchical structures on which posts are filled by nomination
leads to the appointment of men to higher ranking posts, Irrespective of their
competence and educational level.
As a result, In spite of the higher educational level of women (they comprise
61% among those who have higher or special secondary education). they
occupy only 7% of decision-making positions. Practically each second man
from this category occupies leading posts. Moreover, 50% of men occupying
managerial posts don, have higher education. The fact that the economy was
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headed in many cases by Incompetent people, aiming to preserve their
privHeges and opposing the Introduction of innovations, is one of the serious
causes of the deep economic alsis.
In the transition of enterprises towards a free market, administration has a
possibility to moderize and to Introduce new technology. A resulting reduction

of labour force is at the expense of women. They are considered as a less
desirable labour force in comparison with men, demanding additional social
expenses. If they have children.
Thus the Introduction of new technology is often used by the administration
against the Interests of women and leads to a rise in the unemployment rates
and aggravation of social conflicts in the society.
If before perestroyka there was not a problem to find a job, just now the
situation haa changed dramatically. Women constitute 80% of the unemployed.
More than 70% of them are women with higher education from 30 to 45 years
old. There are many engineers among them. It means that high professional
level and education

can,

guarantee jobs for women.

It I& also a great problem to find a new job for low skilled women who were laid

off because of the introduction of new technology.
According to statistics. of the total number of women relieved of hard work and
hazardous work In Industry, more than 30% have changed their jobs to new
ones with similar working conditions, and for another 30% working conditions
have worsened. only a little over 30% have Improved their working conditions.
This is blamed mainly on Inadequate training and low skills of women workers
as well as re-training difficuHies.

New t.e<:hnologJ and its inftuence on women's professional level.

As with all processes, the introduction of new technology has advantages and
disadvantages. There have been qualitative changes in the Soviet women's
educational and professional standards. Of 1500 professions. women are
currently studying 1000, excluding those that have adverse effects for their
health.
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In 1941, there were 864,000 women in the national economy, In 1960 5189,000, and In 1986 - 20757,000. Among specialists with higher and
specialised secondary education by the end of the 1980s women made up 58%
of engineers, 67% of doctors, 87% of economists, 89% of book-keepers, and
91% of Hbrarians and bibHographers. A noticeable growth in educational and
professional standards has enabled many women to do well in such a complex
and untraditional field as management - about 26% among leaders in the
national economy are women. They are directors of enterprises, production or
scientific-production associations and different kinds of other small enterprises.
At the same time analysing conditions for women to master new technologies, it
is important to take two factors into account: among women with specialised
secondary education, the activity of 60% is based on a relatively small volume
of scientific and technical knowledge. On the other hand, humanities' workers
prevail (teachers, medicalworkers, planners, economists, trade workers).
The recent introduction of new technologies into 'male' branches of industry has
been accompanied by gains for some women. The number of highly qualified
women has doubled In engineering, the radio and electronic industry and
electronic and automatic machines manufacturing as well.
For the majority of women in the precision instruments and radio industry,
however, where they make up 65-70% of workers labour Is rather tiresome and
monotonous. H includes a great number of operations such as assembling,
demand a great deal of precision, attention, accuracy-quaRties more inherent in
women than men, and men do this work reluctantly.
The use of computers, electronic and microelectronic equipment led to the
appearance of new professions among women such as programmers. perforators. main and auxiDary operators, etc. Women make 50-60% of these.
However, women are occupied mainly with auxiliary operations in these
spheres.
The press and studies have repeatedly noted recently that female specialists
have not been employed in full, and even more important, they have not been
employed under optimal terms. The gap between their standards and those of
men has been increasing, despite equal education opportunities from the start.
According to a study of a number of industrial enterprises, women have been
promoted to managerial posts at a slow pace.
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The mastery of new technology by women Is seriously hampered by a number
of factors:
there is no adequate system of training and retraining
40% of all women employed in the national economy are in unskilled work
and in sectors of Industry where the mechanisation level is low
women are extremely busy exercising many duties simultaneously.
Excessive household duties make it very hard for women to raise their
professional skills and acquire experience necessary for new technology.
Household duties take up 275 biiUon hours annually while only 250 billion hours
are spent In the national economy.

Women spend 30-40 hours a week on

housework as compared woth 10-20 hours by men. This means that work at
home where mechanisation is virtually unavailable is a second shift for women.
Only 15% of house work is done with the help of machines (vacuum cleaners,
washing machines, refrigerators).
dishwashers.

Only some families have microvens or

After the Uberallsatlon of prices (since the 1st January 1992)

many fa mUles reduced the number of services which they used before, because
they can't afford to pay high prices for them. It means that the amount o1 house
work Increased especially for women. This sharply reduces the time women
can devote to their health and their Intellectual growth.

An obvious

disproportion in the degree of participation In household activities indicates that
the traditional stereotypes of men's and women's behaviour have not been
overcome In society. Wore than that, these stereotypes have transformed in a
peculiar way. Youth today take It for granted that women are fully employed in
the economy and at the same time are housewives, wives and mothers.
Obviously, a direct result has been the unbearable physical and mental stress·
that has affected women. A selective examination of 51 ,000 worl;e:rs· and
farmers' famBies in 1989 showed that women employed in irrdustry could
devote 11 minutes a day to study or raising their professional skills on working
days. on weekends - 8 minutes, female farmers- 3 and 3 minutes respectively.
Assessing women's opportunities to take part in the technical renewal of
production in full by upgrading their professional skills, one cannot ignore the
fact that over the last decade, as a result ol a divorce explosion (nearly 1 million
families break up annually). there has been a catastrophic rise in the number ol
women, raising their children on their own. IVother lamUies', headed by women
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comprise 8-9 miiDon today.

Women in such families are exposed to even

greater personal and material pressures. To change work by upgrading their
skills- and this takes time and effort becomes increasingly problematic.
Even considering all these dHflcuhles and that complex problems exist, we
stress that the technical modernisation of all economic branches, including
public services and recreation facilities, provides an opportunhy that, with a
correct approach, could make women noticeatile better off and could progressively change the professional and industrial strudures of women's labour.
The appUcation·of advanced western technology and equipment to the light and
service industries makes It Increasingly necessary to train and retrain skilled
workers In their 'industries.

They are also the industries in which women

workers prevaU. Where such equipment is to be installed account should be
taken of the experience _of similar facilities In western countries in order to
overcome the dHficultles facing women in transition to new forms of labour. The
role of trade unions and management should be noticeably enhanced in this
process to take the Interests of women into account in full. h Is also essential to
make women more involved in decision-making, concerning the introduction of
new technology, In order to create favourable conditions for women.
Considering the particular importance of professional training, studies should be
held to find out the extent to which professional orientation affects young
women, at what age such orientation should be conducted and in what forms
and how professional training relates to subsequent work.
Where benefits for working mothers have been introduced they have been used
Flexible working has only slowly been adopted.

by only 1-3% of women.

Unfavourable attitudes to women on the part of management have been
blamed.
When a new technology is selected and priorhes for its application in
productions with predominantly women's labour are set. it is necessary to
strictly consider criteria such as easier working conditions, better hygienic
conditions, shorter working hours, and higher production efficiency.

It is

necessary to work out and put into action a system of administrative, legal and
educational measures to guarantee women's equal access to jobs. using new
technology.
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Summing up the Influence of new technology on female labour force In the
sphere of manufadure, we can conclude the following:
1. It reduces the number of women operating in manual jobs
2. New technology gives an opportunity to acquire new, more interesting
professions, to advance qualification level and to improve skill.
3. New technology makes women bear the responsibility for their work, makes
the work more Interesting for them. On the other hand. for the majority of
those working on the new equipment there is an increase of stress.
4. In spite of the Improvement of labour conditions and safety measures, the
majority of women as well aa men consider that the new technology
negatively affeds their health.
5. New technology leads to the growth of labour productMty, which gives the
possibility for administration to Increase workers' wages. However, the gap
of about 30% between women's and men's salary Is still preserved. The
higher level of wages associated with new technology attracts women
specialists from other spheres - teachers, accountants - in whi~h the level

of wages was much lower.
6. New technology leads to further deepening of the male and female labour
division.

The possible opportunities for the advance of women are

generally not taken up. Men stin control electronic and technical equipment.
New 'female' professions conneded with the use of computers, such as
programmers, operators, perforators are of subsidiary character.
7.

Introduction of technical innovations makes ear1ier skills redundant. This
affeds many women around pension age, for whom it is very difficult to
adapt themselves to the work with computers. electronics or micro·
electronics.

8. Many women are laid off. the others move to service the economy, but at a
lower job level, which often doesn't correspond to their professional skill.
This means that the general professional level of female labour force
becomes lower. and the gap between men's and women's professional
skills Increases.
9. As a rule, introduction of new technology leads to structural

unemplo~ment:

women are the first victims of such strudural changes.
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To make women's economic contribution more efficient. many researchers
suggest a number of measures, the most important of which are the following:
1. To expand the introduction of new technology, automate and mechanise
work places where women work. Carry out new technology with an eye on
women's special ergonomic needs.
2. Set up the training and retraining of women in the workforce.
3. Teach women a new profession to transfer them In the future to jobs that
do not involve hard physical work.
4. Select Jobs where women can be employed In shorter working hours or at
home.
5. Create necessary conditions so that women can optimally combine their
mothering duties with work and public activity.
6. Relieve women of hazardous and over strenuous work: see to it that the
law banning the employment of women at hard Jobs is strictly observed.
7. Guarantee the retention of jobs for which women are employed In shorter
working hours.
8. Widely Introduce flexible working regimes for women.
9. Reduce a working day by one hour for women with 2 or more children and
provide them with an extra paid day-off a month.
10. To re-consider production norms for men and women by taking women's
phyisiological peculiarHies into account.
In order to implement these points into life it is necessary to create the Stat.:
Programme. Such a Programme was worked out by the Ministers of the former
Soviet Union together with the scientists from the Academy of Sciences. But it
doesn't exist any longer. The new tvtnister of Russia is trying just now to work
out a new Programme for the defence of women, children and to protect family
interests.
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II REFLECTIONS ON GASAT WORK
IN THE FIELD OF EMPLOYMENT

8 Restrictions and strategies in career
development
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Monu:n.y . i s : r e a d i n g • •
or Work and family issues affect us all

••s:jhhhhh

Marja Brand
Eindhoven University of Technology, The Netherlands

The present generation of university and college students
expects to "have it all" and live happy ever after.
Becoming succesfull in your (technological) career and
becoming a happy person at home and in your free time is
something like being able to carry three watermelons with
two arms.•
In this paper I will discuss strategies to survive at home,
at work and in your spare free-time. A survival manual is
given for men and women to succeed in dual career partner·ship, one of the major social changes of the century.
Work and family issues affect organisation in more than one
way. Child care is an example of such an issue. There are
more areas in which work and family issues may have significant impact on organisations and a number of possible
actions is stated for companies to support families instead
of employees only.

nin the early days, when the kids were still young, I could
take home some or my work and rinish things. Now they are
growing-up and it doesnot work anymore. It seems to me that
we managed to raise them to hush when daddy was working,
but rorgot to tell them that mothers need silence to read
as well. They act as ir mothers were made to disturb, every
hour o:t the day In ( a remale technician who cannot take
home the paperwork she did not :finish at the o:trice. Her
male collegues can.)·
What has kept the system running in the past is the fact
that most wives and mothers did not have careers - not in
the sense that husbands and fathers do. Their jobs were
clearly subordinated in their own minds to husbands' careers and family priorities. Even if their wages were
necessary to make ends meet. This has allowed social insti-.
tutions to remain rooted in the premise that breadwinner
husbands and homemaker wives were the norm.
The division of household labour, the way we care for our
children and our orientation towards work are major changes
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in the last decades. Although there are a lot of problems
to face, logistical crises to overcome, identity problems
to workout and conflicts to fight over the dual career
partnership is coming into sight.

"There is nothing like a dual career couple that's functioning well. Each person has a sense of control of her or his
lite. No-one is feeling helpless or trapped by the other
one's dependency. Each has the other to respect, care and
feel proud of. •L

Shared responsibilities
Somehow men have not found a coherent feeling about carreer-oriented wives. They may say they have as much respect
for a wife who stays home, but in reality they don't and on
the other hand they may think positive of career-oriented
wives but not want to live with them.
Expectations may be changing, but surveys show that couples
by and large modify attitudes more than behaviour. More
than half of a United States poll said that husband and
wife should take equal responsibility in preparing meals,
but in fact the wife did the cooking in three couples out
of four. It is frequently difficult to seperate what couples think is the nature of their work arrangement from
what actually happens in day-to-day lives.•
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In their book The two career couple, Francine and Douglas
Hall discuss the different types of partnership they studied. They found that "accomodators" and "allies" function
best, at least with a minimum of conflict. "Adversaries"
and "acrobats" lost in the end because of the pressure on
the partnership.
( Accomodators = couples in which one is responsible for
maintaining home and family while the other pursues a career.
Allies = couples who simplify their lives by setting mutually acceptable standards that are easy to meet.
Adversaries = both have conventional standards for career,
home and relationships and presses for the other to provide
the support.
Accrobats =try frantically to have and do it all.)

Career and fllllily commitment: Tips for partners
To make it work dual career couples could recognize the
following strategies•:
l. Discuss expectations, priorities and needs openly.
00 not rely on a tacid assumption that your spouse's expectations are the same as . yours or that your partner is
telepathic. It is amazing how many people do not foresee
that a career as a technical consultant will be at odds
with a spouse's need for a lot of togetherness. It is
equally amazing how many people assume the other one is
going to clean the toilet.
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2. Be realistic about what each of your careers entail.
How mobile is each of your careers. Do they tie you to
Bangkok, Amsterdam or Vienna? Ask the hard questions in
advance:
What if we couldn't both find good jobs in the same city?
Does it matter who makes more money? What if one of us felt
like chucking the career?
Meanwhile learn about each other's work to be sympathetic,
share your hopes and triumphs, but don't overload each
other with details. Develop confidants at work to discuss
the nitty--gritty with.
3. Talk to other people who have a similar lifestyle.
The importance of peer-support is essential. Whether your
friends say "Hey great, you are taking Pim and Francine to
the zoo" or "You mean she's stuck you again with the kids?"
can make all the difference. Unless your need for community
approval is very low, think twice about settling a two
career family in a conservative area.

4. Be realistic about what you can accomplish.

Recognize that two of you are trying to do what used to be
considered three full-time jobs: two careers and a home and
family. Piano lessons, making a lot of money before age 40,
run movies, nights out, spontaneous visits, tidy bathrooms
are things other couples have learned to forego.
5. Schedule time to be together, to be alone and to relax

and do nothing.
It may sound unspontaneous to plan these things but it may
be the only way to ~~event yourself from trying to remember
when was the last time you said anything significant to
each other. Eating out sounds great, because at home there's always the phone to answer or that broken chair to
fix.
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6. Delegate some of your family responsibilities.
Including things you take pride in iike cooking, gardening,
sending birthday cards. There's not enough time in a day.
Also have back-up plans for unexpected situations such as
family illness, strikes and business trips.
7. Speak up about the adjustments that are needed to make
the impossible work.
Raise issues with your employer, your government. Someone
has to do these things.
career and f8llily life
To those who point out that two-career couples are a threat
to family life we can say it is not women's participation
in the labour force that is becoming incompatible with the
concept of family. Rather it is careers as they have been
traditionally understood.
The two career partnership is a lot of work and the reward
lies mostly in areas that do not show up in the images of
the popular cultus. The emphasis in studies on partnership
has been too much on individual solutions", but real institutional change is needed. In future men and women must
co-operate in the search for solutions on a larger scale.
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Career development?
Men who are truly committed to being equal partners with
their wives in home and family reponsibilities and to
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giving equal priority to their wives' careers recognize
that this could mean slowing down their own career development. Sad to say is that men who share on a 50-50 basis in
home and family tasks report feeling somewhat isolated.
Commitment to career is suspect and other men look down on
them for doing household labour.
Executive guilt: Who's taking care of the children?
Management psychologists agree that nothing tugs more
insistently at executive psyches these days than the fear
of shortchanging the kids. More and more parents are asking
whether the higher salary, bigger title or the extra professional recognition can make up for leaving toddlers in
tears each morning or returning to a teen who is hurt and
angry each night. Even parents who can affort the best
childcare worry that it will not provide the warmth and
doting attention they remember having as children or imagine to be possible. In a study of corporate women officers
the respondents ranked quality time with children as the
primary personal sacrifice they made because of their
career•.
corporations are beginning to discover that more and more
of their most valued employees are willing to sacrifice
work time, productivity and possibly careers to devote more
time to family matters 7 • Fathers are sharing not only
family responsibilities but also the worry, stress and
guilt associated with leaving the child in someone else's
care. Nearly 30 % of men in a Fortune survey said they had
refused a new job, promotion or transfer because it would
have meant less family time; 25 % of women gave the same
respons. The survey showed that childcare responsibilities
take a toll on productivity: some 41 % of parents lost at
least one day's work in the three months prior to the poll
to care for familymatters - tending a sick child or going
to a school performance - and nearly 10 % took three to
five days off.
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These figures make it clear that companies are tied to the
childcare problem on way or another.
How do work and family issues - not only child care issues!
-affect organisations?
The concept of work-family relationship brings to mind problems that arise in accomodating child care needs. Reconciling work and family responsibilities is however not only a
working parent issue, it also involves workers - both young
and old - without children, who have other types of family
concerns. It is not only a dual career issue, it concerns
working couples at all income levels. It is not only a
"women's" issue, it affects workers of both sexes.
Some areas in which work and family issues may have significant impact on your organisation include:
absenteism
turnover
recruitment
plant closing
work force reductions

plant siting
boom-town impacts
relocation policies
quality of worklife
participative management
personal time off
vacation policies
tax credits for child care
child care centers
information and referral
after-school child care

summer camps

sick child care
dependent care assistance!
maternity and paternity leave
parental leave including adoptive parents
personal family leave
social service leave to aid community organisations
family education seminars
investment in training
employee benefits
union health and welfare funds
flexible benefits
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salary reduction
employee counseling
stress management
time management
alcohol and drugs abuse
parenting seminars
wellness programs
health care costs containment
fitness programs
health promotion
tuition assistance
pre-retirement counseling
phased retirement
compressed workweek
shift work
overtime
tlexitime
part-time work
job sharing
su.llllller hours
work at home programs
colllll!Unity relations
corporate contributions
business-colllll!Unity partnerships9
The list mentioned above is not covering all areas possible. My imagination is not big enough to cover it all. The
main task is to direct the discussion towards an understanding of the organisation involved in -carrying the three
watermelons. Based on a realistic picture we can create
structures and policies needed to balance work and family
life for everyone.
equality
If women accept succes to the same extent and in the same
way that many men do, the problems will be enormous. If
women simply adopt the number-one-ism that dominates the
workplace, the drive for achievement will probably lead
them into the same narrowing and unpromising obsessions
that destroy many men. A more egalitarian society in terms
of the distribution of income and social respect would make
True
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it easier to escape number-one-ism. Meanwhile we shall have
to struggle with the values that surround us and try to
create true equality in the home and the working environment.

1.Dr. Dimitrina Petrova, Geldrop, april 1992
2.Schwartz P.,
Morrow, 1984

Blumstein

P.,

American

Couples

William

J.Schwartz P. and Blumstein P. 1984
4.Barret K., Ms Magazine june 1984
5. Feminine accomodation guilt said women needed to try
harder to make it work: feminist anger said men needed to
change to make it work.
6.Heidrich and Struggles in Fortune 6, 1987
7. Fortune survey of 400 men and women with children under
12 year.
8. Dependent care includes care of children, older parents
and handicapped dependents.
9. Based on Friedman o., Family supportive Policies. New
York: The conference board, 1987 and
Hootsman H. e.o.,
Dual career partnership: nice or nasty? VVAO 1987
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Views of Women Managers
petroleum industry.

working

in

the

U.K.

Sonja Hall, Deborah Trayhurn
Leeds Metropolitan University, U.K.

*

Studies of women performing management roles at work describe
disparities in the number of men and women achieving
managerial positions. If organisations do begin to exhibit a
more flexible culture it has been suggested that more women
would gain access to senior management posts. Other factors
regarding interpersonal behaviour may, however, act to
prohibit this development. Where women are working in
isolated positions, with male junior, peers and senior staff,
any issues of an interpersonal nature due to gender would be
expected to be marked. The petroleum industry was selected
for a qualitative study to research this question. Discussion
of the views of a sample of women, working in management, of
their own management styles and their perceptions of
colleagues expectations and behaviour will be provided.

The
labour
market,
in
1992,
remains
differentiated
hierarchically and horizontally on gender grounds. Although
economic activity is clearly an important feature of U.K.
women's lives, with 75% of single and 70% of married women
aged between 16 and 59 years engaged in paid work (Social
Trends 1991), only 7. 2% of women employees as opposed to
14.1% of men are employed in managerial jobs. When examining
managerial posts further, whilst 27% of managers are female
few (4%) of these are engaged at senior or middle levels and
a very small fraction are engaged ( 1%) in top positions
(NEDO, 1990). Many factors are relevant in an analysis of
this situation: notions and values of skill and the gendering
of skill and status; associating leadership with 'male'
qualities
(Cockburn, 1985; Burrington 1987); organisation
cultures that reflect and meet the purported needs of men (
Stead 1985); and the division of domestic labour (Barrett
1990) . Greater informality has been seen developing in
certain organisations (Handy 1985; Wragg 1991) making them
more

'flexible' .

These have
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organisation culture which are likely to benefit women (BCS
1990). Alternatively, however, interpersonal work relations
may become more significant in determining the balance of
gender power in the workplace and work as a barrier to these
changes.

This study examines the views of women managers

recording their views and experiences of interpersonal work
relations with the manager's peers, her own manager and
subordinates.

The Study
The research was undertaken with managers working in the
petroleum industry since women form a small number of the
employees in the industry and are likely to work with male
junior, peers and senior staff. It was undertaken through
individual

interviews based on a

relatively unstructured

interview format. Each interview covered the same areas but
the interviewer did not restrict discussion,

finding that

coverage of these naturally varied from one interviewee to
another. The interview approach adopted was non-directive;
each session was taped and scribed later. The work focussed
upon obtaining quaiititative information in order to identify
themes, patterns and areas of common experience.

The study

included discussion with 12 women managers undertaking a
range of technical or project management work;

the women

ranged in age from mid 30s to late 40s and senior to junior
level management jobs. The following section summarises the
themes

identified

from

the

individual

taped

undertaken in 1991. Any direct quotations
interviews are presented in italics.
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Results
A.

Interpersonal work relations - Peers

All the women interviewed took part with regular meetings
with
peers.
The ·themes
evolving
from
this
section
concentrated on experiences of meetings. Power balance issues
were particularly evident in team and group situations.
Although the aim of meetings was agreed ostensibly to be
team-work, the general tenor of meetings was frequently
'emotionally charged' with 'people round the table all vying

where male colleagues were particularly
'competitive and aggressive' with group members attempting to
score points regardless of the relevance of the issues under
discussion. With regard specifically to gender relations:
for

position'

1.

Meetings were dominated by men often, 'bulldozing their
way by talking over women' colleagues and treating them
differently, or 'more like secretaries', asking or
expecting them to undertake work not part of their
roles. Women were less likely to be acknowledged or
listened
to
at meetings,
being
'edged
out
of
conversations' recognising that they felt treated as
more light-weight and taken less seriously. Men made it
clear that they saw certain women as aggressive and that
their interpretation of behaviour was immutable,
predicated on expectations of behaviour, different and
appropriate to each gender. Work itself was seen as
based on 'male values' and women's assertive behaviour
was being misinterpreted; women moving into management
had 'done so at the expense of being a woman'.

2.

To be accepted by male peers, the women circumscribed
their behaviour, consciously avoiding confrontational
approaches, ensuring that they did not threaten or
undermine men's power,
particularly in meetings.
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Alongside this came a perceived need for the women to
ensure their professional role was pre-dominant. The
importance of blending in and conforming to standard
dress codes was stressed, though women 'needed to be a
~ot
more spot on, appearance wise', and looking
'exceptiona~
cou~d have
a bad effect,
women are
definite~y

3.

judged on their appearance'.

Behaviour exhibited by men, 'bordering on harassment'
was viewed as common experience and generally companies
mechanisms for these cases were not seen as encouraging
or supporting of the 'victim' concerned. The U.K.'s
Industrial Tribunal system was regarded as 'so abhorrent
that some women will not go through with cases due to
this'.

4.

Conveyance of personal competence in females was felt to
be required over and above requirements for their male
colleagues. The need still to be 'conscious of the job
you are doing and to make sure that you are doing it
rea~~y
we~~'
was clear.
Highlighting women in
management roles and activity drew with it the penalty
for any mistakes made; these were more highly visible
and 'rated worse than i f a ma~e made the same mistake'.
Once technical competence was proven the agenda still
seemed set differently for men and women : work in a
male culture that for example gave rise to 'cliques'
that women had difficulty in joining.

Different treatment and behaviour of female colleagues by
males was pervasive but problematic 'I know that it's there
and that it is underground, but it's more difficu~t to come
up with examples', which of course makes it impossible to

remedy. Gender power relations were less apparent to the
interviewees in one-to-one situations with male colleagues.
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B.

Interpersonal work relations - Interviewee's Managers

Akin possibly to all staff, relationships with the women's
own

managers

were

perceived

to

be

very

individual

relationships and highly dependent on the people concerned,
making identification of themes more difficult. These
relationships were spoken of in more positive terms than
those with peers. Significantly, managers had offered support
and encouragement,

fulfilling expectations regarding males

playing mentor roles thereby occupying the more senior or
leading role in the relationships. The following presents
specific gender relation themes which emerged
1.

Ensuring
entirely

that

the

encouragment

beneficial,

of

according

women
women

staff
the

was
same

opportunities to gain skills to access the posts with
greatest power in the organisation,

was needed.

Even

with supportive bosses 'it is still a disadvantage if

you are very ambitious because discrimination is still
there' and further recognition of skill or success by
the manager was felt to be less fulsome than if the same
had been achieved by a man.
2.

Generally open and friendly relationships existed with
managers (all male), with a great deal of freedom for
the women within their work.
Greater difficulty
socialising with male managers was clear as the manager

'found it a lot easier to socialise and gossip with his
male staff than with me', working with a woman colleague
was said to make him feel uncomfortable.
The issue of the difference between a man's or a woman's
informal relationship with their boss may be significant in
terms of career development. Informal socialising provides a
channel for staff to discuss ambitions and aspirations,
indicating also the importance of networking. Men were
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indicated as making more extensive use of social events and
networks,
significant

even

when

part

of

socialising
the

job

was

deemed

undertaken.

This

to

be

was

a

felt

primarily to be due to the limitations placed on female staff
by family responsibilities,

making devotion of sufficient

time and energy to work so to remain successful in careers
extremely

difficult.

Social

roles

were

thus

seen

as

circumscribing work activities, ensuring that while her male
colleagues were down the pub, she would be at home 'changing
nappies '.

None of

the companies where

the women worked

offered childcare provision and few made arrangements for
career breaks. The networks known to the women operated in
very

informal

ways,

making

them

harder

to

challenge.

Alternative networks for women specifically were not thought
to be advisable however because they would identify the women
as

special,

working

to limit

the scope of discussion

to

'items of concern to women only'.

C.

Interpersonal work relations - Managing subordinates

Gender power issues were particularly prominent in this area,
the themes which emerged were as follows:
1.

The management styles used by the women with their staff
were stated as consensus, rather than authoritative or
directing and less hierarchical in balance between the
female manager and male subordinate than male manager
and subordinate. They were attempting, in statement at
least,

to

decisions,

support

subordinates

in

' i f you can lead (them)

think and become more independent

making

their own

on and get them to
then

they actually

become more useful' workers. This emphasises discussion

and seeking agreement as important aspects of management
style;

'women try to lead the team on rather than giving

a command',

'treating people as they would wish to be
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treated', using a 'co-operative and friendly approach'.
2.

Potential vulnerability in asserting authority was
commonplace : 'unnecessary battles' were avoided but

'people trying to
avoid me and go straight to my senior because he is a
man'.
speed was often needed to prevent

The

women's

adoption

of

less

confrontational

management

styles was not viewed as altering the balance of power with
male subordinates, though the affect of taking more typically
male approaches to staff was seen as attempting to alter the
gender power balance, a strategy doomed to failure.

Discussion
Anyone wanting to challenge management views and organisation
practice must take into account the flexibility required by
companies for overseas postings and the importance placed on
the needs of technical workers being met, especially where
there was seen to be a shortage of technical labour. At the
time of this study the economic state of the industry was not
buoyant but also not at its lowest ebb. These matters clearly
compound the problems in seeking change. The findings
concerning the future may not be so pessimistic, because most
women in the study indicated that their organisations were
moving towards a more flexible and caring management style.
This may promote skills which find affinity with the
statements

made

by women

regarding

their own

management

approaches and style but may herald two problems:
1.

This approach may be seen as important in jobs which
involve direct staff supervision, presenting managers in
a less hierarchical way leading to women facing
difficulties in male perception of their strengths and
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assets.

2.

Jobs may become associated with gender once more,
leaving those jobs involving strategy and resource
planning, with less staff supervision, to males and lead
eventually to a deskilling thesis for staff intensive,
'female identified' roles in management.

The study has shown that individual women may achieve success
but within the petroleum industry they still perceive
difficulties and inequalities in achieving this merited
success. If the number of women reaching senior positions is
to match that of men, organisations need to become more aware
of their own culture, reflecting on and seeking to change
their values and practices, actively engaging in the issues
of gender power in interpersonal work relations. Feelings of
isolation have been identified: the question as to whether
networks are important in helping women to deal with gender
power problems being experienced and assist in increasing
women's self-worth and value in an organisation, requires
further exploration.
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STATUS IN THE UKRAD!E: EI\11'!:0YMIDlT,
TRADITrTG, EDUCATION, CARE'ER DEVTI-CPl'.ffii'T

VIOLfE~1'S

Dr.Valentina Zlenko
Institute of the World Economy ana International
Relations of the Ukrainian Acade~y of Sciences
More than 10 million women in the Ukraine are engaged in some form of economic activity. They account for 52% of the
labor force. At the same time in the new conditions of entry
to the free market women make up almost 80!'& of the unemployed. Women's qualification level remained lower t~an man's
despite the fact that women account for 61,6% among specialists with higher and special secondary education. Across industry, 4 times as many women as men ~ere found in the low
skill category of employment and only 3.6% of women had undergone special training to improve their ~ualificationa.
For many women, however, increased qualification iid not lead
to promotion at work.
In July 1991 was declared the independence of the Ukraine.
This act opened the .~ew possibilities beforethe Ukrainian women. The move from dictatorship to e4uality ~~thin European
co~munity, the new conditions of political independence and
formal recognition by other countries, the entry to the free
market economy make women to find new solutions of their
problems.
How do we see ourselves under these new conditions? How can
we became integrated within the European market with our crisis-ridden economic and cultural background? First of all
let ua look at the current situation on the labor market.
With reference of official statistics, trade union information and sociological research from 1980-1992, the evolution
of women's status a~d the changes that had occurred as a result of the economic reforms could be observed. Analysis of
such information, shows that women had been broadly integrated into the process of economic development but that integration was irre~ular, according to the health of the economy. Of the 27.7 million women in the Ukraine in 1991, 10.6
million of them were engaged in some form of economic activity. Women still accounted for 52% of the labor force and
that hl=ld remained stable over the past decades despite a
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Slight drOp in their share .Of, the • pOpUlation. \Vomen IS
participation in the labor force has gradually and inexorably increased, largely due to social and economic necessity. For women their p~icipation in the labor force
was necess~ as the major source of income for them and
their families or as a second income, equally necess~J
for survival. At the same time in the conditions of economic crisis women's labor force position was less favourable
than m~~'s at such ti~ea and extra efforts were re~uired to
mitigate the di~advantages they suffered.
Employment
The level. of economic development had a significant effect
on the economic role and status of women. The sectoral and
industrial structure of fem~e employment had changed during
past dec~de. As women are concentrated in the service sector
they accounted for much of the increase in this sector. Women accounted for 85% of persons employed in trade and public catering; 80% in health and social security; 75% in
education and 72% in culture bnd art• Women's employment
was concentrated in b number of non-farm branches of industry. Women accounted for over 45% of persons employment in
manufacturing, almost 30% in the building industry and in
textiles, mechanical engineering, instrument making and ra~io
industry women accounted for more than 70% of employees.
Women's share of employment in the agricultural sector,
although aecreasing, remained high and it was expected
that women's employment in the ~eveloping private sector
would increase. The employment of women in some tra::.itionally male spheres or jobs, such as engineers, agriculture
and economists, had increased but women were still strongly underrepresented in senior administrative and managerial jobs:. and in most academic and scientific occupations.
The labor mu.rket on the whole remained segreg:.ted along
male and femW.e jobs and was largely characterized by decreased horizontal occupational segreg·-tion but static
vertical segregGtion. Women's employment was limited
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by traditional perceptions of women's roles but ten~ed to be
concentrated in industries and occupations with had working
conditions, night ·work, handwork and low levels of responsibility.
Education
The development of science and technology, changes in the
structure of the economy on the way.to the free market demand
an increasing qualified l·bor force. The qualific~tion of
all workers should increase. Women's qualification level
remained lower than men's despite the fact that the percentage of women among specialists with higher and special ~e
condary education was 61.6%. Women make up 51% of the overall number of students at the higher scools of learning
and 57% of students of the technical secondary schools. Annually Ukraine's vocational schools train 420-430 thousand
skilled workers 30% of whom are women. Over 4 million women
have higher secondary or technical education.
Education level of men and women in the
Number of people having education
1000 of population
men
women
1979
1989
1979
The entire population age 15 and older 1000
1000
1000
number of those who
have education:
higher
82
62
specialized
secondary
110
165
119
general secondary
219
279
365
The entire employed
population
1000
1000
1000
number of those who
have education:
higher
100
137
91
specialized
secondary
196
174
133
general secondary
326
431
298
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278
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.Training and retraining
However, despite educational advantages, improveme~t of
qualifications was much rr.ore difficult for women than for
me.n, as wome:1 largely haveresponsibili ty for children and
the home in addition to their waged employment and consequently had no time for professional development. For example, across industry, 4 times as many women as men were
found in the low skill category of employment and only
J.6% of women had undergone special training to improve
their qualifications. For many women, however, increased
qualifications did not lead to promotion at work. The
opposite experience was true for men.
Prior to economic restructing, women's industrial employment was characterized by occupational segregation, feminization of industrial sectors and limited occupational
and sectoral mobility for women. Through training and retraining programma the current transition period offers an
opportunity to change these patterns. Specifically, women
need to be guaranteed access to, and encouraged to participate in, all forms of training, including in-plant training
programmes, vocational, apprenticeships and tech."lical/managerial training schemes.
However, in practice, more than half ~f all women don't
take advantage of government • sponsored training after
their marriage. In 1991 only about JJO thousand women
underwent re-training or mastered new trades.
The low level of women's qualification is one of the factors which affects theprofessional status of women and their
earnings. The passiveness of women in question of upgrading
their qualification is not only due to shortage of spare
time and tiredness caused by physical and psychological overload. Women's professional status often remains invariable
after they undergo retraining.
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Number of women who underwent training,
retraining and mastered second trade in
various branches of economy
(thousand people)
Number of women who underwent training,
retraining and mastered second trades

1985
Overall number
383.7
Including enterprises
and organizations in:
industry
252.8
agriculture
8.4
transport
14.0
c ommunic at ions
15.9
construction
29.8
Trade and public catering 19.,
Housing and municipal
economy and non-productive consumer
22.3
Health care, physical
· training, social security
Public education
Culture and arts
Scientific servicing

1989
327.9

211.0
4.4
11.1
11.3
15.1
34.6

22.1

6.8

6.1

0.3
0.9
2.0

0.5
0.6
1. 3

The situation changed some years ago. In the conditions of
real unemployment women consider, that training and retraining equip them to meet the demands and labor market competition of the market-driven economy. It is necessary to
effectively integrate training into the overall package of
unemployment services offered to women. Although the state
employment service was being set up in Ukraine its activity
is not effective. The government do not, at the moment,
have funds available to provide extensive training.
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·In recent years we c:ouJ.d'!ledhe following tendency: higher
u~
levels of•employment
wereobserved among younger women wh o
just begin their work career end older women faced with
early retirement. Now these groups of women workero need
special attention because they become the first victims of
unemployment •• So they need special training vdth builtin 4uarentees of employment and appropriate conditions in
the new position.
Career development
Difficulties associated \vith the professional training and
4ualification of women was exacerbated by the existence of
a barrier to their vertical mobility. The level of involving
women in managerial activities is low. According to official
data the number of women who headed state enterprises was
309.7 thousand (of whom 74~ were appointed and 26% were elected to the position). Most women departmental heads are
concentrated in light industry, trade, the information sector. Even in "feminised" industries there are few women
, holding leading posts: Thus, in education and heSlth care
women accounted for between 16 and 28% of heads of branches.
Some professions are virtuaJ,ly beyond women's reach (participation in higher levels of power, in international relations and in advanced fields of science and technology). The
above mentioned peculiarities of women's employment are
shown by the data on the share of women among researchers.
Number of women among employed in science
,(thousand people)
Level of

4 ualification

Number of women

Academicians
Doctor of science
Candidates of science
Total employed in science
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And what about women's chances to become a leader in new
conditions? Political and economic democratisation, the
entry to the free market economy, e 4 ual partnership in
the East-West dialoque gave new possibilities for women's
career development. There is a need to recognize women's
business ~ualities as heads of small and micro-scale
businesses, both in urban and rural areas, and co-operatives. But special re 4 ualification courses are also required in this field. The 30 thousand currently fUnctioning
co-operative agencies now incorporate about 800 thousand
people the majority of whom are women. Under the current
conditions, when new forms of female employment are intoduced in Ukraine, of great interest seems to be the experience of other countries in the implementation of the
development programs for small business, banking and credit relations. Specialized counselling services and training should be provided to enhance women's potential as
entrepreneurs. In the Ukraine only first steps in this
area have been made.
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II REFLECTIONS ON GASAT WORK
IN THE FIELD OF EMPLOYMENT

9 Work and family: having it all
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WOMEN WANT BOTH: JOB AND FAMILY
Dr. Gisela Notz
Friedrich-Ebert-Foundation; Research-Institute
It is the result which I got out of the interviews I took
with 28 couples, who expected their first child: The traditional gender-divided devision of labour between mother
and father is not longer the arrangement people prefer. In
reality, however, it appears very difficult to share responsibilities. Usually the fathers don't change their life
in fact. They go on being busy in their jobs. The young mothers also would like to continue with their jobs after
they finished the (legal) up-to-one-year-pregnancy-leave to
a child. To be a housewife and a mother is no longer a role
to satisfy. But normally the effects after the birth of a
child are for the women much more aggravating than for
their partners: They have to take leave at least for some
time and then to go back to normally part time-jobs with
low pay and bad working conditions and they are dependent
on the income of their husbands. In most cases they have to
drop their "carreer".
In this paper,

I want to inform you about initial results

of a research project, funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (Notz 1989a and b).
First, I want to present the goal of this research and clarify the methodological approach,

second I

will emphasize

some research results that illuminate the problems of combining both job and family responsibilities. It follows the
presentation of wishes and visions formulated by the people
questioned.
1. The goal of the research project

The research project covers the founding phase of 28 families over a time period of two years.

It is attempted to

identify the young parents' expectations of the family, based on their own biographies, and to analyze the impact of
these expectations on their own strategies to combine the
tasks of job, housework and the new tasks of childrearing.
Beyond this, data on the changes in real life conditions of
young fathers

and mothers,

prompted by the birth of the

first child, and the subjective evaluation of these changes
were collected. Subsequently, these data were analyzed as
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indicators for possible changes in the structure and function of the "nuclear family".
The men and women in this sample are between 22 and 49
years old, nearly all of them have a solid job qualification in different,

mainly non-academic occupations.

live in different towns and rural areas,

They

in flats, houses

and communal households. The empirical research was conducted during three differnt time periods:
1. During the woman's pregnancy
2. When the child was between three and five months of age
3. One year after the child's birth.
The analysis of coping strategies developed by the couples,
is at the heart of this research. With the birth of the
first child, each couple is tasked with securing the existence of
terms.

the

new

family

in material

and

psychological

Both partners thus have to integrate their coping

strategies on the basis of their own experiences and perspectives,

foremost

in the area of work

housework/child-rearing).

(employment and

It was a question of particular

interest whether the initially chosen coping strategies are
maintained or given up, under which circumstances and with
which consequences this happened and what kind of role was
played by subjective forms of conflict resolution. Finally,
I asked men and women how they evaluate and accept their
new life conditions. This includes finding the limits and
restrictions of the arrangement they wanted to carry out
and making proposals for a future arrangement which would
enable women and men to live with children and work at a
job.
2. Methodology
In order to collect information on coping strategies of men
and women, on their subjective view and interpretation of
their life situation, research methodology had to allow for
the minute recording of individual perceptions, judgements,
opinions and descriptions. The participants should be in a
position to clarify their own points of view, without being
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pressured into pre-defined research frameworks. Because of
this open, problem-centered approach qualitative interviews
were decided on. This type of approach required the ability
on the part of both researchers and their interview partners to communicate openly.

The result in this case will

not be representative in the usual sense. The qualitative
approach instead may yield a deeper vision of reality than
research by questionaires, because it is possible to probe
further into problem areas than with quantitative methods.
For the interviews, structured guidelines with open-ended,
but detailed questions were developed. They contained questions pertaining to the general life situation, the housing conditions,

the family arrangements,

the division of

labor in employment and housework, the expectations regarding life with children and the coping strategies in this
new situation. Fathers were included in the research,
cause I

wanted to avoid feedback on their

v~ew

be-

of the pa-

ternal role solely from the women's perspective. I openly
offered triggers for tel\ing about subjective experiences,
so that I could find the most complex approach to the life
circumstances of these men and women. I was flexible in my
response to the criticisms and answers of my interview
partners, even if those were departing from the initial
schedule of questions.
Extensive stenographic notes were the basis for recording
the interviews. This procedure allowed recording the content of the interviews as well as non-verbal behavior or
other aspects of the interview situation.
A very

time-consuming and intensive work effort was re-

quired to analyze the interview material. For me, it was a
central point to isolate the ambivalence and contradictions
emanating from the wish to have children, the wish to participate in full employment and the difficulty for women to
realize both.

I

also wanted to look for changes in this

phase of family living that can be considered stepping stones to a reorganization of production and reproduction, in
a way to imply the men as well in the dilemma of combining
job and child rearing.
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3. Some results
The traditional,

gender-hierarchical division of labor is

under attack from many angles and is considered alterable,
but the specific hopes and expectations during the initial
phase of parenthood are blocked by many barriers, which
contradict the search for planned distribution of housework
and childcare among partners.

The consequences of child-

birth are far more serious for the life planning of women
than for men.

All women are underprivileged as compared

with men in their respective occupational fields,

even if

they are well qualified. It was the woman who left the job,
either for a specific time period, or in terms of part-time
work. Men reaped the benefits concerning the distribution
of privileges on the job, but in the family,

they picked

the pleasant aspects as well; solely based on their gender.
The responsibility for the family, ascribed to women based
on their gender, leads to double oppression, even in young
families, though this is not as visible as formerly. The
structures perpetuating social inequality based on gender
are long-lived. The postmodern propaganda supporting a multitude of lifestyles has a "modernizing effect" on genderbased inequality, at the expense of women,

again! The em-

ployment of mothers is accepted, because they have rejected
to be solely restricted to the kitchen. The new slogan is
"flexible organization of employment"

for women -

at the

loss of their independent, self-supporting work - to the
benefit of men, who still enjoy women's reproductive services, but at the same time don't need to fear women's competition in the labour-market.
3.1 Life with children - intention and reality
Before the child was born, nearly all the men indicated
their readiness to participate in childcare: "I want to be
involved in child care and I want to learn about how to
deal with a child", or:

"I can envision to take over all

chores at home. I wouldn't say I won't change the child's
napkins, because I would feel disgusted, these things need
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to be learned and then I'll do it." What nearly all fathers
did,

was participating in the preparation for birth and

being present during the birth of the child; with the exception of two, where the mothers were single parents. After the birth, there were visible restrictions: "She spends
so much more time with the child than I do, because I have
to work outside the home." The men don't see this as a problem. Thus, the father's direct involvement with the children is quite limited and concentrated on dimensions of play
and taking strolls: "I am responsible for action." Care and
services in child-rearing, the everyday routine of changing
napkins remain the responsibility of the women. Few of the
men harbor guilt feelings about their long absences:
okay, no,

I

don't have a bad conscience" ,

or:

"It's

"I have so

many things to think about, I am relieved to have the brat
around for only one to two hours." The waking time of the
child is short, but fathers only rarely feel their deficit
in communication with the child, the job dictates their
time: "I am sorry, a teaching job would be better!"
3. 2 Occupation and Child
When we took the first interviews 17 women and 14 men were
fully-employed,

four women had a part-time job, four women

and two men were on temporary work, two men worked self-employed, one on civil defence, one woman and one man were
completely without payed work. Only one woman never went to
work outside the house.
For the women in our sample, being a housewife and mother
was not a desirable position, because the social costs of
embracing the maternal role, measured in terms of the loss
in status

and qualifications

in the

job-world

were

too

high, in the long range.
"Housewife? No, I can't imagine ••• to remain at home forever, not doing anything, I don't believe this."
The men, who contemplate being a house-husband, didn't imply "doing nothing": "I would like that very much. I would
rather stay at home,

then I

could work with the compu-

ter ••• ". Initially, most women mentioned financial reasons
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for wanting employment.
have difficulties

They wanted their own money:

to think

about

living

"I

in dependency.

n

This fear of financial dependency mostly implies the fear
of control by the partner and the feeling

to loose the

ability of planning one's own life.
During the second interview phase, other aspects of employment were emphasized:

social communication,

the potential

for social relationships and the participation in working
for collective goals. "During work hours, it is understood
to meet with others over coffee,

in an informal way" or,

"Employment is an important feature in my life.

I elected

this job, because I feel good at it. I like it especially,
because we work in a team that I like."
All mothers

took at

least part of their parental leave

(Erziehungsurlaub). Nearly all of them mentioned that they
appreciate

the

interruption

of

employment

for

several

months, but almost always with the perspective of returning
to the job.
It is easy to see that those women, who regarded their work
as diversified and interesting,

tended toward minimizing

their leave from work. "I think, within half a year I will
be glad to return to the job." Among other things,

women

have financial reasons as well as reasons of maintaining
their old job, that prompt them to take less than one year
of parental leave: "I wanted to keep my old job, that's why
I return to the job earlier."
The less women experience personal recognition and satisfaction

in

their

job,

the stronger

they

support

inter-

ruption of employment. The justification also allowed men
to stay at home (at this time) for twelve months, if they
had a baby. But they won't.
Only four of the men interviewed wanted to take part of the
parental leave. The others had manyfold reasons, why they
would not do so. Most anticipated difficulties on the job,
currently as well as possibly later. These four fathers had
plans how to personally use the time as "fathers only" for
their own benefit: "I look forward to it. I want to conti-
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nue my additional qualification" or: "I did a lot of
drawing and photographing formerly ••• I have planned a lot
for the next year. " One wanted to convert the attic into
some rooms. All of them did not succeed in doing the expected work during the time.
Childcare and the effort to combine both gainful employment
and childrearing still rests mainly on mother's shoulders.
In order to combine employment and living with children,
most women interviewed are still prepared to work part-time
and/or do contract work.
For women, this still implies retreat or, at least, partial
retreat from the job market, it means less pay in conjunction with reduced economic decision - making power and a
declining standard of living, financial problems and difficulties upon re-entry into a full time, year-round job.
The large majority of men interviewed, in contrast, get
ready to assume a full position in the market place. Even
the four men opting for a parental leave, did so only
temporarily and moved back into their full time, year-round
employment. Some fathers changed their attitude toward employment after the advent of the child. They accepted for
example a heavier load on the job, in order to balance the
women's financial losses by increasing their own productivity. The alimentation for parenting of 600,-- DM
per month is not adequate by far. The German child-rearingfinancial act is still based on the older model of "main
income generator" who is male and whose wife can and wants
to life on pocket money subsidy. When we took the last interview only six out of 28 women were fully employed. Ten
women were not employed at all, one worked on her doctordegree, only four out of eleven part-time working women
were able to live on the sellery they got out of it, the
others did "unsecured" work. 19 fathers had full-payedjobs, four out of them said, that they worked more than
eight hours a day, three worked part-time with enough earning to live on, two went on with their studies and two
were without any payed work.
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3.3 Housework
As far as answers go, all couples, who had been living together already before their child was born, had divided
household chores more or less equitably.
The information concerning who did what types of chores,
showed a lot of overlap regarding both partners' comments
in the different interview phases. As partners were interviewed separately, men consistently asked whether their wives had described their participation in different areas of
housework along the same lines as they themselves. This reflects problems as well as a heightened
consciousness
about the issue at hand.
As soon as the women took their parental leave, the division of le.bor in the household changed dramatically with
nearly all couples, independent of their occupational background. Women now carried the bulk of the household chores,
again. The theoretically based insight on the part of men
was neutralized by practical blocking: "Earlier decisions
are no longer valid", or ~she is at home all day anyway!".
Some of the women say: uue thinks, as long as I'm home, I
should do this•, or "I have time now, so I won't say, I'll
leave half of the chores till the evening~. Some women were
ready to pledge "guilty" for this state of affaires:
"Before we had the child, he did more, maybe, because I did
less. Now I do more, maybe, because I 'm home and I see
everything and I put more pressure on myself."
Applicable for most couples was the finding of women having
to coordinate and organize the bulk of reproduction work.
They had to delegate what needs had to be done, which in
itself may lead to new conflicts: "Often he complains about
my ordering him around". Just one single couple divided all
housework and childrearing chores, though even here, preferences were set for different chores.
Nearly all men did shopping, smaller repairs in the house,
gardening, working on the car, taking the car to the workshop and doing their own paper-work. They retreated more and
more from the household chores proper.
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3.4 Childcare Arrangements
During the first interview phase, the women couldn't envision their infants under three years of age being taken
care of in public childcare institutions. The majority of
women wanted to take care of the children first at home and
then organize private care (i.e., Tagesmutter etc.).
It is a major dilemma for parents that public childcare for
infants and toddlers up to age three is almost non-existent
in Western part of Germany. The dominant ideology demanding
the care of small children in the family, which means the
care of the mother.
In the second phase of interviewing I asked the parents
their views on childcare in the family against a hypothetical availability of public childcare, acceptable in it's
quality and quantity. I found, that the overwhelming majority of parents would favor social contacts of small children (pre-Kindergarten age) with other small children. Parents would be glad to accept public childcare, whenever
available and at the same time open to assimilate parent's
socialization concepts. In the last phase of interviewing
only three of the parents were lucky enough to find a place
in a creche. All the others had to cope with self-support
services or private care if the mothers did not stay at
home. In no case the father was negatively affected by the
idealization of family care. As long as this is usual there
won't be any political uproar in the area of childcare, similar to the situation in the public health system, where
nursing is breaking down.
4. Wants and Dreams - Demands
In the first and third phase of interviewing I asked women
and men, what they want out of their life with children and
what their dreams are. In the second phase of interviewing
I asked them to specify their social and political demands
emanating from these wants and dreams. The evaluations of
these "dreams" show very clearly: Women and men want to
work four or six hours per day, but they want their livelihood guaranteed: "I want a parttime job that supports me"
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or: "Each partner should work for him/herself to be economically independent from the other, " they consider
"occupational balance to be favorable in living with children" and "I want to live my life without being constantly
pressured by compromises". Based on the research, I can
draw the conclusion, that the enormous difficulties mothers
have to overcome in their effort to combine job and family
tasks, lead to overwhelming pressures in terms of time,
physical, emotional and psychological demands.
Alternative ideology needs a structural chance in working
life and family. If women do not want to be economically
and socially marginalized, they must find rules and instruments which allow their equal participation in the labour
market; and they must have social facilities acceptable in
its quality and quantity. Also, we need equal participation
of men in reproduction work. Today neither the work-place
in the production or administration-sector, nor the workplace within the household provides for such labour sharing. In order that each woman - as well as each man - is
enabled to strive toward a sensible, self-determining and
personaly-enriching work-activity we need a structural
change in both work-fields: the family and outside employment.
Literature:
Notz, Gisela: Du bist als Frau urn einiges mehr gebunden als
der Mann. Die Auswirkungen der Geburt des ersten Kindes auf
die Lebens- und Arbeitsplanung von MOttern und vatern. Bonn
199la.
Notz, Gisela: Auf der Suche nach den neuen vatern. Frankfurt/H. 199lb.
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WOMEN'S EMPLOYMENT IN CREATION
OF lABOUR MARKET IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Olga Plivkovli
Institute of Sociology
Slovak Academy of Sciences,Bratislava
For a long time the situation and the problem of women's employment in our country were
considered as research priorities. Attention was given to the area of women's labour
problems, but no realistic description of the main characteristics of the women working
conditions was not undertaken. In the previous socialist society the system of employment
was not varied enough to be the effective system of "female" ocx:upation.
The following paper analyses contemporary situation of women in Czechoslovakia in the
framework of the global employment po.liey in both the previous socialist period and the
present transitional one of political and economical reforms.
The contemporary trends of women's employment in transition to market in CSFR are
compared with the strategies for improving the position of women in the European region
in the 90-ies.
The survey shows that women in post-communist conditions are strongly oriented to work,
they would like to continue working more frequently than their husbands wish. The value
orientation of men and women towards female professional activities becomes
contradictory.

The facts from various sides of women's lives in pre-November Czechoslovakia proved that
the period of the construction of socialism had brought radical cbanges in their living
onditions and their quality of life. It must be emphasized that these changes were socially
acceptable (positive) as well as unambiguosly negative. This statement will not be probably
modified by any deep refiection of the past fourty years that is still to be done.
Our research bas proved that after the November 1989 revolution the situation of Czech
and Slovak women has not improved, and the protection of women's interests is still at the
periphery in the decission-making processes of governments as well as outside interests of
women themselves.
In the post-communist society the inner logic of women's life strategies is based on their
previous personal life experiences, closely connected with the economic and social duty to
work,supported by legal means, in the previous system, and the economic inevitability to
work, now.
The end of 80-ies found Czech and Slovak women in the situation, whicb can be briefly
cbaracterized through the following status and trends:

-full emplo}'ment of women, i.e. there is no possibility for further increase of the share of
employed women. This boondary has been reached alrea~· at the end of 60-ies the more
than 45 per cent women's share out of the wbole number of the employees in our country
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was reached;
-employment was split into each kohort by age and in groups with the highest fertility the
share of 83 to 93 per cent was reached;
-women were working on full load (it means 42 hours per week) and a lot of them in shift
regimes;
-overstaffing with women in the so called women's professions reached so high a part that
it was not any more necessitated by some features of women's work but rather it was a
result of relations in salaries and/or low social position of some professions;
-qualification of women oscilated at two points: the number of high qualified women was
increasing; the number of unqualified women was also very high including all
accompanying issues: personnel turnover, straining work, shift cycle of work, absence of
rationality for work cycles, high morbidity of women etc;
·waste of intelectual and physk:al potential of women's labour ( men's also) came to
strategit.;; of life that all labour categories were demotivated; the system of employment
which was not effectively oriented secured social certainty but did not bring the dimension
of rationality into life at the level of nation-wide consequences.
Basic norms of Marxism which reflected women's employment as a base of the real
equality of women were in the socialist society forced upon women through the ideological
machinery. Nowadays it is very questionable to regard women's economical activity only
as an unlucky heritage of the age of the communist regime (Heitlinger).H we made an
attempt after a short time, say three years, to evaluate what changes did wen and mainly
to estimate social risk for further development we have to concentrate on those new
objectives which are connected with the liquidation of artificial employment of the past
regime. This employment is now, during the economic transformation phase, changing into
open unemployment

In the economic domain of the post-communist societies the exclusion of women from the

labour market is anticipated. This tendency has not come out to a more significant extent
in our country up to now , despite the fact that women's share in a substantial increase of
unemployment in the Slovak Republic represents approx. 50 per cent. While the number
of employed women represented over 41 per cent out of the total economic activity of

population; registered women's unemployment share balanced between 30-56 per cenl
(SR) This figure, however, is connected more with the liquidation of their workplaces as
such than with any policy of their acti~e economic marginalization. Beside strong regional
differencles, the fact which caused the difference is mainly health, capability, experience,
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unemployment of school-leavers as a specific issue of increasing unemployment kohorta;
lack of qualification,too. The data also show. increases in the fields, most overstaffed with
w.omen (educational system, healthservice, financial services).
The state policy of w.omen's employment, how.ever, should not remain a utopian idea of
"socialists" but a chance made by the state to women. This should allow. them to decide
individually on acquisition or loss of their economic autonomy. Female researchers from
western democratic countries consider real tendencies of a shift from the public to private
patriarchate and from the dependence on the state to the dependence on the
husband.Common trends under current circumstances remain yet controversial and their
incidental visibilisation cannot be considered fully unrealistic.
FenUnistic research in nordic countries addressed a warning to the women in Eastern
Europe in form of a question whether or not they should be even forced to ask for a state
intervention in order to eliminate the severe impacts of the market on their economic
situation. (Dahlerup) Many researches have confirmed women's professional ambitions as
the persistent living orientation. To keep and conntinue in professional career and work
on full-time are the main priorities for 44 per cent women inquired in May, 1992. (1) This
concept of full employment, based on full-time continuous work schedules throughout
working life is considered in industrialized economics as unreal aspiration (Drew), but in
our country it represents the most aspired model (1)
Various forms of "work sharing" are still unusual. In our research the option to take
part-time employment was chosen only by 16 per cent of respondents. The creation of
part-time opportunities w.as owned as a positive pattern of employment for female labour
in the EC countries, and the expansion of part-time working has been accompained by a
grow.th of women in the labour force in the last decade. In the post-communist countries
the state policies should utilise contrary trends to those in the EC countries,and through
the state intervention in favour of a part-time working should try to overcome the
following two problems - the high employment of women working on full load on the one
side, and the unemployment rate which is increasing for both women and men on the other
side.
The rise of part-time working in the Eastern Europe wouldn't bring increasing level of the
female participation in the labour force as it was seen in Western Europe in the 80-ies, but
opposite results would follow.
Our situatinn is complicated by two identified contraly trends • high level of female
interests to continue in working and the absenc::. of adequate state intervention in
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promoting women's employment according to the real social climate in the field of
maternal employment
There is as a new fact in our country featured women's inferiorization. exclusion as
declssion makers.In the socialist regime through a latent labour division the part of high
qualified women was not adequately used, and did not find the place in the working
positions hierarchy. The transformation phase which might open equal c::bances for those
who are interested in overcoming the bariers has brought the evident paradox. women are
subordinated more stronly than before.
The visible efforts to create a male dominated society can be identified in evel)'day
experiences. The gender dichotomy is promoted not only in the world of work (Walby).
The family policy deetatization with the consequences of finishing of the state subventions
to the women-mothers through the state benefit in the sphere of social children services
(the nurseries, kindergartens, youth-centres) is directed to the support of male-dominated
picture of our new society.
Some pnsitive aspects of this new situation are expected because the world of men's labour
and women's labour became so close, that it was not pnssible to correct the visible
dehumanization consequences which were against the women's interest, interest of
children, family or against the whole dynamism of society; increased orientation of women
on self-assertion in the sphere of labour caused gradualy decrease of their respoDSI.Dility
for the authentic maternity and parenthood; the same can be said about fathers.
The gender dichotomy which divides the work and positions according to feminity and
masculinity ( Monk-Madsen ) was under socialist conditions directively temporarily
removed The ideological basis of work organization was abolished, and the dimension of
rationality has to appear in the strategies of life.
The results of these changes are expected not only de-iure, but also de-facto. In order to
adopt documents of the Committee on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination
against Women it must be considered that these documents are unknown to the majority
of women in the post-<X~mmunist countries.It is the responsibility of the mass media and
women's organizations to produce the information programmes designed mainly to inform
women about their civil, political, employment an~ social security right, as it was stressed
and underlined in the conclusions and recommendations from the Athens European
Conference in 1991. (Athens)
Women in CSFR note all antiJemoc.\atic manifestations not only in the world ofwork.Our
research confirmed that although they are pushed from the created labour market, they
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feel equal to men, they don't want to retreat their work places for men. The variant to
keep women's working places by< Iovering value of women's working force our women
dislike too. ( 1)
There is no doubt about the existence of high competition in the labour market. Women
are entering this market with confidence, high level of education and qualification standing
in the background. If women want to make themself valuable it will be necessary to
overcome the bariers in the public opinion and/or in the opinion of specialists in the
women's labour "quality", following from underestimation of women.
Monitoring of the situation shows that the majority of our women have not prepared
stategies of the individual economic rationality, bow to touch new reality in policy of the
unemployment, and they have any solutions in the case when they loss a job.
Self-confidence for the private entrepreneur, and courage to start again has only a few of
them.Data concerning persons providing individual activities shows that share of women
in these activities is 19 per cent. (SR) In the beginning of the year 1990 inquired women
were not interested in their qualification growth, self-education and their professional
prestige rise on the labour market. According to the results of the research from March
1992 we can state that young women are different from the other women, and ready for

further professional preparation, requalification. (Zeny, Maturanti)
To be good at and comprehend comlexities of work dimensions is a precondition for the
sua:esful solution of one's own economical problems and acquisition of the economical
autonomy.(Pronk)
Women's strategy concerning getting "family income" e.g. increase men's incomes and/or
decrease their duty rates, is supported only by a one quarter of our citizens ( 1). But we can
not wonder very much because the living standard of the family was guaranteed by the two
salaries family budget; with this fact calculated both state, in the field of social policy, as
well as women - mothers.
A lot of surveys confirmed the existence a big difference between opinion of men and
women concerning the need of high employment of women.The women wanted to stay in
required living standard, economic independence, qualification as well as run away from
the solitude of prefabricated blocks of their flats- they wanted only better conditions. Men
wished the situation in which their wifes would stay at home and would be good satisfied
houskeepers, wifes and •mums".In this case the enemy would become, instead of the state,
of the men, or even their own husbands who deem almost two times more often when
compared with the women any more marked COii:.ui.tmt".nt of women in their jobs
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undesirable. (VM)

As

8

matter of course the individual "preparedness• of

8

woman enters this decision

making process on the professional career of women in many diversified ways combined
(confronted) with opportunities for their practical engagement which are limited by reasons
on the part of the economic domain and the family situation of the women as well.
Confrontation-oriented trend of evolution of the post-communist societies, as compared
with the other Western-European countries, manifests itself in probably the most striking

way.
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THE LIMITATIONS TO THE SUPPORT FOR WORKING MOTHERS
AND CARING FATHERS
Attitudes and informal rules with regard to employees with
young children in two Dutch shopping-firms.
Els Veenis en Anja van den Einden~
Utrecht University, The Netherlands~
Faculty of Social Sciences,
Department of General Social Sciences~
P.O. Box 80.140, 3508 TC Utrecht~
tel: 31-30-533471
Els Veenis is doing research into the position of working
parents in two Dutch shopping-firms and is preparing a
thesis. Anja van den Einden is as a student involved in
this research.
Summary
In this paper we describe the support for working mothers
and caring fathers in two Dutch shopping-firms, both in
theory and in practice.
In the book-shops we investigated, the support-in-theory
for working parents is rather large. In practice, there is
a lot of goodwill and tolerance for working parents, but
especially the mothers are stuck in the low-paid jobs, a
situation that is taken for granted. In the supermarkets we
investigated, the support-in-theory with working parents is
smaller. In practice, working mothers and caring fathers
are a big exception and do not meet much tolerance, neither
from their managers, nor from their colleagues. With a bit
exaggeration one might say: "They should be seen, but not
be heard".

1. Introduction
"Men and women both combining work and childcare".
Nowadays, this seems to be an appealing ideal to many Dutch
parents. The number of female employees with children is
growing and some companies do open facilities for working
parents, such as childcare, parental leave and flexible
working-hours. At the other hand, many Dutch women still
(temporarily) leave the labour-market when they become a
mother, while most fathers keep on working full-time. Wh~n
mothers keep on participating in paid labour, they often
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work part-time. In the majority of two parent-families the
woman does most of the housekeeping and childcare. Dutch
women still seem to be stuck in the vicious circle being
more responsible for the caring work at home and consequently they are working in the secondary segment of the
labourmarket, which in fact, for its part, promotes a
traditional task-division of work and care between the
sexes . 1
One can look for explanations for this gap between the
egalitarian ideal and the more traditional practice on the
macro-level of structures in society or on the micro-level
of persons and families. But what about the meso-level of
corporations? Especially in the Netherlands, corporations
only slowly adjust to the desires of (a part of) their
employees. Some social scientists relate this to their
corporate cultures, the norms and unwritten rules for
behaviour at work. In theory many employers and employees
do support a more equal task-division between men and
women, but in daily practice at work they still think in
terms of the situation of a male worker with a housewife
and a female worker who gives priority to caring tasks at
home. 2
In this paper we follow this cultural point-of-view and
focus on the support for working parents in two Dutch
shopping-firms. What are the limitations to this support?
Do they differ for mothers and for fathers?

2. Methodology
In order to answer these questions we made a comparative
case-study of two corporations in the profit-sector: a big
chain of supermarkets (almost 39,000 employees) and a small
group of bookshops (about 530 employees). We combined
quantitative - and qualitative methods. The results of this
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research can not be generalised to other corporations, but
will give more theoretical insight in the processes of
gender-construction in companies.
In order to restrict the corporate culture to the norms and
rules with regard to the combination of work and childcare,

we designed a new concept:

"parental culture". We make a

difference between two levels. On the first level we look
at the ideals and beliefs of the employees with regard to
the division of work and care between men and women and the
measures for the benefit of working parents the government
or/and companies should (or should not) take. At the second
level we look at the informal rules that regulate the ways
the employees act and interact with each other.
With our definition of parental culture we refer to the socalled rule-theory of Harr~ & Secord (1979). A corporation
can be seen as a cultural system, constructed by formal and
informal rules of behaviour. Many rules with regard to the
combination of work and childcare will be unwritten and
even partly unconscious to the ones who live by them.
Often, their existence only becomes manifest when they are
broken.
At
that moment
the
support-in-practice
for
employees who combine paid work and childcare becomes
visible.

3. The support-in-theory
In a postal questionnaire 2 x 265 employees from the two
firms were asked their opinion about several statements
with respect to the combination of work and parenthood and
about "parental policy", measures on behalf of working
parents. 3
In the shopping-firms we investigated, the employees
similar to other Dutch citizens in public opinion pollsshow rather egalitarian attitudes,
but
there
is
a
difference between the two corporations. In the bookshops
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the majority of the employees subscribe the idea that men
and women should share work and care, in the supermarkets
the employees are more ambiguous. When we look at the
opinions about the responsibility for parental policy, we
see that the support decreases. In both companies 70%
thinks parental policy is either a governmental - or a
corporational task or a shared responsibility.
For a more detailed view on the support-in-theory we
combined this information. In this way we constructed four
types of respondents, in order of amount of support:
supporters, ambiguous supporters, ambiguous opponents and
opponents. The supporters are the respondents who subscribe
the idea that fathers and mothers both should be able to
combine work and childcare and who are also in favour of
parental policy. Their support for parental policy seems to
be rooted in their opinion about work, gender and care.
Their counterparts are the opponents: the ones who are
ambiguous about the egalitarian model or who think the
father should be the breadwinner and the mother the caretaker, and who are not in favour of parental policy. Just
like the supporters, their attitude seems to be rooted in
their opinion about work, gender and care. Between the
supporters and the opponents we see two different groups:
the ambiguous supporters, who do not subscribe the
egalitarian model but who are in favour of parental policy,
and the ambiguous opponents, who subscribe the egalitarian
model, but who are not in favour of parental policy. The
ambiguous supporters do not seem to desire parental policy
for themselves, but for other employees. The ambiguous
opponents seem to think an equal task division is the
responsibility for parents themselves.
Based on this classification of support we can draw the
conclusion that in the bookshops there is a large supportin-theory for working mothers and caring fathers; in the
supermarkets
this
support
is
smaller,
because
the
supporters are more ambiguous and there are more opponents.
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In both firms, the female employees are more supportive
than the males. Besides gender, there are some other
factors connected with the amount of support. Educational
level and age are important factors: the higher educated
the employees are, the more they support parental policy;
young employees without children or with young children are
most supportive as well. 4

SUPPORT-IN-THEORY

*

Bookshops

Supermarkets

m

f

Supporters

54%

74%

tot

m

f

tot

Ambiguous supporters

10%

7%

66%

37%

45%

41%

9%

27%

29%

28%

Ambiguous opponents

15%

16%

15%

Opponents

21%

3%

11%

11%

10%

11%

25%

16%

20%

TOTAL %

100%

100%

101%

100%

100%

100%

N

109

152*

261

118

143*

261

4 women from the bookshops and 7 women from the
supermarkets did not answer the questions involved.

4. Support-in practice
While the attitudes of employees can be rather idealistic,
the (partly unconscious) rules that run in the company are
more related to their own life at home and at work. They
can be deduced from the actual behaviour of the employees.
We analysed 15 personal interviews with employees with
children younger than 13 years of age: male and female
employees
from
the
bookshops
and
supermarkets
with
different attitudes and practices. How do they react when
their colleagues make use of facilities such as parental
leave? And what do working parents consider as their
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rights, their duties and responsibilities? To reconstruct
the informal rules, we located patterns of actions and
reactions and the legitimations the respondents pronounce
for his or her behaviour, and translated these "episodes•
into rules. Based on the points-of-view from the different
respondents we could make a profile of the parental culture
of both companies.

4.1

The attitudes of colleagues

In both companies the employees are not surprised when a
mother keeps on working when she becomes a mother, but it
is a matter of course that she reduces her work outdoors to
a part-time job while her partner keeps on working fulltime. In the book-shops, when a woman with young children
has a full-time job, she meets well-meant concern: her
colleagues are rather astonished and ask themselves how
long can she cope, her floor-manager regularly asks her how
she is doing. In the superma.rkets, when she is a single
mother and has to work full-time, a mother meets compassion
from her colleagues. But when she has a partner, her
colleagues are more indifferent: as long as she does not
cause trouble for her colleagues, they think it is allright she combines work and childcare, but when she "takes
her problems to work", they think she should reduce or quit
her job or should find better arrangements for childcare.
One female respondent from the supermarkets complains about
the lack of interest from her floor-manager when she got a
baby.
In the book-shops there is a growing number of men who want
to be involved with childcare and who reduce their work
outdoors. Most of their colleagues think childcare is a
legitimate reason for men as well as for women to do so:
"in principle, it should be possible". The female employees
are often enthusiastic when a male colleague is a caring
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father. In the supermarkets there are very few men who work
part-time in order to take care of their children; One
respondent mentions a man, who works Saturdays and who
takes care of his children "because his wife has a betterpaid job". Most of the men with children have a housewife:
men with a working partner are exceptions, and their
situation at work is slightly differs from the other male
workers: it is a matter of course that they work full-time
at regular times and try to make a career, for example by
taking courses and working overtime. But some of these men
seem to realise that they can do so "because they have a
wife who does not have a desire to make a career herself"
and "who just loves to be at home with the baby".
Especially in the supermarkets many employees are still
very young and do not have children yet. In the book-shops
the majority of them, both men and women want to combine
work and childcare.
In the supermarkets many young
employees have a view about the future in which the man
works outdoors and the woman stays home with the children.
This attitude seems to be changing, though: while in the
past many employees opposed the idea of a working mother,
nowadays a woman who wants to quit her job when she gets a
baby, has to explain her choice to her colleagues. She
"does not like her work that much" or says "it is alright
to keep on working and to share tasks at home, but not with
my husband 1 "
In the book-shops, the employees do not talk much about
parenthood. It is considered a rather private issue one
talks about with friends. The employees with children
sometimes talk about them,
funny anecdotes or small
educational problems, but they do not talk much about the
way they combine work and care. But when they make use of
special measures, such as taking a day off because a child
is sick,
they do explain their situation to their
colleagues. In the supermarkets most employees act in the
same way as the employees in the book-shops, but some
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respondents do mention some conversations about work and
care.

In one shop with a

"baby-boom•,

a

group of young

mothers all returned (part-time) to their jobs and they
talk a lot about their babies and about the combination of
work and care. One man mentions conversations among male
workers about parental leave: some of them are considering
the possibility to make use of this measure.
In both companies, the employees seem to be rather careful
not to offend one another about the subject of the
combination of work and care. There are no discussions
about someones opinion about childcare, working mothers or
caring fathers. The way one divides tasks at home is
regarded as a private matter, as one's own choice that has
to be respected. However, some jokes are made to working
parents, such as "do you have to go home again•, and "going
home and sit in the sun, hey?•

4.2 Attitudes of the management
There is a growing number of working parents who want to
reduce their work, want to stay at home when their child
gets sick, want flexible working-hours or want to make use
of the regulation that parents have the first choice for
holidays. In both companies, the way in which these things
are handled, differ from shop-to-shop. In most book-shops
the floor-managers are quite cooperative, in the supermarkets this is not the case.
In most of the book-shops the floor-managers seem to trust
their employees not to misuse measures, for example not
taking a day off on busy days. In return the workers can
In other
expect a flexible attitude from their managers.
shops working parents have to get permission from the
higher-management; these parents seem to be less able to
make the arrangements they want. For example, a man is not
permitted to work part-time after a period of parental
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leave.
Many respondents of the supermarkets are less positive
about the attitude of their employer: they feel the
flexibility only has to come from the side of the workers.
Their managers have a tendency to say "no•, without
considering different possibilities. Part-time work for men
in management-jobs is not allowed and parents are not
allowed to stay at home when a child is sick. Often, there
is no proper substitution of women who are on maternalleave: colleagues are supposed to take over the work and to
work overtime, so the support from colleagues for working
parents is not voluntary.
In both companies the management-on-top of the corporation
seems to be rather hesitant with regard to flexible working
hours and part-timers. In shops, part-timers and flexible
workers are needed, to work in shifts and to fill in gaps
when other workers are sick, but the full-timers are the
core of the company. The management strives for a proper
balance between the number of full- and part-timers. It
seems to be afraid to create precedents; when they allow
full-time working parents to work part-time and on flexible
hours, the fences are down. Especially when an employee has
a job on management-level, they think it is difficult to
find solutions. Most respondents are aware of these
problems for the organisation, but they feel the management
is not always trying very hard to create new ways to adapt
to the situation of working mothers and caring fathers.

4.3 Support-in-practice from colleagues
In the book-shops, colleagues are rather flexible: when a
parent suddenly has to stay home because of a sick child,
they do not make a fuss and take over the work of their
colleague. Because there are many part-timers the employees
are accustomed to making arrangements between one-another,
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to work it out together and make shifts with days-off, etc.
Therefore, working parents are no exceptions; the other
employees "sometimes need some cooperation too". Working
parents feel a bit guilty, though, because they know their
colleagues meet with some trouble, but put up with it
without complaining and do not take it ill on them. They
try to reduce these problems for their colleagues: often,
they have a tendency to work rather hard and "to leave
their combination-problems at home".
Some colleagues react rather surprised when a man wants to
work part-time, especially when he has a job on managementlevel, but there are cases known that the majority of the
employees supported a male colleague in his conflict with
the management. There is less support-in-practice, when
formal arrangements such as childcare and the possibility
for feeding babies is concerned. Especially in shops where
there also is no much solidarity among the workers, the
employees without young children think fathers and mothers
have to solve this problem for themselves.
In the supermarkets there seems to be less flexibility and
more prejudice against working mothers. Some colleagues for
example are afraid that working mothers will often stay
horne when a child is sick. Their attitude is not negative,
as long as parents do not cause problems at work. The
working parents who have problems with the management to
get proper arrangements do not feel supported by their
colleagues: when you stand up for your rights,
your head in the lion's mouth".
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5.

Conclusions

In the bookshops the respondents experience a lot of goodwill from their colleagues and from the management of the
company. Many employees of the bookshops seem to support
the
idea
that
having
children
brings
certain
responsibilities of care for parents -for mothers, but for
fathers as well. The employees seem to be aware of the
problems working parents have to face and they act quite
tolerant and supportive. The last few years, working
parents meet some collaboration from the corporation too
(help with childcare, unpaid part-time parental leave), and
most floor-managers are flexible in handling informal
regulations such as flexible working-hours. There are not
many parents who make use of the company's help with
childcare yet, because they have made arrangements of their
own.
The respondents of the supermarkets experience more
opposition from their managers, while their colleagues are
rather indifferent to their situation, although the support
seems to be growing. The supermarkets have the same formal
measures as the book-shops, but there are not many working
parents that make use of them yet: the measures are not
well known by the employees and the floor-managers.
The respondents from both companies feel the support of
their colleagues and managers for their situation is rather
superficial: when colleagues are not parents themselves,
they do not know what it means to combine work and
childcare. When their floor-manager does not have children,
he or she is more tended to say "no" to proposals from
working
parents
about adjusting working
times
etc.
Especially in the supermarkets many floor-managers think "a
contract is a contract, when you do not fit in, you can
better look for another job".
Although the support for working parents seems to be
growing, there are some limitations to this support:
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working mothers and caring fathers have to give up their
career and

they have

to

show great

commitment

to

their

company, by "leaving their troubles at home". When an
employee wants a job on management-level, he or she has to
work at least 80% and flexible working hours are less
permitted than in low-paid jobs. This situation is taken
for granted, it is seen as a consequence of the "choice"
these parents make. The result is that most women with
young children give up their career and most fathers give
up their intention to be more involved in childcare. The
support of colleagues seems to be limited to a positive or
indifferent attitude; they do not strive for better
conditions in the corporation to combine work and care,
both for men and for women.
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NOTES
1.

Knijn & Verheijen, 1988;
Affairs and Labour, 1992.

2.

a.o. Veldman & Wittink, 1991.

3.

These statements were based on two opposite models of
combining work and childcare, the complementary - and
the egalitarian model. Each model was worked out in
five statements: about the working-role of men and
women, about the caring-role of men and women and
about their task-division. The respondent had to score
each
statement
on
a
5-points-scale
(!=totally
disagrees with, S=totally agrees with). The ten statements together form the measure for the amount of
support for the egalitarian model. The statements
about parental policy were differentiated to policy
for the benefit of fathers and policy on the benefit
of mothers.

4.

The difference between men and women is significant;
this is also the case for the relation between
educational level and support. The relation between
age and support is not an one-way one: for the males
the relation is significant negative (how older, how
less
support),
for
the women the
relation is
(slightly) positive, but this is not significant.
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III RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND
EVALUATION RESEARCH

10 Research methodology
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WOMEN INTO CONSTRUCTION:
Reflections on
findings and
recommendations of two recent evaluation exercises on
experimental Insight courses for school students in
Britain
Andrew Gale
University of Manchester Institute of Science and
Technology, UK
This paper develops discussions which the author has
presented at previous GASAT conferences. In particular it
addresses the question of appropriate evaluation
methodology in the evaluation of Insight courses. The
methodology, findings and analyses of evaluation exercises
on two Insight courses undertaken in 1991 are critically
reviewed. One course was all female and the other mixed sex
with single sex teams. The circumstances leading to these
courses being run and the context within which they were
run by a British quasi-autonomous non-government
organization (QUANGO) are explained and discussed.
The role of the independent researcher is discussed.
Conclusions are drawn
about
the potential
areas
of
contradiction that may occur in such intervention approaches.
The potential difficulties which may arise in their evaluation
are identified and discussed.
Previous contributions to GASAT5 and 6 (Gale 1989, Gale &:
Fellows 1991) have been concerned with the development of
pilot Insight courses for the construction industry (note 1)
for careers advisors and latterly the evaluation of
experimental Insight courses for high achieving public school
students (aged between 16 and 18 years) studying

A level

subjects. The experimental Insight course discussed in the
GASAT6 paper was an all-female event. In the summer of 1991
a second experimental course was undertaken involving girls
and boys in equal proportion. The boys and girls were kept in
single

sex

groups.

The

recommendation

experimental courses arose from the

to

run

these

critical evaluation of

a pilot Insight course run for careers advisors in 1990 (Baker

& Gale 1990). The recommendation was for there to be three
experimental courses; an all female course, a mixed sex course
and a male only course.
In 1991 the all female and the mixed sex (single sex te11111s)
experimental

courses
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British QUANGO.

I was commissioned to evaluate the courses.

Interim and final reports were produced but I have since been
told that these are not for public consumption, The evaluation
criteria were:
1

To evaluate the courses as all-female and mixed sex
courses respectively.

2

To evaluate the appreciation of construction by
participants.

3

To

evaluate

the

course

programme,

content

and

operation.
The courses were identical except for their locations. They
were residential and of three days duration.

Their content

included exercises or management games lead by construction
company training officers, a construction site visit and team
sport sessions in the evenings. The role models used to lead
the teams were provided by large British construction firms.
Sixteen girls attended the all-female course, with ten girls
and ten boys attending the mixed course.
The courses were evaluated independently using a pre and
post course questionnaire together with direct observation
during an evening and

the

final

day of

the

courses.

The

questionnaires gathered biographical data on participants and
attempted

to

measure

their

knowledge

and

image

of

the

construction industry before and after the courses. Also data
were gathered on how well the courses informed and provided
insights for participants. Positive and negative aspects of
the

courses

were

sought

as

well

as

data

on

whether

participants were more or less likely to seek to enter the
construction industry following the course.
The evaluations were written up as an interim report
(following the first course) and a final report following the
second course.

Their

structures were

similar,

containing

information about the courses, their participants and detailed
descriptive statistics on the responses to questionnaires.
These included bar chart presentations of Likert type scale
image question responses as well as tabular formats for other
questions relating to strength of satisfaction with insight
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and

knowledge

observation

gained.

section

Further,

contained

a

fairly

detailed

presentation,

discussion on qualitative aspects

direct

analysis

and

of course operation and

content.
Although the first report appeared to be well received the
second

report

was

less

well

received.

The

three

main

criticisms were that the reports were "too quantitative" and
that

the

focus

of

the

evaluation

related

too

much

to

construction production management and did not encompass the
broader built environment professions. Also, it was said that
the courses were for insight only and therefore questions
relating to whether the courses were informative or not were
inappropriate. These important issues are discussed later. The
evaluation of these courses raises some interesting insights
into the efficacy and shortcomings of Insight courses run
essentially by the construction industry for the benefit of
that industry.

These courses are run

by the construction

industry as the QUANGO concerned is funded and directed in
large part by the industry. Further, industrial organizations
provide all of the inputs regarding information, role models
and course content. The industry could be said to benefit in
a number of ways. It increases its likelihood of recruiting
well qualified human resources. The participants are exposed
first hand to the culture of the construction industry and
perceptions of this culture are disseminated to participants,
non-industry organizers of the Insight courses (careers
advisors) and second hand through the participants to other
schools students and teachers. The participants of these
courses were required as part of their vocational education
to write short critiques on their experiences. These proved
useful in compiling the evaluations. These critiques were also
used by the participants in disseminating their experiences
when

back

in

their

schools.

The

construction

industry

benefits in a sense from improving its public relations image.
It

can

be

seen

to

be

doing

something

about

the

gender

imbalance in its workforce. It would be true to say that the
participants benefited in that they gained a fairly realistic
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insight into the sort of occupational environment in which
built environment professionals work. However, this is maybe
a confusing one as will be discussed later.
I think that there are some important issues relating to
the

promotion

and

perpetuation

of

construction

culture,

arguments about job security and questions relating to the
independent evaluation of Insight courses. These questions are
discussed later.
Course evaluations
The following comments are drawn from the conclusions and
recommendations of the evaluation reports.
Both courses appeared to work well as Insight courses and
the all-female

course appeared

to work

course. The site visits were seen as

as

an

all-female

informative with some

criticisms concerning the lack of female role models. However,
it

is

important

to

remember

because all sites differ.

that

site visits

are unique

It is very difficult to design a

site visit, the virtue being that the images are real.
Differences in the groups of boys compared with girls were
clearly identified. The presence of males and females may have
increased

the

intensity

of

some

images

held

by

female

participants. Close examination of one of the team exercises
shows marked differences in the behaviour between male and
female

teams

given

the

same

task.

All

teams

comprised

"thinkers" and "doers". Whilst the boys easily took on the
roles of managers the girls seemed slightly embarrassed at
taking on powerful roles. All teams assumed a natural manager.
The girl's

teams

were

very

serious about

their

task and

constantly reviewed progress and discussed points until they
had the exact solution and were in absolute agreement. The
teams kept very much to the rules.

They were consistently

concentrated on the task and did not exclude any member from
the team even if their contribution was low. The boys appeared
to be more decisive though not always making good decisions.
Decisions were challenged by jokey criticism. One boy's team
challenged the rules with the exercise organizer and even
approached the other boy's team to do a deal. The exercise
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involved

optimizing

resources

in

order

to

achieve

the

production of a model building. At the end the boys were high
spirited

and

confident

whilst

the

girls

were

relatively

subdued and self-critical. The boys compared their models with
those of other teams,

being amused by the girl's efforts.

Another exercise was undertaken where cost was an important
criterion for success in the design of modifications for a
public place to meet the needs of people with disabilities.
The boys were more cost orientated whilst the girl's teams
concentrated on the

needs of disabled people

rather than

costs. On the all-female course several participants said that
if there had been boys in their teams there would have been
a

lot of argument.

It was said that boys did not listen.

Girl's teams appeared to act in a fairly harmonious and open
way. A lot of reflective questions were used in the group
process.
Females on the mixed course were, on the whole
more
negative about the notion of all female groups or courses than
their counterparts on the all-female course.
Participants on both courses appeared to show an improved
view of the construction industry following the course (Table
1). The self perception of participant's knowledge of the
construction industry improved following both courses (Table
2). Objective measures of knowledge appear less conclusive.
This could be due to the inadequacy of the instrument used.
However, the image of the construction industry appears to
have been enhanced by the courses.
Table 1: Changes in view of
following the Insight courses

the

construction

industry

Responses to the question: Has your view of the construction
industry, as a result of this seminar remained the same,
changed for the better or changed for the worse?

P E R C E NT A GE S
All-female
Remained the same
Changed for the better
Changed for the worse
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Table 2: Perceived knowledge of the construction industry
before and after the courses

MIXED MALE
Know • lot

Know nothing
MIXED FEMALE
Kow a lot

Know nothing
ALL FEMALE
Know a lot

Know nothing
70 60 50 40 30 20 10

-

0

belore

10

20

30

40

50

so

llil aller

Criticisms of the evaluations
Mentioned earlier were three criticisms of the evaluations.
the first concerned the perception by the readers that the
reports

were

"too

quantitative".

The

use

of

statistics is essential and the easiest way to
similarities

and

differences.

They

are

an

descriptive
illustrate

extension

of

qualitative categorization. Further, the use of bar charts to
present Likert type scale results is a recognized conventjon
and can not really be considered too quantitative. The reports
r:at·ried considerable discursive sections. It would appear that
the

rearlcrship

of

such

reports

may

not

always

really

understand the nature of rigorous evaluation. Further, l think
that sometimes the messages carried in such reports are not
al...,ays "'elcome.

The criticism that the evaluations focused too strongly on
construction production management is probably a fair one.
However,

there is a difficulty here in that it seems to me

impossible to develop meaningful

insight into a

industrial subcultures at the same time.

number of

For example,

there

is a perceptible difference between the civil engineering and
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building

subcultures.

This

is

considering the differences

further

complicated

when

between design and production

phases of the construction process. I have chosen these to
illustrate my point because they are relatively close
comparators. However,

if one compares architecture with say

quantity surveying (see note 2) then there is a much larger
gap, the world views of these different occupationally based
subcultures are different and in many ways antagonistic. This
is grounded in their different educational structures

and

relative roles as well as historical determinants of status
and hierarchy. In short, I think it very unlikely that an
Insight course can effectively encompass more than one culture
and at best two in a comparative sense.
The third criticism was concerned with the perception by
the organizers of the Insight courses that information should
not form a

major part of

the courses.

The evaluation of

questionnaire responses shows that many participants wanted
more specific information. Their expectations were that this
would be available. In my view the concept of insight is
founded on imagery, understanding and objective fact or
information. It seems a perfectly reasonable expectation for
participants that information will be available in the detail
necessary to support the development of their insight. There
is a danger that by not providing a whole and very deep
experience the insight gained will not be anchored in reality.
It is probably appropriate at this point to say that industry
both consciously and subconsciously will try to show its best
side.
Conclusions
The methodology for evaluating the Insight courses seems on
balance to be effective and appropriate. There are a number
of questions however that appear to impact on the evaluation
process.

The

first

of

these

must

be

to

do

with

who

is

considered
to
benefit
from
an
Insight
course;
the
participants, the providers, the industry or a combination of
all or some of these. Further, what is the hierarchy of such
benefit and how can it be measured.
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The

construction

industry

is

actually

more

than

one

industry. It contains several definably different markets,
house building compared with public sector civil engineering
works for example. The size of firm as a structural feature
of the industry is very

important.

In 1985 5.5% of

firms

produced 67.3% of construction output and employed 61% of all
construction industry employees.

In the same year only 39

firms had payrolls of over 1200 employees (Shutt, 1982). The
different markets and the different size categories of firms
have different subcultures. They share a common construction
culture but

the

determinants

of

size and

market

have

a

significant impact on industrial practice and culture. add to
this the occupational and professional differences previously
mentioned and a complex picture emerges. This picture is
important contextually. There does seem to me to be a common
aspect to all of these variants of culture and that is that
the

construction

industry

is

essentially

male.

The

construction industry is demonstrably male in terms of
horizontal sex segregation of the labour market. Women
represented

6.7%

of

full-time

workers

in

the

British

construction industry in 1981 (EOC,1988). My own estimate of
vertical segregation based on 1981 Cencus data shows women to
be heavily concentrated in the traditional secretarial and
administrative occupations; 82.2% in 1981 (Gale,1991and
Rainbird,1989). In one of the chartered institutions relating
to construction production management professionals; the
Chartered Institute of Building (CIOB) only 40 out of 8452
corporate members were women in 1992 and 594 women out of a
total membership (in all grades) of 32569; less than 2% women
(CIOB,1992). This is after a dramatic recent increase in
female members.
Not only is the workforce male but the prevailing ethos and
culture are also extremely male, characterised by comments
like the one below taken from the questionnaire response of
a young trainee construction management student:
"I don't really understand why women want to work in a
traditionally male industry - compare with nursing. I
don't have anything against women)," (sic)
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The construction industry culture is in need of change if it
is to escape from its current characteristics of crisis,
conflict and masculinity. Insight courses put this culture on
show in some way. Those, both male and female who wish to join
such a culture will do so and it could be argued, no doubt,
that Insight courses and other intervention initiatives give
insight and information upon which young people make career
and educational

choices.

It

seems to me

that implicit

in

Insight approaches may almost invariably be the statement that
women must fit in to the dominant culture. More women in the
industry does not therefore mean that things will change for
the better because it is not the presence of women themselves
that necessarily equates with female values or of different
values to the dominant male culture. I
question

in

much

more

depth

in

have discussed this

another

recent

paper

(Gale, 1992).
In summary I would hypothesise that we are not sure what
we are doing when we run Insight courses. Further, I think
that the role of the evaluator can not be independent of the
world view and theoretical construct within which that person
or people conceptual ise and interpret. The very nature and
purpose of change should perhaps come under scrutiny.
Notes
1
Insight
courses
were
conceived
by
the
British
Engineering Industry Training Board in 1979. They were
one week long residential summer schools attracting high
achieving female school students. Key features were
industrial visits and female role model group leaders.
More details on the structure and evaluation of these
courses can be obtained from EITB publications (Peacock
& Eaton, 1987, Peacock& Shinkins, 1983, Viscardi, 1987).
2

The term quantity surveying may
not be
readily
understood by an international readership. The nearest
American equivalent is cost engineering, The occupation
of quantity surveying is concerned with the economics of
the construction process, normally at project level.
Further, the role of a quantity surveyor involves
usually some legal contractual work associated with the
management of construction projects.
Typically a
quantity
surveyor's education and
knowledge base
includes
a
deep
understanding
of
construction
technology,
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THE ROLE OF THE FAMILY IN THE LIFE
THE MUSLIM WOMEN IN RUSSIA
(Complex analysis)
Tamara. SIVERTSEVA

Institute of Oriental Studies,
Russian Academy of Sciences
These observations are the result of many years of comparative studies of the family and the status of women in the
muslim regions of the NorthecnCaucasus, Transcaucasia, and
the Central Asia.
Usial sociological techniques connected with mass polls and
developped methodology of questionnaires do not always reflect adequately Oriental peculiarities. Life model is the way
to overcome the methodical difficulties which are encountered
when we try to describe the inner world of Oriental women,
her conscience, ancestral mythodology, stereotypes, ways of
perception that often exert decisive influence also on the
socio-economic and sociopolitical status of women.
Analysing life cycle of a traditional woman we can construct
two types of the living way. We can see that the family is
the central element of both two types of the living way.
The movement from a large to a nuclear family is obvious.
But the current Oriental nuclear family is special. It is
not atomized, not self-contained, but intereonnected by many
effective blood, country-men, clan, patronage and other ties
with other families.
One of the signs of stability of a large Oriental family is
ability of this institute to enter naturally into nonfamily
political institutes, enterpreneurial or ganizations.
These observations are the result of many years of comparative
studies of the family and the status of women in the muslim
regions of the Northern Caucasus and Transcaucasia, and countries of the Central Asia.
Methods of study of the status of women in the East show that
usual scoiological techniques connected with mass polls and
developped methodology of questionnaires do not always reflect adequeately Oriental peculiarities. Certainly, we cannot deny significance of studies of the status of Oriental
women on the basis of traditional sociological statistics
with sampling, massive statistical data. But the strong side
of these studies is mainly the analysis of the socioeconomic
st~tus of women, and the results of such studies must be
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used. At the same time, we must recognize somewhat limited
characte~ of these methods when we tur.n to the sociocultural aspects of the status of Oriental women. Life model is
the way to overcome these methodical difficulties which are
encountered when we try to describe the innder world of
Oriental women, their conscience, ancestral mythology, stereotypes, ways o! perception that often exert decisive influence also on the socioeconomic and sociopolitical status
o! women.
Due to all these circumstances, as well as specificity of
our material, we have to tur.n to the tradition which has alreadY become classical in foreign sociology, and which studies
social processes in terms of life. First of all 1 this tradition is rooted in the works of E.Erickson. Life scheme proposed by Erickson, is not connected specifically with women, but,
taking into account that it was repeatedly used in concrete
sociological studies, we, along with this tradition and considering specificity of our material, construct a modified
tor our purposes scheme. In the process of his creative activity Erickson, working with different cultures, constructed a
scheme of moulding personal identity, which gives a sense of
stability and makes the base !or developing self-consciousness.
In his concept, Erickson tightly correlates the processes of
deveioping self-consciousness with the age stages of life
cycles. Erickson shows that such correlation changes, depending on cultural traditions.
Analysing life cycle o! a traditional woman in the Central
Asia and muslim regions o! the Caucasus, we can construct two
very tentative schemes:
Rural areas of the Central
Asia

Ase

!:!.!!U

0

Birth

1

Weaning
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Rural areas of the
Northern Caucasus and
Transcaucasia

Li.fe cycle of a woman
Age
~
Birth
0
Weaning
1
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6
14
15
18
21
2.3
28

.33
34
37

39
44
48
54

Care !or juniors
Menstruation
Marriage
Birth o! !irst child
Birth o! second child
Birth o! third child
Birth o! fourth child
First child leaves home
Birth o! !i!th child
Birth o! sixth and
next children
Becomes grandmother
Climacteric
Death o! husband
Death

36

Care !or juniors
Menstruation
Marriage
Birth o! !irst child
Birth o! second child
Birth o! third child
Birth o! fourth child
First child goes to school
Birth o! next children
First chi1d·leaves home

45
60
65

Climacteric
Death o! husband
Death

6
15
18
18
21
24
28
29
30

You should remeber that all descriptional typological models and, more so, analytical typology are an ideal construction which cannot claim to universally cover and explain all
the data. Nevertheless, such ideal constructions can be o!
certain importance !or prognostic models, construction o!
projective tests in a monographic survey.
For the reason that living way o! women is the complex character, we use the special model. This model shows the way
on which many !actors (socio-economical, cultural, socio-psichological) transform to the "living way" and the role o!
every !actor.
It's important to mention, that "living way" itself makes an
adverse e!!ect on the socio-economical, socio-psichological
!actors, which have been mention above. We receive the system o! !actors with the !eed-back. I! one o! the !actors
changes, under the influence o! the envrionment, this change
spreads over all the system. For example: there is the special situation with women employment in Daghestan. Women have
to pick onion !or 6 moths per year in the Rostov area of
Russia. This situation continues near 5 years and connects
with employment problems and increase o! income. This !actor
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I·

rises the women employment, .family income, but lowers the
pertility, breaks the tradition relations within the family, influences on the upbringing and education o! children.
As e. result - 11 the living way" changes in whole.
Even a cursory glance at the life cycle of the traditional
society shows that the .family is a central element of life
of a woman. Therefore, we shall add analysis of the institute of family in Oriental society to our study.
!r.he nature of labour, professional structure end qualifications as the integral parts of the social structure create
specific socio-psychologic values; they shape a variety o!
attitudes towards social relations including the reproductive behaviour.
Untrafamily behaviour largely depends on educational stan.dards of its members as well, in particular, on the marriage
age, the involvement o! females in the public production,
social moblli ty and so on. Education tangibly reduces the influence of religious noma on i.ntrafamily behaviour.
The way o! life end intre.family behaviour also depend on whether the family lives :l:n town or countryside. Urban !amilies, as a rule , have less children and use modern means of
.family planning. Very often, however, the urban way of life
is not accepted by the rural migrants who tend to preserve
traditional relations in the unusual cond.i tiona ot megapolls
and modern superurbanize.tion.
The existence of different types of families in muslim countries is generated by the peculiarities o! their socio-economic processes. A complex family is an integral part o.f the
traditional agrarian society. This type of family differs
from the modem-type .family by the size as well as by its functions.
There is certain correlation between the to:nn ot. family organization and the birth-rate. High marriage and birth rates
among many peoples and tribes in agrarian countries can be
attribtued to by the predominance ot the undivided patriarchal
clan-type families. A married couple in a big, complex family
comprising several generations does not need economic inde-
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I

pe.ndence. It is easier in such a. family to take care of and
bring up children.
Large family tradition is closely tied up with the traditional family pattern. The social and economic factors intensify each other. It follows that the large family tradition
bring an important element of the traditional family pattern has integral nature and embraces e. range of me.j or socio-economic and cultural characteristics.
The tradition of having many children is traced back to the
primitive society. It should be pointed out that in the more
primitive cultures the family had a stonger influence on the
behaviour of the members of society that it is today. Therefore, the intrafamily tradition of having a large family was
an effective instrument which ensured the requirements of
society in children. Among the reasons that upheld the establishment of this tradition are high infant mortality,
large-scale use of child labour in the economy and the desire
to reinforce the kin by increasing the number of kinsmen.
Multiple kin large family traditions were kept and expanded
in modern society. They acquired a different reasoning and
later yielded to more powerful socio-economic !actors.
It is important to emphasize that the emergence and establishment of traditions is based on the corresponding socioeconomic preconditions. The impact of the superstructural
factors on the birth pattern can be assessed only i f these
preconditions are taken into account.
Disentegration of the traditional economic structures, increase in female employment and urbanization lead to changes
in the economic psotions of women; and this has a direct
bearing on the socio-psychologic values. Socio-psychologic
and cultural value,, however, especially the values of the
traditional precapitalist society are rather stable. This
has a direct impact on the reproductive behaviour as well as
on the reproductive values in the family •

•
Peculiarities of production and consumption, structures of
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public relations and power, dissemination of new ideas,
crystallization and struggle of political forces, moder.n
achievements and failures in technology, science and
education - all are impossible toimagine without understanding of that specific role which is played in these
processes by the complex and historically mobile institute of family. This institute is not uniform. In various
socio-economic conditions, in various civilizational cultural contextes, in the atmsphere of different technological priorities this institute, changing itself along
with environment, stimulates or inhibits changes of this
environment. It is based also on millenia of unconscious
or halfconscious socio-historic memory of people, as well
as live dynamics of the present clay. This mysterious, little studied institute in which many peculiarities of clan,
class and ethnic structures are rooted, played and plays
a big role in the past, present and future destinies of
Oriental countries.
The movement from a large to nuclear family in the East is
obvious. But the current Oriental nuclear family is special. It is not atomized, not self-contained, but interconnected by many effective blood, country-men, clan, patronage
and other ties with other families.
One of the signs of stability of a large Oriental family is
the ability of this institute to enter naturally into nonfamily political institutes, enterpreneurial organizations.
Moreover, in our opinion, dissapearance of large family in
the East may be accompanied by serious diffusion of the
structures of this institute into socio-economic and sociopolitical life. As a rule, resesrrchers separate this phenomenon from the analysis of the institute of family proper.
But this process is rather interesting for the study of
stability of traditional family, because we can expect at
least two tendencies, connected with it. First, socio-economic and socio-political institutes will to one extent or
another adopt characteristics of the institute of a large
family, and reproduce structures of this institute. On the
other hand, culture as a whole will thus preserve norms of
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a large family, and it is this phenomenon that in favourable conditions, can, in tu:.m, exert opposite influence
on the process of destruction of the family.
We believe that in the near future the Oriental family will
preserve characteristics of a ~arge as well as of small
family, end in this we see its difference from werstem
nuclear family. The evaluation stereotype according to
which a large family is en obsolete, negative phenomenon,
and a nuclear family - a pssitive one, will evidently be
overcome. Most probably, a wider perception of the dynamics
and interaction between large end small families. the place
and role of Oriental women in these families, will be accepted.
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SOME REFLECTIONS ON THE FEMINIST PARADIGMA
CONCERNING GENDER AND SCIENCE
(FEMINIST PERSPECTIVE ON SCIENCE)

N.

M.

Sretenova, Ph.D.

Institute for Scince Studies
Bulgarian Ac ademy of Science
4, Serdica Street, 1000 Sofia
Bulgaria

The present paper aims at the arguments on a definite change
in feminist research paradigma, namely, a transition from
static vision to a process. dynamic and developmental
vision. From epistemological point of view. the transition
from the classical science to the modern one could serve as
a basis and a model of the change in question.

In my opinion, the term "Feminism" can be interpreted as a
social movement, as a political practice. etc., however,
from

a

scientific point of view, it is essentially a kind

of philosophy.

The topic of this paper is inspired by

the

brilliant book of E.F. Keller "Reflections on Gender and
Science".
I shall do a brief summary and comments on E.
Keller's book and then I shall share my point of view on
the same matter.
The issue analyzes the cross-point between two domains:
Feminist Theory and Philosophy and Sociology of Science.
Traditionally, the social studies of science do
not
consider the role of gender in the structure of science and
scientific thought, and. in turn, Feminist Theory slightly
concerns

science.

Interrelations and penetrations between

the two mentioned domains seems to be productive
of them.
The

main

problem
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science.

What

does

it

mean?

Behind

the

concept

"Genderization of Science" does not stand male or female
perspective of
science,
neither
the
juxtaposition.
complementarity

or

substitution

of the two perspectives.

The general thesis of E. Keller is that there is a certain
system of beliefs about the meanings of masculine and
feminine embedded (through the language of metaphors)
in
scientific
thought
and in scientific description of
reality. The crucial question is how the idea or the ideal
of

masculinity

the making

of

has affected the nature of science. or how
men

and

women

(as

socially

constructed

categories) has affected the making of science.
For

example.

in

academic

community, association between

masculine and objective, between masculine and
has

scientific.

a status of a myth. of something being "self-evident".

E. Keller examined the roots. origin and reasons
myth in order to:

of

this

1)

Destroy and deny it;

21

Explain how this myth or system of beliefs and

3)

associations influences the description and
understanding of scientific reality;
Trace the strategy of chemge in Feminism criticism. The approach applied to the investigation
is that of psychoanalysis and cognitive psychology.

According to E.
Keller, the implications of attributing
masculinity to the very nature of scientific thought are as
follows: 1 >
"Having divided the world into two parts - the knower
(mind) and the knowable (nature) - scientific ideology goes
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on

to

prescribe a very specific relation between the two.

It prescribes the interactions which
union,

can

consummate

that is, which can lead to knowledge.

mind and nature
scientific and

this

Not only are

assigned gender, but in characterizing
objective thought as masculine. the very

activity by which the knower can acquire knowledge is
genderized.

The

known is one

of

relation
distance

specified
and

between

separation.

also

knower and
It

is

that

between a subject and an object radfcally divided, which is
to say,
no worldly relation.
Simply put. nature is
objectified.

Bacon's

"chaste

consummated through reason
"observation"

rather

and

rather

lawful
than

marriage"

feeling,

is

through

than "immediate" sensory experience.

The modes of intercourse are defined so as to ensure
emotional and physical
inviolability for the subject.
Concurrent with the division of the world into subject and
object
is, accordingly. a division of the forms of
knowledge
into
"subjective"
and
"objective".
The
scientific mind is set apart from what is to be known, that
is,
from nature, and its autonomy
and hence
the
reciprocal autonomy of the object - is guaranteed (or so it
had traditionally been assumed) by setting apart its modes
of
knowing
from
those in which that dichotomy is
threatened.
In this process, the characterization of both
the scientific mind and its modes of access to knowledge as
masculine is indeed significant.

Masculine here

connotes,

as it so often does, autonomy, separation and distance.
It
connotes radical rejection of any commingling of subject
and object, which are, it now appears. quite consistently
identified as male and female".
In this sense.
stress

that

I should like to draw your attention and

to

thus outlined objectivist epistemology formed
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in male-centered tradition,
i.e. the epistemology which
radically excluded and totally removed the subject from the
description

of

the

successfully in the

object

(of

classical

the

science.

reality),
but

worked

not

modern science, especially contemporary physics.

in

the

Following

Y.

Wheeler. quantum mechanics imposes an entirely new view

on

physical

reality according to which the scientist from

the position of an observer.of an "external" reality

turns

into "participant of the creation of reality""'>.
I share the common vision of E.
perspective

on

science

aims

Keller that

the

Feminist

to explore the roots of
versus objectivity, nature

dichotomies like subjectivity
versus mind,
feeling versus reason. etc.

and to examine

the interdependence of these dichotomies.
My

thesis

is

that

the

three

goals

mentioned could be

reached more successfully from the cultural stand.
i.e.
replacing the psychological approach with the philosophical
one.
I would like to begin by quoting Hegel's thought that

what

we are in philosophy and in science is what we are
historically, which is due to tradition 3>.
Now.
if
we
look into cultural tradition itself, which forms
specific structures of thinking and a specific approach to
the analysis of the world, we can say that on a worldwide
scale there exist two cultural traditions, namely,
the
European one and that of the Far East (China, India and
Japan). Within the framework of the former there were
formed classical Greek philosophy and classical science.
The

European cultural tradition is characteristic with its
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intention
distinct

of

building

up

and

mutually

constructions

clearly
with
excluding opposites; for example.

the explicit opposition of God to
feeling,

object

Personality,

reason

to subject. nature to mind. etc.

to

The Far

East Cultural Tradition characterizes with the tendency
the

obscurity

and

unity

of

the

opposites.

to

to

mutual

penetration and mixing of opposite concepts.
In this connection, we may introduce two conditional models
for the world, and especially for the development of world:
A.

White or Black -dual (European) model of reality;

B.

White becomes Black - bi-uniform (Chinese) model of
reality.

While

in

model

A.

the

clash of the opposites leads to

destruction of a structure and its change with another.
in
model B. the development of the world is at the expense of
the transition of the first opposite to the second within
the framework of one and the same structure.
In

this sense we could also speak of a dual (European) and

hi-uniform

(Chinese)

concept "dual"
principle.
In our

patterns

means

a

the

key

opinion,

of

thinking.

The

logic

thinking based on the dichotomic

point

in

differentiating

the

European from the Eastern way of thinking is to clarify the
specific features of the dialectics within the framework of
the dual and the bi-uniforrn patterns. respectively. The
European model of thinking
can
be
dialectical
or
non-dialectical
without losing its duality.
Hegelian
dialectic, for instance, can be defined as dichotomic
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dialectic

despite

his

triads.

In Chinese model we come

upon a different kind of dialectic, which is based
unity

of

them.

The core of th5s

harmony,

the

opposites

Polarity

and

the

not on the struggle between

dialectic

.itself

on

leads

is

not

to

harmony

polarity,

but

and not to

negation or reduct1on of one of the opposites to the other.
Whereas in Hegelian dichotomic dialectic the emphasis is on
the

differences

within

decompose

the

bi-uniform

Chinese

the

identity
model

unity

or

on

into

its

the

emphasis

the

idea

opposites,
is

in
on

to
the
the

preservation of the unity even in the differences and on
the idea of incorporating all opposites within one whole,
thus eliminating the differences.
In the latter. the
differences are regarded only as merging into the unity
comprising them.
Unity (synthesis) cannot be achieved by
assembling the elements of dichotomy, i t is primary.
The ancient Chinese philosophy and the West European
philosophy are based on two different ontological models
with two different leitmotifs: "The unity of two opposite
principles"

and

respectively,

opposite principles".

These

"The

two

juxtaposition of two

traditional

ontological

models developed into two relatively stable and distinctive
ways of thinking in the course of development

of

the

two

cultures
the Far East culture and the European culture.
Comparing the East way of thinking with that of the West,
it can be said that "The East sees unity and overlooks
difference, while the West sees difference and forgets
unity".
According to the Japanese scholar A. Onda:
"The
difference between European and Eastern value judgment
chiefly arises from the difference in their respective
models of
thinking.
emphasizes
Eastern
philosophy
intuitive thinking and sees individual nature and society
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It therefore pays more attention to the
as a whole.
introversive,
intimate, spiritual, objective, harmonious
and emotional feelings, meditation. tolerance and softness.
Western philosophy, however, pays more attention to logical
analysis, thus stressing a kind of extrinsic,
individual.
right observing, utilitarian. antithetical and logical
rationality4>".

GENERAL CONCLUSION
The change in
transformation

Feminist

research

paradigma

aims

at

the

of the very category of male and female. of

mind and nature in the
conception of reality

context
derived

of new process dynamic
from modern science and

perhaps from the Far Eastern Philosophy.
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PROJECT ORGANIZED UNIVERSITY STUDIES IN SCIENCE:
GENDE~ METACOGNITION AND QUALITY OF LEARNING
KARIN BEYER
IMFUFA,
ROSKILDE UNIVERSITY

DENMARK
The principles behind a Danish model of project-organized university studies in science
are presented and discussed in the light of twenty years experience at Aoskilde University. In this period the proportion of female science students has Increased from 20% to
50'11".. - The Danish project model is discuSsed In the light of recommendations from
research on gender and science education and learning theory of science education.
The importance of metacognltlon Is stressed and related to project evaluation. Project
studies seem to fulfil many of the criteria from this research, although further dewiOPment is desirable.

While changes in curriculum, pedagogy and organisation of school science are
often discussed from a gender perspective and in the light of learning theory,
university science education tends to maintain its traditional style of teaching.
Reqruitment concerns, however, has led many universiti1=5 to change their introductory programmes, and the possibility of introducing project work in single
subjects (in addition to the final thesis) are now considered at many institutions.
It might therefore be of value for others to learn about the ideas behind and the
experiences from an alternative1 Danish university. In addition project work has
many of the characteristics recommended for gender-inclusive science education.

PROJECTS IN SCIENCE: THE RUC-MODEL.
Roskilde University (RUC) was founded in 1972 on the principles of problem
orientation and project-organization. From the first day at the university the
students work in project groups with a high degree of participant direction and
control. Project work occupies at least SO% of the study time and is complemented by traditional courses. Projects also play an important role in evaluations/-

1
Aalborg University (1974-) is also mainly project-organized. but differs slightly in
programmes and practice. See also the contribution of Anette Kolmos.
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examinations.
All students are required to take a two year general basic studies programme
in either science, humanities or social science. The interdisciplinary basic study
programme is followed by specialized degree programmes focussing on one or
two subjects. The total duration of a course of study at Roskilde University is 3
to 8 years, depending on the degree chosen. Also the specialized programmes (e.g.
for Master Degrees} are project-organized.
In the following I will focus on the two year introductory Basic Study
Programme of Science (called NAT-BAS} although most of the described features
are common for all programmes at Roskilde University. Typically a student must
follow two courses (six hours/week each, excl. homework) and complete one
project each semester. Many students would say that in reality they spend more
than half their study time on project work. NAT-BAS courses are evaluated
internally by the teacher. (In the specialized courses in the disciplines, e.g. of
physics, students have written examinations with external examiners.) Science at
Roskilde University includes the disciplines of Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry,
Biology, Geography, Computer Science and partly the area of Technological and
Socio-Economic Planning.

]be Danish concept of projects.
It is important to emphasize that the Danish concept of project work can be
identified neither as just an extended kind of group work nor as a special sort of
exercise. The concept is closely related to a line of educational thinking and
philosophy, in Danish identified as "experientallearning", which is similar to, but
not the same as. learning by doing, or learning by ·experience. "Experiental
learning" deals with learning processes as integrated aspects of the individual's
total development, influenced by personal history, life conditions, situation,
interests, motivation, etc. A central issue in project work is therefore the student's
participation in and responsibility for all important decisions in the qualification
process (IIleris, 1992).
Methodologically, project work is based on three fundamental theoretical
principles: Problem orientation indicates - in contrast to the traditional subject or
discipline orientation - that the starting point for the work is a problem or a set
of problems. Participant direction indicates that the studies should be directed
jointly by students and tutors. While all participants are equal, they have different
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functions and responsibilities. This makes the role of the tutor particularly
demanding. He or she has a specific professional responsibility, but must act in
agreement with the students and has no means of forcing them to accept his or
her suggestions or standpoints. EXemplarity indicates that the problems and
content material chosen should be representative of a larger and essential area of
reality. Through deep and serious work on a genuine problem of personal interest
the underlying structures of the problem area are uncovered, and this enables
students to generalize their insight into new contexts (IIIeris, 1992). - This
idealistic/theoretical concept of exemplary projects are slightly modified in
accordance with the character and subject-matter of science.
Phases of project work.
The choice of a theme. Project groups are usually formed on the basis of
interests in a theme or a very general question. The theme should be chosen in
accordance with the "principle of exemplarity" so that it brings in, simultanously,
the commitment of the students and a relevant content area. In addition the
project in 1.- 3. semester of NAT-BAS must respectively illuminate certain
prescribed perspectives of science: science and society, experiments and the role
of mathematical models, history or science of science and/or communication of
science-related problems.
.
'
The problem formulation. In order to fpcus on the topic of the project the
group must now gain more knowledge about the theme (with the help of its tutor
and the library). In this phase the specific problems that the project is to deal with
should be formulated precisely - a process that will also uncover a lot of bias and
differences in the project group and force the group to make a series of
fundamental desicions. The problem formulation is a very significant issue in the
project method, and it is important that both students and tutor pay the utmost
attention to detaills in the formulation, as it should function as 1) a common
statement of what the group has agreed on and 2) a structuring element for the
project work.
Other phases of the prqjed follow: the practical planning, the investigation
phase, the product phose (in which a report is produced - often under severe time
pressure) and the evaluation phose, which I will descibe in the next section. Of
As the role of the teacher in project work is very different from the traditional role
of a university science teacher, we usc the tenn project-guide or tutor.
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course this description is only an illustration. In fact not all phases will occur in
all projects, the order may be changed, it is possible to be in two or more phases
at the same time, or to return to earlier phases.
Evaluation of product and process. At the end of the term the project group
writes a report on its problem analysis, investigations and results. The project
report is subject to an internal and sometimes (as in the final project in NATBAS and all projects in the specialized programmes) also an external evaluation
(oral examination with an external examiner from outside the university). The
students must present their results at a project seminar for other students and
teachers in "the house" (i.e. the group of about 100 students who work in a certain
section of the campus and who share a group of tutors and a secretary). After the
presentation, the group must participate in a critical discussion of their project.
Another project group and teacher act as critics. A less formal project seminar is
arranged approximately half way through the semester. Thus each project group
presents its work to a critical audience twice and acts as critic to other groups
twice each semester.
Afterwards the group members and the tutor evaluate the report and the
performance at the project seminars. Also the work processes: the problem
formulation, the planning, the collaboration between the group members, the
participation and contribution of the individual student and the tutor are evaluated
at group evaluation meetings.

Percentage of female students jn science at
Roskjlde University.
The proportion of female students starting in the basic study programme in
science has risen from 15- 20% in 1972- 74 to about 50% in the last years
(see Fig.1 ). Also the percentage of female students at the specialized programmes
in the different disciplines of science has risen in the years, as is seen from Fig.2.
The much bigger Copenhagen University has experienced an increase in the
female proportion of science students from 26% in 1979 to 35% in 1989
(Vedelsby, 1991). Comparison between the different universities should be
undertaken with care, as they are not necessarily atracting the same type of
students and because more restricted admission rules were forced upon Copenhagen University a couple of years before Roskilde University. ln addition the
number of female students in math, chemistry and especially in physics has been
small and fluctuating through the years.
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l1z.L. The distribution by gender of (1. and 2 year) students at NAT-BAS from 1972
ro 1989. (RUC -Administration, 1991).

RUC: FEMALE PERCENTAGE (ABS.NUMBER) IN DIFFERENT SCIENCES:

Biology

atcmistry

Physics

%(N)

%(N)

%(N)

Math.
% (N)

Comp.sci
%(N)

1980/84

38 (53)

38 (18)

14 ( 6)

31 (22)

32 (46)

1985/89

43 (87)

43 (42)

33 (14)

40 {25)

43 (54)

--

33 (14)

53 (39)

--

1990/92

-

&1. Percentage of new female students of the year in different sciences (students that
after NAT-BAS continue in a specialized programme, normally heading for a nuuter
lkgree). (Mene Velklsby, 1991, and for 1990192: p.yc administration).
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PROJECT STUDY AND THE GENDER PERSPECTIVE.
Many GASAT investigations in school classrooms have demonstrated gender
differences in interests, attitudes and also in learning style and preferred style of
teaching. Some results from this research will be related to the model of project
work. (As references among many others see e.g. Beyer 1991; Beyer and Reich
1987; Beyer et al1988; Blegaa and Reich 1987: S0rensen 1991; Vedelsby 1987.)
What at first glance seems to be girls lack of interest in or even opposition
to science and technology is often an indication of more serious concerns of
relevance ( Grant and Harding, 1987). While some male students show a unconditional fascination for a piece of technology per se, many females have questions
about relevance and implications for people and environment.
The project studies at RUC encourage the students to choose problems that
they conceive as relevant for other people, culture, society or environment. The
process of "problem formulation", the investigation phase and the final project
report should reflect the treatment of not only HOW questions but also WHY and
FOR/BY WHOM questions.
Female students often stress the importance of verbal discussions of difficult
concepts, ofhUittiJn reltztions in cltzssroom, and of collaboration in groups. Project
work emphasizes these aspects, but of course there is no 100% guarantee that
group proccesses are warm and supportive and that group discussions are always
open minded and constructive. The tutor has an important (and difficult) role to
play in helping the groups improve the processes without taking over control and
responsibility!
Girls like to be personally involved in the learning activities, to take
responsibility and to use many aspects of their personality. This is the heart of
project work: the personal commitment in the work on exemplary problems.
Project studies not only give room for the responsibility of the students,
"participant direction" is a central part of the Danish model of project work. The
work processes and results, the writing of the project report as well as the project
seminar in the end of the term gain from the effort of reflective and creative
students. But of course some students are not really looking for deeper academic
cognition and hard work: they take NAT-BAS as a mere continuation of school
and try to do the minimum. Sometimes you can persuade them, but you cannot
impose responsibility, commitment or challenge on other persons!
Female students require that work processes as well as products are treated
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seriously. They want to know what they are doing and why. Human relations and
patterns of collaboration should be of quality. The running internal evaluation in
the project group and the midpoint and final evaluation in the "NAT-BAS house"
tend to stress all these aspects. Metacognition (see below) is very important. The
scientific/academic contribution and the style of collaboration of the individual
student as well as the functioning of the group as a whole is specially evaluated
at a post-evaluation meeting with the tutor after the project seminar at the end of
each term.
Although I have given only a brief outline of the RUC-model, I think it is
fair to conclude that project-organized university studies fulfil many of the
requirements of gender-inclusive science education. Nevertheless, even the RUC
project model does not perform miracles! Project-organized studies are relevant
but difficult and personally demanding - although in another way than traditional
university courses. And the students and teachers of real life do not always
represent the needed ambitions and/or qualifications!

PROJECf STUDIES AND LEARNING THEORY.
Most science educators nowadays refer to a kind of le3.ming theory or model that
is compatible with a general constructivist view. The learner is placed in the
center: the student constructs his/her own concepts and understanding. Sometimes
considerations of pupils' attitudes and interests are added, but learning is still
regarded as a mainly cognitive phenomenon, and affective aspects of learning are
not serously integrated in the model or theory. Research in "gender and science"
in classrooms have stressed the need for a learning theory that incorporates
metacognition, classroom climate, the context of learning and the important
interplay between affective and cognitive factors. (Vedelsby 1987; Beyer & Reich
1987; Beyer 1991).
Baird et al. (1991a,b) have formulated a theoretical basis for their R&D work
on Teaching and Learning of Science in Schools that is in good accordance with
this view. As illustrated in Fig.3 the interplay between affective and cognitive
aspects of learning is taken as a starting point. The authors further stress the
importance of the learners' 1) involvement and perception of challenge and 2)
reflections that leed to metacognition and are supported by collaboration. When
these aspects are present and balanced, the result is higher quality in learning.
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Cognitive and affective factors in balance is needed for the perception of
challenge. These factors are also involved in reflective thinking which is supported by
collaboration. When both these lines are satisfied, the posibility for quality in learning
develops. When both teacher and students perceive a challenge and reflect consiously
on their teaching/learning activities, the result is •a shared adventure• and improved
quality of both teaching and learning can occur. (Baird et aL 1991a).

Baird et a]. do not discuss gender differences in sc!ence education, but their
problem fonnulations and theoretical basis reflect their experiences from close
collaboration with teachers and students in real classrooms. This makes their work
valuable- also in relation to gender. As mentioned above, they stress many of the
same aspects of learning as we (and others) do in realtion to gender and science.
I find the Danish concept of project study in good agreement with this theory.
Commitment and perception of challenge are important attributes of students'
involvement in project work, and collaboration and reflections leading to
metacognition are a central part of what is aimed at. This is emphasized by the
fonn of evaluation of project work (see above), that is still maintained - despite
the pressure from outside (and sometimes also from inside) to introduce more
traditional examinations.
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MetacogJ:tition means "learning how to learn". It includes knowledge about
learning/cognition processes, awareness of, and control of personal learning practice. There ·is interdependence between constructivist ·processes of purposeful
enquiry based on reflection, and outcomes related to enhanced metacognition
(Baird et al, 1991a).
Metacognition must develop in a context it cannot be
taught independently. Jn project work group collaboration and collective (and
individual) reflections on outcomes and processes present the needed common
experiences. A number of serious evaluation discussions in the project group
(some of them including the tutor) facilitates metacognition.
In real life at NAT-BAS/Roskilde University this ideal is realized to a certain
degree, but not entirely. Among the reasons are time pressure (for students as well
as for teachers) and lack of qualifications among the teachers/tutors. As Baird et
al (199lb) emphasize, "changes in metacognition of students can occur only
after changes in the teachers' attitudes, perceptions, conceptions, and abilities; that
is, development of teachers' metacognition must precede that of their students".
Danish university teachers are imder an obligation to do research as well as to
teach. Science teachers in particular might feel a discrepancy between 1) the
effort of supporting students' personal development and metacognition and 2)
their own research efforts and interests in science. This problem is probably less
pronounced among school teachers.

CONCLUSION

As a case (from real life!) the alternative programme of project studies of
Rosldlde University has been presented. Jt is our overall experience that graduates
from RUC are doing at least equally well as graduates from the traditional Danish
universities on the labour market. During the 1980's there has been a significant
increase in the percentage of female science students at RUC.
The principles of the project model have been introduced and discussed in
relation to research in "gender and science" and "science education and learning
theory". Project work seems to fulfill many of the criteria from this research.
However, there are still problems to overcome, some of which have been
indicated above. Project studies are challenging and di:fficull for both teachers
and students. A further development of the method and teacher qualifications is
required, but the basic ideas of project organization have come to stay!
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Technoloqy assessment and women's studiess
where do they meet?
Ilja Mottier
Ministry of Education and science
Zoetermeer - The Netherlands
Research into the social aspects of technology: its influence on society, and the influence of society on technological development, is currently called technology assessment.
Some people see it as a separate branch of technological
research, others think elements of technology assessment
should be included in subject specific research, such as
information technology, reproductive technology, energy,
environment, transport, etc.
Research into the aspects of technology- and women: its
influence on women, and the (lack of) influence of women on
technological development, is currently called women's
studies. Some people see it as a separate subject, others
think it should be included in subject specific research
such as sociology, history, mathematics, etc.
In spite of the rather similar situation of the two, there
are few connections between technology assessment a·nd
women's studies.
A major technology assessment project, MONITOR, executed
within the context of the European Community, is described.
It is analysed on the place it gives to women in the research. There is very little specific attention.
Then some indications are given how technology assessment
research can take women's issues more into account.
1

The concept of technology

In the past ten years the literature on 'women and technology' has increased rapidly. Part of this literature dealt
with 'how to get women into technology and technical professions', and was mainly focussed on intervention.
The other part challenged the traditional concept of technology. It analysed the definitions and concepts of technology. Technology as the application of scientific and other
knowledge to practical tasks in order to adapt the environment to human needs is in itself a broad concept. In prac-
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tice, although " nearly all women's work falls within the
usual definition of technology" (Pacey, 1983, p. 104), it
turned out that a specific set ot activities became defined
as technical. Pacey describes the process in these terms:
n Technology ••• is a term conventionally defined by men to
indicate a range of activities in which they happen to be
interested" (Pacey, 1983, p. 104) • Much effort has gone
into de-construction of the concept in order to show that
women's activities are also technical, and to transform the
actual practice of technical teaching and working, in order
to make these fields more attractive for women.
More or less the same procedure can be followed for technology assessment. What is it, where and how is it applied,
is this relevant for women, and if not, how could it be
made more relevant?
2

The concept of technology assessment

Technology assessment. (TA) is not a single concept. There
are many definitions, and different types of TA have been
developed.
De Raaf (1992) cites this one of Vary Coates: "Technology
Assessment is the systematic identification, analysis and
evaluation of the potential secondary consequences (whether
beneficial or detrimental) of technology in terms of its
impact on social, cultural, political, economic and environmental systems and processes. Technology .Assessment is
intended to provide a neutral decision-making process".
Gruppelaar (1990), who defines TA as " the qualitative
analysis and appreciation of technology" would not agree on
Coates' last statement, which would be too rationalistic.
For him, any process of reflecting on technology is itself
influenced by technology. Technology is so pervasive in our
society, that criticism on technology or alternatives are
themselves technological, and our values have been shaped
by technological performance. What is at stake is not so
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much the technology, but the organization of society and
concepts of the human being. TA is political technology, it
is a technology of alternatives. TA is an instrument which
enables other than technical aspects to be of influence on
technological development. This approach looks more at
ethical and political questions than at technical.
Traditional TA looks into the effects of existing technologies, it shows different options for technical development,
in order to enable decision-makers to make good future
choices. It develops •early warning systems• against possible detrimental effects.
Constructive Technology Assessment looks at the technology
during the process of development, and tries to influence
choices during that process. Constructive Technology Assessment is also used in a market perspective, in order to
develop the products which are responding to the needs of
people.
Prospective technology assessment is a forecasting technique which analyses social developments and material needs,
in order to direct technical developments•
TA asks for continuous assessment of technology. It is
therefore also related to evaluation.

3 The practice of technology assessment
Whatever definition or variety of TA is used, each one is
gender-neutrally defined, and could be applied to any
analysis. We shall now have a closer look at the practice
of TA, in order to see what type of issues are dealt with,
what kind or questions are examined, and which aspects of
society are considered important. The aim is to see whether
issues which are important for women are getting (even)
attention.
The analysis will be done by studying as an example the TA
programme among the research and development programmes of
the EUropean Communities, called MONITOR. The program is
chosen because it encompasses a well defined set of re-
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MONITOR

The aim of the MONITOR programme is to identify new directions and priorities for the Community research and technology development policy. Its clients are the Commission
services, the European Parliament, the Social and Economic
Committee, and the Member States (MONITOR, 1992).
The programme started in 1989 and consists of three subprogrammes: SAST, FAST and SPEAR.
SAST (Strategic Analysis in Science and Technology) undertakes strategic analyses in selected areas of science and
technology development aimed at formulating proposals for
short and medium term policy RTD (research and technological development) initiatives.
FAST (Forecasting and Assessment in Science and Technology)
studies the main changes likely to occur in the relationship between society 1 economy, science and technology,
through global and long-term analyses.
A closer look into the research projects now.
SAST has currently 10 projects. They deal with:
1. Possibilities for co-operation between selected advanced
developing countries and the community.
2. Standards, technical regulations and quality assurance
services.
3. Environmental problems in relation to transport.
4. Innovation in agro-biotechnoloqy.
5. Setting priorities for R&D.
6. Fresh water resources.
7. Plastics waste management.
8. Services and technological innovation.
9. Freight logistics.
lO.Integration of environmental and economic development
objectives.
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The aim of the programme is to study science and technology
for future policy, taking into account the socio-economic
context. What becomes clear from the topics is that the
economic context is very much dealing with the public
sphere, as is the social aspect. Women are not explicitly
addressed. Yet, several topics have their interest for
women too.
The forecasting programme FAST has some interesting dossiers:
1. Socio-economic cohesion of the European Communities.
2. Globalization of technology and economy.
3. Regions.
4. Future of European cities.
5. Future of industry in Europe.
6. Cohesion with Middle and Eastern Europe.
7. Global perspective 2010: tasks for science and technology.
The forecasting takes place at a rather abstract level.
Though the topics may have their interest for women, a
closer looks shows they are not very present. The project
on European cities for example deals with transportation,
with industry, and with key actors such as municipalities
and chambers of commerce.
More promising are the applied technology asessment studies
of FAST on:
1. Anthropocentric production systems.
2. Health technologies.
Anthropocentric systems •• the term evokes visions of people,
women and men, in a humane working environment. In fact, it
is more a management technique for qreater competition.
And, as the final report warns at its first pages:
" Anthropocentric Production Systems (APS) are perceived as
a productive and competitive tool for industrial modernisation. They are not a derivative of social policies or the
humanisation of working life" (Wobbe, 1992, p. VII).
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The project Health technologies deals with the decentralization of health care systems.
The SPEAR programme carries out methodological projects.
What we can deduce from a brief analysis of the MONITOR
programme is that it is not exempt from women's studies
potential. Since it deals with technology and socio-economic issues, it could deal with women's issues in particular. Which means questions such as:
does the technology have a special effect on women, their
health, their housing conditions, their employment, their
working conditions, etc.
What we see is a programme with interesting topics, but so
'gender neutral' that women are practically absent. This is
reinforced by the mainly economic orientation of the Community R&D efforts. Economic growth and cohesion are important. Women's interests in the public sphere will be taken
into account if relevant for this purpose. The private
sphere of women is hardly considered. It could be discovered in a question about safety in a study on new big cities
(Drewett, Knight, Schubert, 1992) in which for the rest it
is not asked whether women have different needs from men.
5

Women's studies and Technology Assessment

A broader look at other TA projects shows that women are
mostly absent as specific category. Does this mean that
nothing is known about the effect of various technologies
on women's lifes, or about the relationship between women
and technology?
Fortunately not. There is abundant literature about, for
example, the effect of new technologies on women's employment, the effects of reproductive techniques, the effect of
household technology on the hours women spend on their
household. Or the influence of the environment on physical
safety, or the effects of communication devices as the
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telephone.
This literature is confined to the domain "women's studies". What is needed is that more technology researchers
get to know it.
The same is true for forecasting studies. The most important one in the Netherlands is the scenarioproject of the
Equal Opportunities Council, in which the conditions for
and the effects of equal participation of women and men in
the labourmarket are calculated (Emancipatieraad, 1989).
This major study, which calculates the economic effects of
equal positions of women and men in society- and shows a
benefit for the state!- is seldomly cited.
Women's studies has in common with TA research its interdisciplinary and hybrid character: on the one hand, women•s
studies wants to be a field in its own. On the other hand,
the topics and methods of women •s studies must become
integrated in other disciplines as well.
TA is in a similar situation, as it is in between technical
and social research. TA research should be conducted on its
own. At the same time, elements of TA should be integrated
in the specific technical research.
Now there also has to come a bridge between women's studies
and TA, so that TA researchers learn to pose some of the
questions of women's studies. To this end, it should be
good to develop a kind of checklist of relevant issues,
which TA researchers can use in formulating problems and in
making questionnaires. such a checklist could be part of a
small handbook on How to incorporate women's issues in TA
research.
TA research can cover all possible domains. The checklist
should consist of a general part, with indications such as:
break down women and men in statistics,
differentiate questionnaires, ask for sex of respondents,
report on sex (differences).
Then a number of domains should be selected, for which
relevant hints could be given.
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To stay with the example of the city:
has transportation the same meaning for men and women (men
move around in cars, women use public transport);
how is the distance work-home (women want to be close to
home because of family obligations);
how is the distance home-work-schools;
has tele-working the same meaning for women and men (responsibility for children);
what effect have new communication devices on contacts
between neighbours and friends;
what effect has the price of new technical devices on lower
incomes (often women).
Similar type of questions should be formulated for other
domains.
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GIVING GIRLS A TASTE OF TECHNOLOGY
SUZANNE WILKINSON
SCHOOL OF CONSTRUCTION AND EARTH SCIENCES,
OXFORD POLYTECHNIC, UK.
Initiatives in the form of short courses t:o encourage girls
to consider a science or technological career can be
successful. Results of research carried ~ut on girls during
a
four day residential
"Taste of Technology" course
demonstrate that short courses are a suitable way to
disseminate information and give girls an insight into
certain careers which they may have not thought available to
them. The results produced in the paper evaluate a four day
residential course held for sixth form girls at Oxford
Polytechnic at Easter 1992. The paper will suggest some ways
in which these types of courses can be used to encourage
girls to consider technology careers and will highlight the
strengths and weaknesses of this particular course. In
addition the paper will discuss ways in which the course can
be modified to include younger girls or more students.
Introduction
Short courses

designed

to

give

girls

information

about

careers in engineering, science and technology have become
increasingly popular. This paper examines in detail a four
day residential "Taste of Technology" course for female
students held at Oxford Polytechnic. First, it describes the
format of the course and the background of the students
attending. It then assesses the success of the course by
comparing the knowledge of the students before and after the
course. Finally, it looks at some alternatives and discusses
the advantages and drawbacks of

the T·lste of

Technology

course at Oxford Polytechnic when compared with these.
A Brief Examination of the Taste of Technology Course
The students who attended the Taste of Technology course were
aged between 16 and 18, and most were studying for A levels
in science and technology subjects although not necessarily
considering a career with these qualifications. They came
from schools in Oxfordshire where they found out about the
course primarily from sixth form tutors and science tutors at
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their schools. These tutors were sent the initial recruitment
information and were asked to distribute it to any suitable
female

students.

There was a

large response and not all

applicants could be accepted. The girls were chosen on the
basis

of

their A level

subjects

and their replies

to a

question on an application form which asked why they would
like to participate in the course. Their answers plus their
A level subjects were used to determine their suitability for
the course.
The course had seven main aims which fell into two broad
categories: the first to give an insight into industry and
the second to build the confidence of the female students.
The aims as stated in the literature to schools were:
"To offer a very positive experience as a way of attracting
females to engineering industries; To provide female role
models from industry and academia; To show the females that
a

career in British engineering indust.ry is rewarding by

giving them "hands on"
provide

a

variety of

engineering
activities

,

"real" indust:--_·)_al experience; To

industrial

disciplines;

to

projec~.s

give

in

a

confidence

range

of

boosting

(communication skills, presentation skills); To

provide a highly motivating experience helping the girls to
choose their future industrial career with a much greater
degree of
teamwork".

commitment;

To

that

ensure

and

these aims

to

illustrat-e

were

the

fulfilled,

a

benefit

of

variety of

activities and events were planned during the course. Events
included
academe,

lectures

from

women

in

indm:t:ry

students getting involved in

and

L~_dustrial

women

in

projects

with local and national companies, team projects like
designing, constructing and testing aluminium bridges,
individual projects plus visits to technological companies.
The students had to present their projects to the rest of the
course and were given practical advice on how to present
effectively. They were encouraged to use equipment such as
lathes and drills as well as sophisticated precision
machinery. The students also visited laboratories in the
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Polytechnic and in some companies and they were able to take
part in experiments underway in these laboratories.
Funding for the course came from a variety of sources. Many
.industrial

companies

contributed

by

running

projects

or

organising visits to their factories or laboratories and also
providing resources and staff for the course. Financial
contributions came from industrial sponsors, trust funds, and
the Polytechnic. The Polytechnic gave staff, rooms and
resources. A total of £9,000 was required £or the residential
course; the equivalent of £150 per student. The main cost was
the provision of accommodation and food for the students.
Research Methodology
Quantitive and qualitative research methods were used to
evaluate

the

course.

These

included

a

pre-course

questionnaire, a post-course questionnaire plus observations
and discussions with the students. The response rate for the
pre-course questionnaires was 89% and the post course
questionnaire was 75%. The pre-course q•.'estionnaires were
distributed and collected from the individual students before
any activities or events took place. The post-course
questionnaire was distributed after all activities and events
had been completed. Observations and discussions with the
students took place during the events and also during free
time and lunch times.
The Pre-Course Questionnaire
The pre-course questionnaire consisted of two sections. The
first

section

contained

ten

profih~

questions

which

determined age, occupation of parents and siblings, type of
school, GCSE qualifications and grade, strongest subjects at
school, weakest subjects at school, hobbies and interests
outside school, A level subjects currently being studied, and
intended university courses (if any).
The second section examined attitudes towards a number of
issues in Likert type response questions,
explored their
rating of factors important when choosing a career, and
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analyzed their knowledge of the type of work and A level
subjects required for ten science and technological
professions. The answers most relevant to this paper are
examined in detail below.
78% of the students on the course were considering higher
education and had some type of course in mind. The students
appeared to be aware of the range of courses available in
higher education through school literature. Their information
about careers came from a collection o'f. sources including
careers advisors who most of the student3 had at some stage
been interviewed and directed by. A :few students were
considering engineering and science as a degree course with
a view to working in a technological field. The most popular
courses were in the biological sciences such as medicine,
dentistry, biology and genetics. Other popular courses were
law, business and accountancy. Chemistry ai,d mathematics were
also considered by some of the students as were environmental
sciences, natural science and biochemistry. Of the students
considering engineering, mechanical, civJ.l and chemical were
the courses that were listed. When asketi, in discussions,
about the type of courses that the students were considering,
it became clear the few had detailed knowledge of their
intended careers. For instance, students considering civil
engineering had only a vague idea of what a civil engineer
actually did. Further discussions revealed that the students
had made attempts to find out about careers but that they
felt that information on many careers was not adequate.
Evidence of this is borne out in the response to one of the
questions which asked why the students came on the course.
The most common response was the want;.,d an insight into
different careers and the second most coiiiDion response was the
course would help them choose a career. Other responses in
order of most frequent citation were: they would meet people
with similar interests, would get an insight into university
life, discover the role of women in industry, help with
presentations, working in teams and gain "hands on"
experience. In essence, their aims were similar to the aims
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of the course.
The students were asked to state what ten given professions
did. The ten professions were chosen on the grounds that they
were likely to be mentioned at some stage during the course.
In

particular,

engineering,

some

of

the

mechanical

engineering would

receive

professions

engineering
a

such
and

good deal

of

as

civil

electronic

exposure

since

projects and lectures were specifically about them. Lectures
given by mainly women scientists and engineers would also
som~

give the students information about

of these and other

professions. The professions asked about on the questionnaire
were

Mechanic,

Metallurgist,

Civil

Mechanical

Engineer,

Environmentalist,

Engineer,

Quantity

Surveyor,

Architect, Botanist, Pharmacist and Electronic Engineer. The
most

frequent

responses

to

the

questions

about

these

professions are analyzed below.
For a mechanic, 10% gave no answer, incorrect answers or did
not know.

The main response was that a mechanic

machinery" (56%) and "mends cars" ( 34%).
included "designs and repairs machines"
dirty".

"repairs

Other responses
or "gets hands-

Less students knew what a civil engineer did;

64%

gave no answer, incorrect answers or did not know. Examples
of incorrect answers include "works on machinery" or "informs
people about engineering".

However,

the students had more

understanding of what an environmentalist did. Only 16% did
not know gave incorrect answers or gave no answer. There were
a

range

of

answers

but

the

majority

of

students

said

something similar to "studies the environment", "studies the
impact of

technology and

farming

on

the

environment"

or

"checks pollution". Results for a metallurgist showed a lack
of knowledge; 56% gave incorrect answert:, no answer or did
not know. Many students said that they "study metals" but 6%
said that they "study stones and rocks". Nearly as many (52%)
did not know or gave no or incorrect answers when asked about
a mechanical engineer. A few students said that a mechanical
engineer

was

the

same

as

a

mechanic

but

the

rema1n1ng

students replied that they "design mechanical appliances or
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vehicles". The profession about which the least was known was
quantity surveying where 80% of the students did not know or
gave no or incorrect answers. Whereas, only 4% of students
did not know what an architect did. Most students simply put
"designs buildings". Furthermore, only 10% gave no or
incorrect answers or did not know what a botanist did. Most
students also had some idea of what a pharmacist did where
86% of students giving answers like "makes up and dispatches
prescriptions•. Unfortunately, for the last profession,
electronic engineer, the students had less success where 72%
of students did not know or gave incorrect or no answer.
There were a wide range of inaccurate ans;-rers which included
"repairs radios and televisions" or "designs electrical
appliances".
It is clear from these results that most of the students
lacked knowledge about certain technical,
especially
engineering, professions. Since this is not an atypical
sample of students, it can be assumed that there is
widespread
ignorance
of
these
and
other
technical
occupations. The next section examines the results of a
questionnaire administered to the student~ after the course.
The Post-Course Questionnaire
This questionnaire assessed the students knowledge after they
had experienced the Taste of Technology course. It first
asked what the students knew about the same ten professions
as the first questionnaire and whether they thought that
their knowledge had increased or stayed the same. The
students were then asked what they had gained from the course
and whether they were more or less likely to choose a career
in industry after being on it.
The responses to the post-course questic:.;t'\naire showed that
the students knowledge about all of the professions had
increased especially civil, mechanical and electronic
engineering. Increases in knowledge were apparent in answers
to questions about metallurgy and quantity surveying with
almost all the respondents to the second questionnaire giving
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correct answers.

Answers

to questions about

some of the

professions were more thorough. For example, instead of
stating that a mechanical engineer "designs mechanical
appliances", some students stated that they "design, improve
and

construct machinery".

These

answers

showed

that

the

students had reached a higher level of understanding of this
and other professions during the course. They seemed to
appreciate the variety of tasks involved in each profession
and for electronic engineer there was less of a range of
incorrect answers. These results were very promising and
showed that an insight into a variety of careers had been
gained.
The final part of the post-course quest.!onnaire asked the
students two questions. The first asked them what they had
gained from the course and the second question asked them
whether they were more, less or just as likely to choose a
career in industry. There were many different responses to
the first question. Some of the more co~~on ones were: they
had gained an insight into types of engineering and careers
in industry, been given information about problems and
advantages of gender, sponsorships and university, found
careers in which they wanted to get inv•)lved, met lots of
people including women engineers and sc.: i entists, acquired
more detailed knowledge about many professions, discovered
ways of applying and getting jobs in industry, gained
experience of careers and living in the polytechnic and
gained confidence in being able to accomplish technical
projects, working in teams and giving presentations. It is
clear from these responses that not only did their factual
knowledge, ie about types of careers etc., increase, but
their practical knowledge, ie how to giva presentations, use
technical equipment, work in a team etc., increased.
Further evidence of the success of this C:'>urse can be found
in the students responses to the second question where 40% of
the students said that they were more likely to choose a
technical career, 20% said that they were less likely to
choose a technical career, 30% said that there was no change
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and the remaining 10% answered that they were more likely to
make an informed decision or were going to go into a science
or engineering industry anyway.
The Wider Issues Explored
It is clear from the two questionnaires and discussions that
the students lacked knowledge about many science, engineering
and technical careers when starting the course and were
therefore unable to make an informed decision about them. The
post-course questionnaire confirmed the success of the Taste
of Technology course. The students had increased their
factual and practical knowledge and in addition gained
confidence in a range of areas such as gi,ring presentations
and using technical equipment. This is valuable in itself
even for those students who have decided not to enter
technical careers. But as the questionnaire shows 1 40% of the
students considered themselves more likely to work in
technical areas. This was a high success rate and was
probably caused by the large variety of e=tivities that can
be offered on a four day course. There are other types of
courses which are designed to give girls an insight into
technical careers. Bearing in mind the cost of the Oxford
Polytechnic course and the fact that s':udents had to be
turned away due to the limited numbers of ~laces, it is clear
that the four day residential course is not ideal. But other
courses are unable to achieve the depth of insight a longer
course can provide. Several factors need to be considered so
that the most desirable solution can be achieved. The main
fa.ctors are length and content of course, size and cost of
course, and residential versus daytime only. The Taste of
Technology course was aimed at giving an overview of a
variety of careers. Four days was seen as the minimum amount
of time to achieve this • More focused ,_,ourses such as a
course designed to give information and experiences relating
only to chemistry, physics or a particular type of
engineering, may not require such a long time. These courses
are becoming more popular as
individual specialist
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organisations or academic departments decide to offer their
own brand of insight course. However, _i,n doing this, the
students will not get a full picture of the range of careers
available to those with .science qualific~~ions. Attempts to
overcome this can be made by including career seminars which
give information on a wide range of technical occupations.
However, there is some danger that students will be given too
much information in too short a time. It is also unlikely
that seminars like this will be able to make the careers
attractive as they will be unable to provide a variety of
activities to complement the factual information. On these
courses there are unlikely to be as many students attracted
to technological careers as on a four day course.
Nethertheless, being narrowly focused do~~ mean that courses
will be cheaper. The Taste of Technology course was an
expensive course which required full time commitment from
some staff to raise money for it. One day non-residential
courses are not only cheaper, they can usually accommodate
more students. An example of this is at Manchester University
where they have discovered that three one day "Women in
Physics" courses for 140 students each day cost the
equivalent of one three day residential course for 60
students.
An additional problem with residential co'.u:ses .is the need to
supervise the students in the evenings. Organisers of
residential courses are responsible for the students and this
can conflict with the students desire for independence,
particularly in the evenings. A possible solution could be a
four day non-residential course where students are collected
by coach in the mornings from school and returned in the
evening. This would cost less since there would be no
requirement for accommodation, mean that students are no
longer the responsibility of the organis:;~rs in the evenings,
yet the course would still give a full in~iqht into technical
careers.
A final consideration is the age at which a student should
attend insight courses. Students after the age of 16 will
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generally have chosen their A levels. The students on the
Taste of Technology course were all studying for science A
levels and the course assumed a certain level of competence
in

science

subjects.

Some

courses

are

now designed

for

younger students such as 13 and 15 year o.:d girls and in some
cases much younger. The rationale behind this seems to be to
encourage more students to pursue science subjects to A level
and beyond. However, the age group will vary according to
aims of the course and what the course wants to achieve.
Conclusions
Th~

Taste of Technology course proved a successful method of

attracting girls to technological careers and providing them
with information to help them enter thesP. careers. This was
shown in the results of the two questionr:-:lires. It is likely
that

these

successful

results

could

not

be

achieved

on

shorter or more narrowly focused courses, although there is
scope for further research to assess this. Thus, although the
Technology course is expensive and has limited

Taste of
spaces

available,

it

seems

to

be

an

effective

way

of

increasing the number of women entering technical fields.
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Gender Issues within the EC 's ro1E'IT Programne
and the Influence of the WITEC (\'kmen in Tec.hrx>logy in the EC)
Uhiversity Enterprise Training Partnership

Professor Geoff Chivers
Division of 1\dult O::llltinuing Education
Uhiversity of Sheffield

'lhe European Q:mnunity's ro1E'IT Progranue is a major initiative in
the field of higher level education and training in technology and
technical enterprise management. As launched in 1985, 'ro1E'IT One'
paid scant attention to gender issues in technology apart fran
funding a bid fran Sheffield Uhiversity to set up a WCJ1e1 in
technology net:work.
'lhe WITEC UETP (W:rnen in Techrology in the EC Uhiversity Enterprise
Ti:a:in.1ng Partnership) received limited attentioo and funding under
'ro1E'IT One' during its three years of operation.
An independent rep::!rt 00 ro1E'IT One p..iblished in 1991, however,
reported sane brief statistics on the limited involvement of w:::men in
the vari<::.ls aspects of the Prograo11e. O::lllsiderable adverse o::mnent
resulted fran the 'wanen's lobby' in B:russels, despite the fact that
the statistics were actually better than might have been expected by

GASAT colleagues.
'Ihe WITEC UETP has been asked to increase its advisory services and
p.Jblic relaticriS in the directioo of the other 156 UETPs and 'ro1E'IT
· Two' is now emphasizing equal opportunities as a key objective and
m:rdtoring gender aspects of project reports IIDI:'e c.arprehens.ively.

'Ihe a:::MErr'l' Progranrne is the largest sirYJle initiative of the European

Q::mnission in the

area of techrological and enterprise education,

training and developnent at the higher and rontinuing vcx::ational.
educatioo levels. All EC and EFTA states are now taking part in the
~

Progranme, which places particularly st::rc:n;J enphasis oo higher

education - industry links and on the developnent of joint progran11es
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across national b:lundaries. 'll:le p:rog:ranaue came into full swing in

1986-97 and has continued in tw:> phases, so called '0JIIl£'I'T One' and
'a:l\1ETT '1\oA:>' • The OJVl£'I'T One phase

was for the first three full years

of operati.cn, while OJVl£'I'T '1\oA:> is continuing through 1992-94 with a
major review

unde:rway in regard to its further continuation,

l'lCW

albeit in a .scm:!What different fo:rm.
aim of

The overall

to rapidly advance

a:l\1ETT is

the

ecax::ml.c

o:mpetitiveness of Westexn Europe via 'human resource developnent',

ooncentratirg en the needs of indust:ry and o:mnerce and an natural
sciences,

technology,

forging

the

in

the

business/management

a.:l.ne to achieve this objective by

(l)I£.[T

stronger

much

'ente:rp:rises'

and

engineering

subjects in the main.

between

links

context

higher

learnirYJ

of

educaticn

initiatives,

and

an

a

trans-European basis.
'll:le a:l\1ETT p:rog:rauaue funding a:rrangements have varied to sane extent

through its life, but in the s:inplest terms it can be said to have

(via a o:mpetitive bidding app:roach) part-financed:i)

'Ihe develcpnent of regional (in one count:ry) and sectorial
(transnational and specialised) University enterprise training
partnerships (UE'l'Ps)

ii)

Student and staff transnaticnal 'placement' p:rog:ranues, where
higher educaticn students studying in one count:ry have taken

up
I

eq>l~

ente:rprise-based

in

another

count:ry,

and

academic staff I and industrialists I have taken up employrrent

in

another

count:ry

in

enterprises

and

universities

respectively.

iii)

The

develcpnent

of

new

p:>st-experience

short

c:ourses

in

technological and ente:rpr.ise developnent fields.
iv)

The

develcpnent

materials,

new
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:i.rn::lllative lcrg courses often leading m qual.ificatials.
The target

audienc:es for the new short courses arxi the la-ger

learning pr:ogxaullles/materials are post-experience technologists and
technical managers, normally in EITployment.
In

all

four broad

part-fund projects,

areas of fund:ing,

a::METl' will

with the rerna.ii'I1q;J fund:ing

normally only

m ccme

fn:m the

project partners, which may be universities, o::mpanies, employers'
organisations, professional instituti.als, trade unict'lS, etc.

The a::METl' pr:ogxm11ue operates on a very large scale with 157 UETPs
new in operation, thousands of students each year involved in the

wor:k plaoement progra!lll1eS, hl.rndmds of short ccurses supp:rted, and a

vast

canpendi1.llll of

open learning pr:ogxanmes and packages already

produced arxi often available <XJII!et'Cially. FUrther infax:mation alx:Jut

the a::METl'

Progl:ailllle

itself i.s readily available. 2

Given the difficult situation now prevailing in the U.K. and in other

oc states concern1rg

funding for the dell'eloprent:s of initiatives for

wanen's develcpnent in technology (broadly defined),
<l:mniss1an i.s

potentially a

finance for thi.s wor:K. I
l'Xl

reference whatever

m

the European

very .inpxtant . potential soorce of

was t:Mrefore extremely d:l.saJ;tx>inted m find
the gross under representation of wcmen in

technological fields of study or woik in Western EI.J:rqle in any of the
initial a:M:n'1' c:b::umentation.

t-o menticn was made of this gerder

inequality in key a::METl' objectives, nor were there any indicatials
of special SUppOrt for funding bids which took particular aca:::unt of

this problem.
However, the small print of the early dxunents did make reference to
the a::METl' progran111e being an 'equal opportunities" initiative.
I

tried to take advantage of thi.s 'admission' by putting forward a
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proposal

to set up a

UEl'P

on

a

transnational

sectorial

specifically focussing on issues and initiatives concerning

basis

t«Jrer~

in

tec:hrx>logy. Simultaneously, a wcmen' s enterprise developnent network

in Naples put fOIWard a proposal for an Italian UEl'P for

t«Jrer~

in

enterprise. Al trough neither side knew of the existence of the other,
when the mlE'rl' office in Bzussels requested us to cx:rre together to
produce

<XlEl

overall European network we were pleased to do so. And so

the WITEC UEI'P was l::iom and has since grown to I:Jeoccle one of the
largest of the UEI'Ps, and we believe one of the IIOSt effective and
influential of the mlE'rl' projects.
WITEC has been and is heavily involved in all aspects of the mlE'rl'

prograrnne and indeed increasiiYJly in relevant activities rx>t funded
by a::METl'.

Further information about WIT&: can be obtained fran

Claire M:>lyneux, the UEI'P manager or myself at the GASAT Co'lference

poster session, or subsequently at Sheffield University.
<XlEl UETP out of 157 UEI'Ps in the mlE'rl' prograrnne cannot
to overcane all the geroer in equalities which exist in the
areas specifically addressed by the programne. Indeed, WIT&: has by

Clearly,
h:pe

rx> means been very suooessful until recently in gaini.I:g fuOOs urder
the various mlE'rl' budget heads relative to other UEI'Ps. This has
been in spite of our oonstant stress on the need to encourage and
support initiatives specifically for wcmen.

So,

the issue of what if anything the other 156 UEI'Ps,

a::METl' funded project groups, were and are doirv;J

and other

to benefit wcmen is a

one. CX1r own 'casual' obs&Vations suggested that very
projects (other than WITEC of oourse) were
attenpting to do anything in particular to help t«Jrer~ specifically.

very pertinent

few

a::METl'

funded

Certainly very few of the vast rrumber of short oourses advertised
through the UEI'Ps network were specifically a.irrecl at

t«Jrer~,

nor were

lcq;jer oourses for wcmen beirY;J prrnotecl..
By 1991

I was feeling very ccn::erned that WITEC was in danger of

being regarded as the ·~· UEl'P for t«Jrer~ funded on a small budget
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to solve cx:nsciences in Bl:ussels. tbnan partners all CNer Europe were
l<IOrld.ng very hard for WITEC en a largely 'goodwill' basis arXl
with many demands en them due to the relatively high profile achieved
by WITEC. H:Jwever, a dramatic change was about to l.mfold. In late
Sl.llllller 1991, I was called to Brussels en an urgent basis to meet with

IrJW

staff of the cx::METT Office.

The survey of CO'-lE'I'l' One arXl the statistics
in Regard to Gender
The

reascn for

my call

to Brussels related to the publicaticn of a

report by i.ndependent consultants en the cx::METT One progxarrlll8.
Without at¥ especial

instructiCCIS

to do

SO

the consultants had

decided to include sane basic statistics related to gender in their
analysis arXl report. 'Ibis was made possible by the thOI:ooghness of
the

(ll\llB'1"l'

reporting

dxtments, which alth::lugh irksane

oo

allc.w

detailed analysis of all sorts of factors.

What

the consultants rep:xted was that wanen were Ul'lder-zepresented

in the cx::METT One progranme.

wanen, with few

sane

38 percent of 1JE'I'P managers were

1JE'I'P Directors being female

(while nr:st of the

clerical staff enployed were female of a:ur:se).

sane 34 per cent of students takiJ1g place in the student work
placement p!XJgl:amne were w::men.
()'lly

20% of the J;X)St-experience learners en cx::METT funded sOO:rt

courses were wanen.
No mean:i:ngful

figure of this type could be offered for the open

learning packages produced since the UETPs themsel.ves could n:>t

determine what proportion of users of such materials were female. As
suspected, however, only a handful of activities, other than those
taken fozwaro by WITEC, were specifically aimed

at wanen uroer CO'-lE'I'l'

One.
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The

CXl'IETT Office

had evidently not

initially reacted to these

figures and had allCMed them to be published in the coosultants I

report wittnxt any ocmnentary abJut their significance. HcMever,
other pro-feminist agencies in Brussels had taken a dim view of these
findings, especially given the scale of the <Xl'1ETl' progranme.
I doubt whether any GASAT colleagues would have found these figures

in any way surprising. Indeed, given the realities of the situaticn
~

the

degree

of

unCer-representatia1

wanen

of

in

t.echrx>logical studies at higher education level, and even rrore so in

terms of wanen technologists established in careers, I found the
results significantly encouraging. Sane interesting inferences can be
drawn fron the variety of reactials to these statistics.
it seems to

Firstly,

ae that the higher level policy makers

and

programne designers concerned with ini tiat:in;1 and progressing <Xl'1ETl'

were

tmaWare

of the importance of the gender and t.echrx>logy issues,

despite all that we have attarpted

to d:> to raise the profile of

these issues in &Jrcpe. The <Xl'1ETl' Prograi11ne is d:minated by older
male scientists

and

engineers

because

of

its

emphasis

a1 high

t.echrx>logy specialists and the need for :fuiXl.ing bids to be judged by
naxTOW

'experts' • Perhaps the seeming unawareness of gender (and

ethnic

minority)

potential

of

inequalities

CDlETI'

in

technological

to ocmbat these

is

fields

therefore

not

and

the

really

surprising.
The critical reactia1 of the 'W::rren's Lobby' in Brussels while rrost
valuable in generating increasing ooncem aoout gender issues in the
CXl'IETT office is also worrying. It was evident that many wanen in the

O::mnissicn and its agencies had ro appreciatia1 at

all

of the

seriousness of the under-representation of wanen in technical fields

in Europe. Doubtless, many of these wanen, whether politicians or
civil servants have hunanities and social science backgrounds, with
ro 'enterprise' experience and ro 'feel ' for l'u.unan resource issues in
industiy or technology. In this context it sOOu.ld be pointed out that

many EX:: training and developnent pLOgranmes, especially those funded
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via the European So::ial Fund, aim

to

support initiatives for the

unemployed and disadvantaged of Europe. The figures for involvement

of wonen in these prog:r:amnes are likely, therefore,

many

of

the

UI'IE!IIployed

and

disadvantaged

are

to be high since
wanen. Ol'w'E'l'T,

is inherently an elitist hunan resource developnent

oonversely,

s:i.na1l

prog:r:ame,

its

st:arting

point

is

with

higher

educatioo.

techrx:>logy students.
An

obvious ClC:R:llusion is that GASAT in Eumpe, WITEC and the SEFI

to specifically target

\'i:lrld.ng' Group en llbllen in Engineering need

infODDa.ticn and guidance at the wanen's lobby group in Brussels,

which is very synpathetic but pemaps rot well informed.
Reflecticns en the aM::TT Ckle Gender Statistics
Since oo specific research has been carried

out o::n::em:i.nJ gender

issues within the aM::TT Progrart11e, my attenpts to aco::lUI'lt for the

gender statistics culled fran the CXNETil'

one

stage can cnly. be

speculative.

At first sight, the propo:rti.al of llbllen UETP managers, at 38 per oent
seems very encooraging. The UETP managers play in many ways the most
in{:lo! taut role within the aM::TT Prog:r:alllie, s:i.na1l they are generally
funded

to

work in a full time capacity and the UETPs are the main

focal points for Ol'w'£'l'T developnents. However, for the most part the

UETP managers are funded via Ol'w'£'l'T 11D11.ies, which are short tm:m,
often a year at a time. As a result many p::ISts are very insec::ure,
with cne or two year contracts,

norm.

As

such

the

posts,

potentially renewable, being the

while

involvir.g

very

interesting,

stinulatir.g (if demanding) work are less likely to attract men
relative to wanen, who are mxe often having to accept insecure jobs.
The figure of 34 per cent of student work placements involvir.g wonen

students is to my mind an enc:ouragir.g outcane. Even taking accamt of
the higher ntlllbers of wanen b..lsiness studies and management students

in European universities, most of whcxn are eligible to take up aM::TT
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placenents, the figure of 34 per cent I11JSt well exceed the prop:n:ticn

of eligible wanen students in
IIDre

oc

states. The reason why there are

wanen students proportionately taking up llo'Ork placements in

aoother

state than might have been anticipated may well lie in the

language area. In general research has ooosistently indicated that

wanen

tec:hnol~

than men

students have broader capabilities and interests

tec::hn:>l~

tec::hn:>l~

students.

It is therefore likely that

I«::lleel

students have greater capabilities to speak a foreign

language, if rot well, at least well enough to o.::ntanplate working in
the relevant countr:y. Many male

technol~

students have a greater

reticeix::e in regard to foreign larv,:JUages.
The relatively stroog involvement of
pro;p:aurne is certainly gcod

I«::lleel

students in the OJIIlE'IT

news, both for

the I«::lleel and for their

employers, many of wi1an will never have had a

I«::lleel

working as a

tec::hn:>logist in the ccmpany before. '!he anpowerment and confidence

that accrues to

fran the experience of working in an enterprise
state at professialal level is of o::::JUI:Se very
c:x::nsiderable, rot to rnentian the growth of technical skills and

in

aoother

I«::lleel

OC

language expertise.
'!he 20 per

cent figure for

I«::lleel

en OJIIlE'IT :funded sl'x:lrt

o::::JUI:SeS

is

less impressive, but is still interesting since there is nowhere near

that number of

I«::lleel

may be that such

professicnal technologists at llo'Ork in EUrope. It

wcmen are keen to take up tra:i.ning and updating

opportunities in the effort to advance themselves in cx:mpetitien with

men. Again, there may be a language dimensicn since a significant
o::::JUI:Se attenders seem to cone fran outside the

propo:rtien of sl'x:lrt
countries where the

o::::JUI:Se

is held.

Outoane of the Gender Firxii.ngS
Whatever the true significance of these gender statistics, they have

certainly placed the

sp:~tlight

much

IIDre

clearly en the need for

OJIIlE'IT to raise its equal Cl(:p)rtunities profile. WITOC staff have

acted firstly to

'calm the ship'
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statistics, secondly to oounter the predictable but naive attempt to
blame WITEC for the 'gender probl.an' in C01E1'1', and thirdly to use

thinld.r¥J into

the chmce to gain 'leverage' to get 'posi.tive action'
the Ol-lEl'l' progxana1e conceming

wanen.

The gains to date can be !Xll.ln't:ed as:( i)

( ii)

A clear statenEnt OCI'lCeDli:rq equal opportu:nities within
the a:ME'IT 'lW:> objectives 3

Strong

for WITEC to becane a source of both

~

expertise to all the other UETPs on gender issues and a

'propaganda' axm of a:ME'IT in the quest for gender equity
in the a:ME'IT pxogratme.
(iii) A 11U.ldl. nDre successful

outcc:me of WITEC •s bid for a:ME'IT

:fundil'q for 1992-93, with m:::nies

rr.:M

available for the

first time for d:l.stanc:e lea=:l.n;;J developnent.
(iv)

A raised awareness in Brussels that a

large gap exists

between high level policies OCI'lCeDli:rq equal qp:>rturrl.ties

Parliament, and the acbJal.
to :fundil'q initiatives which are the practical

in the Q:mnissicn and the
ag;lt'OaC:h

Elltx:ld:iment

of

tb:lse

and

policies,

the

realities

of

Brussels for field workers in the member states. WITEX:
staff are now in nruch closer dialogue with a whole variety

of

agencies

in Brussels

and

associated

with

the

EX:

parliament which are ooncemed with equal opportunities.
They are being alerted to many cnnplex issues relating to

wanen

and

techrx>logy/enterpr:ise

which

are

rxrt:

well

rons.idered outside 'GASAT' type netwoz:ks.
Q:n:::lusion
WITEC has

developed extensive

employers,

higher

education
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prog:r:ess:i.ng

the .involvement of \\Olen :in technology.

These will

doubtless help in the struggle for improvement. Hc:Mever, I believe
that given the current recessicn equal opp:n:tunities issues will not
be given the priority which is needed without nora enphasis fran
funding agencies such as c:tMETI'. It i.s atl.y when comdtment towards
equal cg;x:u:tunities and effectiveness in ou:tcane
terms are
influencing funding decisicns that m:JSt higher educaticrl institutiCI1S
and canpanies will nuve to prioritise '\\Olen in technology' issues.
The ccntracting and funding p:wer oow being held by the O:::mnissia1

to be used to much better effect to act as a lever for rapid
It is not eoough to generate special initiatives for ~
witlxlut ll'Cdif'y:in;J its approach to equal Clp!Xlrtunities for the main
funding prcg:r:aurnes.
The WI'l'B: UE1'P will ccntinue to wield as much
influence as it can within c:tMETI', and F.C progranmes nora generally.
needs

change.
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ACADEMIC CAREBRS OF WOMEN IN UKRAINE

Tatyana Izbevska
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Ukraine
The last developments in Ukraine, radical economic and
societal transformations it is going through have placed the
Women's question in a new historical and theoretical context,
it has virtually come anew to the fore of public awareness.
Women themselves begin to pay much greater attention to the
questions, defining their social status, looking for more
active role in science and education.
Formally, women are well represented in the staff of
institution of higher education and science, although their
professional development and academic careers still fall
short of their intellectual potential. This persisting
women's lagging behind men can be explained by the effect of
a set of factors: 1/ inertia factors of universal character;
2/ social; 3/ economic; 4/ historical and political; 5/
demographic;6/ religious; 7/ psychophysiological, etc.
Process of reforms in Ukraine so far has not brought about
significant changes in women's standing in higher education
and science. Moreover, if the new opportunities has turned
out to be mostly token, precarious economic situation
seriously impedes women careers in those fields and adversely
affects their position in society at large.
Radical transformations in the former Soviet Union affected
practically every aspect of political, social and economic
life. They called for reconsideration of a nost of problems,
which were more often than not viewed rather superfluously.
One of the most important of them is the role of women in
society.
According to the last Census /1989/, women in Ukraine make up
27.8 mln., or 54 per cent of the whole population.
As compared to the past, women's achievements in the field of
education

and research are obvious.

Women considerably

outnumber men in the category of specialists with university
or college education, employed in economy - they make up 61
per

cent

of

those.
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conspicuous among economists, teachers /75 per cent of their
total number/, physicians

f60

per cent/, researchers, judges,

engineers, agricultural specialists /36-38 per cent/. Women
make up about 40 per cent of scientists. Women outnumber men
in many scientific research

institutes

in the

field of

humanities and social sciences.
In principle it can be stated that women have equal rights
with men as far as access to higher education in concerned.
However after graduation situation obviously changes for
women: their academic careers appear to be much more thorny,
than those of men. It looks like the latter can count on the
implicit solidarity of the predominantly male establishment
of the institutions of higher education and research. The
fact that women constitute a great part of the staff in
higher

school

and

scientific

research

institutes

can

considered an important achievement, although women have, as
a rule, a much lower degree of scientific education.
The number and the share of women in all academic positions
in Ukraine is about 36-38 per cent. Nowadays, only 13 per
cent of all holders of Doctorate degree, and 26 per cent of
all holders of Philosophy Doctor degree are women.
Women postgraduates represent more that 50 per cent of all
those who engage in research and want to take the first
scientific degree, but not all of them will be able to defend
their thesis at the end of the course. Not surprisingly, the
highest proportion of lectures

without scientific degree

/about 70 per cent/ is among women. One of the common trends
for all the institutions is the
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full professors and academicians - 1 per cent only.
About 70 per cent of the members of Administrative boards of
the institutions of higher education and research are women,
but decision - making position are occupied only 12 per cent
of them. women may be the deans of departments, chiefs of
chairs, at most, prorectors or deputy directors but they very
rarely occupy positions on the top. The number of women
directors and rectors of the institutes and universities in
Ukraine could hardly reach 1 per cent mark.
The last figure could be much higher, if the obstacles in the
way of women careers in science and education would be
counterbalanced by affirmative personnel policy.
Among

the

main

reasons

that

impede

progress

in

the

improvement of socio-economic position of women in Ukraine as
a whole and their academic careers as such are the following:
1/ inertia factors of universal character /hypnosis of
men's superiority/;
2/

social

/peculiarities of women's

life-cycle and

persisting gender divisions of social roles/;
3/ economic /critical stage of transition/;
4/ historical and political /historical background and
the latest changes in the country/;
5/ demographic;
6/ religious;
7/ psychophysiological, etc.
A women is devised by nature to be the weaker sex, while a
man -the stronger one, but as to the intellectual abilities
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it's not a nature that has secured for a male the higher
rungs of society,

but sheer prejudice. According to the

universal stereotype of male superiority, a man is considered
to be the chief creator of material wealth and a master of
life. Regretfully it is a

male, who plays the vicious role

in hampering women careers both directly, in the way it was
mentioned above,
prejudiced

and

attitude

indirectly,

by means of

towards women's

abilities,

skeptical
obsolete

stereotypes in the determination of the role and place of
women in society and science, neglect

of competence and

professionalism of women scientists. so in one way or another
the men have formed distorted image of a woman. Furthermore
women themselves to some extent are hypnotized by the myth of
stronger sex superiority. Only few women /14 per cent/,
according to the opinion survey,

ar~

looking forward to

occupy higher position, at their places of work. They think
that this is the men's business and only men can cope with
such tasks.
Massive involvement of Ukrainian women in production should
be considered as an objective reality of today. The number of
women among workers employees is about 10.6 mln. or 52 per
cent. High rate of women employment in Ukraine, however, is
not secured through creation of appropriate working and
living conditions, which would enable them to combine with
performing family duties.

Ukrainian woman spends on the

average about 89 hours per week for work, childbearing and
other

family

functions,
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difficulty

lies

in

the

fact

that men

and

women

still

function in different worlds and their roles in family and
society at large are very different.
The

last

developments

in

Ukraine,

radical

economic

and

societal transformations it is going through have placed the
Women's question in a new historical and theoretical context,
it has virtually come anew to the fore of public awareness.
Women themselves began to pay
questions,

greater attention to the

defining their social status,

looking for more

active role in science and politics.
Responding to this socio-psychological phenomenon Ukrainian
Parliament established a special Parliamentary Committee on
the position of women, protection of mothers, children and
family.

New women's societies emerged /Union of Ukrainian

Women, Committee of Ukrainian Women, Club of Business Women,
"People's Movement - Ukrainian Women", etc./. Both state, and
social

bodies

were

expected

to

foster

overcoming

the

obstacles which hamper participation of women in all fields
of

social

life,

Unfortu~ately,

science,

education,

politics,

etc.

for the time being, these expectations fell

short of realization.
According to recent opinion survey about 50 per cent of women
respondents think that radical reforms have brought nothing
for the,. and about 15 per cent think, that they have made it
even worse.
One of the key-factors,

determining position of women in

society is time needed for proper
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underdevelopment of service sector in Ukraine, efforts made
by women for this sake can be termed as excessive.
Deterioration of economic situation has had obviously adverse
effect on the position of women in society. The women, taken
into consideration their special role in the family as the
principle

b.ousehold-"managers",

bear major

consequences,

resulting from reductions in real income due to inflation,
underemployment

and

unemployment.

Following

universal

scenario, Ukrainian women are to be "l,.st hired and first
fired",

in

the

period

of

economic

~urmoil,

caused

by

transition to market economy. Especially disturbing is the
fact,

that quite often women do not know their rights and

privileges, because of the lack of adequate information, or
do not know how to make effective use of them.
So,

economic difficulties Ukraine is facing now at the

critical stage

of transition greatly influence the natural

constraints of women careers. Difficulties in economic growth
nave

created new obstacles to women's participation

various fields of science and technology,
development and,

lastly,

in

education and

to their progress towards real

equality with men- seriously undercutting previous advances.
Women's working world continues to differ from men's in the
type of work, the pay, the status and the pattern of entering
and leaving the work force.
A very special question is the impact of the
Ukrainian

statehood

on

women

careers

in

emergent

science

and

education. Reorganization of the wb.ole state structure in
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accordance with the tasks and objectives, inherent to the
sovereign state, generatehuge demand for qualified personnel.
This situation, eventually requires, reshaping and expansion
of the system of education and scientific research. It can be
assumed, that under the circumstances women would find more
ample and promising opportunities for pursuing their academic
careers. In the meantime, institutions of higher education
and research are in precarious condition due to fiscal crisis
and general economic instability. At the moment, it is very
difficult to predict whether factors fostering women careers
in

new,

independent

setting would

outweigh

traditional

impediments, exacerbated by scarcity of financial resources.
Finally, we would like to address international aspect of the
problem under consideration. Traditionally women have had
less access to international scientific information than man
in this country. They have had less chances to participate in
international
country.

scientific

They

international

have

information

less

chances

scientific meetings,

than
to

man

in

this

participate

pursue

their

in

studies

abroad /especially when woman is married and have children/.
The situation has been even worse for women-scientists and
educators,

residing in former Union of Republics,

whose

possibilities were much more limited in this respect, than
for those, employed by "central" institution.
This state of

affairs started to change only recently, as

women scientists of Ukraine

have

own

new

ideas

and
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establishment of international contacts. These contacts on
Women's Studies are in a very early stage of development but
they do function and quite successfully. such cooperation
could promote working out a new approach to Women's Studies
in countries of the Commonwealth of Independent States and
promote more active participation of women in science and
education.
learning

Importance
from

each

of discussing common

other's

experience

problems

seems

and

absolutely

unquestionable for women scientists.
Thus all factors mentioned above should be taken into account
while working out a scientific concept, recommendations and
programme for solving the problems facing women and their
academic careers as such.

Radical programmes for

future

action by governments is a matter of principle.
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GBNDBR AND

~BCHNOLOGY

EDUCATION IN BUROPB

Jan H. Raat
TECHNON Foundation
Eindhoven, the Netherlands
ABSTRACT

Technology plays an essential role in society. Technology
has a big impact on the economy.
Thus there is a lot of interest for technology as part of
general education. Questions the are: what is technology?, how to develop a curriculum, how to educate technology teachers. The position of (young) women in technology and the education of technology still is less positive
as (young) mens' position.
For the coming years we should concentrate on developing
a better education of especially technology for girls and
young women.
Co-operation in R&D in the field of 'Gender and Technology education' between EC countries and Middle and Eastern
Europe countries with the help of EC funds is possible.

TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION
Not so long ago one was used at workshops and at conferences like this GASAT-meetirig to have proposals, ideas,
discussions
on 'science and technology'. Most of the time then went
to science education.
The last ten years there is a growing interest to spend
time and attention especially to the education of technology. In the school system of many countries there is a
growing interest in technology education.
TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION AS PART OF GENERAL EDUCATION
In 1983 Unesco published a study with this title
'Technology education as part of General Education.
A study based on a survey conducted in 37 countries'.
The report refers to earlier UNESCO pulications:
'An initiation to technology and to the world of work
should be an essential component of general education
without which this education is incomplete• (first sentence of Paragraph 19 of Part IV of the Unesco International Recommendations; 1974).
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This definition is given in 1978:
'technical and vocational aspects of general education
(initiation technique et professionnelle dans l'enseignement g€ml!ral)
This term refers to those components of the general education curriculum which introduce pupils to the elements
of technology, in order to acquaint them with the role of
technology in contemporary life and permit them to develop basic practical skills in the manipulation of simple
tools and materials. This element of general education is
also designed for information and guidance purposes for
eventual educational and occupational choices, but it is
not intended to prepare young people for a specific occupation. It is usually offered at the lower secondary
level, or may continue to be offered throughout secondary
education' (Terminology of technical and vocational education, Unesco, ·1978).
The 1983 study based on a survey in 37 countries shows
that objectives of introducing technology education into
general education curricula are:
'-to prepare the student for making useful contributions
to home, school and community life,
-to develop in students a sense of dignity of labour,
-to develop in students a sense of pride in achievement
through manual work,
- ( •.• ) , ( ••• ) ' (Technology education as part of general
education, Unesco, 1983, p. 7)
and also:
'major aims of technology education: to develop in all
students a general understanding and appreciation of and
sympathy for scientific and technological development; to
enable all students to become involved in at least some
parts of the technological design process' (o.c., p. 8).
That part of the publication ends with:
'each person should be trained to make a useful contribution to society and to the economy' (o.c. p. 10).
TEN YEARS LATER
Now, ten years after the cited Unesco publication on
'Technology aspart of general education' there still is
an ongoing discussion to have technology also as an element of general education. Just to mention only one example: in the Netherlands this summer the parliament took
the decision to have technology education as part of
general education for all 12 to 15 year olds.
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In all countries technology has an important place in
vocational education. Think of schools with programs and
curricula in the field of electrotechnology, construction, chemico-technology etcetera. All countries have universities and schools on several levels for engineers and
for technicians.
This paper 'Gender and technology education in Europe'
deals with the education of technology as part of general
education.
Technology plays an essential role in society; this role
even is bigger than only ten years ago.
Thus the interest of having for technology a place in
education, in general education, also even is bigger.
There still are discussions on the issue
-what is technology?
-what do you mean by technology as part of general education?
and on questions like
-the curriculum development,
-the investment of money,
-the education of technology teachers.
A lot of time and attention have been spent to the question 'has technology to be a subject on its own like
math, like physics, like ••• , or can it be integrated in
e.g. the natural sciences. In this context one can observe that a discussion like this deals with the lower part
of secondary education, the education of about 12 to 15
year olds, and is spreading to the 6 to 12 year old pupils.
Which arguments mostly are used when people ask attention
for 'general' technology?
This is the answer:
-technology plays an essential role in society,
-in this one cannot afford to be technological illiterate,
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-there is a still growing need for technicians and engineers,
-a modern society/democracy needs technologically informed citizens.
More pupils and students should be influenced to make a
choice in the field of technology.
AN INTERNATIONAL MOVEMENT IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION
one can observe an international movement in the development of the education of technology.
Why?
The technological developments of the last decades have
changed the personal and the societal lifes of all of us.
These developments are going on and on.
The technological developments also have played and still
are
playing
a
big
role
also
in
the
political
developments.
Technology has a big impact on the economy.
So from many sides there are influences to have technology as an element of education.
This movement is not just something of one or another
country; this strong development of technology education
has an international character.
Questions, as mentioned before, like
-what is technology?
-the curriculum development,
-the education of technology teachers,
are the same questions in many countries.
So, as one can see, there is an enormous growth, if not
an explosion, of international meetings to discuss technology education.
THE GENDER ASPECT IN TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION
The position of (young) women in technology and in the
education of technology still is less positive as (young)
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mens' position.
As for working in the field of technology:
-less women than men work in this field,
-the average salary of women is less than mens' salary.
As for the education of technology:
-the average attitude of female pupils and students towards technology is less positive than boys' attitude;
girls and young women have a weaker idea of what technology is,
they don't like technology as much as boys and young men
do, they don't think technology is of interest as much as
boys and young men do.
Now suppose that by some reason girls like more than boys
to play flute, that girls better can play flute than boys
do; and that boys by some reason are better violin players. It should be interesting to observe it. But it
should not have such big social consequences.
It is another situation when one looks at differences in
the interest in and the attitude towards technology. For
diplomas with more or less (high) technology in it at the
end of the school career in general have big consequences
in finding good and promising jobs. In the Netherlands
e.g. there are big differences in unemployement half a
year after leaving school with a diploma between those
who have got a technological schooling and those who have
not.
INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION IN DEVELOPING BETTER EDUCATION
OF TECHNOLOGY FOR YOUNG WOMEN
The series of international GASAT conferences since 1981
has contributed to the development of better science and
technology education for girls and (young) women.
For the coming years we should concentrate on developing
a better education of especially technology for girls and
young women.
Do we know how to organize such a better technology edu
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cation?
Yes and no.
We know some of the reasons of the weak position of girls
and young women in technology education:
-technology still has a male image,
-parents and peers still don't expect girls and young
women to go into technology,
-teachers still don't see there is a problem,
-employers still don't expect (young) women to be as success-ful as (young) men in technology.
We know some of the solutions:
-to make parents, teachers, pupils and students themselves, employers aware there still is a problem,
-to operate in a wide field of actions: curriculum development,
teacher
training,
information,
'frappez
toujours'.
But we have to develop better and more successful ways.
International co-operation can be a big help.
INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION IN A CHANGING EUROPE
When one thinks of international co-operation in a changing Europe one can have two developments in mind:
-the fast growing development of the European Community
(EC),
-the also fast growing co-operation of the EC with other
European countries; with the Nordic countries, with Switzerland, but also with countries in Middle and Eastern
Europe.

For rather some years already the EC, with Brussels as
central administration, places several kinds of funds at
the disposal of universities and institutions for higher
educaton, and of students to exchange ideas, for mutual
visits for some days, weeks, months.
The last years the EC also administers several kinds of
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funds

for

mutual

co-operation

between

EC-countries

and

countries of Middle and Eastern Europe.
Being involved in a so-called TEMPUS project (in the
field of modernizing the physics curriculum in first
years of universities and last years of pre-university
schools, with participants of the Netherlands, Germany,
Poland, Czechoslovakya, Hungary) I experience how helpful
such a co-operation is for all participants, how important also for students, growing up in this fast changing
continent with such a long history.
What I like to plead for is to look at the possibilities
that now are present to start projects to promote a better technology education for girls and young women with
EC funds; projects to exchange outcomes of research and
development in the topic 'Gender and technology education'.
WHAT POSSIBILITIES ARE PRESENT WITH EC-FUNDS?
When one looks at possibilities with EC funds, one can
look at two ways:
-those
possible
co-operation
forms
of
within
EC
countries. These possibilities do exist already a number
of years. There are several kinds of funds;
-those possible forms of co-operation between EC countries and Middle and Eastern Europe countries.
Here I am looking at the last: forms of co-operation between EC countries and Middle and Eastern Europe countries.
Co-operation between EC countries and Middle and Eastern
Europe countries with the help of EC funds last years is
possible.
projects.

There are several kinds of funds,

and so of

What is necessary to set up such a co-operation is the
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investment of a certain time, knowing one is not sure if
that investment really will be succesful. (But this is
normal when wrting proposals likes these!}
What one also has to be aware of is to read procedures
etcetera carefully. There are possibilities, and there is
rather a
lot of these,
but there even are more
applicants.
It has no sense to invest time without being careful in
what possibilities are, and what the procedures are.
Here I

like to mention

just two new activities of the

Programme Human Capital and Mobility.
The description of these two examples is given on basis
of information of July 1992.
The data are taken from an information package on
'Human capital and mobility 1992 - 1994',
published by the Commission of the European Communities,
Directorate General XII science, Research and Development.
In the Programme Human Capital and Mobility four activities will be carried out:
1. fellowships, 2. networks, 3. large-scale facilities,
4. Euroconferences.
In the following I cite parts of the information package,
especially dealing with the activities 'networks' and
'Euroconferences'.
On networks:
'The development of research networks linking several
teams or laboratories with complementary capacity will be
pursued with a view to the achievement of the objectives
of the Community's research and technological development
policy, consolidating and complementing the structuring
effects of thematic programmes, especially in emerging
areas when the novelty or complexity of a research area
so requires. ( •.. }
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As a general rule, scientific and technical cooperation
networks should consist of at least five laboratories or
teams in at least three Community countries. These networks will undertake joint research and development in
one or more research areas.
On Euroconferences:
'The development of a system of R&D Euroconferences will
strengthen the cohesion of the Community by allowing
young researchers to have contact with and benefit form a
high level of erpertise in a particular science and technology domain, through active participation in significant high-level meetings.( ••. )
Organizers of Euroconferences may be scientific organizations, scientific associations or learned societies.'
ACTIVITIES IN R&D OF "GENDER AND TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION"
In all countries there (still) is a need of R&D in the
field of "Gender and Technology education".
International cooperation can be of benefit.
EC funds can help to have more international cooperation
in the R&D of "Gender and Technology education".
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EXCURSION:
HOUSE OF THE FUTURE
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VISITIRG TRB FUTURE
Drs. Marjon Menten
Section Women and Technology
Delft University of Technology
The Netherlands
Introduction
The Dutch house of the future can be regarded as a place were
new technologies in forms of materials and products are
exposed to a larger public. Nevertheless the house is
presented as a kind of museum in which future life can be
experienced. A special ticket admits to this unique
experience.
This house of the future is a tempting object of study for
feminists
who
have
studied
the
relations
between
technological and social developments • After all, the house
is more then a host of new products and materials in a
designed context. At the same time it is a location where
visions about how people are, how they (ought to) live and
behave in the future, are produced.
In much feminist research technological development is
considered a process that results in products which
inevitably effect (future) life of men and women. Women
appear as relatively powerless victims of the introduction of
technology in society: until now they seem to lack the power
to make sure that the positions of men and women are equal
(or at least less unequal) in the future.
In my opinion the development of technologies is a never
ending process. Technologies are part of an ever changing
society. As a consequence the products and their impacts are
permanently made and remade. Presuppositions about life and
behaviour of future users which are built in products and in
the stories about the way they should be used, are
permanently confronted with the way people actually (want to)
live and behave. The outcomes of these confrontations cannot
be predicted beforehand. Although it is often neglected, men
and women (can) play a significant role in determining the
effects of technological products on society.
I shall describe the Dutch House of the Future as one of the
locations where confrontations between the presuppositions
built in technologies and their stories, and the opinions and
actual behaviour of people who are supposed to be future
users take place.
My experiences as a visitor will illustrate that the visitors
opinions and behaviour are considered important.
The power of the supposed users, their and other stories
should also be considered important by those who want to
contribute to changes in the way technological developments
effect society.
AD extended laboratory
I consider the house of the future as more than just a museum
where visitors can see the way houses in the future might
look like. It is at the same time a place where stories about
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future life and future people are made and remade.
On this location a confrontation between the presuppositions
about future users, their needs and behaviour and a group of
visitors takes place. In this respect the house is an
extended industrial laboratory where important experiments
occur. Objects of experiments are visitors but also the
products in the house.
Of course the opinions of those who were involved in
developing the house of the future are prominently present .in
(among other things) forms of products. Yet, although they
may not be aware of it, the visitors play an important role
in these experiments.
Developing technology is a social activity
It is almost impossible for visitors or researchers to grasp
every participators'/ developers' idea about people and life
in the future. Some funding companies for example may have
had clear visions of this house as a marketing spot, a place
to present their products as things people are in need for,
hoping to find an outlet. Perhaps others used this project
merely to establish or confirm the idea that their companies
belong to a select group of 'future creators', whatever that
future may be. It also cannot be excluded that some of those
who were involved did their jobs without having the slightest
notion of the way in which their contributions might effect
life in the future.

Whatever the opinions and motives to participate in this
project may have been, every contributor has had in his or
her mind ideas concerning the way people live, behave and
make use of their products in the future. The process of
developing, designing and producing materials and products
for the house of the future can therefore be characterized as
technical and social at the same time.
Ideas of how people (ought to) live and behave in the future
and of what is important and what isn't are developed during
this process. These ideas are (partially) built in products
and are a fundamental part of the house of the future.
Whether or not and especially how this house of the future
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and the social ideas it embodies shall have effects on future
life and behaviour, depends largely on the extent to which
people share or accept the underlying social assumptions,
i.e. (are willing to) buy and use the products as they are
supposed to.
Motivating visitors to become future people
During a visit to the house of the future visitors can be
convinced of the need to change their opinions, needs, lifestyles and behaviour in order to become 'the people of the
future'. The confrontation between the visitors' conceptions
about the future and the ideas concerning the future that are
built in the house, is well prepared. Everything possible
seems to be done to make visitors believe that they would
want to live in this house, with these products, not
regarding the way they actually live and the (limited)
possibilities they have. A problem is that the visitors are
probably not a homogeneous group at all. They can be very
young (and accompanied by their parents) in middle age or
old, male and female, scholars, friends or families. They may
be very well educated or unskilled/ not at all. They are
housekeepers, administrators, secretaries, architects or
managers or jobless. They come from all parts of the
Netherlands, but the house of the future is also visited by
foreigners.
They certainly come to the house for very different and
probably sometimes contradictory reasons.
Some people come as experts in materials and products used in
the house, others just want to have a nice day with their
family while visiting an attraction.
Finally, the visitors, their knowledge and expectations
change through the years. What they recognize as futuristic
will differ as time goes by.
What efforts are made to create future users?

I

I~

I

Video power
The mere existence of the bouse and the fact that people can
walk through, see and touch The House of the Future for a
while, may already motivate people to change and become
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• future people • • But much more is done to stimulate people to
think and behave as they are supposed to.
Before entering the house of the future people are guided
through an attraction park to the house. Waiting on a small
bridge that leads to the entrance they hear a short story
about the house voiced by loudspeakers.
After a while they can enter a room that appears to be not
the house but a videoroom. In this room the visitors are
without guidance, Suddenly the curtains fall and a screen
rises. Soon after that a video is shown in which several
elements of the house of the future are introduced as
'innovative•, 'miraculous' and 'futuristic'. One of the key
messages is that the house is very comfortable to live and
work in. Besides that everything one might want to do can be
done efficiently in this house: the house is time- and in the
(very) long run money-saving. The prices of the house and the
products it contains are not mentioned. Money seems not
important at all. Last but not least: the house is presented
as a cosy home where fantastic birthday-parties can take
place.
Then all at once, the curtains rise and a guide enters the
room. By that time visitors are prepared to enter a • new
world' filled with miracles and promises. They are told again
and again that the house they are going to visit is extremely
'new', 'high-tech' and 'futuristic', As a consequence it may
seem almost impossible for visitors to enter the house with
their daily life, opinions and behaviour strong in mind. They
are (although not straigthforwardly) asked to neglect the
present and to experience this house as if they are already
future people.
Visiting the future
The guide accompanies the visitors to a huge building that is
to be entered (again) by a kind of bridge. This appears to be
The House people have come for. In an almost empty corridor
the guide tells his/her first story in which safety is the
key word. One of the walls appear to contain a panel with
lots of switches and slides. It turns out to be the central
information unit and is called Ralph. Ralph registrates
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whether anyone is in the house, who it is, where he or she is
at any moment. Ralph recognizes householdmembers and
relatives by reading their identity cards. As a consequence
he knows when unwanted visitors (burglars and others) are
inside. He is aware which equipment is turned on and off.
Ralph registrates open fire immediately and warns the police
and firemen if necessary. Ralph knows everything that is
going on in the house. He is a personal guard, and private
detective with characteristics of a god: invisible but always
present.
The guide, whose movements, explanations and time turn out to
be strictly controlled by Ralph, stresses the safety of this
house. Daily life of the visitors enters the story as a world
filled with burglars dangers and unpredictable events.
This house, with Ralph, represents the opposite: it is a
private world in which safety is guaranteed.
Then the house is shown room by room. It appears to consist
of a huge living, an open kitchen and on the first floor: a
bath, two bedrooms (one for two persons and a smaller one for
one person), a reading-corner and three work-units. Apart
from the kitchen, every location where activities take place
is marked by design: they have the shape of an island.
Whether or not the unusual design impresses the visitors, it
is only slightly mentioned. During the visit the guide often
refers to the pictures visitors saw in the video-room. This
seems to be done to illustrate the function of the equipment
when the time is too short to demonstrate everything. Central
in the guide's stories is the presence, function and comfort
of in most cases electronic equipment.
The living for example is dominated by television. The island
is surrounded by televisions. Four screens immediately
attract the visitors attention. Besides that the living is
filled with modern furniture and well designed music-devices.
The guide tells the audience that it is possible to watch
four television programmes at the very same time. Future
people are liberated from arguments about which channel to
choose! Besides that, there is plenty room to sit or walk
around for everyone who wants to do something else.

'-..........
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There are for example music-devices which offer the highest
quality, something consumers have always dreamt of.
After demonstrating several products the guide starts walking
to the kitchen. This room is small and compact. It contains
all that is necessary and even 'hidden' refrigerators and a
computer that can among other things be used as a cookery
book. Technological developments made it possible and are
used to miniaturize the kitchen in an astonishing way.
Safety, comfort and efficiency are the key words in the
kitchen story. Preparing meals in this unit saves time and
energy. It is suggested that this means that it is a pleasure
as well.
The bedrooms are the next rooms to be visited. There are
beds, televisions and wardrobes, but they are mainly empty.
The single bedroom also contains a desk with a music-device
and a computer. There are some toys (cars) on the floor.
During a short story it becomes clear that the inhabitants of
this future house are a couple and their son. In their
bedrooms they watch television, listen to music or are
asleep. If the boy's music is not appreciated by his parents,
they can turn it off by pressing a button. Their rest is
guaranteed.
The work-unit, containing three desks with built-in
computers, affords the couple to work while they are at home.
They can contact their offices and collegues by computer and
are liberated from travelling in mornings and evenings.
Of course this implies a decrease of air pollution and more
comfort for those who are now used to go to their offices at
peak hours.
The guide only points at the reading-island. There are
several book-shelves, two chairs and a small table and
obviously there is no need to spent words on this unit.
Afterwards there is (again limited) time for visitors to have
a closer look at, use or play with what is exposed. During
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this period the guide has left the building.
Yet the visitors are not alone. They are surrounded by the
words, sounds and pictures they met before. They are also not
alone because everything can be monitored.
Confrontations and conflicts
Although the visitors are waylayed with information in forms
of pictures, products and stories they are never asked to
comment on what they see, hear and experience. words like
'extraordinary' , 'futuristic' , 'new' and 'high-tech', all
defined as the opposite of what is common in the present,
attach their minds. The message seems to be that they are
experiencing the future although the future is not (/never)
there. This has nothing in common with daily life.
However, although the visit seems strictly controlled, the
visitors' behaviour may differ from what is expected. They
can express other needs or make clear that they would not
prefer to, or be able to live in this future. At these
moments the confrontation between the presuppositions about
future users and the visitors becomes perceptible.
During my visit someone noticed as soon as she entered the
house that the corridor was a strange place to put a washingmachine in. This was followed by the question where the
clothes-lines were or perhaps another machine to dry the wet
clothes. The guide had no answer to this, exept that there
was another room in the third floor which could not be
visited, where probably clothes-lines were. Immediately the
guide switched to another subject.
Some visitors stated that they disliked the furniture. The
guide responded that peoples' preferences differ, but that
this furniture was designed by a famous designer, who works
with the newest materials and forms. A hidden message in this
may be that the furniture is futuristic in the sense of
different from what is usual and as a consequence it takes
time for people to see and recognize its qualities.
Several visitors showed their disapproval in the kitchen.
There were complaints about the fact that small people were
not able to reach the cupboards and that preparing meals in
this kitchen with more than one person was impossible which

',
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ment a reduction of the social activities that can take place
in this unit. The safety and comfortability of the kitchen
was questioned thoroughly. The guide avoided again any
argument and told a story about the safety of the stove and
the ingenuity of the design. It might not be the best for
everyone, but revolutionary it was!
This game between the guide and the visitors took place
several times. At the end a majority of visitors was annoyed
when critical remarks were made and assisted the guide with
their interruptions.
During the time people could have a closer look at the house
without guidance several visitors questioned the quality of
the house for a longer while. Only a few visitors started
'playing' with the computers or other products. As soon as
the guide had left the building, the present, that is the
visitors' daily life returned into this future house. In this
respect the visitors resisted the pressure to think and
behave as if they already were future people. They concluded
that this house was in many respects not as miraculous or
revolutionary as the guide had told and the video had shown.
The messages were only partially accepted. It was for example
impossible to think of the house as a home for someone who
prefers to live on his/her own, or for people who would like
to share their house with other families/ adults.
The
developers failed to recognize the very different ways people
live. They also failed to acknowledge the need for other
products for instance a device to clean the house without
hard efforts. The smallness of the kitchen and the fact that
the washing machine was put in an empty corridor far from any
clothes-line was viewed as evidence for the unfamiliarity
with daily life of the people who were involved in the
development of this house.
Does it matter?

The guide's reaction makes it seem as if the critical remarks
from the visitors are not appreciated and are considered of
no importance. But if a majority of visitors neglects a
product or makes clear that a product is regarded to be of no
use, there is a chance that the presupposed future users will
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never exist. At least several visitors I observed were not
eager to become future people.
There is some evidence that the visitors' opinions count. As
a matter of fact, the house continuously changes. Every year
the colours are changed, new furniture is carried inside and
new products are put in the house. Along with these changes,
new stories enter the house of the future. Even the future
can get old and has to change at the same pace as the
present. Futuristic products can lose their futuristic
quality through the years and have to be updated or replaced
by others.
Recently solar-panels are installed and efforts are made to
built a system to heat the water with solar energy. In the
stories the word environment appears as something to take
care of. It cannot be excluded that the fact that discussions
about the waste of energy and pollution of the environment
are part of everyone's daily life, may have contributed to
this development. Other hot topics in society may contribute
to the development of alternative products and a new design
of the future. Creating hot topics and the spreading of new
stories about present and future may be essential also for
feminist approaches to enter (the house of) the future.
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A HOUSE TO LIVE IN ?
ideas about the house of the future and the
use of domestic technologies
Annemarie van de Vusse
Section Women and Technology,
Delft University of Technology
The Netherlands

WORKSHOP

we would like to run a workshop about designing technology
for (future) houses.
Which social values and opinions can be recognized in the
construction of the (dutch) "House of the Future"? I.e.
which opinions about environment (pollution), control and
safety, communication, work (paid and unpaid) are underlying the construction?
We' 11 give a review of the development of technologies
which are used in the construction of houses; what are the
intentions and the underlying assumptions?
Most technologies were not developed for use in individual
households or to solve problems connected with domestic
life. They were initially developed for use on a large
scale in other i.e. industrial contexts.
Visiting the "House of the Future• you' 11 find the products of this development: i.e. in every room there are
monitors: these can be useful for controlling chemical
processes, but are they necessary for looking after children?
We would like to discuss the restrictions and possibilities: how are people supposed to live in the future; what
are people supposed (not) to do and (not) to prefer?
What are the effects of these technologies for everyday
life and for the allocation of everyday tasks, such as
cleaning, cooking and caring?

'
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Vacuum cleaner, washing machine, furnace, refrigerator:
great helps for nearly all households in the Netherlands
nowadays. Electric (and gas) appliances were introduced
instead of the traditional helps, such as servant-girls
and charwomen.
The mechanisation of the housework 1 has got under way
especially after the Second World War. Necessary therefore
were the introduction to the market of electric appliances, possible after the development of smaller and cheaper
electromotors and the connection of houses to the electricity network.

~able

Distribution percentage of household appliances
tbe Retbarlaads
(Van Otterloo, 1988)
equipment&
gascooker
electric cooker
toaster
grill
mixer
refrigerator
vacu11111 cleaaer
washing 118Cbine

19&7

1964

1984

10
7
5

41

78
17
70
34
73
86
97
95

-

1
2
53
14

9
22
1
32
40
96
75

ia

At this moment we are entering computerisation of housework, which means the introduction and usage of information technology for activities in and around the house.
In the "House of the Future• one can see how designers and

1 With mechanization
of the housework is meant that
housework, till then done by hand, changes because of the
introduction of (electric) machinery in the home.

.r""
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architects have represented their idea of a house in the
era of information technology.

AIM

Of the different tasks in the household I want to examine:
how the technological innovations developed;
what effects are caused by introduction of

these

technologies on quantity and quality of housework,
in what way the allocation of domestic tasks is influenced;
I'll do that for the following tasks:
food preparation,
cleaning, of the house as well as the clothing,
taking care of house and family,
relaxation.
A house is not only a place where housework is done, but
it is also important as a place where the members of the
household can relax in a private atmosphere. Also on this
field computerisation has had its effects.
I' 11 use the "House of the Future• as a realized illustration for tracing the ideas and values of the designers.
Tracing the development of new equipments, one can look to
the side of demand as well as to the side of supply.
Technology push means, that by a certain progress in a
technological field there is a search for applications.
The realisation of the necessary infrastructure is stimulated and the market is made ready for the sale of products. Market pull means, that the demand of the market
determines what kind of technology is developed.
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A technological appliance is not a mere product, but it
completes a technological pathway, in which a social
network is constructed involving suppliers as well as
users. One has to look not only at the new product or the
new service, but at the whole system of coherent innovations by fabrication, distribution, complementary services,
regulators and consumers.
An appliance is bought in a certain market situation and
can have consequences for activities until then. Work can
made less heavier, but simplified; certain tasks can be
cut off, while new tasks are introduced; the content of
work will change and herewith, eventually also the allocation of tasks - activities that men and women carry out in
households.

FOOD PRBPARA'IIOB

Preparing food includes shopping, cooking and washing
dishes. Cooking is generally seen as a creative process,
as one of the nicest duties of domestic work.
Before the introduction of gas/electric stoves one cooked
on wood; a bowl above the fireplace, later on replaced by
a furnace (on wood). After the connection to the electric! ty or gas network one didn' t need to saw or to carry
wood anymore, only turning on the button was sufficient
for heating the hot plate. Ruth Schwartz Cowan (1983) has
shown that these changes in cooking process have resulted
in less work for men - sawing and carrying wood -, but in
more work for women - no longer cooking one-pot-meals, but
preparing three-course-menus.
Time men spend on shopping, is half an hour a day; women
need a quarter a day more (CBS: Time-spending of the dutch
people/De tijdsbesteding van de Nederlandse bevolking;
Kerncijfers, 1987). In the future this activity can be

//
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replaced by teleshopping. In the "House of the Future• one
can select and order his or her purchases with the use of
a computer, named Joyce (a woman?). But there is no system
for delivery, which raises the question whether much time
will be saved with daily shopping. More likely time can be
saved in selecting and choosing big and expensive things
such as furniture which is now mostly done by men and
women together.
For improvement of quality, cooking needs a lot of attention: fresh food, diversification and balance of nutrition; an electronic recipebook for the right steps; furnace and hot plates can be turned on and off at the right
moments.
Such an computerisation of the cooking process can lead to
a deskilling of the cook - knowledge of home-made soups
and sniffs is taken over by the computer; but it can also
result in a greater variation of the prepared meals
(Miles 1 1988).
The introduction of the microwave oven, developed for
quick heating of dried meals during space travel (Wajcman,
1991), has resulted in changed eating manners. Special
products for use in a microwave oven like meals and bowls
have been developed. The need for family meals has come in
disuse by the microwave oven, because now meals can be
prepared for every individual needs.
Ergonomics was no major issue in the design of the "House
of the Future•: the sink unit i.e. can not be transposed
in height 1 certain shel vee can be poorly reached. Fire
safety is more important in the designs, what gives the
choice of electric cooking.
For washing the dishes one can use the automatic dishwasher, as long as the dishes are not too delicate. Especially dishwashers have given more free time to men, because

~
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their help in washing dishes is no longer needed.
Overseeing this development the computerisation will,
above all, result in an increase of the quality of the
food preparation. A decrease of the time spent on food
preparation is hardly expected. There is little attention
for working conditions, as well as work allocation.

CLB.IUIIIIJG

Women spend about four hours a day on housework, cooking,
cleaning, washing and sewing, while men only need an hour
(CBS, De tijdsbesteding van de Nederlandse bevolking;
Kerncijfers, 1987).
Washing clothes includes collecting and selecting laundry,
putting it into the washing-machine, choosing the washing
program, taking laundry out after washing for drying (in
the machine or elsewhere) and at last folding, ironing and
clear away clean clothes.
washing is a rather heavy work, because one has to carry
loads of laundry. In the "House of the Future • there is
little considerationof the relief of work, ergonomics of
the washing-process. On the contrary, one has to carry
loads of laundry from one floor to the other, because the
different steps of the process are situated in different
places.
New innovations are seldom found in the washing process.
The washing machine and spin~drier are developed for
industrial use, but were lateran adapted for domestic use.
Based on the needs of the house-worker is the design of a
house and the development of a machine relieving the tough

/
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jobs. Image a machine where side the laundry is put into,
and coming out after a while at the other side, clean,
ironed and folded.
Relief of these activities can rather be expected from the
development and use of new materials that are dirt-repellent and iron-free.
Cleaning the house gets its attention in the "House of the
Future•. The windows are provided with a dirt-repellent
layer.
Dusting the house is possible with a vacuum-cleaner of
which the power can be adapted to the amount of dirt and
which gives an indication for a full dust-bag.
In some houses nowadays central sucking-systems are realised, so one can put a hose-pipe at certain places in the
wall for dusting.
But also in this case it is a question of technology push
- keeping rooms dust-free is necessary for certain production processes. If the line of approach had been the need
of the worker, always complaining about cleaning and
dusting as dirty, heavy and never-finishing work, then a
self-cleaning house would have been designed. Frances GABe
has designed a house that cleans itself everyday with a
waterspray (1983, in: Zimmerman.J. (ed.) The technological
woman ( 1983)).

CAR I JIG

Partly caring has to do with the regulation of different
functions in the house. In the "House of the Future• a
central computersystem, named Ralph, regulates the different functions of the house. When observing smoke he calls
the fire-brigade, he looks after the consumption of energy
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and water, he takes care of the temperature, and he automatically switches the lights on and off. If someone wants
to enter the House, this person needs a card, and Ralph
registrates the incoming and outgoing persons.
In this design ideas about safety and control are shining
through. These ideas are necessary when one has to control
productionprocesses in the chemical industry; but whether
they serve the caring tasks in the household?
Taking care means also lookiag after the children. Contact
between different floors in the "House of the Future• are
intermediate by house-videophone. On the screen one can
follow all the activities of the children. Nevertheless
isn't it perhaps more convenient for the mother or the
father to take a look in the room to see whether the
children are already asleep?
Interactive working with the computer is expected for the
future (Miles, 1988). One will counsel the computer i.e.
in educational and health problems. Now this is a task for
the family doctor. By changing it into a domestic task it
means a aggravation for the house-, in most cases, -wife.
However in this way she can improve the quality of caring.
Personal contacts, which are very important in the household, are subordinated to the idea of controlling and
dominating unsafe situations in the house· as good as
possible.

The habitants of the •House of the Future" will read a
book once in a while, but most of the time they will seek
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their relaxation behind the computer, playing video-games
and looking at video-longplays. Recreation will become
more individualised.
Experience with the personal computer at home shows that
mostly men use it actively for games and recreation, while
women look more for its usefullness.
The house as a safe place for all members of the household: especially this thought has been an important impulse for the design of the •smart house•. Incoming control
with cards and camera • s is based on military technology,
developed as a solution for guarding strategic objects.
The house as protected fortress against a hostile world
denies the violence between the householdmembers, mostly
women as victims.

COBCLUSIOB

Examining the innovations in domestic technology one
notices that a lot of products are adaptations of machinery which have initially been developed for industrial use.
Individual households showed to be a good market. In this
development one must speak of a .technology push rather
than of market pull - the needs of the housewives haven't
played an important role in the development of new domestic products.
In the design of the "House of the Future• safety is the
leading thought. This means safety of processes inside the
house as well as protection against a hostile world outside the house.
Distance control and interactive use of the computer can
take the place of personal contacts and personal presence.
Computerisation of different processes in households can
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lead to an increasement of the quality of work, however a
relief of heavy and boring work is hardly to expected.
Although, computerisation can lead to an allocation of
domestic tasks. When the division between non-routine
tasks, now mostly done by men with computers as high-tee
instruments and routine tasks, carried out by women using
computers as utensils, fades, an interchange and allocation of tasks will be easier.
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